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Plan for big
offensive to
retake Mosul
from ISIS
US official says up to 25,000 Iraqi and
Kurdish men will take part in assault
WASHINGTON – An Iraqi and
Kurdish military force of 20,000
to 25,000 troops is being prepared
to recapture the city of Mosul
from ISIS fighters, probably in the
April-May timeframe, an official
at the US Central Command said.
The official said on Thursday
that Mosul is currently being held
by 1,000 to 2,000 fighters from
the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria
(ISIS).
No decision has been made on
whether small numbers of US military advisers might need to be on
the ground close to Mosul to direct close air support, the official
told a group of reporters on condition of anonymity.
Mosul, which had a population
of more than one million people,
was captured by ISIS fighters last
June and is the largest city in the
group’s self-declared caliphate, a
stretch of territory that straddles
the border between northern Iraq
and eastern Syria.
It is highly unusual for the US
military to openly telegraph the
timing of an upcoming offensive,
especially to a large group of reporters.
Asked why the exception was
being made for the Mosul offensive, which the Pentagon has described as a pivotal battle in the
overall campaign in Iraq, the official said it was a reflection of the
confidence of Iraq, which had devised the battle plan.
“They are absolutely committed to this. There are a lot of pieces that have to come together and
we want to make sure the conditions are right. But this is their
plan. They have bought into it.
They are moving forward as if
they will execute in the timeframe
that I just described,” the official
said.
The main attack force being assembled for the Mosul campaign
will include five Iraqi army brigades, the official said. Three
smaller brigades will act as a reserve force, and three brigades of
Kurdish peshmerga troops will
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contain the city from the north
and isolate it from ISIS forces further west.
A so-called Mosul fighting
force consisting mainly of former
Mosul police officers and tribal
fighters is also being assembled
for the assault, the official said.
The total number of troops will be
20,000 to 25,000.
The aim of Iraqi and US military leaders is to have all five Iraqi
army brigades that comprise the
main attack force participate in
US-led training currently going
on in Iraq.
“Militarily, ISIL is in decline,”
said the official, using another
name for ISIS. “Our effects are
outpacing its ability to regenerate.”
The official said the timing of
the offensive would ultimately depend on the readiness of the Iraqi
forces, which collapsed last summer as ISIS conquered Mosul, the
country’s second-largest city, and
raced across northern Iraq.
While President Barack Obama
has pledged that US forces will
not become embroiled in ground
combat in Iraq, he asked Congress
this month to approve an authorisation for use of military force
that he said would permit ground
missions.
These include using special operations forces to target ISIS leaders, collecting intelligence and
conducting rescue operations.
REUTERS, NEW YORK TIMES, BLOOMBERG
L SEE TOP OF THE NEWS A8
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Amartya Sen alleges govt meddling
NOBEL prize-winning economist Amartya Sen
has said he will step down as chancellor of
Nalanda University after his term expires in
July, as he accused the Indian government of
interference in its running. Dr Sen has been at
the forefront of efforts to revive the ancient
seat of learning in India’s Bihar state that
once attracted scholars from countries as
far away as China and Turkey. L ASIA A14

In his father’s footsteps
HE IS just 17 years old, but has
already shone in training against
peers five years his senior.
Tonight, Irfan Fandi (left), son of
Singapore football legend Fandi Ahmad,
gets a chance to audition for a place in
the nation’s SEA Games squad when he
makes his first national Under-23 start
against the Syrian U-23s. L SPORT C16

Trains no longer stop at the old
Tanjong Pagar Railway Station,
but the national monument still
pulled in the holiday crowds
during its open house yesterday
(above). About 500 people visited
to snap pictures and reminisce.
There was also plenty of
festive cheer as Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong and his wife
hosted a Chinese New Year open
house at their home (left), just
days after he underwent surgery
to remove his prostate gland.
Several MPs posted photos on
Facebook and MP Denise Phua
noted he was “slimmer-looking”.
From left: Minister of State for
Health Lam Pin Min, MPs Ang
Hin Kee, Inderjit Singh and
Denise Phua, PM Lee and wife
Ho Ching, and MPs Ang Wei
Neng and Yeo Guat Kwang.
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Homes ripped apart
as twin cyclones
batter Australia

Better balance now between
home buyers, sellers: Khaw
Planned increase in number of homes
over 4 years has helped prices adjust
By NUR ASYIQIN MOHAMAD SALLEH

FOUR years of hard work ramping
up the construction of new homes
has paid off, according to National Development Minister Khaw
Boon Wan.
In a blog post yesterday, he said
that the planned increase in
number of homes had led to a better balance being struck between
buyers and sellers.
Last year, 51,598 new homes
were added, outpacing the projection of 47,505 made last May.
This has helped property prices
adjust with supply better meeting
demand.
“Our residential market has
achieved a better balance between

sellers and buyers,” he said. Last
year marked the first full year in
which home prices fell, he noted.
“This was a great relief for
home buyers,” he said. But as the
decline was moderate, “it was also a relief for home sellers and
home owners”.
He added that a collapse of the
housing market would benefit no
one.
Construction is expected to
slow in the coming years, going
by the updated figures Mr Khaw
provided yesterday.
Last year, the supply of new
homes for 2014 to 2017 was
projected to be 200,034 units. But
with the adjustment of the
Housing Board’s supply of

Build-To–Order (BTO) flats, the
new figure now stands at 195,788.
There will be 26,000 HDB flats
completed this year, 8 per cent
fewer than last year’s 28,300. The
number of new flats is expected to
be kept at 25,000 each year from
next year to 2018.
This year, there will be 21,359
new private homes – a 7 per cent
rise from last year.
But in the coming years, there
is expected to be a slide to just
9,836 in 2018. That year, the
number of new units, including
public flats, will be the lowest in
recent times – just 38,316.
Singapore currently has about
1.28 million homes – 960,000 of
which are HDB flats. By early
2018, the total is expected to swell
11 per cent to 1.43 million.
Mr Khaw said home buyers will
continue to have plenty of choice.
asyiqins@sph.com.sg

Supply of new
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Buyers cancel flat bookings due to loan issues
By YEO SAM JO
FINANCIAL difficulties caused a
number of flat buyers to give up
their new Housing Board flats
over the past three years.
Some 2,000 new flat applications were cancelled from 2012 to
2014, said the HDB.
A number of these cancellations were because flat buyers
were not able to obtain sufficient
loans for the purchase.
But these numbers have more
or less remained stable, hovering
at around 3 per cent of the total
number of new flat bookings in
2012 and 2013, the HDB added.
The cancellations were made
after the buyers booked their flat
but before they signed the Agreement for Lease.
These numbers were behind
the reasons for the policy change
announced last week, where buy-

ers now have to present their HDB
Loan Eligibility letters for new
flats earlier at the point of booking.
Previously, they needed to
show the letter, which indicates
the size of the loan for which buyers are eligible, only when signing
the Agreement for Lease four
months later.
The HDB said asking for the
letter earlier is intended to help

flat buyers better plan their finances and flat purchase.
“(This) will minimise the disappointment of having to cancel a
flat application arising from
insufficient loan,” said an HDB
spokesman.
Last week, Minister of State for
National Development Desmond
Lee said another 51 buyers could
not take possession of their new
flats in 2013 and 2014, after the

WISER DECISIONS
This would be a very good trigger for them to look at their
financial state. Some don’t realise that their credit record is
not that good... Buying that property might put them under
greater financial strain.
– Mr Alfred Chia, chief executive of financial advisory firm SingCapital, about
the benefit of buyers presenting their HDB Loan Eligibility letters earlier

HDB’s second credit assessment.
This assessment checks that
flat buyers are still able to service
their monthly mortgage instalments before the HDB disburses a
housing loan to them.
If a flat buyer does not proceed
with a flat purchase after signing
the Agreement for Lease, 5 per
cent of the purchase price will be
forfeited to the HDB.
Presenting their HDB Loan Eligibility letters earlier would help
more buyers make wiser financial
decisions, said Mr Alfred Chia,
chief executive of financial advisory firm SingCapital.
“This would be a very good trigger for them to look at their financial state. Some don’t realise that
their credit record is not that
good... Buying that property
might put them under greater
financial strain.”
yeosamjo@sph.com.sg
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flooding and high winds
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YEPPOON in North
Queensland (above) is
hit by Tropical Cyclone
Marcia, which tore
down power lines and
brought railways to a
standstill.
PHOTO:

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

IN GOLD COAST,
Queensland (left),
residents take shelter
as Marcia makes
landfall as a Category
5 system – the most
powerful rating.

PHOTO: EUROPEAN
PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

BRISBANE residents
(right) collect
sandbags in the
suburb of Morningside
before the storm.

PHOTO: EUROPEAN
PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

YEPPOON (Australia) – Two powerful cyclones pounded Australia
yesterday and left a trail of destruction with houses ripped
apart, trees uprooted and power
lines torn down, cutting electricity to thousands of people.
Tropical Cyclone Marcia
slammed into the Queensland
coast, its landfall coming just
hours after Cyclone Lam hit the
Northern Territory.
Tens of thousands took what
shelter they could as Marcia
caught Queensland state almost
unawares, gathering strength in
just a few hours before making
landfall mid-morning as a Category 5 system – the most powerful
rating.
The Category 4 Lam caused
extensive damage to remote Aboriginal communities near Elcho
Island, some 500km east of Northern Territory capital Darwin, including Milingimbi, Ramingining,
and Gapuwiyak.

“Initial indications are that
there has been substantial damage; initial reports are that the airstrip is still intact but covered
with debris,” regional police commander Bruce Porter said of the Elcho Island community, which was
without power and water.
Further south, howling winds
and torrential rain had residents
hunkering down to wait out the
terrifying conditions whipped up
by Marcia. The authorities
warned of a “calamity”.
Emergency services scrambled
to evacuate thousands of homes
before pulling out and warning
anyone who had not left to barricade themselves inside to avoid
wind gusts peaking at 285kmh.
Rail lines to coastal ports, an essential part of Queensland’s
A$280 billion (S$296 billion) commodities export-driven economy,
were brought to a standstill.
“Stay indoors, take the safest
room in the home and let the

storm pass,” Queensland Fire and
Emergency Services assistant commissioner John Watson told the
media after the storm passed over
the coastal city of Rockhampton,
home to 75,000 people, and headed south towards Australia’s
third-largest city, Brisbane.
A storm surge up to 3m above
normal pounded coastal communities, eroding beaches and damaging buildings.
There were no reports of
deaths or injuries and the storm
was downgraded to Category 2 by
evening. But the authorities
warned that heavy rains and flooding were likely to continue for several days and extend inland.
Some 48,000 homes were left
without power, Mr Watson added, after broken power lines and
flooding made some areas too dangerous for energy companies to begin repairs.
Queensland premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said there had been
“significant damage” in the towns
of Yeppoon and Rockhampton,
which was still being assessed,
with her biggest concern the
number of power lines brought
down.
The eye of the storm landed
near Shoalwater Bay, a town of
16,000 people about 670km north
of Brisbane, the state capital.
Officials forecast Yeppoon to
bear the brunt of the storm’s eye
but Ms Palaszczuk said it only
“grazed” the town en route south
towards the much bigger Rockhampton.
Queensland has been smashed
by several major storms and cyclones over the past few years,
with Cyclone Oswald, also a Category 5, flooding parts of the state
in 2013, racking up insurance
claims of nearly A$1 billion.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS
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Saudi King’s giveaway

MINUTES

Property market ‘balanced’
EFFORTS to ramp up the building of new
homes have led to a better balance between
supply and demand, said National
Development Minister Khaw Boon Wan. Price
drops meant relief for buyers, but they were
moderate enough to not upset sellers.
TOP OF THE NEWS A2

Twin cyclones hit Australia
TWO powerful cyclones pounded Australia,
leaving a trail of destruction. Tropical
Cyclone Marcia slammed into the Queensland
coast, its landfall coming just hours after
Cyclone Lam hit the Northern Territory.
TOP OF THE NEWS A3

NO MEASURE since King
Salman ascended the throne in
Saudi Arabia has caused as
much buzz as the giveaway
that will cost an estimated
US$32 billion (S$44 billion).
Saudis are happily spending
and little has been heard about
human rights abuses or
political reform. PAGE A12

N. Korean ‘slave labour’

Leader Kim Jong Un is said to use
proceeds to buy luxury products for
elite followers. PHOTO: REUTERS
TENS of thousands of North
Koreans are sent to work long
hours overseas, with most of
their pay going to the state,
defectors and rights groups
say. Leader Kim Jong Un is said
to use the fund to buy luxury
products for elite followers and
to finance the building boom in
Pyongyang. PAGE A18

Malaria warning

TOMORROW IN THE SUNDAY TIMES
PRINT

SHARON LOH

Finding
common
ground

ONLINE

MALARIA resistant to the best
treatment available has been
documented in Myanmar near
the Indian border, researchers
say, stoking concerns that it
could spread to one of the most
populous nations and other
parts of the world. Experts say
the global community has a
rapidly narrowing window to
stop the spread. PAGE A19

Unhealthy America
AMERICANS are eating too
much salt, sugar and saturated
fat and not enough foods that
fit a “healthy dietary pattern”,
a nutrition advisory panel says,
easing some of its previous
restrictions on cholesterol.
PAGE A21
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BEYOND PERSONALITIES IN MALAYSIAN POLITICS
The departure of two iconic Malaysian opposition leaders might show
how fraught a political union can be when it is based on personalities. To
be credible, the opposition will have to demonstrate a unified approach
to meeting the challenges facing the nation.
The Straits Times
OPINION A26

HK actor’s So helpful

MONEY

OPINION

Harmony not by chance

Tough rental market

ALONG Waterloo Street is a
Jewish synagogue. Close by is a
Hindu temple and a Buddhist
temple, where Hindus pray
among Chinese Buddhist
worshippers, and vice versa.
The happy state of religious
harmony in Singapore did not
come by chance, but from
conscious policies, buttressed
by laws and institutions, says
By Invitation columnist
Professor Tommy Koh.
PAGE A26

SINGAPORE’S rental market is
in for a tough year, analysts
say, due to weakening demand
caused by the deluge of newly
completed condominium units
and expectations of an interest
rate hike. Private residential
rents fell 3 per cent last year
after four successive years of
increases. PAGE C1

LIFE!

Acting is for the rich
HOME

THE privileged backgrounds of
Oscar hopefuls Benedict
Cumberbatch and Eddie
Redmayne have fuelled
controversy over whether
acting is an elitist profession in
Britain, where
only the rich
can
afford
costly
drama
schools
and live
through
auditions
and unpaid
work.
PAGE E14

Volunteer guides needed
THE National Heritage Board
wants to recruit up to 500 new
volunteer guides to add to a
pool of about 750 volunteers,
as it looks to reopen the
renovated National Museum of
Singapore and Asian
Civilisations Museum. The
Indian Heritage Centre is also
due to open this year. PAGE B1

Flying south into danger
THE sound of songbirds here is
getting quieter. Researchers
have found that many species
that fly south through Asia to
warmer climes are facing
increasing threat from human
development. They are calling
for greater international
cooperation to protect them.
PAGE B5

William So has been helping out at
Tai Pei Yuen Temple on Chap Goh
Mei for 11 years. PHOTO: WANBAO
FOR the past 11 years, Hong
Kong singer-actor William So
has been coming to Singapore
to do volunteer work on Chap
Goh Mei. The 47-year-old
spends the 15th and final day of
Chinese New Year helping out
at the Tai Pei Yuen Temple off
Balestier Road. PAGE E2

SATURDAY

Empathy in anonymity
FACELESSNESS is the norm on
social media, where anonymous
trolls abuse and threaten
people whose faces they can’t
see. A world stripped of faces
is a world unmoored from
ethics. To conquer this world,
we need empathy. PAGE D5

SPORT

LionsXII face Perak test
THERE was no holiday reprieve
for the LionsXII this week as
they bid to claim three points
against a fit, hard-running
Perak side in the Malaysian
Super League today. Fandi
Ahmad’s men are sixth in the
12-team league ahead of their
trip to Ipoh. PAGE C16

Clearing
their names
A MAN sentenced to jail
and caning for drug
consumption has become
the first to be acquitted
with the help of the
Innocence Project – a group
of law students that
investigates applications
from people behind bars to
have their cases
re-examined. PAGE B13

Oscar best actor contender Eddie
Redmayne is a former classmate
of Britain’s Prince William at the
prestigious Eton College. PHOTO:

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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Singapore Budget

Finance Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam will present the
2015 Budget statement in Parliament on Monday. Check out
our A to Z guide that cuts through the jargon and tells you
what you need to know before the big announcement.
Look back in time to Budgets past for memorable highlights from the last
50 years such as Budgets that built a nation and last year’s Pioneer
Generation Package.

On Budget day on Monday, follow The Straits Times’ live
blogging of the minister’s speech by Managing Editor
Ignatius Low and go beyond the news with our instant
analyses and interactive graphics.
Will it be a Jubilee Budget? What are the key themes this
year? Get the answers and catch up on the latest
#SGBudget2015 conversation.

Go to www.straitstimes.com/budget-2015
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Bedok Reservoir
users warned of
fish and turtle bites
Water activities were suspended for
a month after reports of leg injuries
By CAROLYN KHEW
WATER-SPORT enthusiasts visiting Bedok Reservoir have been
warned to be wary of being bitten
by fish and turtles.
The unusual reminder by national water agency PUB comes
after water activities there were
suspended for a month recently,
after three people complained of
minor leg injuries.
The PUB suspended kayaking,
dragon-boating and canoeing
from Dec 17 to Jan 16 on suspi-

cions that the injuries could have
been caused by bites from freshwater turtles or fish such as the
toman. The agency has not received reports of similar injuries
at other reservoirs.
A PUB spokesman told The
Straits Times that it has advised
water-activity operators to tell
participants to exercise caution
and to put on proper footwear.
The public is also reminded not to
release animals into reservoirs,
she added.
Schools have been urged to tell

their students to be careful when
in the water and to avoid submerging their feet where possible.
Two of the cases involved a
pair of students from the nearby
Temasek Polytechnic. They suffered cuts to their feet after kayak
training there last year. The
school said its coaches will focus
more on land training for now.
During the suspension, trapping led to fish, including a tarpon, African walking catfish, armour sucker catfish and peacock
bass, being caught, said the PUB.
Wildlife consultant Subaraj
Rajathurai said Bedok Reservoir,
being a man-made water body,
will not have any native fish species. The fish caught by the PUB

The PUB suspended kayaking, dragon-boating and canoeing at Bedok Reservoir from Dec 17 to Jan 16 on suspicions that the
leg injuries reported could have been caused by bites from freshwater turtles or fish such as the toman. ST FILE PHOTO
were most likely released into the
waters, he added.
The toman fish, which can
grow up to 1m long, may bite or
become defensive when disturbed, he said.
“When you do water sports
and are constantly disturbing the
waters, there is no way to guaran-

tee that you won’t get bitten. It is,
after all, not a swimming pool,”
said Mr Subaraj.
The PUB, which will continue
to monitor the situation at Bedok
closely, said it has not received
reports of animals being released
into reservoirs here.
The release of animals or fish

into reservoirs is prohibited as it
may affect their ecology. Those
caught doing so will be issued a
fine of $50 on their first offence
and $200 on their second offence.
Offenders will be prosecuted
for subsequent offences and may
be fined up to $3,000.
kcarolyn@sph.com.sg

US rabbi
videotaped
women at
ritual baths

CPF Building
on sale, likely to
fetch ‘over $450m’

WASHINGTON – A prominent
Washington rabbi charged with
secretly videotaping dozens of
women during ritual baths has
pleaded guilty to 52 misdemeanour counts of voyeurism.
Rabbi Barry Freundel, 63, was
accused of installing video cameras to spy on women in the bathing
area for his Orthodox synagogue,
Kesher Israel Congregation, in
Washington’s upscale Georgetown neighbourhood. “Guilty,”
Freundel said on Thursday when
asked how he pleaded by District
of Columbia Superior Court Judge
Geoffrey Alprin.
Prosecutors said Freundel recorded the women between early
2009 and October last year using
devices installed in two changing
rooms for the National Capital
Mikvah, which is next to the Kesher synagogue.
The mikvah, or ritual bath, is
used most frequently as purification by people converting to Judaism and by Jewish women seven

By TOH YONG CHUAN
and CHERYL ONG

Rabbi Barry Freundel installed video
cameras in the bathing area for his
synagogue. PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES
days after the end of their menstrual cycle.
Police began investigating Freundel, who headed the synagogue
for 25 years, when a woman found
a camera in a clock radio in the
bathing area and turned it over to
officers.
Investigators found six video
files of nude women, with one
showing Freundel’s face as he set
up the camera, prosecutors said.
Police searched his home and
his office at Maryland’s Towson
University, where he was an associate professor, and seized computers, electronic devices, hard
drives and cameras hidden in a
fan and a tissue box, they said.
Prosecutors said at least 52
women were recorded nude or partially nude on 25 different dates
from March 2012 to September
last year.
Investigators also found that
Freundel secretly recorded about
100 more women between 2009
and September last year in a bathroom at the National Capital
Mikvah, they said.
One of the victims, Ms Stephanie Doucette, said in a statement: “I continue to be profoundly shocked and upset by Rabbi
Freundel’s outrageous conduct,
which violated the security, trust
and beliefs of so many women.”
Freundel, who is also facing
civil lawsuits, is scheduled to be
sentenced on May 15.
REUTERS

The CPF Building at 79 Robinson Road is 47 years old and the site has 52 years of its 99-year lease left, according to
property brokers. The likely price tag is expected to draw property funds and developers. ST PHOTO: ONG WEE JIN

THE landmark Central Provident
Fund (CPF) Building in Robinson
Road is up for sale – and the price
tag could well be more than $450
million.
The CPF Board, which is
moving out of the financial
district to Novena from October,
is looking for a property broker to
handle the sale. It has asked interested firms to let it know how
much their services would cost
by next week.
“The relocation will free up
prime office space in the Central
Business District for higher-value
uses,” said a board spokesman.
According to the board’s letter
to property brokers, it has asked
the firms to draw up a plan to sell
the building, which takes into
account the current “market prices and trends”.
The spokesman added that the
board, which will put up the building for sale by tender between
July and September, has signed a
long-term lease agreement to
rent space at Novena Square towers A and B.
The sale is the latest in a move
begun in 2008 for government
offices to move out of the CBD
and release space there for the
private sector.
The CPF Building at 79 Robinson Road is 47 years old. Its 46
storeys have a net lettable area of
more than 300,000 sq ft. The
site has 52 years of its 99-year
lease left, according to brokers.
At least four commercial property brokers contacted said they
are making bids to offer their services to the CPF Board and asked
not to be named.
Market watchers estimate that
the building should fetch more
than $450 million – or more than

$1,400 per sq ft – based on its remaining lease and available
space. However, the buyer will
have to pay development charges
– fees to intensify land use – if it
decides to tear down the building
and build a new one to maximise
its allowable gross floor area of
606,000 sq ft. Additional charges for a lease top-up to 99 years
could also be levied.
The likely price tag is expected
to draw property funds and developers.
The last major commercial
property deal was the 50-storey
AXA Tower in Tanjong Pagar just
across the road, which changed
hands for $1.18 billion last month
from BlackRock to Perennial Real
Estate Holdings.
Brokers said the timing of the
sale is important and the CPF
Board could get a higher price
when demand for office space is
still high. The current office
space crunch is expected to ease
only after next year, when new office buildings like Marina One
and Guoco Tower are ready.
“With limited office supply
until 2017, rentals are expected to
continue their upward trend,”
said Mr Ian Loh, head of investments and capital markets at
Knight Frank. “Commercial properties, especially those with opportunities for redevelopment
and increasing value, are still
highly sought after.
“There aren’t many motivated
sellers for such properties.”
Mr Shaun Poh, executive director of capital markets at property
firm Cushman & Wakefield, noted: “This could be one of the largest deals to watch out for this
year. The quantum is likely to be
in excess of half a billion and it’s
a landmark building.”
tohyc@sph.com.sg
ocheryl@sph.com.sg

Top UN climate change official
accused of sexual harassment
NEW DELHI – Dr Rajendra Pachauri, the world’s top climate
change official, has been accused
of sexual harassment by a
29-year-old research analyst.
The woman, an employee at
The Energy and Resources Institute or Teri, a New Delhi-based
think-tank where Dr Pachauri is
director-general filed a complaint with the police last week,
Indian media reports said.
In it, she said the 75-year-old
Nobel Peace Prize winner had sexually harassed her for nearly two
years from the time she joined
the organisation in September
2013, The Indian Express reported.
She also said Dr Pachauri had
engaged in “sexually laden conversations” with her over e-mail,
WhatsApp messages and SMS
texts.
Dr Pachauri, chairman of the
United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), has denied the allegations

and claimed that he has been a
victim of hacking. There was evidence of “misuse of my computer
resources and communication devices, without my permission or
consent”, he said.
“Your questions have no connection with the truth,” Dr Pachauri told India’s Economic Times
newspaper when asked about the
complaint.
Police have granted Dr Pachauri “interim protection” against
arrest from the Delhi High Court
and allowed him to approach a
lower court for anticipatory bail
by Feb 23 after he handed over
his laptop to them, local media
reported.
The timing of the case is awkward for the head of the UN’s
panel of climate scientists, said
Britain’s Independent newspaper, as it comes in the run-up to
a crucial climate summit in Paris
in December.
As chairman of the IPCC, Dr
Pachauri will oversee the talks be-

tween world leaders who have
pledged to agree to cuts in carbon
emissions in the battle to curb global warming.
Dr Pachauri received the 2007
Nobel Peace Prize on behalf of
the IPCC – shared with former
US vice-president Al Gore – and
is no stranger to controversy. In
2010, he admitted the IPCC’s
2007 global warming report
wrongly said Himalayan glaciers
would vanish by 2035 and had
overstated how much of the Netherlands is below sea level.
He refused to step down over
the error saying: “You can’t
expect me to be personally
responsible for every word in a
3,000-page report.”
He has also been ridiculed for
his racy debut fiction novel – Return To Amora – which is laced
with steamy references about the
sexual urges of the protagonist
Sanjay Nath who, like Dr Pachauri, is an academic and an engineer.

Nobel Peace Prize winner Rajendra Pachauri, head of the UN’s panel of climate
scientists, claims he is a victim of hacking. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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World leaders
take united
stand to strike
root of terror
Bid to create digital communications
hub to counter extremist propaganda
By JEREMY AU YONG
US BUREAU CHIEF
IN WASHINGTON

WORLD leaders issued a united
call to action against radical ideology at the end of a meeting in
Washington yesterday, outlining
a plan for a broad coordinated
effort to strike terrorism at its
source.
Representatives from over 60
countries attended the White
House Summit on Countering Violent Extremism this week against
a backdrop of growing concern
about the threat of the militant
group known as the Islamic State
in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
A statement released at the end
of a three-day summit on countering violent extremism condemned
recent terrorist attacks around
the world and underscored the
need to “intensify efforts to counter the recruitment and radicalisation to terrorist violence”.
To that end, the summit identified a series of broad work
streams to focus on, with participants expected to formulate concrete policies to be presented at
the United Nations General Assembly in September.
A series of follow-up summits
have been planned, including the
East Asia Summit Symposium on
Religious Rehabilitation and Social Reintegration that Singapore
will host in April.
In terms of social media – a
key focus of the meetings – the
US announced that it would work
with the United Arab Emirates to
create a digital communications
hub to help community leaders to
counter terrorist propaganda, as
well as organise “technology
camps” where tech firms can
work with governments and civil
society to develop digital content
that discredits extremist narratives. It has not revealed any further details about the digital hub.
The ambitious plans, though,
did reflect ongoing disputes on
the way forward, never properly
reconciled at the summit.
Analysts cited, for instance,
the tug-of-war between the use

of force and gentler efforts to promote integration. While terrorist
attacks often demand a forceful response from governments, doing
so could reinforce the divide that
radicals exploit.
Said Mr Jeremy Shapiro, a fellow at the Brookings Institution,
in a blog: “For terrorism to threaten strong states or world order, it
depends on a state doing stupid
things in response, in other words
on a reaction born of public fear
and political cowardice... So maybe it is time to start attacking that
fear directly, rather than through
a quixotic quest to eliminate terrorism or radicalisation.”
Indeed, the contradictions
were reflected in many of the remarks from world leaders on the
final day of the summit.
United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon, for instance, reminded countries that the counter-terrorism fight cannot be an
excuse for violating human rights.
“Preventing violent extremism
and promoting human rights go
hand in hand. Time and again we
have seen that the most effective
recruiting agents for extremists
are the very actions taken against
them. All too often, counter-terrorism strategies lack basic elements of due process and respect
for the rule of law,” he said.
He added: “We will never find
our way by discarding our moral
compass.”
US President Barack Obama, in
turn, spent equal parts of his
speech on the use of military force
as well as the need to address political and economic grievances
that tend to drive marginalised
youth towards terror groups.
He also sought to drive home
the point that the West was not at
war with Islam. He said: “Obviously, there is a complicated history
between the Middle East (and) the
West. And none of us, I think,
should be immune from criticism
in terms of specific policies, but
the notion that the West is at war
with Islam is an ugly lie. And all
of us, regardless of our faith, have
a responsibility to reject it.”
jeremyau@sph.com.sg

Muslim community ‘critical’ to S’pore’s battle
SENIOR Minister of State for
Home Affairs Masagos Zulkifli
told participants at an
anti-extremism summit in
Washington that it is
becoming “increasingly
important” to counter the
radical rhetoric from groups
like the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria (ISIS), as he outlined
Singapore’s own battle with
self-radicalisation.
Mr Masagos, who is on a
three-day visit to the US to
attend the White House
Summit on Countering Violent
Extremism, told participants
about the work of Singapore’s
Religious Rehabilitation
Group, and stressed that the

Muslim community was
critical to Singapore’s efforts.
He said: “Fortunately, a
long spell of peace and
religious harmony has brought
the community out on their
own volition, to help tackle
this problem, and to nip the
issue in the bud.
“Their participation has
complemented security action
by the Singapore authorities.
Even in rehabilitation, the
community figures
prominently; where
individuals who are known to
harbour extreme or violent
views, we intervene early and
refer such individuals to
religious counselling.”

Stills from footage obtained by The
Guardian show Chelsea fans (above)
pushing a black man off a Paris
metro train and (left) continuing their
racist chants. Finance worker Josh
Parsons (below) was identified online
as one of the fans present but it is
unclear if he was involved.

PHOTOS: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE,
SCREENGRAB/ YOUTUBE, INSTAGRAM

Chelsea bar three racist fans from stadium
LONDON – British soccer club
Chelsea have temporarily barred
three people from entering their
Stamford Bridge stadium following an investigation into a racist
incident, captured in amateur
video footage on the Paris metro.
Chelsea have also invited victim Souleymane S, a 33-year-old
black French citizen, to watch a
match in London so that he can
see that Chelsea fans are not like
the people he encountered. Club
owner Roman Abramovich is said
to be “disgusted” by the incident.
In his first comments yesterday, Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho said: “We feel ashamed, but
maybe we shouldn’t. I refuse to
be connected with these people. I
felt ashamed when I knew what
happened.”
Video footage of the incident
on Tuesday went viral on British
news websites. It showed a group
of Chelsea fans repeatedly pushing a black man and preventing
him from boarding a packed subway train at the RichelieuDrouot station in Paris.
The fans could also be heard
chanting: “We’re racist, we’re
racist and that’s the way we like
it.” Another voice could be heard
shouting: “Chelsea, Chelsea,
Chelsea.”
The episode was said to have
occurred before Chelsea played
in a Champions League game
against Paris Saint-Germain at
the Parc des Princes stadium that
ended in a 1-1 draw.
The three people identified by

Mr Souleymane
(left), identified
by Le Parisien
newspaper as
the victim of
the racist
incident, was
prevented from
boarding a
crowded Paris
metro train on
Tuesday by
some Chelsea
fans, who could
be heard
chanting in the
video: “We’re
racist, we’re
racist and that’s
the way we like
it.”
PHOTO:
SCREENGRAB/
LE PARISIEN
Chelsea in the clip will be banned
permanently should there be
enough evidence against them,
the Daily Mail reported.
Finance worker Josh Parsons,
21, was identified online as one of
around 40 or 50 fans present, the
Telegraph reported. It was not
certain if he was among those
banned or involved in the chanting or pushing, but he came in
the spotlight after a photo
emerged of him with Mr Nigel
Farage, leader of the UK Independence Party. The party has denied Mr Parsons is a member.
The footage, first obtained by
The Guardian, showed a black

man trying at least twice to board
a train but being pushed back by
a group of white soccer fans
whose faces were clearly visible.
Mr Souleymane, who was
born in Paris to Mauritanian
parents, made a criminal complaint to police on Thursday.
“These people, these English
supporters, must be found,
punished and locked up,” he told
Le Parisien newspaper.
Describing what happened to
him, he said: “I realised they
were targeting me because of the
colour of my skin. You know I
live with racism, I wasn’t totally
surprised at what happened even

if this was the first time it’d
happened in the metro.
“I returned home without saying anything about it to anyone,
not my wife, nor my children.
What can I tell my kids? That
papa was shoved in the metro
because he’s black? That
wouldn’t help things at all.”
The video that went viral was
shot by British expatriate Paul
Nolan.
The Paris prosecutor’s office
has started a probe, while the
Metropolitan Police in London
have appealed for information.
NEW YORK TIMES, REUTERS,
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Cards, phones, jackets – over 24,000 items left on planes and at Changi
By KARAMJIT KAUR
AVIATION CORRESPONDENT

AN ANGKLUNG (Malay musical
instrument), X-ray films, hearing
aids, dentures, surfboards and
even a washing machine – these
are some of the stranger items
which increasingly forgetful
travellers are leaving behind at
Changi Airport.
Sats – the airport’s biggest
ground-handling agent which
deals with Singapore Airlines and
other carriers’ flights – recovered
around 17,000 items left on
planes last year.
This is more than 11/2 times the
11,000 items found a year ago.
Changi Airport Group, which
maintains a separate list of things
found at the terminals, recovered
7,680 credit/ATM cards and mo-

bile phones last year compared
with 7,180 in 2013.
The cards are kept for three
days, after which they are cut up.
The number of lost and found
items has gone up despite growth
of just 0.7 per cent in overall
passenger numbers at the airport
between 2013 and last year.
Apart from phones and cards,
sweaters, jackets, shawls, books
and tablet devices are the other
more common items people leave
behind.
But more unusual items, including hearing aids, breast pumps, a
bird cage and cabinet doors, have
also turned up.
The items are either handed
over to the airlines or kept in the
lost and found offices, a Sats
spokesman said.
Where possible, the owners are

Hi, we are looking
for something that
looks like this:

tracked. For instance, if something is found in the seat pocket,
it likely belonged to the passenger
who was sitting there and at-

What’s that? Some
sort of an exercise
device?

No, it’s the
for our
plane.

tempts to reach the person will be
made, she explained.
She highlighted how a mobile
phone was eventually delivered to

its rightful owner in his Singapore
office after he left it on a plane
from Los Angeles.
When items are found on for-

eign aircraft, these are sometimes
returned to the airline’s head
office after about a week, Sats
said.
All other unclaimed items are
typically kept for about two to
three months and then donated to
charities such as the Salvation Army.
Sats’ senior vice-president
(apron and security services)
Denis Marie said: “On average, we
logged about 46 cases of lost
items per day last year....
“We understand the anxiety
that passengers experience when
they lose something important or
valuable and would advise that
they check under their seats, seat
pockets and the overhead compartments thoroughly before
disembarking.”
karam@sph.com.sg
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Nalanda Uni chancellor to step down

Saudis live it
up as new
king gives
away billions

WORD OF CAUTION
We are a welfare society, so the
population depends a lot on
government subsidies, directly
and indirectly... But one day we
are going to run out of oil, and I
don’t believe it is wise to be
pampered and subsidised.
– Saudi writer and economist
Abdullah Al-Alami

More than $44b to be handed out
by royal decree to ordinary citizens
RIYADH – European leaders are
still battling over austerity. Congress in the US is gearing up for
another fight over the budget. But
in Saudi Arabia, there are no such
troubles. New monarch King Salman has doled out billions and billions of dollars to ordinary Saudis
by royal decree.
Not surprisingly, Saudis are
very happy with their new ruler.
“It is party time for Saudi Arabia right now,” said Mr John Sfakianakis, the Riyadh-based Middle
East director of the Ashmore
Group, an investment company.
He estimates the king’s post-coronation giveaway will ultimately
cost more than US$32 billion
(S$44 billion).
That is a lot of cash – more, for
example, than the entire annual
budget for Nigeria, which has
Africa’s largest economy.
Since King Salman ascended
the throne of this wealthy Arab
kingdom last month, he has swiftly taken charge, abolishing government bodies and firing ministers.

But no measure has caused as
much buzz as the giant payouts he
ordered to a large chunk of the
Saudi population.
These included grants to professional associations, literary and
sports clubs; investments in water
and electricity; and bonuses
worth two months of salary to all
government employees, soldiers,
pensioners and students on state
stipends at home and abroad.
Some private companies followed suit with comparable bonuses for their Saudi employees,
putting another few billion dollars
into people’s pockets.
Some of the government spending will come over years, but most
will hit the Saudi market this
month, including the bonuses.
About three million of Saudi
Arabia’s 5.5 million workforce are
employed by the government.
So, for the moment at least,
there is little talk about human
rights abuses or political reform.
Saudis are spending. Some have
treated themselves to new cell-

Ever since King Salman ascended the throne, he has swiftly taken charge, firing ministers. But no measure has caused as
much buzz as the giant payouts he ordered to a large chunk of the Saudi population. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
phones, handbags and trips
abroad. They have paid off debts,
given to charity and bought gold
necklaces for their mothers. Some
men have set aside money to marry a first, second or third wife.
One was so pleased he showered
his infant son with crisp bills.
Saudi rulers have long used the
wealth that comes from being the
world’s top oil exporter to lavish
benefits on their people, and
many Saudis describe royal largesse as part of a family-like social contract between rulers and
loyal citizens.
But the new spending comes
amid change and uncertainty for
the kingdom. King Salman ascended the throne after the death of
King Abdullah and announced the
bonuses as a goodwill gesture.

But because about 90 per cent
of government income comes
from oil, the drop in world prices
has reduced state revenue by
about 20 per cent, said Mr Rakan
Alsheikh, a research analyst at
Jadwa Investment. His company
projects the government to run a
record deficit of US$44.5 billion
this year. The new spending
could increase that deficit to
US$67.2 billion, or 9 per cent of
gross domestic product, Mr
Alsheikh said.
Those worries seem far from
the SUV-clogged streets of the
Saudi capital, where petrol costs
45 US cents a gallon because of
huge state subsidies and people
are used to repaying government
generosity with public displays of
fealty. “We pledge allegiance to

you, hearing and obeying,” declare billboards for phone and construction companies.
Average government salaries
are about US$2,400 per month,
with some workers earning additional allowances for transportation, housing, overtime and the
holy month of Ramadan. Student
stipends are less, while employees
with years of service can earn
US$4,800 per month or more, Mr
Sfakianakis said.
As the bonuses have arrived,
Saudis have pondered what to do
with the cash. Many said government salaries had not kept pace
with rising prices, so the bonuses
merely helped to fill the gap.
“Mostly rent and traffic tickets,” said teacher Shakir Mohammed, when asked how he would

spend his bonus.
Others said the tradition of patriarchal distribution extends into
their own homes, where children
and wives expect the bonuses to
trickle down.
Many have taken to social media to express their joy, thanking
the king with the hashtag
#two–salaries in Arabic and posting jokes. One image shows a blue
sky full of outbound aeroplanes
with a caption reading “Saudi airports after the two salaries.”
Such royal gifts are far from unprecedented. King Abdullah announced a 15 per cent raise in government salaries after his coronation in 2005, and he issued a
one-month salary bonus in 2011,
after returning from medical treatment abroad.
Western analysts have noted
that the last bonus came during
the Arab Spring uprisings, when
Saudi rulers worried about possible dissent at home.
“We are a welfare society, so
the population depends a lot on
government subsidies, directly
and indirectly,” said Mr Abdullah
Al-Alami, a Saudi writer and economist. “But one day we are going
to run out of oil, and I don’t believe it is wise to be pampered and
subsidised.” Still, with more than
US$700 billion in foreign reserves, the Saudi government faces no immediate crunch.
NEW YORK TIMES
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Jokowi appoints
interim KPK chiefs
Suspended chairman ignores police
summons, attends handover instead
By WAHYUDI SOERIAATMADJA
INDONESIA CORRESPONDENT
IN JAKARTA

THE suspended chairman of
Indonesia’s anti-corruption agency failed to respond to a police
summons yesterday over allegations that he counterfeited an
identification document.
The summons for Mr Abraham
Samad – from a police station in
his home town of Makassar,
South Sulawesi province – came
just two days after President Joko
Widodo dismissed him temporarily over the allegation.
Mr Abraham’s deputy Bambang Widjojanto was also suspended over a different criminal case.
Mr Abraham's lawyers said he
was unable to comply with the
summons as he had to be at the
Corruption Eradication Commis-

sion (KPK) office in Jakarta
yesterday to attend the handover
to new interim commissioners appointed by Mr Joko.
According to Indonesian law, a
summons can be ignored twice before a summoning authority can
make an arrest.
The suspensions, along with
Mr Joko’s decision to drop an unpopular general for the post of police chief, were meant to ease a bitter stand-off between the
country’s main law enforcement
agencies – the police and the KPK.
It began last month after the
KPK named Mr Joko’s sole nominee for police chief, General Budi
Gunawan, a suspect in a corruption case.
Soon after, the police went after the four top KPK officials,
charging them with violations in
several cases, some stretching as
far back as eight years ago. This

Jakarta delays
drug smugglers’
execution by
up to a month
JAKARTA – Indonesia has delayed the execution of
two Australian drug smugglers by up to a month,
backtracking on an earlier pledge to put the pair before the firing squad by the end of this month.
Canberra has been ramping up diplomatic pressure for the pair to be spared, straining ties between the two countries.
However, Indonesia denied that Australian pressure was behind the delay, and insisted the executions would be carried out.
Vice-President Jusuf Kalla’s office yesterday
said the execution of Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran, the ringleaders of the so-called Bali Nine
heroin trafficking group, “will be delayed for between three weeks and a month from now due to
technical reasons”.
He did not elaborate further.
Indonesian President Joko Widodo – an ardent
supporter of the death penalty who has refused
clemency for the two Australians – denied
Australia’s repeated appeals had swayed his resolve.
“No such thing,” he told reporters.
“This is our judicial sovereignty.”
This month, Indonesia’s Foreign Affairs Ministry
informed the Australian embassy that the executions would be carried out in the same month.
On Monday, it was announced the pair would be
transferred from Bali to a high-security prison on
Nusakambangan, signalling a date for their execution was near.
However, that decision was reversed 24 hours
later.
Indonesia said it delayed their transfer because
of logistical difficulties at Nusakambangan – the notorious island prison where five inmates were shot
last month – with facilities at the execution site already at capacity.
Diplomatic tensions escalated this week after
Prime Minister Tony Abbott said Indonesia should
remember the significant financial aid Australia provided in the aftermath of the devastating 2004 tsunami that killed 170,000 Indonesians.
Mr Abbott denied the comment was threatening,
but Indonesia’s Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi
said: “We will not respond to an emotional statement, which was a threat in nature.”
Indonesia executed six drug offenders last
month, including five foreigners, prompting a furious Brazil and the Netherlands – whose citizens
were among those put to death – to recall their ambassadors.
AGENCE FRANCE–PRESSE

TOMORROW IN

PLASTIC
SKATEBOARDS

Lighter, more compact
and getting popular

triggered accusations of an orchestrated attack by the police and a
public outcry over what many consider a blow to anti-graft efforts
in South-east Asia’s biggest economy.
A smear campaign against KPK
chief Abraham also circulated online. His deputy Bambang was
named a suspect in a 2010 perjury
case over election results.
The decision to replace Gen Budi as nominee for police chief was
to preserve peace after the controversy surrounding his candidacy
split the public, said Mr Joko in a
statement on Wednesday.
But already, anti-graft activists
and civil society leaders are expressing disappointment with the
President’s decision to install interim KPK commissioners.
They are also warning that the
dropping of Gen Budi will not
stop the police from attacking the
KPK with more charges
They argue that the criminal allegations raised against the KPK
commissioners is an orchestrated
counter-attack by the police that

Indonesian President Joko Widodo (right) with Mr Taufiqurahman Ruki, one of
three newly-appointed commissioners of the anti-corruption agency, during a
swearing-in ceremony at the presidential palace in Jakarta yesterday.

PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

will weaken the country’s efforts
to fight corruption.
They have, in particular, criticised the appointment of legal expert Indrianto Seno Aji as one of
the interim leaders, pointing out

that he has represented clients accused of corruption by the KPK.
For instance, he served as a lawyer for former Aceh governor Abdullah Puteh in a corruption case,
where the latter was accused of
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marking up the cost in the procurement of a helicopter.
He also appeared for several
former Bank Indonesia officials
who had been convicted by the
KPK of misusing funds.
“The decision to appoint KPK
interim leaders serves as a timebomb that will bring an end to the
anti-corruption agency,” said an
e-mailed statement sent to The
Straits Times by the Coalition of
Civil Society Against Corruption.
“Installing an interim leader
who has bad track records will
jeopardise the handling of various
outstanding corruption cases.”
The coalition consists of
groups such as the Indonesia Corruption Watch and KPK lawyers.
Anti-corruption activist Dadang Trisasongko warned: “The
criminalisation (of the KPK) has
not stopped with the dropping of
Budi Gunawan. Up to now, the
criminalisation against the KPK is
still ongoing and occurring systematically.”
Calls to the KPK’s public relations department by The Straits
Times to seek comments about
criticisms made by anti-corruption activists against Mr Indrianto
were not answered.
On Wednesday, Mr Joko also
announced a new nominee for the
post of Indonesia’s police chief –
deputy police chief Badrodin Haiti.
The decision will now have to
be approved by Parliament.
wahyudis@sph.com.sg
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Budget airline Lion Air cancels
all flights out of Jakarta
JAKARTA – Indonesian airline
Lion Air cancelled all flights due
to leave Jakarta yesterday evening
as police were deployed to the airport to control frustrated passengers, some of whom had been
stranded since Wednesday.
Lion Air, which is Indonesia’s
biggest low-cost carrier, said in a
statement yesterday that all
flights scheduled to leave from
5pm to midnight would be
cancelled due to three planes
experiencing “foreign object
damage”.
The airline cited the same reason in a statement on Thursday,
which said that some flights had
been delayed since Wednesday.
Police were sent to Soekar-

no-Hatta International Airport to
“prevent unwanted incidents”,
said Transport Ministry spokesman Julius Barata. “We will check
if there are any violations or
breaches,” he said. He added that
the situation at the airport had improved yesterday.
The widespread delays during
the peak Chinese New Year holiday season caused frustrated passengers to storm the Lion Air duty
manager’s office on Thursday, according to the Jakarta Post.
The situation is a setback for
Lion Air, whose co-founder Rusdi
Kirana is a member of Indonesian
President Joko Widodo’s advisory
board.
BLOOMBERG

Lion Air passengers waiting to get their money back yesterday after Indonesia’s biggest low-cost
carrier cancelled all flights leaving Soekarno-Hatta International Airport in Jakarta. PHOTO: REUTERS

Amartya
Sen to
leave
Nalanda
post
Indian govt has not acted
on uni’s recommendation
to extend chancellor’s term
By NIRMALA GANAPATHY
INDIA BUREAU CHIEF
IN NEW DELHI

NOBEL prize-winning economist Amartya Sen has
said he will step down as chancellor of Nalanda University when his term expires in July, as he accused
the Indian government of political interference in
the running of the educational institute.
He said the government had made it clear it did
not want him after failing to reply to a recommendation by the university board to extend his term.
Dr Sen has spearheaded efforts to revive the ancient seat of learning in Bihar state that attracted
scholars from countries as far away as China and
Turkey until it was burnt down by invaders in 1193.
A project to revive the university was announced
in 2006 and it received support from Singapore and
the East Asia Summit, an Asean-led regional grouping. In 2012, Dr Sen took charge as the university’s
first chancellor.
But in a five-page open letter to the university’s
governing board dated Feb 19, Dr Sen said the
board had in a unanimous decision last month appointed him for a second term but Indian President
Pranab Mukherjee failed to respond to the recommendation as did the Ministry of External Affairs,
the government agency responsible for international projects. As the President in this instance would
act only on the advice of the government, it was
clear the latter did not want him, he said.
The 12-member board includes former Singapore foreign minister George Yeo and Professor
Wang Gungwu from the National University of Singapore.
“Non-action is a time-wasting way of reversing
a board decision, when the government has, in principle, the power to act or not act… It is hard for me
not to conclude that the government wants me to
cease being the chancellor of Nalanda University after this July,” wrote Dr Sen, who won the Nobel
prize in economic science in 1998.
Referring to state interference in Indian universities, he wrote: “I am also sad, at a more general level, that academic governance in India remains so
deeply vulnerable to the opinions of the ruling government... Even though the Nalanda University
Act, passed by the Parliament, did not, I believe, envisage political interference in academic matters, it
is formally the case.”
He said the university “was kept completely in
the dark about an attempted unilateral move by the
government to rapidly reconstitute the entire
board”.
The government has denied any attempt to remove Dr Sen from the post or any interference in
the running of the university.
Ministry of External Affairs spokesman Syed Akbaruddin said: “There is no attempt to curtail his
term. He is chancellor till July.”
He added that the government was still waiting
for official correspondence and minutes of the meeting from the Nalanda board recommending Dr Sen
for a second term to move forward on the issue.
“We haven’t received the approved minutes of
the board meeting and once the approved minutes
are received, we will submit them to the President.
Only after the approved minutes come, do we move
to seek views of the President,” he told The Straits
Times.
Nalanda University board member Sugata Bose,
a lawmaker from West Bengal’s Trinamool Congress party and a Harvard University professor,
called the development a “sad day for the Nalanda
dream”. The board would now have to search for a
new chancellor and would have to find at least
three names to suggest to the President, he told
The Straits Times.
The project to revive the ancient university,
which once housed 10,000 students and faculty
members, was initiated in 2006 during the term of
the previous Congress-led government.
The plan has not been without hitches. It took
four years for the first classes to start and even
then on makeshift premises, as construction of the
new university is yet to start.
Currently, 13 students in the School of Historical
Sciences and the School of Environment and Ecology are attending classes on temporary premises
even as the admission process for the next batch of
students has begun.
The site for the new university building is some
12km away from the ancient university ruins.
Issues over funding and levels of autonomy have
been areas of discord between Dr Sen and the previous government as well. In February last year, the
previous Congress government had approved 27 billion rupees (S$590.5 million) in expenditure until
the financial year 2021/2022 and, as a result of the
significant financial backing, wanted greater oversight of the running of the university.
But Dr Sen wanted full autonomy, arguing that it
was an international project.
“The (Nalanda) Act of 2010 clearly describes it
as an international university with autonomous
self-governance,” he told The Straits Times at that
time.
gnirmala@sph.com.sg
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No Thai surrogates
for foreigners now
With new law, couples must include
a Thai and be unable to have kids
BANGKOK — Thailand has
passed a law banning foreign couples from using Thai women as
surrogates after a series of
high-profile scandals tainting the
image of the formerly unregulated industry.
The legislation was unanimously approved by Thailand’s junta-picked Parliament on Thursday in a Bill spurred by the case
of an Australian couple accused
of abandoning a baby with Down
syndrome while taking his
healthy twin sister carried by a
Thai surrogate.
“Thailand and its women’s
uteruses will no longer be a hub”
for surrogacy, said National Legislative Assembly member Wallop
Tungkananurak.
Under the new law, likely to be
enforced by June, only Thai couples or those where at least one
partner is from Thailand will be eligible to use surrogates.
People seeking surrogacy in
Thailand will have to prove that
they are unable to bear children
and have no relatives to act as surrogates on their behalf.
Anyone found breaching the

law could face up to 10 years in
jail.
Official figures on surrogacy in
Thailand are limited as most couples do not register, but the majority are foreigners, according to
the Thai medical council, a regulatory body.
Mr Sam Everingham, global director of Families Through Surrogacy, said the legislation would
“make it a lot harder” for many
prospective parents, but he welcomed the move to clear up a
murky legal area.
The organisation estimates
there are around 300 Thai surrogates currently carrying babies
for foreigners.
Mr Everingham said that while
he believes existing pregnancies
“will be allowed to complete”,
the new law could put some couples in a dilemma.
“There are at least 80 couples
from European countries” being
forced to find ways around the
ban, including by having one
member of the couple marry the
surrogate, he said.
Commercial surrogacy is officially banned by the medical coun-

cil. The authorities moved to
close several in-vitro fertilisation
clinics in the weeks after the scandal over the Australian couple
last August.
The pair denied deliberately
leaving the boy, called Gammy,
with the Thai surrogate mother,
who was paid around US$15,000
(S$20,400) to carry the twins.
Gammy’s biological father,
convicted sex offender David Farnell, is under investigation by the
Australian authorities regarding
the well-being and safety of
Gammy’s twin, Pipah.
Some experts in Thailand
think the legislation does not go
far enough.
“I am not happy with this
law... Only foreigners are targeted, Thai couples are not restricted,” children’s rights activist Sappasit Kumprabhan, who helped
draft the Bill, told Agence
France-Presse.
But Thai medical council president Somsak Lolekha said he supported the legislation as a means
to widen the net to prosecute
those who break the law, while retaining the service for Thais.
“Life has changed, people marry late so it is more difficult for
them to have babies, and surrogacy can help,” he said.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Chinese relatives of MH370 passengers crying during a press conference at a hotel in Seri Petaling near Kuala Lumpur
yesterday. They are demanding more transparency from the Malaysian authorities. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

More kin of MH370 passengers
heading to KL for 1st anniversary
KUALA LUMPUR – More Chinese relatives of passengers
aboard the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 are expected
to arrive in Malaysia ahead of its
one-year anniversary on March 8
to press for greater transparency
from the authorities.
Grieving Chinese relatives of
the passengers yesterday held a
press conference in a Kuala
Lumpur hotel, where they blasted
the airline and detailed a long list
of complaints and traumas they
said were suffered as a result of
the flight’s mysterious disappearance 11 months ago.
“A lot of Chinese families will
come on March 6, maybe five or
six,” one next-of-kin, who gave
her name as Kelly, told the Malay
Mail at the sidelines of
yesterday’s press conference. The
30-year-old said her husband had
been on board MH370.

She told the news website the
Chinese relatives would be meeting the Malaysian next-of-kin to
discuss their next course of action
before the anniversary.
Some 21 family members had
arrived in Malaysia last week
from China to demand that the authorities cancel a declaration that
the plane’s 239 passengers and
crew were presumed dead.
The authorities say the declaration allows families to move on
and seek compensation.
The relatives yesterday voiced
discontent over the airline’s responses to their questions.
Using a projector at the conference, they showed journalists photos of relatives of the passengers
suffering emotional and physical
trauma in China, including one
elderly man who they claimed suffered a stroke after hearing of
Malaysia’s declaration about the

status of the passengers.
“We are extremely dissatisfied
with the replies from Malaysia Airlines,” said relative Jiang Hui,
whose mother was on the ill-fated flight.
“The answers were contradictory and not within the scope of
the questions asked.”
Others expressed fears that the
search for the plane would be
called off.
Two-thirds of the passengers
on board MH370, which vanished
on a routine flight from Kuala
Lumpur to Beijing, were Chinese
nationals.
Malaysia says satellite data indicates the plane inexplicably detoured to the remote southern Indian Ocean.
However, no evidence has
turned up despite an intensive
search there.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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PAS to host killer’s media meet
KUALA LUMPUR – Malaysia’s Parti Islam
SeMalaysia (PAS) will host a teleconference on
Monday between the Malaysian media and Sirul
Azhar Umar, who was sentenced to death for
the murder of Mongolian woman Altantuya
Shaariibuu.
PAS information chief Mahfuz Omar said the
former police commando had agreed to speak to
the media about his conviction for the October
2006 murder.
Sirul, 43, is being held at an Australian
immigration detention centre in Sydney.
PAS’ announcement came as the Australian
Immigration Department yesterday denied
approving any interviews to take place at its

detention centres.
THE STAR/ASIA NEWS NETWORK

Decision on Yingluck case
BANGKOK – Thailand’s Supreme Court will
decide on March 19 whether or not to accept
the case against former Thai premier Yingluck
Shinawatra over a bungled rice subsidy scheme.
Thailand’s junta-stacked government is also
considering launching a civil suit against
Yingluck to seek US$18 billion (S$24.5 billion)
in compensation for damages caused by the
scheme introduced by her government.
Yingluck was indicted over the rice subsidy
scheme on Thursday.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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SEOUL – Tens of thousands of
North Koreans work long hours
for little or no pay, toiling in Chinese factories or Russian logging
camps, digging military tunnels in
Myanmar, building monuments
for African dictators, sweating at
construction sites in the Middle
East and aboard fishing boats off
Fiji, former workers and human
rights researchers have said.
For decades, North Korea has
been accused of sending workers
abroad and of confiscating most
of their wages. But in the years
since Mr Kim Jong Un took over
as leader, human rights researchers say, the programme has expanded rapidly as international
sanctions have squeezed the
country’s other sources of foreign
currency, such as illicit trading in
missile parts.
A 2012 study by the North Korea Strategy Centre, a group in
Seoul that works with North Korean defectors, and the private Korea Policy Research Centre estimated that 60,000 to 65,000
North Koreans were working in
more than 40 countries, providing the state with US$150 million
(S$204 million) to US$230 million
a year. That number has since

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2015

‘100,000 North Koreans toil
abroad as forced labour’
Their wages mainly go into Kim Jong Un’s coffers, say human rights groups
grown to 100,000, human rights
researchers said.
“North Korea is exploiting
their labour and salaries to fatten
the private coffers of Kim Jong
Un,” said Mr Ahn Myeong Chul,
head of NK Watch, a human
rights group in Seoul that is campaigning for a United Nations
(UN) investigation into the practice.
“We suspect that Kim is using
some of the money to buy luxury
goods for his elite followers and finance the recent building boom in
Pyongyang that he has launched
to show off his leadership.”
In a report published late last

year, the Seoul-based Asan Institute for Policy Studies said the
revenue from overseas workers
helped the North Korean government bypass international sanctions, which have been tightened
in recent years over the country’s
nuclear and ballistic missile tests,
and bankroll its development of
nuclear weapons.
“Earnings are not sent back as
remittances, but appropriated by
the state and transferred back to
the country in the form of bulk
cash,” it said, noting that UN
sanctions ban the transfer of bulk
cash to the Pyongyang government. “Returning workers also act

as mules to carry hard currency
earnings back to North Korea.”
NK Watch has collected the testimony of 13 former North Korean
workers, now living in South Korea, in support of a petition to the
UN asking for an investigation into what it calls “state-sponsored
slavery”.
The petition, to be filed next
month to the UN’s special rapporteur on contemporary slavery,
said the migrants worked a minimum of 12 hours a day, were given a few days off a year, and received, commonly, only 10 per
cent of their promised pay or nothing at all.

NK Watch said there had never
been an official investigation into
the practice and that it was appealing to the UN in hopes of building
on the work of a report last year
that documented widespread human rights abuses in North Korea.
That report led to a recommendation that the Security Council refer North Korea to the International Criminal Court.
North Korea has dismissed the
report as false and part of a
US-sponsored effort to overthrow
the government.
The workers interviewed by
NK Watch said they were victims
of a chain of exploitation and de-

ception. They described a system
of virtual imprisonment, where
government minders monitored
their movements and communications and required them to spy on
one another. The minders often
confiscated their passports.
The Workers’ Party, the ruling
party in North Korea, instructed a
group in Kuwait to send home
US$500,000 a month, more than
its members’ regular salaries combined, a North Korean supervisor
who worked there from 2011 to
last year told NK Watch.
Still, in North Korea, the opportunity to work overseas was considered such a privilege that the
jobs had to be bought with bribes.
Former workers said their biggest
fear was when supervisors threatened to send them home. And
compared with many of their compatriots at home, they were
well-fed.
A defector who gave his name
as Kim said he worked in a Russian logging camp from 2000 to
2001. “Once, we were eating our
bowls of rice, and one guy broke
into tears thinking of his starving
children back home, and we all
wept together.”
NEW YORK TIMES
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Alarm as drug-resistant malaria spreads
Parasite set to cross from S-E Asia to
South Asia and Africa, warn experts
By NIRMAL GHOSH
INDOCHINA BUREAU CHIEF
IN BANGKOK

A DRUG-RESISTANT strain of
malaria is on the verge of crossing
from South-east Asia into
South Asia and Africa, endangering millions and stoking global
concerns.
A new study by Lancet
published yesterday has detected
artemisinin-resistant malaria in
Myanmar’s Sagaing division, just
25km from the Indian border.
Experts say it may be on the
verge of crossing into India, the
second most populous nation in
the world, spreading westward
through South Asia, and on to Africa, heightening concern in medical circles over the resistant malaria parasite first detected in Southeast Asia on the Thai-Cambodian
border about 10 years ago.
It is now present in five countries of the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) – Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand and Myanmar.
The region also includes Yunnan
in China.
Not only its spread but also its
emergence independently in multiple locations across the five countries raise the spectre of the parasite plunging humanity into a

“pre-penicillin era”, said Professor Paul Lalvani, a New Delhi-based expert in public health
and pharmaceuticals.
Experts said the global community has a rapidly narrowing window to stop the spread.
Overall, deaths from malaria
have nearly halved since 2000.
The Anopheles mosquito-borne
parasite accounted for 198 million
cases globally in 2013, and an estimated 584,000 deaths, according
to the World Health Organisation.
But while the overall malaria
rate is declining, the emergence of
drug-resistant malaria threatens
to overturn all the gains.
Last week, on the sidelines of a
one-day conference of health experts and government officials in
Bangkok, Prof Lalvani, who is the
dean of the Empower School of
Health in New Delhi, told The
Straits Times: “If it goes from
here to Africa, it will be a largescale disaster.”
For the past 15 years or so,
malaria has been treated with a
combination of drugs with one
common factor – artemisinin, derived from a Chinese plant, Qinghaosu. But the emergence of resistance to artemisinin has forced a
radical change of strategy.
“Artemisinin was presented as

A government health worker taking blood samples to test for malaria in a village in south-eastern Myanmar. Experts say the
global community has a rapidly narrowing window to stop the spread of the drug-resistant malaria strain. PHOTO: REUTERS
a miracle drug to which resistance
would never emerge, so first of all
everybody was surprised,” Dr
Pascal Ringwald, the top malaria
expert of the World Health Organisation, told The Straits Times.
“With all your eggs in one basket, you now face a problem that

all the combinations used to treat
malaria contain artemisinin, and
they are all weakened by the fact
of artemisinin resistance.”
After the failure of initial
efforts at containing the drugresistant malaria to first detected
pockets in mainland South-east

Flu cases surging in
India, with 700 deaths
JAIPUR – Indian officials are
scrambling to cope with a rise in
cases of the flu, which they say
has left thousands of people ill
and caused the deaths of 700
since the start of the year.
The Health Ministry has deployed experts to five states
where the largest numbers of cases have emerged, and asked local
governments to study “patterns
in mortality”.
According to the World
Health Organisation, India is reporting unusually high levels of
H1N1 seasonal flu, a descendant
of the swine flu that first
emerged in Mexico in 2009.
That new flu – actually a mix
of human, bird and pig genes –
spread widely enough to be declared a pandemic, but ultimately
proved no more lethal than other
flus. Still, the name “swine flu”
tends to attract headlines.
India’s vast and densely
packed population, coupled with
an overburdened health-care system, has led to fears of epidemics
in the past. Though some scien-

tists said the number of cases documented this year indicated nothing more than a bad flu season,
news channels have covered the
outbreak breathlessly.
So far, more than 11,000 people have tested positive, but it is
unclear how many more have fallen ill.
A state-level task force assigned to examine the outbreak
in Rajasthan state, where around
200 people have died, concluded
that nearly three-quarters of the
deaths occurred because patients
received treatment too late, said
task force chairman Ashok Panagariya. The remainder were already weakened by other illnesses such as cancer or diabetes.
Government scientists sequenced the virus and found no
changes from the original 2009
H1N1 virus, meaning that patients should respond to the antiviral drug Tamiflu. “It’s the same
virus, the same medication, but
the ratio of mortality is higher,”
said Dr Ajeet Singh, a hospital administrator. “These people are

Asia, the new strategy recommended since last March is to
eliminate malaria in the GMS.
At last week’s conference, national malaria control programme
officials discussed 2030 as the
target year, likely to be backed by
financial pledges at the World

Health Assembly in May.
The total cost of eliminating
malaria in the GMS would range
from US$3.2 billion (S$4.3 billion)
to US$3.9 billion over 15 years, or
an average of US$1.80 to US$2.2
per person in the at-risk population per year.
The bad news is that new drugs
may be five to 10 years away.
The good news is the success
of Sri Lanka, which has completely eliminated malaria.
The country persisted with
anti-malaria efforts even through
decades of civil war, sending out
malaria test and treatment kits to
remote areas. The government also worked with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, with which it
was at war, to distribute insecticide-treated mosquito nets in
zones under their control.
With the war ending in 2009,
the efforts were enhanced. Sri Lanka has registered no new local cases since 2012.
“It will not be easy, that must
be clear,” Dr Ringwald said of the
strategy to eliminate malaria in
the GMS. “But I’m pretty optimistic.” Speaking to The Straits
Times, a senior co-author of the
Lancet report, Bangkok-based Dr
Charles Woodrow of the
Mahidol-Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit, said: “When
you have hard data like this, it is
not abstract any more. This
should focus people’s minds.”
nirmal@sph.com.sg

Superbug at US hospital:
Two dead, many at risk

A patient being treated for flu at a hospital in Bhopal, India, which is reporting
unusually high levels of H1N1 flu. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY
taking treatment from the doctor
at the village level”, among them
homeopaths and other practitioners of traditional medicine, he
said, “and that is the main reason. The person is coming to us
at a later stage”.
The states with high rates of
the illness this year are Gujarat,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Rajasthan and Telangana.
Mr A.C. Mishra, former director of the National Institute of Vi-

rology in Pune, said he was “very
sure” the cases would taper off.
“The winter is ending and we are
moving towards summer.”
Separately, Saudi Arabia has
warned of a seasonal increase in
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus cases. The
Health Ministry recorded five
deaths on Thursday, bringing to
16 the number since Feb 11.
NEW YORK TIMES, AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

LOS ANGELES – A Los Angeles
teaching hospital has told scores
of patients they may have been exposed to a drug-resistant “superbug” during endoscopy procedures that infected seven patients
and contributed to two deaths.
More than 170 patients who
may have been infected by the
Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae, or CRE, are being offered home testing kits that would
be analysed by the University of
California at Los Angeles hospital
system, UCLA officials said.
The possible exposures occurred at the UCLA Ronald Reagan Medical Centre between Oct 3
and Jan 28, during procedures in
which a specialised endoscope is
inserted down the throat to diagnose and treat pancreatic and bile
duct diseases.
About 500,000 such procedures are performed annually in
the United States, according to
the FDA. The devices themselves
pose little risk to patients, but
their complex design, which includes microscopic crevices nearly impossible to reach with a

brush, makes them difficult to
clean and disinfect.
The UCLA hospital system said
an internal investigation determined in late January that CRE
may have been transmitted to patients by two of seven scopes being used by the centre.
It said 179 people may have
been exposed, seven of whom
were confirmed to have infections, and two of whom died. The
circumstances of the deaths have
not been disclosed, nor have details on the conditions of the five
other infected patients.
The CRE germs usually strike
people receiving medical care in
hospitals or nursing homes, including patients on breathing machines or dependent on catheters.
Healthy people are rarely, if ever, affected. But the bugs attack
broadly, and the infections they
cause are not limited to people
with severely compromised immune systems, said Dr Thomas
Frieden, director of the federal
Centres for Disease Control and
Prevention.
REUTERS, NEW YORK TIMES
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French
Economy
Minister
Emmanuel
Macron
(right) and
Prime
Minister
Manuel Valls
(far right)
during the
debate in
Parliament
on the
economic
reform
package,
which
includes
measures that
allow shops
to open on
more
Sundays, ease
some laws on
firing workers
and introduce
competition in
some closed
sectors.

UK paper accused of
ignoring HSBC tax
story for ad revenue
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French govt survives
no-confidence vote
Vote follows Socialists’ decision to
force through economic reform Bill
By MARCEL MICHELSON
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES
IN PARIS

THE French government has survived a no-confidence vote in Parliament after it decided to force
through a package of measures to
spur growth by making the economy less rigid.
The narrow victory shows the
government has a fragile majority
and this could be a bad omen for
the ruling Socialist Party in regional elections next month. The
no-confidence motion drew 234
votes, short of the 289 required to
bring down the government.
The 90-odd measures allow
shops to open on more Sundays,
ease some laws on firing workers
and introduce competition in
some closed sectors.
The
government
pushed
through with the vote despite
strong objections from its own
left-wing backers.
While Prime Minister Manuel
Valls said the choice was “for
progress and to support the economy”, former president and head

of the UMP opposition party Nicolas Sarkozy said President Francois Hollande was “a liar” who
had not dared to put the law to a
normal vote in Parliament because the Lower House would
have rejected it, as would voters
in the elections. The package still
has to be passed in the Senate.
The law is named after Economy Minister Emmanuel Macron,
who set out to remove restrictions
in the economy after previous attempts by the Socialist government had failed to boost economic growth.
The economy is flat-lining.
Gross domestic product (GDP)
growth stands at 0.2 per cent, inflation is negative at 0.4 per cent
on a year-on-year basis and unemployment is stubbornly high at
10.5 per cent.
The Macron measures will
mainly boost job numbers, while
the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) has estimated a positive
impact on growth of 0.1 per cent
of GDP.
The OECD said the law showed

that France was willing to make
structural changes.
The additional Sunday openings will vary from city to city and
even inside a city. In “international tourism zones” in Paris, major
train station across the country,
some coastal towns and ski resorts, shops can open every day of
the week until midnight. In other
areas, there can be up to 12 shopping Sundays a year.
By making it possible for tourists, as well as the French, to shop
on Sundays, there will be more
work for shop assistants, who will
be paid extra.
But there is stiff opposition
from some labour unions and other groups wanting to keep Sunday
as a special day for family and religious purposes and which is not
sacrificed to commerce.
CFDT union secretary-general
Laurent Berger said the law
“makes you think that social
agreements are a by-product of
the economy. (But) a country’s
growth is both economic and social performance”.
At first glance, it is hard to see
why the measures meet so much
resistance.
Many professional groups that
stand to lose some of their privileges took to the streets in recent
months and some adjustments to

the package were made.
The real problem is the general
political direction of the nominally socialist government. It is also
about French reluctance to
change costly socialist policies.
Although rebel Socialist lawmakers opposed the measures,
they did not back the no-confidence motion.
“The government needs to revise its plan, these measures are
not good for workers,” Mr Christian Paul, one of the leading opponents of the Bill, said on Wednesday on Europe1 radio, Agence
France-Presse reported.
With the Socialist government
having moved more to the political centre, the opposition UMP is
now forced to look more towards
the right and chase voters from
the populist anti-immigrant National Front party.
The party said the Macron law
showed “the undeniable proof of
the government’s total submission to the European Union”, in
reference to EU-imposed austerity measures.
The March elections could further undermine the government’s
voter base, and the reforms risk
getting bogged down by the
country’s ingrained refusal to
change.
marcel@m2media.fr

LONDON
–
The
Daily ‘there is a bit of an issue’ with
Telegraph’s former chief politi- HSBC”.
cal commentator, Mr Peter
The Daily Telegraph on ThursOborne, has called for an inde- day mounted a strong defence of
pendent inquiry into the British its coverage of the HSBC scanpaper’s editorial guidelines over dal. In a leader article, it said it
its lack of coverage of the HSBC “makes no apology” for the
tax story, which he described as paper’s decision to largely iga “fraud on its readers”.
nore the story and severely critiMr Oborne resigned and deliv- cised the BBC, the Guardian and
ered a blistering attack on the other media outlets for their critiTelegraph’s management and cisms of The Daily Telegraph’s
owners earlier this week.
muted coverage.
He claimed the paper deliberThe Daily Telegraph said it
ately suppressed stories about was “drawing up guidelines that
the banking giant, including last will define clearly and openly
week’s revelations that its Swiss how our editorial and commersubsidiary helped wealthy cus- cial staff will cooperate in an intomers dodge taxes and conceal creasingly competitive media inmillions of dollars
dustry”.
in assets, in order
It went on to
to retain its valuasay: “No subject,
ble advertising acno story, no person
count with the
and no organisaSUCCESS
bank.
tion is off-limits to
Mr Oborne alour journalists. We
leged this week We are proud to
care
profoundly
that there was a do that which
about our readers.
sea change in the
There is indeed a
paper’s editorial our critics
bond of trust betreatment of the cannot or will
tween a newspaper
bank from early
such as The Daily
not do: to
2013.
Telegraph and its
The Guardian combine
readers. We take
newspaper reportthat bond very seried on Thursday journalistic
ously indeed.
that that coincid“We are proud
excellence with
ed with the ownto do that which
ers of The Daily commercial
our critics cannot
Telegraph securor will not do: to
success.
ing a £250 million
combine journalis(S$525
million) – The Daily Telegraph,
tic excellence with
loan from HSBC responding to critics of
commercial sucfor a struggling its coverage of the
cess.”
part of their busi- HSBC tax scandal
The news comes
ness empire. The
on top of revelaTelegraph Media
tions that the ownGroup is owned by
ers of France’s leadbrothers
David
ing daily Le Monde
and Frederick Barclay.
were at loggerheads with its jourThe Guardian said it had seen nalists over the HSBC news stodocuments showing the deal was ries. Journalists have reacted ancompleted on Dec 14, 2012, and grily to criticism from two of the
that the loan was for Yodel, a paper’s businessmen owners
loss-making parcel delivery firm over its decision to publish the
owned by the Barclay brothers.
names of wealthy HSBC clients.
In an article detailing why he
Mr Pierre Berge, president of
resigned, Mr Oborne gives sever- Le Monde’s supervisory board,
al examples of stories he and col- had led the charge on the paper,
leagues wrote about HSBC that accusing it of “informing” on
were not published, often with- the businessmen, politicians,
out a full explanation. He also criminals and celebrities named
gave examples of The Daily Tele- in the so-called Swissleaks files.
graph making editorial decisions
“It wasn’t for this that I althat seemed to favour lucrative lowed them to gain their indeadvertising revenues more than pendence,” the 84-year-old,
the news.
part of a trio of tycoons that
Among the examples, he cited pulled the paper back from the
a story he had written about brink of bankruptcy in 2010, addHSBC writing to British Muslims ed.
telling them that their accounts
Le Monde journalists have hit
had been closed, with no reason back at Mr Berge. “We forcefully
given.
condemn, as on previous such ocWhen the story was not pub- casions, this intrusion into the
lished, he said he was fobbed off editorial content,” the journawith excuses until “an executive lists’ union said in a statement.
took me aside and said that AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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Cut back on sugar, not eggs: US panel
New draft dietary guidelines put
emphasis on overall eating patterns
NEW YORK – A nutrition advisory panel that helps shape the
country’s dietary guidelines has
eased some of its previous restrictions on fat and cholesterol and
recommended sharp new limits
on the amount of added sugars
that Americans should consume.
The Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee, which convenes
every five years, on Thursday followed the lead of other major
health groups such as the American Heart Association that in recent years have backed away from

dietary cholesterol restrictions
and urged people to cut back on
added sugars in its draft guidelines.
The panel said Americans were
eating too much salt, sugar and
saturated fat, and not enough
foods that fit a “healthy dietary
pattern”, such as fruits, vegetables, nuts, whole grains, fish and
moderate levels of alcohol.
The panel wanted Americans
to focus less on individual nutrients and more on overall patterns
of eating, such as a Mediterrane-

an-style diet, which is associated
with lower rates of heart disease
and stroke.
The panel does not issue the official guidelines. Its report is sent
to the Department of Health and
Human Services and the Department of Agriculture, which publish Dietary Guidelines for Americans every five years. The agencies usually adhere very closely to
the panel’s recommendations.
The panel singled out added
sugars as a major concern. Previous guidelines have included warnings about eating too much added
sugars, but for the first time the
panel recommended a limit of no
more than 10 per cent of daily calories – roughly 12 teaspoons a day

for adults – because of their link
to obesity and chronic disease.
Many experts, including some
who disagreed with the panel’s
cautions on salt and saturated fat,
applauded its stronger stance on
added sugars. “That was one of
the high points of these guidelines
– and something that was sorely
needed,” said Dr Ronald Krauss,
director of atherosclerosis research at Children’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute.
Dr Krauss, former chairman of
the American Heart Association’s
dietary guidelines committee, said
the emphasis on overall dietary
patterns was “a tremendous move
in the right direction”. As part of
that move, the panel dropped a

suggestion from previous guidelines that Americans restrict their
fat intake to 35 per cent of their
daily calories.
The guidelines advise people to
eat unsaturated fat – the kind
found in fish, nuts and olive and
vegetable oils – in place of saturated fat, which occurs primarily in
animal foods.
The panel also dropped a recommendation that Americans restrict their intake of dietary cholesterol from foods such as eggs
and shrimp – a belated acknowledgment of decades of research
showing that dietary cholesterol
has little or no effect on the blood
cholesterol levels of most people.
The panel was also criticised

Ex-nurse admits
killing patients
BERLIN – A former nurse who
has admitted killing more than 30
hospital patients with lethal injections in a thrill-seeking game to
try to revive them has apologised
to relatives of the victims.
“I am honestly sorry,” the
38-year-old German said on
Thursday at his trial, where he
so far faces three murder charges, adding that he had usually
acted on impulse when he injected patients with lethal drug doses. “Usually, the decision to do
it was relatively spontaneous,”
the defendant, who was identified only as Niels H. under
Germany’s strict court reporting
rules, said in his first comments
to the court.
He said he knew his actions
could not be excused and that he
hoped that if he is convicted, the
verdict would help the victims’
loved ones find peace, national
news agency DPA reported.
The ex-nurse went on trial in
Oldenburg in northern Germany
in September, accused of the
murders of three patients and attempted murders of two others,
using a heart medication that

lowers blood pressure.
A psychiatric expert last
month told the trial that the man
had admitted to those crimes
and that he also claimed to have
over-medicated another 90 patients, 30 of whom died. The
court heard his motive was to
spark medical emergencies so
that he could then demonstrate
his resuscitation skills, but that
he also acted out of boredom.
The defendant told the court
on Thursday he was indeed seeking thrills, saying: “There was a
tension there, and an expectation of what would happen
next.” He said he felt great when
he managed to resuscitate a patient, and devastated when he
failed. Each time a patient died,
he vowed to never play his lethal
game again, but this determination would then fade, he said.
The deaths occurred at Delmenhorst clinic, near Oldenburg, where the accused worked
in the intensive care unit between 2003 and 2005. He was
caught by a colleague in the act
of injecting patients in 2005.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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NO SCHOOL, LET’S PLAY WITH SNOWBALLS
Children playing in the snow in front of the Dome of the Rock in the
Al-Aqsa mosque compound in Jerusalem’s Old City yesterday. Blizzards
dumped a blanket of snow over Israel, Jordan and Lebanon, and many
people were urged to stay at home because of blocked or icy roads. Schools
closed for the day and bus services were limited in many areas. PHOTO: REUTERS

25 die in rebel attack on lawmakers at Somali hotel
MOGADISHU
–
Somalia’s
Al-Qaeda-linked Shebab insurgents killed at least 25 people yesterday in an attack on a popular
hotel in the capital Mogadishu
where government ministers and
officials were holding Friday
prayers.
Twin explosions followed by
heavy gunfire were heard from
the upmarket Central Hotel,
close to the presidential palace,

with the Islamist gunmen reportedly blasting their way into the
fortified building before storming
the complex.
The attack was one of the
worst in recent years.
An official at the presidential
palace, known as Villa Somalia,
said at least 25 people were killed,
and the severity of injuries
among the wounded meant the
death toll was likely to rise.

for its advice against saturated
fat, which has been challenged by
several recent studies.
Ms Adele Hite, a dietitian and
spokesman for the non-profit
Healthy Nation Coalition, said
that since their inception, the
guidelines had played a direct role
in the explosion of obesity and
chronic disease by steering people
away from nutritious whole foods
such as meat, eggs and butter.
Since the 1980s, Americans
have been eating more grains, produce, cereals and vegetable oils,
while generally lowering their intake of red meat, whole milk and
eggs, she said, and yet the population is fatter and sicker than ever.
NEW YORK TIMES

Government sources said the
deputy mayor of Mogadishu and
a Member of Parliament were
killed, while the Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Transport were among the people who
were injured.
The hotel attack began with
two explosions caused by a car
bomb and a suicide bomber, followed by gunmen who charged
the building, with heavy gunfire

heard as security forces took
back control.
“The building was badly hit,
the explosion was very big,” said
police officer Abulrahman Ali.
“There were very many wounded people too, many of them seriously.”
Shebab militants claimed responsibility for the attack.
“Our fighters attacked the Central Hotel,” Shebab spokesman

Abdulaziz Abu Musab said.
“The aim is to kill the apostate
officials.”
Shebab rebels have staged a
string of assaults in their fight to
overthrow the country’s internationally backed government.
They have targeted hotels, the
international airport, Villa Somalia, a United Nations compound
and restaurants.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

SYDNEY – Australia
yesterday said France,
Germany and Japan were
potential partners to
design and build its next
generation of submarines,
in what will be its biggest
defence procurement
programme.
As Canberra seeks to
replace its ageing Collins
Class fleet, Defence
Minister Kevin Andrews
said all three countries had
proven military design and
build capabilities, and were
producing submarines.
The government said it
would seek proposals from
the three countries with
options for designing and
building the submarines
overseas, in Australia or a
combination of both.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Canadian MP
couldn’t sit tight
OTTAWA – Canadian
legislator Pat Martin on
Thursday offered up one
of the most original
excuses ever heard for
hurriedly running out of
the House of Commons
during a vote – his new
cheap pair of underpants
was too tight. Mr Martin,
who belongs to the official
opposition, New
Democrats, bolted as
members of Parliament
began to rise to vote.
REUTERS
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Search for missing Kiev protesters goes on
KIEV – Ms Faina Taran holds a
crumpled black-and-white picture of her son Ivan in her trembling hands as she tells what little
she knows about how he disappeared a year ago.
The security guard, 40, had
left his hometown in western
Ukraine and, without telling his
mother for fear of upsetting her,
headed to join the anti-government protests at Kiev’s Independence Square, or Maidan.
“The first I knew was when I
got a call from his comrades telling me that my son had been at
Maidan and that he had gone missing,” Ms Taran tells AFP.
“I travelled to the square and
people confirmed he’d been there
and fought with the riot police on
Feb 20. He ended up behind their

lines and then he was gone.”
A year after the bloody end of
the protest movement in Kiev that
toppled pro-Moscow president
Viktor Yanukovych, Ms Taran is
still waiting for news of her son.
He is among a number of people believed to have gone missing
from the sprawling Maidan protest camp in the heart of the
Ukrainian capital and who have
not been heard from since.
The final days of the protests
were mired in bloodshed and chaos as security forces gunned down
scores of protesters in what was
then the worst unrest in Ukraine
since independence in 1991.
Such is the confusion that surrounds the culmination of the revolt – and the subsequent upheaval that has engulfed Ukraine –

that 12 months on, it is still unclear how many demonstrators remain missing.
Two volunteer groups have
compiled lists that put the figure
of those not found at 27 or 55.
Police say they are conducting
criminal investigations into the
disappearance of just eight people
they are sure were at the square.
Officials have been criticised
for failing to hold those responsible for the bloodshed accountable,
with activists saying they are deliberately dragging their heels. Only two low-ranking former riot police officers are awaiting trial over
the deaths of demonstrators.
Investigator Roman Krilevich
says the search for those who disappeared is complex. First police
have to sieve through the hearsay

to figure out if someone reported
as missing really was at the
square, then they struggle to obtain accurate information.
He says some of those thought
to be missing might not want to
be found, including those with a
criminal record or people who had
conflicts with their families.
All the bodies that were found
have been identified, he adds.
For the families still searching,
the main hope is to end the
months of painful limbo.
Ms Taran believes her son was
killed after being captured. “My
mother’s instinct tells me he is
not alive,” she says, tears welling
up in her eyes. Now she says she
is desperate for the police to just
find any trace of Ivan.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

A woman lighting a candle at a temporary memorial for Maidan activists, one
year after the violent protests in Kiev. ST PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

Ukraine
crisis:
EU, UK
caught
napping
They lacked ability to read
shifts in Russian politics,
say British MPs in report
LONDON – The European Union (EU) and Britain
“sleepwalked” into the Ukraine crisis, failing to
grasp its exceptional nature and lacking the ability
to read political shifts in Russia, British lawmakers
said in a report yesterday.
The findings were released as fighting continued
in eastern Ukraine despite European efforts to resurrect a stillborn ceasefire.
In their report, lawmakers from the Upper
House of Britain’s Parliament heaped criticism on
Moscow, which they said had been gradually turning away from Europe and had misread Ukraine’s
appetite for a trade deal with the EU.
But the House of Lords’ EU Sub-Committee on
External Affairs reserved some of its harshest criticism for the EU and Britain, saying they had made a
series of errors in the run-up to the crisis and were
partly to blame for the situation unravelling.
“There has been a strong element of
‘sleepwalking’ into the current crisis, with member
states being taken by surprise by events in
Ukraine,” the report said, saying the EU’s absence
of political oversight over trade talks with Kiev had
been glaring.
“A loss of collective analytical capacity has weakened member states’ ability to read the political
shifts in Russia and to offer an authoritative response,” it added, saying the EU had failed to appreciate “the exceptional nature” of Ukraine.
Lawmakers also said that Britain, as a signatory
to the 1994 Budapest Memorandum, had a particular responsibility to Ukraine but had not been as active or as visible as it could have been.
The memorandum guaranteed Ukraine’s territorial integrity in exchange for its renouncing of its nuclear arsenal.
The Ukrainian military yesterday said pro-Russian separatists had attacked positions held by government troops 49 times in the past 24 hours, using
rockets, artillery and armoured vehicles.
Ukrainian military spokesman Anatoly Stelmach
said there had been some shelling in the district of
Mariupol – mostly government-held territory on
the Sea of Azov that Kiev fears may become the focus of the separatists’ next offensive.
Meanwhile, pro-Russian rebels in Ukraine promised to start exchanging prisoners, in a possible
boost to the ceasefire. A rebel official for human
rights, Ms Daria Morozova, said an initial exchange
of prisoners with the Ukrainian side would take
place today, Interfax news agency reported.
There was no immediate confirmation from
Kiev, but such a swop was agreed on by both sides
as part of the truce forged last week in the Belarus
capital, Minsk, under European mediation.
That UN-backed truce, though, has been left in
tatters by repeated violations since it came into effect last Sunday, with each side regularly accusing
the other of ceasefire breaches.
The worst transgression was a rebel assault on
Debaltseve, a strategic transport hub linking the
insurgents’ two strongholds of Donetsk and Lugansk, from where 2,500 government soldiers fled on
Wednesday and scores of others were taken prisoner.
Kiev said 13 troops were killed in the withdrawal.
But the rebels, now in control of the town, said
they found the bodies of 57 soldiers, as well as
many abandoned weapons, including 28 tanks.
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko, whose
government is being criticised for incompetence
over the rout, accused Russia of ordering the Debaltseve offensive and called for international peacekeepers to be deployed.
However, in a telephone call on Thursday between Mr Poroshenko, German Chancellor Angela
Merkel, French President Francois Hollande and
Russian President Vladimir Putin, that appeal was
ignored and the leaders agreed that the ceasefire
should be applied regardless.
REUTERS, AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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Greece to seek EU
summit if talks fail
Risk of Greek exit from euro zone
hangs over finance ministers’ meeting

FIVE HURT IN SWISS RUSH-HOUR TRAIN CRASH
Rescue workers inspecting the site
of a train crash at the train station
of Rafz, northern Switzerland,
yesterday. Two trains slammed into
each other north of Zurich at the

start of rush hour, leaving five
people injured – with the conductor
in serious condition – and carriages
upturned, police and media said.
PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

ATHENS – Greece said yesterday
that it would request an EU summit should crunch talks at a Eurogroup meeting fail to resolve a
bailout crisis that risks seeing Athens exit the euro zone.
The prospect of a Greek exit
from the single-currency union
was rejected yesterday by French
President Francois Hollande and
European Commission president
Jean-Claude Juncker.
“Greece is in the euro zone and
it must remain in the euro zone,”
Mr Hollande told a joint news conference with German Chancellor
Angela Merkel. “I know of no scenario today involving a euro zone
exit.”
Mr Juncker echoed Mr Hollande and told German magazine
WirtschaftsWoche that “a Greek
exit won’t happen”.
But another German magazine,

Spiegel, revealed that the European Central Bank is preparing for
the possibility of a Greek exit and
its staff are readying contingency
plans for how the rest of the bloc
could be kept intact.
Maltese Finance Minister Edward Scicluna also said yesterday
that the EU’s biggest countries
may be prepared to see Greece
leave the euro zone due to growing impatience with its new
government’s debt demands.
“I think they’ve now reached a
point where they will tell Greece,
‘If you really want to leave,
leave’,” Mr Scicluna said.
“And I think they mean it because Germany, the Netherlands
and others will be hard and they
will insist that Greece repays back
the solidarity shown by the member states by respecting the conditions,” he said.

Bangkok airport expansion
extended to 2020
BANGKOK – Airports of Thailand, the country’s largest airport operator, said its board
has approved an extension
for expanding capacity at
Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi Airport to 2020 from 2017.
The announcement on
Wednesday came after the
project had been delayed for
scrutiny following last year’s
May 22 coup, the Bangkok
Post reported yesterday.
Passenger handling capacity at the international airport
will increase more than
50 per cent to 70 million in
2019 and reach 85 million by

2020 after the expansion
project is completed, the
state-owned firm said in a
statement.
The US$4 billion (S$5.4 billion) airport, which opened in
2006 on what was once flooded marshland, has the capacity to serve about 45 million
passengers a year, but it handled around 50 million passengers last year.
Under the new plan, construction of the first phase of
the expansion, which will include 28 parking spots for
long-haul aircraft, tunnels
and a utility system, will be-

gin in March next year.
The second phase, which
will include an expansion of
the eastern part of the existing main passenger terminal,
will begin in October 2017.
The expansion project required 61.74 billion baht
(S$2.6 billion), the statement
said.
The investment excluded
48 billion baht the company
planned to spend on expanding capacity, which included
building a second passenger
terminal worth 27.7 billion
baht.
REUTERS

Greek Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras said yesterday that he was
certain euro zone finance ministers would accept Athens’ request
for an extended loan, hours before
the start of an emergency meeting
of the 19-nation Eurogroup in
Brussels. The euro fell against the
dollar before the talks yesterday.
“If we do not reach a deal, I
think the question can be resolved
thanks to political interventions
at a higher level – I mean a European summit,” Greek State Minister Nikos Pappas, a close ally of
Mr Tspiras’, was quoted as telling
radio Parapolitika.
Mr Pappas said Greece’s radical left government had no intention of making concessions.
“The message does not change.
Either they accept it or they
don’t. There is no halfway
house,” he said.
“The idea of us asking permission to legislate is out of the question,” he said, after a Greek government source released a document on Thursday said to outline
Germany’s requests, including a
demand that Athens “refrain from
announcing” new reforms.
Athens pushed back a parliamentary vote on reforms scheduled for yesterday, including social measures the government
wants to introduce to counter austerity policies that it says have
driven the Greek economy into
the ground.
Just hours before the Eurogroup summit was to begin, Germany appeared to open the door
to a last-minute deal between Athens and its creditors, saying
Greece’s request for a loan extension from its euro zone partners
provided “a starting point” for
more talks.
“From
the
German
government’s point of view, (the
request) is still not sufficient,”
said Ms Christiane Wirtz, spokesman for Chancellor Merkel. But
“it certainly offers a starting point
for further talks”.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS
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Walmart wage hike to
trigger retail pay rethink
Activists likely to use raise
to increase pressure on
retail, fast-food sectors
NEW YORK — Walmart’s wage hike will likely trigger a rethink on pay across the retail and fast-food
sectors, with Target one of the low-wage employers
facing pressure to follow suit and pay workers more.
Walmart announced on Thursday it would lift its
minimum United States wage to US$9 (S$12) an
hour this year and US$10 next year, raising the ante
in a tightening labour market where low-skilled
workers easily move between retailers and
fast-food chains.
Labour and shareholder activists will likely use the
news to ratchet up pressure on companies which have
so far faced less scrutiny than Walmart, the largest
private US employer with a workforce of 1.3 million.
“This is the largest retailer out there, so I think
others are going to have to follow,” said Mr Brian
Yarbrough, analyst at Edward Jones, naming Target
and Staples Inc among other national retailers that
may look to revise their pay scales. “All the restaurants are going to be under pressure as well.”
When Gap a year ago set its minimum wage at
US$9 an hour and pledged to go to US$10 in 2015,
many workers at Walmart sought to switch and secure employment at the apparel retailer, according
to Mr Burt Flickinger, managing director of Strategic Resource Group, a retail industry consultancy.
Now, Walmart’s move should help it reduce turnover and will likely put the most direct pressure on
Target, given that their pay scales for entry-level
positions are generally close and there is broad overlap in product lines. “It’s absolutely Target,” Mr
Flickinger said when asked what rival would likely
need to take action to retain staff.
Target spokesman Molly Snyder said the company was “committed to offering market competitive
wages that can help attract and retain great talent”.
She said Target pays above the federal minimum
wage of US$7.25 at all of its stores, but did not disclose its average rate.
Walmart said the hikes would lift the average
hourly wage this year for full-time employees to
US$13 from US$12.85, while raising the average for
part-time staff to US$10 from US$9.48. Those
rates could go higher next year.
Data from employer review site Glassdoor based
on at least 75 responses shows that Target, Walmart
and Staples are roughly paying the same hourly rate,
with cashiers and sales associates making around
US$9 an hour. A cashier at McDonald’s, by comparison, was averaging US$8.44, the data shows.
But it’s not just wages. Walmart also said it
planned to make the scheduling of hours more predictable, taking a step towards addressing an issue
that has long been a source of worker frustration.
Labour groups and institutional investors have
long targeted Walmart on wages, and now appear
set to widen their scope. Mr David Schilling, senior
programme director for human rights at the Interfaith Centre on Corporate Responsibility, said investors would use the Walmart wage hike as leverage
when negotiating changes at other firms. “It’s not
just the retail sector. It could be fast-food, restaurant workers,” said Mr Schilling. When it’s “a big
player like Walmart, the ripples go forward”.
REUTERS

MONEYBRIEFS
Modi’s suit sold for $880k
NEW DELHI – It’s out with the flashy suit,
and in with religious tolerance for India’s
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who is
seeking to soften his image after an
electoral pounding in New Delhi and
grumblings in his party about his top-down
leadership style.
Abruptly ending a string of election
victories, Mr Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party
was thrashed in the capital this month. The
navy blue outfit embroidered with gold
pinstripes bearing Mr Modi’s name was
mocked by his opponents, and even the
party faithful said it undermined the
voter-friendly narrative of his humble
beginnings as the son of a tea seller.
Yesterday, the suit was sold for
40.3 million rupees (S$880,000) in the
western city of Surat to a diamond
merchant, Reuters reported. The proceeds
will be used to clean up India’s holiest but
heavily polluted River Ganges.
REUTERS

Bertelsmann buys uni stake
FRANKFURT – Germany’s Bertelsmann has
agreed to take a controlling stake in United
States-based Alliant International
University in a step to diversify and expand
into the business of operating universities.
Bertelsmann chief executive Thomas
Rabe did not disclose the size of the
investment.
Europe’s largest media group, which
controls broadcaster RTL and co-owns
book publisher Penguin Random House, has
made education its top investment priority.
It has vowed to achieve €1 billion (S$1.5
billion) in revenue from a global market
that advisory firm GSV has estimated will
be worth US$5.5 trillion this year and
US$6.4 trillion by 2017. Of that market,
about US$1.3 billion will be in the hands of
private companies, while the rest will be
controlled by governments, said GSV.
REUTERS

Walmart announced on Thursday it would lift its minimum US wage to US$9 (S$12) an hour this year
and US$10 in 2016. This move will likely help it reduce turnover and put the most direct pressure on
Target, given that their pay scales for entry-level positions are close. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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Lenovo apologises
over tracking software
WASHINGTON – Lenovo has
apologised to customers as it
works with users to enable laptop
computer owners to remove hidden pre-installed adware that potentially exposed them to hacking
attacks and unauthorised activity
monitoring.
The biggest maker of personal
computers said it was a mistake to
have the adware, made by a company called Superfish, included on
Lenovo machines.
“We apologise for causing any
concern to any users for any reason,” the company said in a statement.
The software was included on
some models of consumer laptops
sold worldwide between September and December last year and
was turned off in January after user complaints, Lenovo said.
Lenovo posted links on Twitter
to its website with information
about the adware and removal instructions.
The Beijing-based company
was responding to a deluge of criticism from cyber-security specialists regarding Superfish’s ability
to monitor Web behaviour and
suggest advertisements based on
images that a user might be viewing.
Experts quoted by the BBC said
the hidden software had been in-

jecting adverts on to browsers –
techniques more typically associated with malware.
They said Lenovo had appeared
to permit Superfish to issue its
own certificates that enabled it to
“collect data over secure Web connections” – a malware tactic
known as a man-in-the-middle attack. The danger is that hackers
can co-opt the mechanism to spy
on Lenovo users.
“If someone went to, say, the
Bank of America, then Superfish
would issue its own certificate pretending to be the Bank of America
and intercept whatever you are
sending back and forth,” Professor Alan Woodward, a security expert from Surrey University, told
the BBC.
“The Superfish software undermines Internet security for the
rather ridiculous purpose of serving advertisements,” said Mr
Rainey Reitman, director of activism at the Electronic Frontier
Foundation.
“It’s a severe security issue,
and frankly a betrayal by Lenovo
of all of its affected customers.”
Superfish said in a statement
that the company is “completely
transparent in what our software
does and at no time were consumers vulnerable”.
BLOOMBERG
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Digging up Singapore’s history

The logic behind ISIS savagery

Looking beyond political personalities

T

HE departure of two iconic Pakatan Rakyat (PR) leaders in close succession has
dealt Malaysia’s opposition alliance a severe blow. However, it also provides the
coalition with an introspective opportunity to ask itself why personalities
should be so central to its political agenda.
Undoubtedly, the jailing of the charismatic Anwar Ibrahim deprives the opposition of a leader whose politically-savvy skills did much to foster strategic unity in the multiracial and multi-religious
grouping. In the death of Parti Islam seMalaysia (PAS) spiritual leader Nik Abdul Aziz Nik Mat, PR has lost a man
whose ability to reach out to the
non-Muslim components of the coali-

tion, along with his personal piety and
integrity, gave the Islamic party a national footprint far larger than its mass
base in conservative Malay areas. Indeed, it is doubtful that PR would have
posed a genuine electoral challenge to
the ruling Barisan Nasional coalition
without the presence of these two leaders and several other veterans, including
the Chinese-dominated Democratic Action Party’s (DAP) Mr Lim Kit Siang.
Each drew on his credibility within his
own party to preserve the overall tactical coherence of the opposition.
However, it is problematic when a coalition which aims to rule Malaysia depends so heavily on personalities. In the
final analysis, unifying figures are less

important than unifying ideals and aspirations. Indeed, without a common vision, there is the danger that the death
or incapacitation of a leader could be followed by the emergence of others incapable of staying the opposition course.
A case in point is the presence of intransigent hardliners in the PAS, whose
insistence on implementing Islamic criminal laws sets them on a potential collision course with the staunchly secular
raison d’etre of the DAP. The PR’s eventual collapse, or at least its descent into
dissension and decline, is not inconceivable in the circumstances. Its reformist
agenda, which has provided a platform
for the convergence and articulation of
political dissent, would be undermined

by ideological incompatibility coming to
the political fore.
If the PR is to offer a viable – and stabilising – political option for the country, it must display a capacity for negotiation and compromise among its component parties, based on the appeal of a
common political agenda. It must work
to dispel the notion that it is an alliance
of convenience whose only unifying goal
is the capture of power. Unless it does
so, the alliance will fail in its professed
aim of offering Malaysian voters a credible alternative to the ruling coalition
which has governed the country for decades. Ideally, voters should be given genuine options, which go beyond simply
voting against the status quo.

A Jewish synagogue, a Hindu temple and a Buddhist temple are clustered on this street. Singapore’s religious harmony
has come about as a result of conscious policy, laws and institutions.
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ELIGION can promote
peace between people
and between nations.
It can also be a cause
for conflict and war.
Religion has often been hijacked
by unscrupulous men to gain or
retain power and used by such
men as a weapon against their
adversaries. There are many
situations in the contemporary
world where religion is a threat to
peace.
Let me cite a few examples.
The Buddhists and Muslims
have clashed in Myanmar, especially in Rakhine state.
In Pakistan and the Middle
East, Sunni terrorists have been
blowing up mosques and other
places sacred to the Shi’ites.
In Iraq and Syria, a group of
Sunni extremists, who call themselves the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria (ISIS), is seeking to create a new caliphate by violent
means.
In one of our neighbouring
countries, the Shi’ites are not allowed to practise their religion.
In Europe, there is growing
animosity between Christians and
Muslims. The recent shootings at
a Copenhagen cafe during a
seminar on free speech, and the
killing of Charlie Hebdo cartoonists in Paris, are manifestations of
this chasm. So too are the anti-Islam demonstrations in Germany
and elsewhere in Europe.

Maintenance of
Religious Harmony Act

ST
.

FOURTH, in 1990, the Singapore
Parliament enacted the Maintenance of Religious Harmony Act.
The law established the Presidential Council for Religious Harmony, a body consisting of both religious and lay leaders, to advise
the President on matters affecting
religious harmony.
The law also empowers the
Government to issue restraining
orders against preachers who
threaten our religious harmony.
A few years ago, a good friend
who is a pastor in an independent
Protestant church sought my advice. He told me that he had received a letter from the Government warning him that he would
be stopped from preaching unless
he refrained from attacking the
Catholic Church in his sermons.
I asked him to show me the
text of his recent sermons. After
reading them, I told my friend
that I agreed with the Government’s warning and that he
should stop his unwarranted attacks on the Catholic Church.
I remember that a few years
ago, a Christian pastor was
caught on film badmouthing the
Buddhists and Taoists. The video
went viral and the public response
was unanimous. He had crossed
the red line and should apologise.
The pastor did apologise and the
Buddhists and Taoists decided to
forgive him.
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A precious achievement
VIEWED against this backdrop,
the religious and racial harmony
we enjoy in Singapore is
remarkable.
This weekend, it will not only
be the Chinese who celebrate Chinese New Year; I am sure Singaporeans of all races will also be visiting their Chinese friends.
I consider Singapore’s religious
harmony one of the most precious
achievements of the past 50 years.
We must do everything we can to
preserve it.
Singapore may be a small country but it is one of the most religiously diverse countries in the
world. Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Taoism and Hinduism are
the main religions of Singapore.
Sikhism, Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Jainism and Baha’ism have
small followings. All 10 religions
are represented in the non-governmental organisation called the Inter-Religious Organisation (IRO).
The fact that Singapore is
physically very small means that
the places of worship of different
religions may be located on the
same street, and sometimes even
next door to each other.
In other countries, such proximity could lead to misunderstanding and even conflict. Luckily for

France, cartoons which depict
Prophet Muhammad would be
deemed to be offensive, punishable under both the Penal Code and
Sedition Act and not protected by
the freedom of speech.

us, this is not the case in Singapore.
I often take visitors from
abroad to join me in a walking
tour of Waterloo Street.
On this street, we have a Jewish synagogue, a Hindu temple
and a Buddhist temple dedicated
to the Goddess of Mercy, Kuan
Yin. My foreign friends are
amazed at the sight of Buddhists
worshipping at the Hindu temple
and vice versa. I tell them that
this is one of the miracles of Singapore.

Riots in the 1950s
and 1960s
HOWEVER, relations between the
followers of the different religions
in Singapore have not always been
amicable.
In 1950, riots occurred for several days when an insensitive British judge ordered that a Dutch

girl, Maria Hertogh, who had been
adopted and raised by a Malay-Muslim foster mother, be remanded in a Catholic convent,
pending his ruling on whether custody should be awarded to
Maria’s biological mother or her
foster mother.
In 1964, a procession to
celebrate Prophet Muhammad’s
birthday was attacked by Chinese
gangsters. This led to several days
of rioting, arson and mayhem.
The memories of those riots as
well as the one which occurred on
May 13, 1969 will never be forgotten. They have motivated Singaporeans to work hard to prevent the
recurrence of such unhappy
events.
Singapore’s state of religious
harmony did not happen by
chance. We got here from crafting
important policies, laws and institutions which helped to promote
religious harmony in Singapore.

Secularism, Singapore style
FIRST, Singapore is a secular
state. We do not have a state religion, unlike Malaysia or the United Kingdom. The state does not
promote religion. It is, however,
not hostile to religion, unlike the
communist countries.

Freedom of religion
SECOND, Article 15 of the Singapore Constitution guarantees the
freedom of religion and the right
to propagate one’s religion.
The Court of Appeal has held
that it is not illegal for a Singapore citizen to be a Jehovah’s Witness, a proscribed group. He is,
however, not exempted from being called up to serve his national
service.
In another case, the same court
held that a citizen working in an
educational institution is not ex-

Inter-Religious Organisation

empted from singing the National
Anthem or reciting the National
Pledge on account of his religious
beliefs. In other words, in Singapore, a citizen’s right to religious
freedom is subordinated to the
public good.

Free speech and
religious harmony
THIRD, in Singapore, the right to
free speech is not an absolute
right.
The Penal Code makes it an offence to utter words which deliberately wound the religious feelings
of others. The Sedition Act makes
it an offence to promote feelings
of ill will or hostility between different races or classes of the population. In 2005, three bloggers
were convicted under the Sedition
Act for posting Web-blog comments that were anti-Muslim. In
Singapore, unlike Denmark and

FIFTH, I believe that the IRO has
played a very positive role in the
maintenance of religious harmony
in Singapore.
The members of IRO belong to
10 different faiths. They serve in
their individual capacities and not
as the official representatives of
their respective religions.
The fact that they get along
well, respect one another’s faith,
visit one another’s places of
worship and appear together at
public performances of joint
religious prayers is an inspiration
to the community. They set a
good example for others to follow.
In conclusion, I would reiterate
my point that religious harmony
is one of the most important
achievements of the past 50 years.
Our success is due partly to our
policies, laws and institutions.
It is also due to the good sense
of the people of Singapore.
Singaporeans have developed
the cultural DNA to respect one
another’s faiths. It is unSingaporean to insult, disparage or make
fun of the deities or religious beliefs of others.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
The writer is Special Adviser, Institute of
Policy Studies, of the Lee Kuan Yew
School of Public Policy at National
University of Singapore.
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ISIS’ gory guile:
Logic behind its
acts of savagery
By DAVID GARDNER

L

AST weekend’s ritualised slaughter of
Egyptian Coptic Christian migrant workers in Libya by masked militants adhering
to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria
(ISIS) was bestial, even by the hideous
standards of the militant group.
Only a twisted mind would see it differently,
yet this desecration of human beings was anything
but mindless – the epithet politicians and commentators so often use to describe acts of terror.
Like many ISIS atrocities, this was a calculated
provocation. The methods of the militant blackshirts are chillingly savage. But ISIS is chillingly
smart too. It is already clear it has been trying to
open up fissures and faultlines in Lebanon, Turkey, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, fragile states bordering the self-declared caliphate in the failed states
of Iraq and Syria.
We have seen, too, how ISIS is starting to expand – especially across North Africa. In Egypt’s
ungoverned Sinai peninsula, the militants of Ansar
Beit al-Maqdis – responsible for a string of bloody
attacks on security forces – have declared themselves the Sinai Province of ISIS. In Libya, polarised and fragmented by civil war as the West and
its Arab allies focus on Syria and Iraq, ISIS has
crept into the vacuum to assert its presence in a
new arena.
The “caliphate”, intent on emulating the extraordinary success of early Islam as it burst out of
Arabia, needs to keep adding to its territory.
But ISIS also makes clear it is eagerly awaiting
the arrival of the “Crusader” forces it is trying to
lure into its lairs. And for that purpose its massacres serve as what 19th-century anarchists knew
as the “propaganda of the
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As a strategy it resembles Newton’s third law of
motion. Osama was explicit about this after his network blew up US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es
Salaam in 1998: “As I said,” he told an American
interviewer, “every action elicits a similar reaction.” The ISIS dynamic is equally clear: action-reaction-more action – ideally indiscriminate
enough to radicalise Muslims and make its
caliphate a magnet, while drawing in the infidel.
ISIS traces its origins to the Sunni insurgency ignited by the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, and
specifically to the Iraqi branch of Al-Qaeda led by
the sanguinary Jordanian militant Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi. It broke with Al-Qaeda and Zawahiri
in part because it believes he has forgotten his own
teachings. But it is playing the same game; it
wants to provoke not just a reaction but an overreaction.
It will presumably have discounted in advance
the Egyptian air strikes on its Libyan followers,
and will be looking for something of more incendiary propaganda value.
In the Egypt of President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi,
the former army chief whose 2013 coup deposed the
elected Islamist government of the Muslim Brotherhood, ISIS would welcome two developments.
Mr Sisi’s government has banned the
Brotherhood as a terrorist group, shot down
hundreds of its supporters in the streets and jailed
thousands. Hundreds of jailed Brothers have been
condemned to death in what can only be described
as kangaroo courts. If Egypt were to hang some of
those convicted – as Jordan executed militants after ISIS burnt alive Muath al-Kasaesbeh, the pilot it
captured – that would suit the ISIS playbook.
So too would further evidence that the US and
Europe are closing ranks behind Mr Sisi, their
misgivings about his coup and criminalisation of

mainstream Islamism dispelled by the ISIS menace.
In militant eyes, all this would validate the ISIS
thesis that democracy and elections are not only an
affront to God’s law but also useless, since the
West and its autocrat allies in the region set a low
priority on democracy for Arabs.
ISIS wants to spread jihad and convince a
sufficiently big minority of Muslims that it is the
only way. If it is eventually to be destroyed, it
would be fatal to underestimate its gory guile.
FINANCIAL TIMES

Coptic Christian priests in Jerusalem at a symbolic funeral this week for the Egyptian Christians beheaded by ISIS.
Like many ISIS atrocities, the mass beheadings were designed to be indiscriminate enough to radicalise Muslims and
make its caliphate a magnet, while drawing in the infidel. PHOTO: REUTERS
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PRESERVING SINGAPORE’S HERITAGE
Digging
up our
history
By DEREK HENG and KWA CHONG GUAN
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES

T

HE archaeological excavation at Empress
Place, which Minister Lawrence Wong
visited last week, is the latest in a series
of excavations started 30 years ago.
Other places recently excavated include the back of the Victoria Theatre before its renovation, and the space between the old Supreme
Court and City Hall before it was built over to connect the two buildings for a National Art Gallery.
The driving force behind these excavations, 30
years ago and today, remains the same. It is to
search for and recover any historical artefacts before redevelopment takes place. The limited, albeit
detailed, Chinese and South-east Asian historical
records suggest that a settlement existed at the
mouth of the Singapore River since the end of the
13th century, which grew during the 14th century
into a kingdom and port-city called Singapura, last-

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies archaeology unit research officer Aaron Kao (centre) keeping a record as volunteer Natalie
Khoo checks for relics at the excavation site in front of Victoria Theatre and Victoria Concert Hall on Feb 13. The excavation at
Empress Place continues to provide further testimony to Singapore’s deep roots as a regional port. ST PHOTO: MARK CHEONG

ing for a century. Apart from Sir Stamford Raffles
and John Crawfurd, the second governor of Singapore, who gave early 19th century eyewitness accounts of the remnants of this settlement, there has
been no further confirming evidence.
It was only in 1984 that such evidence was recovered when the old National Museum invited Dr
John N. Miksic, an archaeologist then teaching in Indonesia, to conduct a trial excavation on Fort Canning, a site which had been extensively developed
and landscaped. Against the odds, an undisturbed
layer of soil and earth datable to the 14th century
was found around the old Keramat Iskandar Shah.
Further excavations over the years have confirmed
the conclusions drawn by historians from historical
texts on Singapore’s 700-year legacy.
From glass fragments and pottery shards to
bronze coinage and Buddhist figurines, the current
excavation at Empress Place is continuing to provide further testimony to Singapore’s deep roots as
a regional port.
For too long we have dismissed the stories in the
Malay Annals of a wandering prince landing on Singapore, seeing what he was told to be a lion, and deciding to establish a kingdom which grew into a
“great city” under his successors. The huge amount
of artefacts recovered is testimony to the Annals’
claims that Singapura was “...a great city to which
foreigners resorted in great numbers so that the
fame of the city and its greatness spread throughout the world”.
Both archaeological data and textual records
have now enabled the National Museum to frame
Singapore’s history as a nation-state as one epoch
of a much longer experience as a settlement,
port-city and state that has lasted for much of the
last millennium.
The archaeological evidence also corroborates
textual information, from the Malay Annals and Portuguese accounts, that this port was eclipsed in the
early 15th century, when Singapura was attacked by
rival Javanese forces and its last ruler fled to establish another emporium named Malacca.
A large corpus of 16th and 17th century Portuguese and Dutch documents, including maps currently exhibited at the National Library, records a
thriving port just west of Tanjong Rhu. Under the
administration of a port-master appointed by the
Johor sultans up the Johor River, it was linked to
the capitals of the Johor sultanate at Kota Tinggi
and
further
downstream to
Johor Lama.
The driving force
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gem
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before
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translated by
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Associate Protakes place.
fessor
Peter
Borschberg
(National University of Singapore), records that Singapore was a port which
was “...one of the best that serves the (East) Indies”. He advised the Portuguese king to take over
the island and build forts on it to control the sea
lanes to China. This linkage is confirmed by the
very scant but similar body of Chinese porcelain
shards recovered from a series of Johor River sites
and the Kallang River estuary.
Unfortunately, we missed the opportunity to recover a larger body of archaeological evidence in
the 1970s, when the Kallang estuary was being
dredged. The dredging work brought up a lot of Chinese porcelain shards, which would have confirmed
the existence of a thriving port.
However, the National Museum at that time was
not equipped to appreciate the importance of the
finds, and they have since been lost to the country.
Since 1984, the 30-year history of archaeological
excavations here has been one of scrambling to salvage what can be saved before a site is redeveloped.
Singapore is not alone in this. Other cities, from
London to Xian, have had to confront the dilemma
of redevelopment or preservation of historic sites.
The issue is not only of archaeologically significant sites, but also other historic sites and buildings. How do we decide what to do with the rest of
the Bukit Brown cemetery after the expressway is
driven through it? How do we plan what to do with
Pulau Ubin?
Should a government agency, with the mandate
and funding, decide the fate of a potentially historically significant site or building for redevelopment
– leaving the growing number of civil societies and
non-government organisations (NGOs) passionate
about these sites as locations of our social memories defining Singapore, having then to react and
challenge the development plans?
There must be a more efficient way of engaging
each other to debate such issues other than as in a
school debate, with only one side winning.
A number of countries and territories, including
Hong Kong, have been grappling with these issues
and have been working on various planning frameworks which bring together the diverse stakeholders and interested parties – government agencies,
landowners and developers, and NGOs and civil society groups – to discuss and debate how to conduct a heritage impact assessment of a potential historic or memory site.
Perhaps we should move towards some form of a
more open and transparent heritage impact assessment to engage and debate these issues of the imperative for urban redevelopment and preservation
of historic sites. After all, such sites are the locus of
our social memories, anchoring us to this island and
defining us as Singaporeans.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
Derek Heng is associate professor of humanities at Yale-NUS
College, and Kwa Chong Guan is senior fellow at the S.
Rajaratnam School of International Studies at Nanyang
Technological University.
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Is Singapore losing its heritage through redevelopment of buildings and loss of its coastline? It is time
to develop a more robust way to assess heritage and ecosystems, to prevent their destruction.

Assessing the value of mangrove swamps
By DANIEL FRIESS
FOR THE STRAITS TIMES

T

HE coastline generally associated with
Singapore is one of harbours, ships, artificial beaches and concrete seawalls, all
contributing to – and a product of – economic activity. But hidden among the
cranes and refineries is a different coastal Singapore, a coast teeming with life.
This is a coastline fringed by intertidal mangrove
forests and subtidal seagrass meadows, a coast that
is home to crocodiles, dolphins, otters, and some of
the most biodiverse coral reefs in the world.
However, Singapore’s coastal ecosystems have
declined rapidly with urbanisation. While data varies, the country may have lost almost 90 per cent of
its mangroves since the 1950s due to land reclamation in the north and south-west. Other coastal ecosystems continue to decline, with recent research
suggesting that over 40 per cent of intertidal coral
reefs and almost 38 per cent of mudflats and sandflats have been lost in only the last 20 years.
If threatened ecosystems are to be conserved, it
may become necessary to show their value to society, in comparison to other alternative land uses. It
is simple to show the economic value of a reclaimed
shoreline or a harbour terminal, but how much is
the country’s hidden natural coastline worth, and
how do we, and should we, put a value on nature?
Increasingly, conservationists, and some businesses and policymakers are pitching their tent on
the paradigm of “ecosystem services” as a way of increasing awareness of the importance of ecosystems, and potentially as a way of quantifying their
value – economic, or otherwise.
“Ecosystem services” refer to the roles and benefits that ecosystems provide to humans. This is potentially an attractive concept as it can allow ecosystem value to become part of the decision-making
process, and widens the scope of conservation to appeal to people and donors who may not otherwise
consider themselves environmentalists.
This new approach is controversial, as valuing ecosystems for their benefits to humans puts people
front and centre in our view and perception of the
environment. It represents a paradigm shift away
from traditional protectionist conservation approaches, where ecosystems are protected for their
inherent intrinsic or existence value.
Ecosystem services come in all shapes and sizes.
The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment – a
ground-breaking international report released in
2005 – was commissioned by the United Nations to
understand the impact of environmental change on
human well-being. This report was one of the most
high-profile attempts to describe the wide range of
ecosystem services that human populations rely on.
One way in which ecosystems benefit people is
through “provisioning services”, where people can
physically extract products from an ecosystem,
such as fish and other foods, building materials,
minerals and medicinal resources. These are direct,
tangible and physical ecosystem services, which
can be easily understood and monetised.
Other ecosystem services “regulate” or “support” the environment, and can include processes
by which ecosystems purify water, trap pollutants,
produce nutrients and regulate local climates.
For example, carbon sequestration (the removal
of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere) is an ecosystem service that is currently high on the international agenda in international climate negotiations.
In Singapore, seagrass meadows and mangrove
forests use up atmospheric carbon dioxide for photosynthesis, so can offset a proportion of the
country’s carbon dioxide emissions and thus offset
our contribution to global climate change. However, these ecosystem services are largely invisible
and less tangible.
The way ecosystems benefit people through “cultural services” is perhaps the most abstract, but
may be the most important in Singapore’s context.
Cultural services include the use of ecosystems for
recreation and education. Tens of thousands of people visit the mangroves at Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve every year, which has recently expanded in area and has constructed new visitor facilities.
Other cultural services are much more abstract
and intangible, and include spiritual, aesthetic, and
“sense of place” services.
Current research shows that the types of cultural services valued in Singapore are changing; in the
1950s, communities valued mangroves for intrapersonal reasons such as spiritual and religious value,
especially for kampung communities that had a
strong personal link to the coast. However, today
people in Singapore have become more dislocated
from their coastline, and place more value in interpersonal services such as recreation and education.
Despite their importance, Singapore’s remaining
fragments of hidden coastline face an uncertain future. The Urban Redevelopment Authority’s 2013
Land Use Plan and the 2014 Master Plan suggest further land reclamation – expansion that is needed to
maintain economic production and house a growing
population in a land-challenged Singapore.
This begs the question of how ecosystem services can be used to balance socioeconomic demands with environmental concerns. Yet, we already implicitly use the ecosystem-service approach in land use planning, with Singapore’s Garden City concept driven by an acknowledgement of
the importance of natural and managed green spaces in improving livability in a densely populated nation, through recreation and aesthetic value.
Exploring the potential of ecosystem services
such as climate regulation, coastal protection and
carbon sequestration may provide decision-makers
with the evidence to make informed management
decisions that incorporate and utilise the varied benefits of the country’s hidden coastline, to ensure a
sustainable Singapore in the future.
stopinion@sph.com.sg
The writer is Assistant Professor in the Department of
Geography at the National University of Singapore. He has
been researching Singapore’s coastline at NUS for the past
six years.

The way ecosystems benefit people through “cultural services” is perhaps the most abstract, but may be the most important in Singapore’s
context. Tens of thousands of people visit the mangroves at Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve every year. ST FILE PHOTO
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BOOSTING PRODUCTIVITY

People first, then technology
MUCH has been said about how
to boost productivity
(“‘Kiasuism’ an obstacle to
boosting productivity” by Mr
Tan Jit Khoon; Thursday, and
“Creativity and resolve needed
in productivity push”; Feb 13).
However, what needs to be
remembered is that good
management lies in the ability to
get things done through people,
coupled with the use of
technology, to increase
efficiency and productivity.
It is people first, then

technology. But with the
advancement of technology, it is
now the other way around.
We have relied heavily on
technology to manage people.
We do away with telephone
operators and information
counters, we do away with
supervisors on the job, we do
away with enforcement officers.
I can cite several instances
where the lack of enforcement
and supervision – the human
element – is glaring.
At FairPrice, for example,

there is a cashier counter set up
for those in the pioneer
generation and posters are put
up to indicate so. But without
anyone supervising this, it is the
young people who are forming
the queue.
No one is around to direct the
seniors there or to tell the young
to queue elsewhere.
In the heartland, when there
are contractors at work, one
hardly sees a supervisor or
quality control personnel. The
result is that the work is not

done well – for instance, there is
water ponding after levelling
works are done, and residents
are not adequately informed
about the commencement and
completion of works.
Also, shops have markers to
indicate where the owners can
display their goods but this is
seldom enforced.
Good management is all about
people. From that, and
technology, productivity will
flow.
Anthony Goh Tee Kow

Hard to have fun at some jobs

But traffic warden shows how

I AGREE with Professor Kishore
Mahbubani that increasing
productivity is a problem (“Want
to be more productive? Have fun
at work”; last Saturday).
However, I am not sure
productivity gains made while
having fun working in an
air-conditioned office is
comparable to doing so while
working in a hot factory with a
low salary.
Productivity gains depend
largely on the nature of work and
type of industry. For example, bus
drivers on the roads of New York
can hardly be more productive
than bus drivers in Singapore.
In my business, which involved
industrial engineering, automatic
production lines and
manufacturing machine tools, I
found it more difficult to quantify
productivity gains in

THERE is a traffic warden at
Century Square shopping
mall in Tampines who has
been given the nickname, Mr
Performer.
He is the embodiment of
Professor Kishore Mahbubani’s
appeal to have fun at work
(“Want to be more productive?
Have fun at work”; last
Saturday).
Mr Performer has elevated
what many may deem a
mundane, and perhaps, menial,
job to an art form.
He never fails to amuse us
as he directs pedestrian and
vehicular traffic at the carpark
entrance, with a perpetual
smile on his face.
His demeanour makes it
seem like his is the most
important job in the world, as
he waves people and cars

administrative work, while it was
easier on the floor. The only way
to reduce manpower need and
boost quantifiable output was to
use technology, innovative ideas
and sophisticated machinery.
Productivity gains should be
measured under stable conditions
within the same industry without
variable factors.
Prof Mahbubani cited the
happiness and higher productivity
of waiters and waitresses in New
York, compared with the ones
here. However, those in the US
are paid better and work shorter
hours than those here.
If workers in Singapore had
similar working environments and
incomes as their counterparts in
the United States, I am sure they
would be more productive and
have fun at work.
Paul Chan Poh Hoi

through at intervals with the
theatrical flourish of a
conductor in an orchestra.
Perhaps, he does exert a far
greater influence beyond his
official job description.
Many people, amid the long
wait for carpark space, would
have had their mood lightened
by his enthusiasm and lively
personality.
Who knows, happier people
may even spend more at the
shops, so he may be
indirectly responsible for
increased profits at the mall as
well.
Businesses should have
an award for employees such
as Mr Performer, who
exemplifies pride and
dedication in his work while
having fun himself.
Maria Loh Mun Foong (Ms)

Run town councils like statutory boards
THE problem with how town
councils are run today is that
when a different political party
takes over the governing of the
town council, it has to scramble
to call for a tender for a
managing agent who, in turn,
will have to call tenders for
contractors to carry out
maintenance work.
This can lead to many
problems, such as those

experienced by the Workers’
Party-led town council (“WP
told it must act to recover public
funds”; last Saturday).
Perhaps, it is time to consider
changes to how town councils
are run.
The administrative staff of
town councils should be
employed as civil servants on a
permanent basis and be headed
by a chief executive, just like the

case for statutory boards.
The chairman of the town
council can be an appointee
from the winning political party;
this person will oversee the
management and running of the
town council.
Tenders can be called for
contract work. Committees can
be formed to award tenders, and
to decide on promotions and
appointments of staff.

In this way, there will be
continuity of service to the
residents when there is a change
of political party.
This is how municipal
councils around the world
function.
Political parties in charge of
housing estates may change, but
the functioning of the town
councils continues.
Lim Boon Tan

Empower parents as
main sexuality educators
RECENT articles and letters on
premarital sex among our youth
seem to suggest that the answer
to this issue lies in “a robust
sexuality education package”
promoting the use of
contraceptives (“Teen births drop
to 20-year low”; Feb 9, and
“Sexuality education, support
still needed” by Mr Han Ming
Guang; Feb 13).
Such an approach presupposes
that:
L contraceptives are effective in
cutting pregnancy and sexually
transmitted infections (STIs);
L teens will use contraceptives
correctly all the time.
Some doctors have noticed an
increasing number of youth who
have asked for the morning-after
pill in recent times.
The condom may help reduce
the risk of acquiring STIs, but
not entirely.
It can reduce the risk of HIV
transmission by about 80 per
cent, gonorrhoea by about 50 per
cent to 62 per cent, and
chlamydia by about 26 per cent.
It offers less protection
against STIs that are spread
through skin-to-skin contact,
such as herpes and genital warts,
since there are areas of the
genitalia that are not covered by
the condom.
The condom can be effective
in reducing risk only when it is
used consistently and correctly.
Many people, especially youth,
do not use it consistently.

Studies have shown that
condom use declines with time
because of a phenomenon
called “condom fatigue”.
One local survey of at-risk
youth also found that about 42
per cent experienced slippage,
and about 32 per cent
experienced breakage.
An adequate response to this
issue must go beyond a merely
biological response.
Dr Stephen Genuis says in the
British Medical Journal that
merely promoting condoms
“disregards the complex nature
of human sexuality and fails to
tackle the underlying social and
emotional needs of young people,
who are often trapped in
high-risk sexual behaviour as a
consequence of difficult life
circumstances”.
A 2004 consensus in medical
journal The Lancet emphasised
the importance of calling for a
delay of sexual debut in youth or
the return to abstinence in those
who are having casual sex.
Studies have shown, and
counsellors agree, that teens are
less likely to engage in risky
behaviour when they have good
self-esteem and good
relationships with their parents.
We must, therefore, find ways
to involve and empower parents
in sexuality education, especially
since they are the primary
educators of their children in the
first place.
John Hui Keem Peng (Dr)

Vote on policies, not goodies
IT IS a popular sentiment that
when the Government rolls out a
host of goodies, it must be that
the election is around the corner
(“Goodies seen for SG50, election
year”; Thursday).
Many people believe that the
general election will be held this
year to coincide with Singapore’s
50th birthday, which will be
celebrated with much pomp and
ceremony.
The belief is that a feel-good
environment created by the
goodies and the celebratory mood
is conducive to gaining better
support from the electorate.

I do not vote for the ruling
party based solely on goodies
dished out. In fact, what matters
most to me is the proven track
record of the party over the
years.
It does not bode well for the
people if their support for the
ruling party hinges on the
amount of goodies they receive.
Instead, they should look
beyond all this, and must not
ignore the fact that there are
other measures taken to improve
the well-being of the country as
a whole.
Jeffrey Law Lee Beng
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Reservoir users warned
about fish, turtle bites

Water-sport enthusiasts visiting
Bedok Reservoir have been warned to
be wary of being bitten by fish and
turtles.
The unusual reminder by the Public
Utilities Board PUB comes after water
activities there were suspended for a
month recently, after the PUB
received reports of three people
complained of minor leg injuries.
In response to queries from The
Straits Times, tThe PUB suspended
kayaking,
dragon-boating
and
canoeing from Dec 17 to Jan 16 on
suspicions after suspecting that the
injuries could have been caused by
bites from freshwater turtles or fish
such as the toman.
The agency It has not received reports
of similar injuries at other reservoirs.
A PUB spokesman told The Straits
Times
that
it
has
advised
water-activity operators to tell
participants that reservoir water

In response to queries from The
Straits Times, tThe PUB suspended
kayaking,
dragon-boating
and
canoeing from Dec 17 to Jan 16 on
suspicions after suspecting that the
injuries could have been caused by
bites from freshwater turtles or fish
such as the toman.
The agency It has not received reports
of similar injuries at other reservoirs.
A PUB spokesman told The Straits
Times
that
it
has
advised
water-activity operators to tell
participants that reservoir water
bodiess are natural environments and
to exercise caution and to put on
proper footwear during water
activities. The public is also reminded
not to release animals into reservoirs,
she added.
Schools have also alsobeen urged to
tell their students to be careful when in
the water and to avoid submerging
their feet where possible.

I have nothing to worry about
because I am not in the water.
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HIGH-SPEED RAIL TERMINAL SITE

Convenience not the only factor
THERE have been suggestions
that the Singapore site for the
high-speed rail link from
Malaysia should be located in the
central region (“Central site best
for S’pore end of high-speed rail”
by Mr Amit Nagpal; Tuesday,
and “Co-locate high-speed rail
terminus with MRT interchange”
by Mr Christopher Ledesma Choo
Weisen; Forum Online,
Thursday).
Convenience is the primary
reason for these suggestions.
It is important that the

Government look at the bigger
picture in finalising the location
of this terminal and take into
consideration the following
criteria.
L First, any large infrastructure
project will require a huge
economic investment from the
Government. We already have
major new MRT lines in the
works.
Cost is a big factor and we
should not be duplicating
resources which could be better
spent in other areas such as

education, health care and
improving Singapore’s worker
productivity.
The Government should
consider co-locating the terminal
next to a new MRT station, such
as the upcoming Woodlands
North station on the Thomson
Line.
Ample capacity planning can
then be done to adjust the train
capacity and rail tracks to
support this increased traffic.
Leveraging existing MRT
interchanges will potentially

High costs of central location not tenable
MR AMIT Nagpal has suggested
locating the Singapore end of the
high-speed rail link from
Malaysia in the city centre
(“Central site best for S’pore end
of high-speed rail”; Tuesday).
Transport nodes facilitating
inbound visitors to Singapore are
currently located in the north
(Woodlands Checkpoint), east
(Changi Airport), south (Marina
Bay Cruise Centre) and west
(Tuas Checkpoint).
With the exception of the
western and southern nodes, the

other nodes are well utilised and
have provided the respective
locales with ample economic
activities.
Having the high-speed rail
terminal located in the west
dovetails with the Government’s
plans to ramp up the region’s
liveability and to ensure the
population is well spread out
across the island.
Mr Nagpal’s suggestion to
tackle cost concerns of locating
the terminal by tapping existing
developments, such as Raffles

Place and Marina Bay MRT
stations, is not likely to be viable.
The Urban Redevelopment
Authority already has firm plans
for the central areas cited, and
the possible costs of such a
central location are likely to be
even higher than if the terminal
were located in the west.
I am all for the idea of having
the terminal located in a
convenient region. But, for me,
to fund the unnecessary costs as
a taxpayer is not acceptable.
Ewe Seow Chie (Ms)

FORUM
FORUM
ONLINE

ONFACEBOOK
Should restaurants charge for
tap water to distribute
business costs?
I think restaurants that charge
for water are being penny
wise and pound foolish. They
should incorporate the cost of
providing water into the
existing menu items.
– Andrew Tan
It is reasonable to charge for
water... The steward who’s
loading the glasses into the
washer, the cost of the
washer, water needed to wash
the glasses, detergent, labour
cost of the waiter who’s
serving you and so on, these
are all real costs incurred

regardless of what is ordered.
– Irene Tio

higher-order “thinking skills”.
– Umm Yusof

Might as well charge for fork
and spoon use. Need someone
to wash those, too. How
about air-con? These costs
are built into the cost of the
meal and service charge. We
are already paying for them.
– Yow Lim

Rote learning only encourages
recall, not understanding. It
has its place, but... too much
emphasis is placed on it.
– Aaron Loy

Is rote learning an obstacle to
students gaining a true
understanding of subjects
taught in school?
Rote learning is the beginning
of education. You need to
have a body of knowledge
before you can even use your

cause bottlenecks.
L Second, Singapore is a small
country where land is scarce, so
we have to consider the impact
on our environment.
Having the terminal located in
the central region will impact our
environment more than having it
on the outskirts of Singapore,
such as in Woodlands North or
Tuas West.
L Lastly, there is the security
aspect, as we have cross-border
visitors from Malaysia to
Singapore and decisions need to
be made on people-control
measures to reduce cross-border
risks.
Having the terminal on the
outskirts of the island reduces
our risk.
Customs, immigration and
quarantine operations have been
moved from Tanjong Pagar to
Woodlands. It makes sense to
co-locate the terminal with these
operations in Woodlands or Tuas.
In summary, the above three
criteria, in addition to
convenience, should be taken
into consideration in deciding the
location of the high-speed rail
terminal.
Wong Shih Shen

Actual learning doesn’t mean
one should not memorise
facts. It means that instead of
just giving facts, the facts are
demonstrated in a manner
resulting in understanding a
complex concept.
Rote learning means
regurgitating facts, figures,
the whats and hows, with no
understanding of the whys.
– Hana Saemon

More letters on
www.straitstimes.com

1. MR ISAAC LOW: Develop
social productivity.
2. MR FRANCIS CHENG:
Central body should
oversee town councils.
3. MR N. VARAPRASAD:
Property ads must reflect
Singapore’s diversity.
4. MR QUEK HONG CHOON:
Home-grown global schools
– Guard against
condescending views.
5. MOH: Outreach efforts on
MediShield Life.
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WANTED
Volunteer
museum guides
No experience necessary. National Heritage
Board will now help recruit and train
docents. Must commit to volunteering
at least once a month for two years.
By SAMANTHA GOH
WITH two museums poised to reopen and a new heritage centre
coming up, the National Heritage
Board (NHB) wants a lot more volunteer museum guides.
It has launched its first official
recruitment exercise for volunteer
guides, and plans to add up to 500
of them to a pool of about 750 volunteers working in the six museums under NHB.
Ms Jennifer Yin, NHB director
of volunteer management, said it
hopes to recruit about 400 to 500
new volunteers. They will come in
handy when the Indian Heritage
Centre opens this year, along with
the National Museum of Singapore and the Asian Civilisations

Museum, which will re-open this
year after renovations.
Previously, the museums recruited their own guides or docents, usually about 100 to 150 of
them at a time, through social media or word of mouth.
Under a new volunteer engagement division, NHB will help its
volunteer groups recruit and train
new members.
With its help, recruitment
drives can be publicised more
widely and training can be scaled
up. More attention can be given
to lesser-known Chinese- or
Tamil-language guides too.
To become a volunteer guide,
one has to complete a training
course specific to the museum
they want to help in and commit

(From left) Engineer Redzuan Rahman is a volunteer guide at the Asian Civilisations Museum, Ms Low Zhiqi is a guide at the Sun Yat Sen Nanyang Memorial Hall and
Ms Yuen Tan helps out at the National Museum of Singapore. ST PHOTO: ONG WEE JIN
to volunteering at least once a
month for two years.
No prior knowledge is needed,
as content will be taught.
Ms Yuen Tan, who has been
giving tours at the National Museum of Singapore for a year and a
half with docent group Museum
Volunteers, said she signed up because she wanted to know more
about her heritage.
“I started out being very ignorant about Singapore history,”
said Ms Tan, who is in her 30s and
works in a system integration

firm. “All I knew was that we
used to be a fishing village, and
then we were separated (from Malaysia) in 1965. It made me feel ignorant that I didn’t even know
about my own roots.”
To be ready to lead a group, volunteers had go for an intensive
10-week programme that included lectures to brush up their knowledge, she added.
Mr Redzuan Rahmat, 37, an engineer in the solar manufacturing
industry, has been volunteering at
the Asian Civilisations Museum

for three years. He said his training lasted six months, including a
final hour-long assessment.
“It is very demanding, but rewarding,” he said. “The selection
and training are not easy, not to
mention having to commit for at
least two years, but I would encourage you to try it if you have a
passion for history and culture.”
Ms Elaine Chong, president of
the Friends of the Museum, volunteers at many museums, but likes
telling the Singapore story at the
National Museum History Gallery

the best. “It is a very enriching experience when my stories resonate with the visitors, or they become comfortable enough to
share their stories with me,” said
the former IT company employee
who is in her 50s.
An introductory session will be
held by Museum Volunteers Singapore at the Asian Civilisations Museum on Feb 28. Those interested
can also contact NHB via e-mail
at nhb_volunteers@nhb.gov.sg
for more information.
samgohwy@sph.com.sg
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Maris Stella calls
for traffic study
High school seeks to tackle
congestion, improve safety
By ADRIAN LIM
BETWEEN 6.50am and 7.30am every school day,
traffic along a stretch of Bartley Road slows to a
crawl as parents drop their children off at Maris
Stella High School.
The congestion goes all the way back to the Bartley Viaduct and Bartley Road East, with cars queuing to enter the school premises, and others pulling
over at a nearby drop-off point and bus stop for students to alight.
While the traffic woes faced by parents are nothing new, Maris Stella High School is now looking to
get expert help to tackle the problem.
The school recently called for quotations for a
traffic impact study – an assessment by a professional transportation firm to see how traffic flow
can be better managed, and road safety in and
around the school improved.
The tender documents show that the consultant
will work with the Land Transport Authority to review the peak-hour traffic around the school –
which has primary and secondary levels.
It will also have to estimate the latest possible
school arrival times so as to reduce the impact on
traffic volume during peak periods, the requirements say.
Principal Joseph Lim said this is the first time
the school is calling for such a study, and it is part
of continual efforts to optimise traffic conditions.
“Our other ongoing efforts include deploying
traffic wardens and holding talks to educate parents and students on good road-safety habits,” he
told The Straits Times.
The school expects the consultant to complete
the study by the middle of this year, after which
the recommendations will be reviewed, Mr Lim added.
The closing date for potential tenderers to submit their quotations was Feb 16.
Asked about the slow traffic they face daily, parents said they just have to “live with it”, but they

The caregiver courses teach skills such as moving an
elderly person from a bed to a wheelchair, feeding and
bathing, and fall prevention. ST PHOTO: CHEW SENG KIM

More S’poreans
urged to learn
caregiver skills
By LINETTE LAI
MORE than 20,000 people have made use of the
Caregivers Training Grant since it was set up eight
years ago to help them take care of loved ones.
But the Agency for Integrated Care (AIC), which
manages the grant, hopes to attract more – including those who have no need of caregiving skills yet.
As its social care division chief Kelvin Lim says, it
pays to be prepared.
“At some point, elderly parents will need a
caregiver. Having to pick up these skills when you
have a lot of other things to worry about can be
very tiring,” he said. “The main benefit is the sense
of assurance and reduced stress when an incident
does occur.”
Those who apply for the grant get a $200 subsidy every year to take up a training course. Conducted by groups such as the Alzheimer’s Disease Association, these courses include topics such as basic
feeding and bathing, fall prevention and dealing
with dementia patients.
Just seven course providers were listed when the
grant was launched; now there are about 50. “We
think this will continue to grow because the
number of caregivers will rise with the ageing population,” Mr Lim said.
One repeat customer is 53-year-old James Teo,
who started attending dementia care courses in
2009 to help him better understand his elderly
mother. “She kept repeating the same things, and it
was very difficult to communicate with her.”
More than 10 courses later, Mr Teo is now a
part-time elder-sitter. “I tell the caregivers that I
understand what they’re going through,” he said.
“You can read books about dementia, but that is
theory. In practice, it’s different.”
At the Econ Careskill Training Centre in Sims Avenue, at least one session is held a week. Most clients send their maids there to learn skills such as
how to move the elderly from beds to wheelchairs.
Home-based training is also becoming popular,
said senior nurse educator Elizabeth Chan.
Mr Lim said even those who think they are managing well could benefit from a session, as they may
pick up more effective care techniques.
linettel@sph.com.sg

also acknowledged that there is no quick fix.
This is because in the mornings, Bartley Road is
also used by heavy trucks and goods vehicles.
Public buses also drop commuters off at a bus
stop near the school, causing traffic to be “quite a
mess”, said businessman Joe Chan, 45, who drives
his Secondary 4 son to school every day.
Mr Chan added that primary and secondary levels start at roughly the same time – 7.20am and
7.30am – leading to a surge of traffic into the area.
“I don’t see any solution, unless we stagger the
timings more,” he said.
adrianl@sph.com.sg

Bartley Road is congested every school-day morning as parents drop off their children at Maris Stella High School. Besides the
long line of cars, public buses and heavy vehicles also vie for space along the road. ST PHOTO: KEVIN LIM
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Migrating
songbirds
falling prey
to rapid
urbanisation
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Songbirds under threat
YELLOW-BREASTED BUNTING
L Believed to migrate from eastern
Russia and Hokkaido, Japan, to southern
China and parts of South-east Asia
between August and October.
L Population estimated to have fallen by
at least 70 per cent in Russia between
2000 and 2010.
L Threats include being trapped, cooked
and sold as food in Sanshui city and
Guangdong in China. The birds are also
stuffed and sold as mascots in China as
their presence in homes is believed to
confer happiness. In Cambodia, they are
often trapped for “merit release”, a
religious ritual.

Study calls for global efforts to save
them, including protecting habitats
By FENG ZENGKUN
ENVIRONMENT CORRESPONDENT

MANY songbirds that fly south to
Asia between November and February are under threat, and researchers calling for more global
cooperation to protect them.
The birds routinely escape the
winter in northern parts of the
world, such as Siberia, for Asia’s
tropical areas, and use migratory
routes collectively known as the
East Asian-Australasian Flyway.
The flyway spans 37 countries
from Arctic Russia and North
America to Australia and New Zealand – an area of about 84.7 million sq km.
A group of researchers led by
Singaporean bird scientist Yong
Ding Li found that their habitats
in these countries, such as forests
and wetlands, are increasingly being depleted due to human developments.
The birds also face threats such
as tall buildings, including those
in Singapore, that lead to fatal collisions, and hunters who trade in
ornamental birds.
Mr Yong, who is a graduate student at the Australian National
University (ANU), said that unlike
migratory shorebirds and waterbirds, which have been extensive-

ly studied due to their ability to
spread diseases, there has been little research on songbird numbers.
But anecdotal observations by
birdwatchers as well as scientific
surveys suggest that many bird
populations have been declining
in the wild, some by as much as
70 per cent.
The researchers from ANU and
Sun Yat Sen University in China
reviewed reports by birdwatchers
and other scientists in countries
along the flyway.
They identified at least 254
songbird species that use the flyway. Of these, 15 are listed by conservation group BirdLife International as threatened, seven as
near-threatened, and 56 as having
declining populations.
The list of threats included deforestation and degradation of
temperate forests in Mongolia and
eastern Russia due to logging, mining and fires; the draining of Canaba marsh for agriculture in central
Luzon in the Philippines; the trapping of songbirds in Cambodia for
religious reasons, such as “mercy
releases”, as well as their trapping
and sale as pets in Indonesia.
Hunting of wild birds for food
in rural areas and the pet trade remains rampant across South-east
Asia, the researchers said.

BLUE-WINGED PITTA

BROWN-CHESTED JUNGLE-FLYCATCHER

L Some fly from different parts of
South-east Asia, such as Vietnam and
Thailand, to Sumatra. Others stay put.
L Commonly killed in collisions with
buildings, especially in Singapore.
FENG ZENGKUN
Sources: Yong Ding Li, BirdLife International

L Flies from China to Sumatra, Indonesia, stopping in Singapore along the way in
September for two weeks to a month.
L Can be seen in Bidadari every October.
L Population decline observed by birdwatchers in China.
L Threats include loss of its natural forest habitat due to logging and agriculture in
countries along its flight path.

Songbirds migrating at night
are also strongly attracted to artificial light. Some of Asia’s largest
cities are extensively lit at night
and have many high buildings, especially in Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Hong Kong, Hanoi, Bangkok and

Singapore, and this may have led
to many bird deaths.
The researchers said that more
international cooperation, conservation of key habitats and monitoring and research are needed to
protect the birds.

Mr Yong said that, for Singapore, “most people associate migratory birds with Sungei Buloh,
but most of the birds – and the
vast majority are songbirds – are
found across the country”.
He added: “Their conservation

needs to extend beyond nature reserves, to little remnants of habitats outside the reserves, including small patches of woodland like
Bidadari.”
zengkun@sph.com.sg
Additional reporting by Carolyn Khew
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Painful advice the recipe
to save failing business
Social enterprises
benefit from
pilot mentoring
programme
By PRISCILLA GOY

Ace Adventure Expeditions’ all-women team members (from bottom of stairs)
Joanne Soo, Dominique Low, Sammi Teh, Veronica Lim, Julia Chua and Liyana
Low will be climbing Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania next week in a bid to mark
International Women’s Day on March 8. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN

No mountain too high
to raise funds for charity
NO MOUNTAIN will stand in the
way of six women who will be
scaling Mount Kilimanjaro in
Tanzania next week to raise
funds for charity.
The eight-day expedition, organised by Ace Adventure Expeditions, aims to commemorate International Women’s Day on
March 8.
The group started training in
September last year, and it has
been an uphill battle.
The women, aged 27 to 44, go
trekking every week and do 10
sets of 40-storey climbs twice a
week, while carrying loads.
Through this expedition, the
team also hopes to raise at least

$10,000 for Project Pari, an initiative by the Zonta Club of Singapore, which provides young women from low-income families
with financial assistance and enrichment activities.
As a student who had to work
to support herself through
school, Ace Adventure owner
and expedition leader Joanne
Soo, 44, said the cause is something close to her heart.
Ms Soo, who was part of
Singapore’s first women’s team
to scale Mount Everest in 2009,
said: “If there is some financial
help that can be given, I’m glad
to be a part of it.”
YEO SAM JO

CLOSING two outlets in four
months was a tough decision for
Ms Sim Sin Sin, founder of Laksania, a food business which hires
people with disabilities.
But she heeded advice from her
mentor, businessman Lim Soon
Hock, to close the outlets.
Laksania has since cut its losses by half and is starting to break
even.
“What made me most happy is
that we’ve managed to survive,
not only on the business side, but
also in our social mission,” Ms
Sim told The Straits Times.
Laksania is one of five social enterprises mentored by business
leaders in a pilot by the Ministry
of Social and Family Development
(MSF) from November 2013 to December last year.
All five said they have benefited from the guidance.
Months before the programme
started, Ms Sim was struggling to
keep Laksania afloat, and feared
that her staff – half of whom have
mental or physical disabilities –
would be out of work.
Set up in 2008 as a tiny kitchen
in the Institute of Mental Health
(IMH), it is one of Singapore’s
first food and beverage social enterprises, and specialises in laksa
dishes. It had as many as four outlets in 2013.
But it started facing financial
troubles from 2012. It lost the tender for its kitchen space that year,
and had to pay much higher rent
at its current central kitchen in
Kampong Ampat.
Sales at its Jem outlet in Jurong

Laksania founder Sim Sin Sin and her mentor, businessman Lim Soon Hock, at her outlet in Bugis+. She took his advice to
close two outlets. The business has since cut its losses by half and is starting to break even. ST PHOTO: KEVIN LIM
also fell in 2013 when the mall’s
first-floor ceiling collapsed.
Outlets in East Coast and nex
shopping mall in Serangoon had
very poor sales.
“They were draining cash.
Cashflow was negative and pushing the company to insolvency,”
said Mr Lim, managing director of
corporate advisory firm Plan-B
ICAG. He was previously
vice-president at Compaq Computer Asia Pacific, where he helped
raise sales from below $60 million
to $2 billion in seven years.
Ms Sim said closing the outlets
was “one of the most painful business decisions” she had to make.
The East Coast outlet closed in December 2013, and the one in nex
closed three months later.
“I felt very sim tia (heartache,
in Hokkien),” she said.
Acting on Mr Lim’s advice, she

changed her business model to focus more on catering. This helps
to create more jobs for her disabled beneficiaries, most of whom
work in the central kitchen instead of her current outlets in
Bugis+ and Jem.
A wider variety of food, beyond just laksa dishes, is also offered in its catering service.
The other four social enterprises – Bettr Barista Coffee Academy; Bliss Restaurant and Catering; Eighteen Chefs; and events
agency Adrenalin Group – said
they got useful tips from the mentoring programme.
Eighteen Chefs founder Benny
Se Teo said: “We learnt how the
big boys do business, and what
their mindset is.”
The mentors for the scheme included Mr Suhaimi Rafdi, former
chief executive of Cathay Organi-

sation, and Mr Andrew Khoo, director at ABR Holdings which
runs businesses such as restaurant chain Swensen’s.
Mr Khoo said: “I found it very
fulfilling. I see it as a form of
skills-based volunteerism, too.”
Mr Lim added: “Many social entrepreneurs sacrificed more than
necessary in pursuit of a social
cause... We should not do nothing
when there is a compelling cause
that needs help.”
An MSF spokesman said similar mentoring programmes may
be offered at a new social enterprise centre to be set up by June.
The centre will be led by MSF
and three other key agencies in
the sector: the Social Enterprise
Association, the Singapore Totalisator Board and the National
Council of Social Service.
goyshiyi@sph.com.sg
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Thousands accepted the invitation to open houses
at the Istana and the old Tanjong Pagar railway
station to mark the second day of the Chinese New
Year. But those who had to work through the
holidays were not forgotten as ministers paid them
visits and highlighted the key role they play

Mr Dean Baey and Ms Ng Ling Siew and sons Nathan and Noah with the latest
addition to their family, Nicodemus. ST PHOTO: AZIZ HUSSIN

Nicodemus is S’pore’s
first kid of the year
Ms Ng and her husband, IT executive Dean Baey, both 34, have
two other boys – Nathan, aged
five, and Noah, three.
“It was just a pleasant surprise
(to be the first),” said the housewife. “We are very blessed that
we have three adorable children.”
The family also received $888
in cash, a brooch and a hand-crafted 24-carat gold-plated Wealth
Goat sculpture from giftmaker
Risis.
AMIR HUSSAIN

A member of the Nanyang Girls’ School Lion Dance Troupe entertaining the crowd (top) during the Chinese New Year open
house at the Istana yesterday. The former Tanjong Pagar Railway Station (above), which was gazetted as a national
monument in 2013, also opened its doors to the public from 9am to 6pm yesterday. ST PHOTOS: MARK CHEONG, LIM SIN THAI

Airlines, airports turning to mobile devices
Tech solutions help them cope with
fewer workers, demanding customers
By KARAMJIT KAUR
AVIATION CORRESPONDENT

ON SINGAPORE Airlines (SIA)
flights, cabin crew now carry mobile tablets.
And at Changi Airport, there
are plans to test a new check-in
system. Instead of being tied to
counters, staff will carry tablets
which can scan passports, and a
hand-held printer that issues
boarding passes.

The project was initiated by aviation technology firm Sita with
support from Tigerair and
ground-handler Sats.
Sats is also involved in other initiatives, including a test at baggage claim belts which allows passengers to report missing luggage
on the spot to roving staff with
hand-held tablets. “This is to enhance efficiency and productivity
as well as improve customer service,” a spokesman said.

As airports become more
crowded, workers harder to find,
and customers more demanding,
airlines and airports are turning to
technology for solutions.
The in-flight tablets, which
SIA launched on Feb 11, are mainly used to keep crew updated on
flight information and other technical details.
But the plan is to eventually
use the tablets “to enable our
crew to offer a more personalised
customer experience and meet
our customers’ evolving travel
needs”, said senior vice-president
of cabin crew Marvin Tan.
For instance, if a customer has

a special meal preference or wants
to have the meal at a specific
time, the information can be
keyed into the system.
A recent survey by Sita and Airports Council International – a
trade body representing major airports – found that between 2010
and 2012, airports have been spending more on information technology. The amount spent jumped by
16.8 per cent, compared to a 2.4
per cent jump in overall revenues
for the same period.
The trend is expected to continue, Sita’s Asia-Pacific president,
Mr Ilya Gutlin, told The Straits
Times at an industry conference

here last week. The push comes
from the wide use of mobile technology, he said. The more connected travellers are, the more they expect to simplify their journeys
through the technology, including
having more self-service options.
Changi’s future Terminal 4
will, for instance, rely heavily on
do-it-yourself options when it
opens in 2017.
As travellers become more demanding, they also expect to be
constantly updated when flight
timings and schedules are
tweaked, said Mr Nicholas Key,
commercial director of London-based firm 15below, which

works with airlines to provide passenger alert systems.
Tigerair chief operating officer
Ho Yuen Sang, pointing to his
airline’s Facebook and Twitter
sites, said: “We recognise the importance of customer engagement
and have increased the number of
feedback channels.”
A spokesman for long-haul
budget carrier, Scoot, said: “For
such communication to work effectively, it is imperative that travellers provide us with accurate
contact details, such as a working
e-mail address and mobile
number.”
karam@sph.com.sg
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Working to make
CNY travel smoother

By AMIR HUSSAIN and
NUR ASYIQIN MOHAMAD SALLEH
FORMER locomotive technician
Abdul Raffik Khan has fond memories of working for Malayan Railways (KTM) at the former Tanjong Pagar Railway Station.
The 72-year-old worked there
for four decades, starting at the
age of 18.
Yesterday, he returned to his
old workplace in Keppel Road,
when his family organised a surprise visit on a day the former railway station allowed free entry
from 9am to 6pm.
Speaking to The Straits Times,
Mr Khan, with tears in his eyes,
said: “I was paid a four-figure salary and given a three-bedroom
flat to live in. KTM gave free hospitalisation and medical benefits
for me and my family.”
His five children – four sons
and a daughter – also have fond
memories of growing up around
the tracks. One of them, Mr Mohamad Nazir Khan, 44, said he
would run after the trains as they
pulled out.
Yesterday, about 500 people
visited the station, which closed in
2011 after 79 years. Built between
1929 and 1931, it was gazetted as a
national monument in 2013.
Meanwhile, more than 46,000
visitors visited the grounds of the
Istana during its open house yesterday. They watched performances by local and international
groups, including an all-girl lion
dance troupe and a troupe of Chinese acrobats.
President Tony Tan Keng Yam
and Mrs Mary Tan greeted visitors and posed for photographs.
amirh@sph.com.sg
asyiqins@sph.com.sg
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Istana and
old railway
station open
to public

GREETING THE
YEAR OF THE GOAT

WHEN Ms Ng Ling Siew was told
she could go home from hospital
on Wednesday morning after getting contractions, she was glad
that she could join her family for
their reunion dinner.
Hours later, she was enjoying
another special dinner hosted by
Raffles Hospital to celebrate the
birth of 2.98kg Nicodemus.
He was born at 1.47am on
Thursday – the first baby born in
the new Year of the Goat here
through natural delivery.
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●

Deputy Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean and his wife visiting port workers on the first day of Chinese New Year (above). Senior Minister of State for Transport and
Finance Josephine Teo (below) accompanied Minister for Social and Family Development Chan Chun Sing on his visit to SBS Transit and SMRT workers. Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong, who is recovering from surgery, sent his greetings via Facebook. PHOTOS: AZIZ HUSSIN, LIANHE ZAOBAO

Potent
dengue
antibody
discovered
Antibody can kill one of
4 dengue virus serotypes
By FENG ZENGKUN
RESEARCHERS in Singapore have identified a super-potent antibody that they say can kill one of
the four dengue virus serotypes.
Just a very small amount – 0.000000005g of
the antibody, called 5J7 – is needed to kill the serotype 3 virus. That means its use in drugs is likely to
be cheaper.
Although serotypes 1 and 2 are more common in
Singapore, the discovery brings the scientists one
step closer to developing a cocktail drug that could
be effective against all four serotypes.
The 5J7 antibody binds to and is effective only
against serotype 3, but according to Associate Professor Lok Shee Mei from the Duke-NUS Graduate
Medical School, this is ideal. She said the cocktail
drug should consist of four antibodies that are each
effective against only one serotype.
When a person is infected with one serotype, his
body can generate protection against that serotype,
but not the others. If he is later infected with a different serotype, he has a higher chance of developing more severe and potentially fatal symptoms
such as dengue hemorrhagic fever.
Prof Lok said: “Some antibodies can bind to multiple serotypes, but they may be able to kill one serotype and only slightly weaken the others.
“Such antibodies are not suitable to be used as
drugs as there is a chance they may enhance the infection of the slightly weakened serotypes.”
The researchers identified the 5J7 antibody by examining blood samples from a patient who had recovered from dengue.
They found more than 200 antibodies, and tested their effectiveness against all four dengue serotypes, a process that took about two years.
Prof Lok, from Duke-NUS’ Emerging Infectious
Diseases Programme, said the school had already
found an antibody against serotype 1. It is working
on antibodies for serotypes 2 and 4.
“We are optimistic that we will make a treatment breakthrough within these few years, but antibodies against all the other serotypes have to be
identified first,” she added.
The researchers in the study were from
Duke-NUS, the University of North Carolina and
Vanderbilt University in the United States. Their
work was supported by the National Research Foundation, and the Ministry of Education’s Academic Research Fund. The research was published in the scientific journal Nature Communications yesterday.
zengkun@sph.com.sg

WHILE most of the country enjoys the Chinese New Year break,
others have to put in their shift to
keep Singapore ticking.
In a show of support, Acting
Prime Minister Teo Chee Hean
handed out mandarin oranges and
hongbao to around 100 workers
when he visited PSA Marine and
the Maritime and Port Authority
of Singapore on Thursday.
National Trades Union Congress
(NTUC) deputy secretary-general
Chan Chun Sing visited staff at
SBS Transit and SMRT – leading
the yusheng toss at Hougang bus
and Sengkang train depots.
Traditionally, Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong visits those who
work in essential services on the
first day of Chinese New Year. But
he was recovering from Monday’s
surgery to remove his prostate
gland, after being diagnosed with
prostate cancer. He “dropped in”
online instead, sharing his greetings on Facebook.
“I’m sorry that I’m not able to
be up and about this new year.
And that’s why I’m recording this
now, before my operation,” he
said, speaking in Mandarin and
English in a one-minute video.
“The Year of the Horse has
been good. Let’s work together in
the Year of the Goat, so that
there’ll be a wonderful SG50,” he
added.

Meanwhile, Mr Teo, after his
visit – accompanied by his wife,
NTUC president Diana Chia, secretary-general Lim Swee Say and Mr
Chan – said he saw great strides
made in productivity in the port
and maritime sector.
Productivity will continue to be
important, he added, explaining
that it was necessary, given the
limited pool of Singaporean workers. “Higher productivity means
we can do more with the workers
that we have, and we need to depend less on lower-skilled foreign
workers who come to Singapore.”
Mr Chan, who is Minister for
Social and Family Development,
was accompanied by Senior Minister of State for Transport and Finance Josephine Teo and executive committee members of the National Transport Workers’ Union
during his visits to the depots and
then Tanah Merah MRT station.
He said: “On behalf of all Singaporeans I really want to thank all
these quiet workers behind the
scenes.”
SBS Transit bus captain Khor
Hwee Chong, 47, who usually
works the 4.30am to 3.15pm shift,
said this was his 14th year working
on the first day of Chinese New
Year, but “if the commuters are
happy then I am also happy”.
NUR ASYIQIN MOHAMAD SALLEH
and AMIR HUSSAIN
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Number of cyclists
caught breaking rules:
At least three a day
By JOYCE LIM
THE number of cyclists breaking
traffic rules may have dipped, but
they were behind an average of at
least three offences a day last
year, new police statistics show.
These include running a red light
and riding on expressways.
In response to queries from
The Straits Times, police said
1,259 violations involving cyclists
were detected last year, down
from 1,455 in 2013.
However, safe cycling advocates think the actual number of
offences is much higher.
Cycling coach and safe cycling
advocate Tony Tan, for example,
says he sees cyclists running red
lights and riding across pedestrian crossings almost every other
day.
“An average of three cases detected by the police is definitely
very low,” he said. The 49-yearold said cyclists who break the
law usually think they can get
away with it.
Mr Teo Ser Luck, Minister of
State for Trade and Industry and

an avid cyclist himself, said:
“Sometimes it (traffic rules)
doesn’t sink in with the cyclists.
When they don’t see an obstacle
in front of them, they may want
to continue cycling, beating a red
light. But most motorists would
stop when the traffic light turns
red.”
Members of Parliament and cycling advocates say that whatever
the reason for cyclists flouting the
rules knowing or unknowingly,
the danger that they are putting
themselves in must be emphasised to them.
“Cyclists are more vulnerable
on the road and they have to obey
traffic rules even more strictly.
The figure (from police) may seem
small, but one time is too many
and we don’t want any accident to
happen,” said Mr Teo, who chairs
the Cycling Facilitation Committee.
He added that all cyclists know
riding on the expressway is forbidden, so ignorance of the rules cannot be an excuse.
“With the kind of speed that
cars are travelling at, it could re-

A cyclist riding on the Tampines Expressway. Cycling is not allowed on expressways. “With the kind of speed that cars are travelling at, it could result in serious
accidents,” said Mr Teo Ser Luck, Minister of State for Trade and Industry, who is also an avid cyclist. ST FILE PHOTO
sult in serious accidents,” he said.
MP Ang Hin Kee (Ang Mo Kio
GRC), who is on the Government
Parliamentary Committee for
Transport, also warned against
taking the figure lightly.
“Now we have on record about
three cases a day, but there would
be people who would tell you that
there are more cases a day,” he
said.
“This should be a cause for concern. Despite high-profile media

reports on a few cases of deaths of
cyclists, there are still some cyclists who do not think such accidents will happen to them.”
Last year, 15 cyclists and their
pillion riders were killed on the
road – the same as the number
the year before.
Cycling advocates believe that
while cycling lanes and enforcement may help tackle the problem
to some extent, the onus is on cyclists to ride safely.

Mr Ang said: “There have been
calls to have classes for cyclists
and even cycling licences, which
could be helpful to identify individuals. Today, we have more dedicated cycling lanes established
within certain towns.
“But providing a cycling lane
dedicated to cyclists would not
help much if cyclists are already
beating red lights and cycling on
expressways.”
Mr Tan believes the best ap-

proach is to set a good example
for other cyclists and hope that, in
turn, this will also improve
motorists’ behaviour towards cyclists.
“As a cyclist, I am very conscious that if I obey traffic rules,
motorists may start to notice and
change their opinion of cyclists.
This could help to ease the existing tension between motorists
and cyclists,” he said.
joycel@sph.com.sg

More accurate
road accident
probes soon
Govt on the lookout
for new software to
analyse accident
data better, faster

struction and has worked on cases for
more than 30 years, said such software can be extremely helpful in working out how an accident happened.
“Accident reconstruction entails
analysing how the accident happened
based on laws of science, and physical
evidence available,” said Mr Koay.
Factors such as road dimensions,
point of impact, the vehicle’s point of
By HOE PEI SHAN
rest, the distance and angle of projection of vehicles and pedestrians from
TRAFFIC accident investigations in impact can all help determine how the
Singapore may become more accurate accident happened.
and efficient in the future with the
“Simulation software makes accihelp of new accident reconstruction dent reconstruction much faster and
software.
more accurate in calculating all the
The Health Sciences Authority projections and speeds,” said Mr Ko(HSA), which assists law enforcement ay, adding that his company has used
agencies in such investigations, is software in its work for about a declooking to procure software that can ade.
analyse accident data and simulate a
“The software also allows us to inreconstruction of the
put geographical
incident in 3D.
data, like a Google
In a recent tender
map, and we can
calling for interested SPEEDS THINGS UP
key in the type of
parties to give quotes Simulation software makes
vehicle to get the
for traffic and recon- accident reconstruction much
exact specificastruction
software, faster and more accurate in
tion. Such proHSA stipulated that
grams will help recalculating all the projections
the programme should
constructionists,
and speeds.
have features such as
and allow HSA to
speed determination, – Senior forensics consultant
be more produccollision force analy- Kelvin Koay, who runs Koay
tive,” he said.
Accident Reconstruction
sis, wheel displaceCosts for a sinment simulation and
gle installation can
occupant and pedestrirange from a few
an kinematics.
hundred dollars to over $10,000, deAn HSA spokesman said its Foren- pending on the number of features insic Chemistry and Physics Laboratory cluded, and their complexity.
provides a range of forensic services,
Mr Poon Poh Wong, a consultant
including calculating the speed of the engineer at Forensics Services, which
vehicles involved, determining blind carries out vehicle accident investigazones, reconstructing how the acci- tions and reconstructions, said 3D simdent could have happened and examin- ulations could also prove useful being physical evidence. “Traffic acci- yond the lab.
dent reconstruction software can facil“If a case goes to the courts, the
itate such work,” he added.
parties there who are not in the field
There were 154 road fatalities last of forensics would be able to better unyear, down from 160 the year before.
derstand how the accident unfolded,”
Senior forensics consultant Kelvin he said.
hpeishan@sph.com.sg
Koay, who runs Koay Accident Recon-
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Students
probe
claims of
wrongful
conviction
One person freed from
prison with their help

Second-year NUS law student and Innocence Project head Jaryl Lim Zhi Wei, 22 (left), with fellow project members Abhinav
Ratan Mohan, 22, and Jolin Chen Si Heng, 20. The initiative is receiving an increasing number of requests from people in
prison to have their cases re-examined. ST PHOTO: LAU FOOK KONG

By AMIR HUSSAIN
A STUDENT project set up to investigate claims of
wrongful criminal conviction led to a jailed man being cleared of drug consumption last year – three
years after he was first remanded.
The case was the first successful outcome under
the Innocence Project that was set up by law students from the National University of Singapore in
April 2013.
The initiative is receiving an increasing number
of requests from people in prison to have their cases re-examined. The project received 34 applications last year, a five-fold jump compared with the
seven it received in 2013.
There are now 56 law students in the project, up
from about 20 when it started.
Applicants write in to the Innocence Project
from prison or have a representative fill out a form
online on their behalf.
A team of three or four students will then investigate the case to see if it meets the selection criteria.
Applicants must be serving a prison sentence and
have exhausted all avenues of appeal.
Besides going through court documents and trial
transcripts, students also interview the applicant in
jail.
The project is supervised by lawyers and faculty
advisers and the students do not offer legal advice.
After a case has been investigated, it is evaluated
for a follow-up with a pro-bono lawyer.
The project collaborates with the Law Society’s
Pro Bono Services Office and the Association of
Criminal Lawyers of Singapore.
Third-year law student Victor Leong, 24, joined
the project two years ago as he wanted to be “involved with pro bono work, which directly impacts
people”.
Together with three of his peers, Mr Leong investigated an application in August 2013, made by a
man jailed for consuming drugs. In February 2011,
the man was found guilty of taking morphine – a
controlled substance – without medical authorisation. In fact, he had taken medicine containing codeine, which affects urine tests for morphine.
The man, who had previous convictions for drug
offences, also said his former lawyer instructed him
to remain silent when his defence was called. He
was sentenced to seven years and six months’ jail,
and ordered to be given six strokes of the cane.
Three weeks after Mr Leong’s team investigated
the case, it was forwarded to pro bono lawyer
Mervyn Cheong. After a re-trial was initiated, the
court, acting on an application by the prosecution,
ordered a discharge amounting to an acquittal in
April last year.
“There was some notion of disbelief that our
work had actually helped an applicant,” said Mr
Leong. “We couldn’t imagine that this would happen when we took up the project.”
Innocence Project head and second-year law student Jaryl Lim, 22, said the scheme has since handed over another case involving violence-related offences to a pro bono lawyer.
Twenty other cases are being evaluated for follow-up action.
“Most of the applications we received ended up
being rejected and for good reason – our criminal
justice system is already very robust,” said Mr Lim.
“But no matter how perfect a criminal justice system may be, there will be people who fall through
the cracks, and it is precisely these people that we
want to help.”
Said Mr Cheong: “Without the Innocence
Project and the students’ initial efforts to kick-start
a train of inquiry, the case would have slipped
through a small gap in the criminal justice system.
“It shows as well that it is never too early for a
young law student to contribute meaningfully to legal pro bono work, including criminal work, where
an individual’s liberty is at stake.”
amirh@sph.com.sg

● The Straits Times celebrates its 170th year this year
with treats for readers. Each gift has been
specially curated by a team of our top writers,
covering the best of travel, concerts, movies,
food and tech gadgets.
Visit 1845.straitstimes.com
for details on how to win the treats.
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China buyers ‘will mop up excess Iskandar units’

C7

Royal Vopak’s Johor plan on track

ST PHOTOS: ALPHONSUS CHERN, NEO XIAOBIN

REFLECTIONS, KEPPEL BAY

INTERLACE, DEPOT ROAD

No. of units: 1,129
Monthly rent: $4.85 per sq ft (psf) on average in the fourth quarter – down 6.6 per cent on the same period a year earlier

No. of units: 1,040
Monthly rent: Between $3.48 and $3.60 psf – on a par with those at Valley Park, an older development in River Valley

By CHERYL ONG
WHETHER you look at the official
data or check out some popular
condominiums, the unmistakeable conclusion is that the rental
market is in for a tough year.
Analysts say weakening demand stems from the deluge of
newly completed condominium
units and expectations of an interest rate hike.
The official numbers tell part
of the story: private residential
rents fell 3 per cent last year after
four successive years of increases.
But the sombre state of the leasing market was most evident
when The Straits Times analysed
projects that recorded the highest
rental volumes last year.
Although the number of leases
inked largely picked up in 2014, it
did not prevent landlords from
suffering a dip in collected rents,
data from OrangeTee showed.
Reflections at Keppel Bay was
the most popular condo with 607

Deluge of new condos
erodes rental market
leases recorded last year, well up
from the 293 contracts secured in
2013. Monthly rents at the
1,129-unit estate averaged $4.85
per sq ft (psf) in the fourth quarter – down 6.6 per cent on the
same period a year earlier.
It was a similar picture at the
nearby Caribbean at Keppel Bay,
where 371 rental contracts were
inked – slightly up from 343 a
year earlier. But rents softened
from $5.63 to $5.20 psf in the
same period – a dip of 7.6 per
cent.

Even projects with highest rental
volumes feel the impact
The only way to compete in a
“tenant’s market” of myriad choices and stronger bargaining power
is to lower rents, said Mr Steven
Tan, managing director of
OrangeTee. “The rental market is
going to get more challenging, especially for older projects that are
not located in the central areas.”
Interlace, a 1,040-unit estate

in Depot Road, had 345 leases last
year. The block was completed in
2013, yet monthly rents have
hovered between $3.48 and $3.60
psf – on a par with those at Valley
Park, a far older development in
River Valley.
The 728-unit Valley Park,
which was completed in 1997,
fetched an average of $3.53 psf a

month in the fourth quarter,
down from $3.68 psf a year earlier.
Demand at these popular
projects is still strong, experts
said, underpinned by factors such
as proximity to transport nodes
and malls as well as limited
upcoming supply in the vicinity.
An outlier was City Square Residences in Kitchener Link, where
leases dipped 11 per cent to 374
contracts last year, despite being
near the City Square Mall and
Farrer Park MRT station.

Rentals suffered to a smaller extent, slipping 0.3 per cent to $4.18
psf in the fourth quarter last year.
That may be due to the rise of
short-term subletting of homes at
the 910-unit condominium.
Experts say about 21,300 condo units are to be completed this
year, even as Singapore interest
rates are expected to head higher.
Landlords of units in better locations still enjoy some pricing
power, said Mr Nicholas Mak,
executive director at SLP International, but no project “exists in
isolation”. He added: “If rentals
in every other part of Singapore
are falling, landlords of popular
projects would also have to be realistic and adjust the rentals accordingly during lease negotiation.”
The completion of upcoming
MRT lines, such as the Downtown
Line, could sap demand from
popular projects to the benefit of
other condos that would then be
more accessible, noted Mr Tan.
ocheryl@sph.com.sg
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Shophouse
sales drop
sharply
but capital
values rise

ETFs, unit
trusts do
the job
of picking
stocks

By RENNIE WHANG
SALES of shophouses have fallen
sharply but capital values are still
increasing, experts say.
There were 112 transactions
last year, down from 206 in 2013
and 290 in 2012, a caveats analysis by commercial real estate services and investment firm CBRE
showed. However, median prices
per sq ft (psf), based on land area,
were up at $3,286 psf last year,
from $3,162 psf in 2013 and
$2,485 in 2012.
Values on a gross floor area
(GFA) basis have risen as well. Prices for District 1 and 2 shophouses
have increased from $1,500 to
$1,800 psf in 2012, to $1,800 to
$2,300 psf in 2013 and last year,
said Mr Richard Tan, a PropNex
agent specialising in shophouses.
Prices had increased only very
gradually from 2007 to 2011.
“Demand is coming from Singaporeans and foreigners from Indonesia, Hong Kong, China, and
companies. Some are real estate
funds, others are in unrelated industries and looking to invest
their profits. Cooling measures
and looming supply in the residential market have also dissuaded
people from investing there,” said
Mr Tan.
A pair of shophouses in Chinatown is understood to have been
sold for $20 million or about
$3,500 on a GFA basis last week,
one of the highest prices for Districts 1 and 2.
But values have risen far more
slowly for shophouses that cannot
be purchased by foreigners, who
can buy only fully commercial
premises. A River Valley Road
shophouse, for example, sold last
month at $4.7 million, or about
$1,800 to $1,900 psf on GFA.
While not far from the central
city, its mixed-use nature – residential with commercial on the
ground floor – means it can be
bought only by Singaporeans.
About 30 per cent of 8,900 conservation shophouses are open to
foreign buyers, said Mr Simon
Monteiro, director at Historical
Land, a property agency specialising in shophouses.
Transactions likely fell last
year as the number of sellers decreased, with many sellers holding on to their property, said Ms
Sammi Lim, associate director of
investment properties at CBRE.
The Total Debt Servicing Ratio

But the investment tools differ in
terms of management and cost
Singapore ETFs and selected unit trusts
Nikko AM STI ETF
SPDR STI ETF
Phillip Singapore Real Estate Income
Schroder Singapore Trust
Nikko AM Shenton HIF Singapore Dividend Equity
Nikko AM Shenton Thrift Fund
Amundi Singapore Dividend Growth
JP Morgan Singapore A
Aberdeen Singapore Equity
LionGlobal Singapore Trust

ST GRAPHICS

By YASMINE YAHYA

The Total Debt Servicing Ratio forced speculators to leave the shophouse market. CBRE associate director of investment
properties Sammi Lim says genuine buyers are now on the prowl for a good buy. PHOTO: LIM YAOHUI FOR THE STRAITS TIMES
has also forced speculators to
leave the market. “Genuine buyers with long-term investment horizons are now on the prowl for a
good buy,” said Ms Lim.
Sales this year have started on
a strong footing, with six shophouses in Peck Seah Street sold
last month for a total of $42.8 million, or $2,150 psf on GFA.
Experts say that rents are now
up 10 to 20 per cent from a year
back. A ground-floor unit in Club
Street or the Tanjong Pagar area
may now command $15 to $20 psf

Non-landed private
home sales with caveats lodged
for Districts 20-22 in December
Project

11.5%
11.3%
20.4%
14.8%
14.5%
13.4%
12.9%
12.9%
12%
11.8%

Sources: BLOOMBERG, FUNDSUPERMART

per month, with $6 to $8 psf per
month for the upper floors.
“Rents today are probably up 50
per cent from three years ago.
There is still room for them to grow
as the rents are still low, relative to
rents at an office tower or shopping
centre,” said a seasoned investor.
Net yields for freehold shophouses are 2.5 per cent to 3 per
cent, while those for leasehold
shophouses are about 3.5 per cent
on average, said Ms Lim.
But the current level of yields
makes it hard for sellers to get the

prices they want, said Mr Monteiro. “With the interest-rate hike, it
makes more sense to go in if there
is a near 4 per cent return. However, it also depends on your risk appetite, as more aggressive players
would go in at 3 per cent yield.”
Overall, the outlook remains
positive due to limited supply,
said Ms Lim. “We still foresee a
steady increase in capital values...
because of the scarcity in supply
and the prestige this asset class
commands.”
wrennie@sph.com.sg

This is a weekly table featuring home sales in different areas of Singapore

District 20
Floraview
Grandeur 8
The Panorama
The Panorama
The Panorama
Thomson View Condominium
Bishan Loft*
Nuovo*
Nuovo*
District 21
Beauty World Centre
Highgate
Hillview Green
Pine Grove
Signature Park
The Cascadia
The Cascadia
The Creek @ Bukit
The Creek @ Bukit
The Raintree
District 22
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Lakeville
Parc Oasis
Parc Oasis
Parc Oasis
Parc Oasis
Parc Vista
The Centris
The Lakefront Residences
The Lakefront Residences
The Lakefront Residences

Past year’s performance

Product

Price ($)

Area (sq ft)

Psf ($)

766,400
1,200,000
1,411,696
1,834,976
921,448
1,030,000
1,650,000
1,300,000
1,142,000

624
1,259
1,141
1,561
786
1,313
1,399
1,625
1,281

1,228
953
1,237
1,176
1,173
784
1,179
800
892

1,490,000
1,440,000
1,830,000
1,580,000
1,388,000
2,679,000
2,530,000
1,746,921
1,276,488
1,250,000

1,873
1,496
1,905
1,755
1,399
2,519
2,368
1,292
753
1,270

796
962
961
901
992
1,064
1,068
1,352
1,694
984

1,410,000
1,099,890
885,060
1,086,030
875,160
751,410
1,089,410
857,340
747,450
1,054,350
786,000
759,330
1,000,000
1,070,000
1,200,000
1,000,000
950,000
988,000
1,330,000
1,250,000
1,050,000

1,141
872
635
775
635
560
764
678
560
872
560
560
1,227
1,227
1,378
1,076
1,055
872
1,432
1,001
764

1,236
1,262
1,394
1,401
1,378
1,342
1,425
1,264
1,335
1,209
1,404
1,357
815
872
871
929
901
1,133
929
1,249
1,374

The Mayfair
The Mayfair
The Mayfair
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*
Lake Life*

Project

Price ($)

1,000,000
895,000
1,030,000
922,000
927,000
1,054,000
1,047,000
1,054,000
979,000
656,000
1,105,000
1,066,000
906,000
944,000
1,080,000
989,000
1,108,000
1,018,000
1,066,000
672,000
990,000
950,000
1,035,000
1,059,000
1,025,000
942,000
1,055,000
887,000
1,060,000
682,000
1,067,000
1,070,000
1,471,000
924,000
1,031,000
958,000
1,075,000

Area (sq ft)

1,206
1,163
1,163
1,119
1,087
1,238
1,195
1,238
1,076
743
1,324
1,195
1,087
1,087
1,195
1,119
1,324
1,119
1,238
743
1,119
1,119
1,195
1,249
1,119
1,076
1,195
1,033
1,195
743
1,195
1,249
1,701
1,087
1,249
1,119
1,238

Psf ($)

829
770
886
824
853
851
876
851
910
883
835
892
833
868
904
883
837
909
861
905
884
849
866
848
916
875
883
858
887
918
893
857
865
850
826
856
868

* Denotes executive condominium

MANY analysts are optimistic
that the local market will continue to thrive this year and build
on the healthy 6.24 per cent
gains it made last year despite
volatility around the world.
Indeed,
the
benchmark
Straits Times Index (STI) recently hit its highest level since May
2013.
It looks set to rise further on
the back of a recovering United
States economy and continued
monetary easing in the euro
zone, China and Japan.
Investors might now be wondering about how best to gain exposure to Singapore equities
without stock-picking, which remains as tricky as ever.
Broadly speaking, there are
two main ways you could invest
in a basket of shares without having to pick them yourself – by investing in unit trusts and exchange-traded funds (ETFs).
ETFs try to replicate the performance of the benchmark index, while unit trusts invest in a
basket of stocks that have been
chosen by professional fund managers.
Based on past performances,
ETFs that replicate the STI and
unit trusts focusing on Singapore stocks have done quite
well.
In the past 12 months to Feb
18, for example, the Nikko Asset
Management Singapore STIETF has appreciated 11.5 per
cent.
Meanwhile, State Street’s
SPDR STI ETF has gained 11.3
per cent, closely matching the
11.7 per cent rise in the STI over
the same period.
Of the 16 unit trusts focusing
on Singapore shares available on
Fundsupermart, 12 have turned
in returns of at least 11 per cent
over the same period.
The top performer has been
the Phillip Singapore Real Estate
Income fund, which has surged
20.4 per cent.
So how should you pick
which product – the ETF or unit
trust – to go for?
First, it helps to know what
you want to invest in within the
Singapore market: just blue-chip
STI component stocks or do you
want a broader exposure?
Do you want an “actively”
managed fund, where the shares
in the fund’s portfolio can
change from quarter to quarter,
or a more “passive” fund, whose
composition remains relatively
stable over time?
ETFs and unit trusts also
have different cost structures
that investors should take note
of.

What goes into an ETF,
compared to a unit trust?
Notes: Compiled by CATS Classified. CATS Classified is the most
comprehensive marketplace to find, buy and sell products and services.
Source: URBAN REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

BOTH the SPDR and Nikko STI
ETFs buy into all 30 stocks in
the STI according to their
weightings.
A unit trust, meanwhile,
invests in a basket of stocks

that meet its investment objective.
So the Schroder Singapore
Trust, for example, aims to seek
long-term capital growth primarily through investing in securities of companies quoted on the
SGX.
“The underlying stocks are,
therefore, Singapore-listed companies which the fund manager
believes present good value and
attractive growth potential,”
said Mr Albert Tse, Schroders’
head of intermediary distribution for South-east Asia.
Nikko’s Singapore Dividend
Equity fund mainly invests in
Singapore-listed firms that offer
attractive and sustainable dividend payments but it may also
invest in equities listed outside
of Singapore that it thinks can
help it meet its investment objective.

Active v passive
management
AN STI ETF invests in STI component stocks. As these do not
change frequently, you could expect the portfolio to also remain
relatively stable.
Schroders’ Mr Tse notes:
“As for unit trusts, the fund manager actively manages and adjusts the portfolio of underlying
stocks according to market conditions.
“Furthermore, the portfolio
can include non-STI component
stocks, providing greater opportunities for diversification and
adding value.”

Cost
NIKKO, which has both STI
ETFs and unit trusts focused on
Singapore stocks, notes that
each instrument carries different
costs, but you also get a different service.
“While an ETF is, in essence,
a unit trust, it charges lower
management fees than typical
unit trusts.
“This helps investors access
market returns in a very efficient
manner,” the firm said.
“While the typical unit trusts
have higher management fees,
they are actively managed and a
good manager could deliver returns that are in addition to market returns.”
ETFs also trade like stocks.
Investors can buy and sell
ETFs during exchange opening
hours at current market prices,
while orders for a unit are usually executed at its net asset value
at the end of the day, noted
State Street’s ETF business development manager, Mr Sunny
Leong.
ETFs also follow the “T+3”
settlement cycle like stocks.
Investors who cash out of the
ETF will receive payment three
days after the sale, while investors selling unit trusts may need
to wait longer to receive their
cash, Mr Leong said.
yasminey@sph.com.sg
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Budget: More industry-sensitive steps?
Economists expect easing of pressure
on firms hit by foreign worker curbs
By MARISSA LEE
ECONOMISTS expect Monday’s
Budget will ease the pressure on
firms hit by tough rules aimed at
curbing the use of low-skilled foreign workers.
While the Government has repeatedly said its tight labour measures are here to stay, there is a
feeling that it will refine its blunt
instruments with more industrysensitive measures.
DBS economist Irvin Seah has
tipped that new measures will be
“more targeted and less painful”
while OCBC economist Selena
Ling notes that the next phase of
restructuring must go beyond
“cost-cutting solutions” to encourage firms to “think out of the
box”.
Most economists believe that
scheduled hikes in foreign worker

levies and the lowering of dependency ratio ceilings in some sectors
are unlikely to be undone. “The
most benign scenario would be a
pause in the pace of tightening,”
said Ms Ling.
And as Singapore hits the halfway mark of a 10-year productivi-

BUDGET

2015

ty drive, observers have their ears
peeled for the Budget to announce
a new approach to raising productivity.
Barclays economist Leong Wai
Ho expects a shift in emphasis towards employees taking ownership of productivity gains and im-

proving their own career prospects.
“This should complement the
existing, top-down approach of
employers implementing training
initiatives,” said Mr Leong.
Ms Ling also expects schools,
especially institutes of higher
learning, to be roped in to help refocus the productivity push and
to answer to “rapidly changing industry needs”.
And as many local bosses from
the retail to the construction sectors have been vocal about how
carrots and sticks cannot fix their
hiring woes, a cultural shift might
also be on the agenda to get more
young people interested in
now-unpopular fields.
Deputy Prime Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam has hinted
that details of the SkillsFuture initiative will be revealed in the
Budget. SkillsFuture is intended
to promote greater cooperation between individuals, employers,
schools and training providers.
marilee@sph.com.sg

Existing and upcoming labour market
tightening measures
Date of implementation
July 2010
Jan 2012

Description of foreign worker curbs/labour market measures
■ Progressive increases in foreign worker levies to be introduced over July 2010 to July 2012 for
S Pass and Work Permit Holders. Progressive cuts in Man-Year Entitlement (MYE) for construction
sector to be implemented from July 2010 to July 2013
■ Further increases in foreign worker levies to be phased in from January 2012 to July 2013
■ Raised the lowest category (Q1) Employment Pass qualifying salary to $3,000 from $2,800

Jan 2012

■ Raised middle category (P2) qualifying salary to $4,500 from $4,000
■ No change to highest category (P1) qualifying salary, at $8,000
■ Reduction in Dependency Ratio Ceilings (DRCs) in phases from 2012 to 2014:

July 2012

■ Services sector DRC to be reduced from 50 per cent to 45 per cent, Manufacturing DRC to be
reduced from 65 per cent to 60 per cent, and S Pass sub-DRC to be reduced from 25 per cent to 20 per cent
■ Further reduction in Man-Year-Entitlement (MYE) for construction sector, bringing cumulative
cuts to 45 per cent by July 2013
■ S Pass minimum qualifying salary raised from $2,000 to $2,200 for new applications

July 2013

■ More experienced S Pass Holders have to be employed at higher pay to continue working here
■ By the Government’s estimate, this would affect one in two existing S-Pass Holders
■ New criteria to apply for all existing S Pass Holders by December 2014

July 2013

■ Additional foreign worker levies will kick in starting July 2013
■ Lower DRCs for new applications from July 2013:

July 2013

■ Services sector DRC lowered to 40 per cent from 45 per cent
■ S Pass sub-DRC lowered to 15 per cent from 20 per cent
■ Salary threshold for full-time employment to be increased to $1,000 from $850 previously

July 2013
By end-2013

■ To calculate the Dependency Ratios, only a local earning $1,000 will be counted as a full-time
employee. Locals earning $500 to $1,000 will be counted as part-time employees
■ Criteria for Employment Pass (EP) Holders (currently those earning above $3,000) to tighten
■ Tighter criteria for EP Holders:

Jan 2014

July 2014
July 2014

■ Older applicants will have to command higher salaries to qualify
■ Existing EP holders will have to meet the new criteria after June 30, 2014
■ Additional foreign worker levies to kick in
■ Companies have to comply with lower DRC ratios announced in Budget 2012 for existing
workers
■ Fair Consideration Framework (FCF) to kick in:

Aug 2014

■ Firms making new EP applications must advertise the job vacancy on a new jobs bank
administered by the Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA). The advertisement
must be open to Singaporeans, comply with the Tripartite Guidelines on Fair Employment
Practices and run for at least 14 calendar days

Sept 2014

■ Baseline entry pay for cleaners to be mandated at $1,000 monthly, which is about 20 per cent
higher than today's median basic wage for the sector
■ Details for the security sector still being worked out

July 2015
July 2015
Jan 2016
July 2016

Most economists believe that scheduled hikes in foreign worker levies and the lowering of dependency ratio ceilings in
some sectors are likely to stay, but there could be “a pause in the pace of tightening”. ST FILE PHOTO

■ Qualifying salary for new EP applications raised from $3,000 to $3,300

Jan 2018

■ More foreign worker levies to kick in, to sharpen the distinction between skilled and unskilled
workers
■ For example, an unskilled worker in the Manufacturing sector will incur $700 versus $500 in
the skilled category
■ Firms will have to comply with lower DRC announced in Budget 2013 for existing workers
■ Dependency Ratio for the Marine sector will be reduced to one local per 4.5 foreigners
■ Levy for Basic Skilled Work Permit Holders in Construction sector will be increased from $600
to $700, as introduced in Budget 2014
■ Dependency Ratio for the Marine sector will be reduced to one local per 3.5 foreigners
Source: CREDIT SUISSE

ST GRAPHICS

At Spindex, higher productivity doesn’t lead to cutting jobs
By MICHELLE LEE
WHILE overall productivity numbers are weak, some sectors have
outperformed others.
The manufacturing sector
achieved productivity growth last
year despite the labour crunch
and tighter foreign worker quotas.
Its 2.5 per cent productivity
growth was bettered only by
finance and business, at 3.5 per
cent, the Ministry of Trade and Industry said on Tuesday.
At least one local manufacturer

is keen to emphasise that better
productivity through automation
need not cost jobs.
To Mr Nicholas Tan, executive
director of precision engineering
firm Spindex, higher productivity
does not mean he has to cut staff.
“Productivity to us is the total
cost of production. It’s what we
can produce, taking into account
quality, from the same amount of
input,” he says.
“Our objective is to maintain
jobs for Singaporeans, not to simply cut headcount.”
Spindex used the Productivity

and Innovation Credit (PIC)
grant, along with grants from
Spring, to invest in a robotic welding system last year, among other
productivity measures.
Through automation, Mr Tan
hopes to reduce human error and
improve worker safety, resulting
in more consistent quality.
As for the workers themselves,
skills training has helped each
worker produce more than before.
Although it is hard to find new
factory staff as many young Singaporeans are unwilling to do
hands-on skilled labour, Mr Tan

believes automation can, in fact,
help attract fresh employees.
“Automation is about making
the job easier,” he says.
“If the job is easier and safer,
Singaporeans may be more willing
to do it.”
While he acknowledged that
manufacturing is increasingly
being taken over by countries in
the region with cheaper labour,
his focus is on carving out a
“higher value-add” niche for Spindex.
“We’ve changed our business
structure over the last few years

as manufacturing sectors move
out to overseas operations.
“But we want to stay in Singapore – we’re a home-grown company. So we’ve carved out a niche
for ourselves in the oil and gas industry.”
With his focus on adding value
to his products, he hopes that this
year’s Budget will continue to
have more grants to improve the
skill set of workers.
“No matter how large a grant
is, the money itself will eventually
run out.
“What matters is the lasting

improvement in our workers’
skills.”
mleeyy@sph.com.sg
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Local firms gain from
schemes in productivity push
Overview of key productivity schemes
Broad-based schemes
Available to businesses in
all sectors to encourage
investment in the areas of
productivity, technology
and innovation

NPC Horizontal
programmes
Key enablers to
enhance companies’
productivity
across the board for
both employers and
employees

Sector-specific schemes
under the NPC
(selected examples)
Tailored for needs specific
to the industry

Productivity and
Innovation Credit (PIC)

Technology Adoption
Programme (TAP)
SME Productivity with
Infocomm Adoption &
Transformation
(iSPRINT)
ICT for Productivity
and Growth (IPG)
Inclusive Growth
Programme (IGP)

Construction Productivity
and Capability Fund (CPCF)

Innovation and
Capability Voucher (ICV)
Capability Development
Grant (CDG)
–

Community Health
Improvement and
Productivity Scheme (CHIPS)
–
–

Source: MINISTRY OF TRADE & INDUSTRY

ST GRAPHICS

MANY Singapore companies have
benefited from a range of schemes
to help them in their productivity
drive, according to figures by the
Ministry of Trade and Industry.
The schemes fall into three categories.
The broad-based schemes are
available to all businesses to encourage investment in productivity, technology and innovation.
These include the Productivity
and Innovation Credit (PIC) and
the Innovation and Capability
Voucher (ICV).
A second category is where programmes help companies in specific areas such as the Technology
Adoption Programme (TAP).
The third category covers sector-specific schemes under the
National Productivity Council
(NPC), such as the Construction
Productivity and Capability Fund
and the Community Health Improvement and Productivity

Scheme. Among the broad-based
programmes, PIC is possibly the
best-known. Companies have enjoyed over $1.8 billion in PIC benefits as of Aug 31 last year, for
years of assessment 2011 to 2013.
Another popular programme is
the ICV.
Since 2013, Spring Singapore
has awarded 8,500 vouchers
amounting to $42.5 million for
consultancy and capability building.
As of June 30 last year, 6,600
ICV applications have been approved since the programme was
launched in June 2012, and 3,500
were approved since last January.
There has been a surge in ICV
applications approved since the
scheme was expanded on March 1
last year to support small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in
implementing solutions after completing consultancy projects in innovation, productivity, human re-

sources development and financial management.
More than 75 per cent of the applications approved between January and June last year were for productivity solutions.
Since the launch of TAP in
2013, 12 technology solutions have
been commercialised, and 650 local companies have benefited
from them.
Over the last two years, there
has been a rise in the SMEs that
are adopting automation, and information and communications
technology.
As of last September, about
1,300 food companies have embarked on productivity upgrading
projects, since the productivity
road maps for the food service
and food manufacturing sectors
were rolled out in 2011.
As of last October, over 620 retailers have been supported in various productivity upgrading initia-

Discover Greener Pastures
Call 1800 289 8822 or e-mail notices@sph.com.sg to place your Change of Address Notices

tives, since the launch of the Retail Productivity Plan in 2011.
Excluding the PIC and ICV
schemes, around $490 million has
been committed to companies
through the various broad-based
and sectoral productivity schemes
under the NPC.
More than 22,000 companies
have benefited from these initiatives, with 7,000 companies in
2013 alone.
The productivity performance
across sectors has been uneven.
Between 2010 and 2013, sectors such as manufacturing, and finance and insurance showed
healthy productivity growth of
2.3 per cent and 2.2 per cent per
annum respectively.
Productivity growth in domestically oriented sectors like construction, retail, and food and beverage declined by 0.2 per cent,
2.1 per cent and 0.6 per cent per
annum respectively.
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Housing glut
worries over
Johor’s mega
projects
Developers unveil plans but ‘many
pulling the brakes and may cancel’
By REME AHMAD
ASSISTANT MONEY EDITOR

and RENNIE WHANG
IN KAMPUNG POK, JOHOR

MALAYSIA’S biggest reclamation
project is raising concerns over a
potential oversupply of homes in
Johor, marine environmental damage in the Strait of Johor and the
effect it may have on the livelihood of hundreds of fishermen.
At Kampung Pok, tucked under
the Second Link that connects Johor to Singapore, some residents
are making known what they
think of Chinese developer Country Garden’s ambitious plan to
raise four islands that total nearly
three times the size of Sentosa at
their doorstep.
The massive site will house
thousands of luxury homes, if
artists’ impressions provided by
the developer are any indication.
“Villagers protest that the
route to Forest City passes
through our area,” reads a banner
in Malay hung along the only road
in the area.
Millions of tonnes of sand to
shape the four islands will be
transported by barges from eastern Johor. Lorries preparing for
the mega project have already begun plying the narrow two-lane
road in the village to the edge of
the reclamation project.
“Why are they using our only
road to do this? Everything is
dusty and busy, and things will
get worse,” said villager Mohamad Zain.
The project is to resume at full
speed after the Chinese New
Year, now that the Department of
Environment has given its

go-ahead. That is likely to mean a
clogged village road as trucks and
vans deliver workers, bricks and
metal bars, food and cement.
Acting village chief Abu Bakar
Mohd Ali, who has a restaurant beside a jetty lined with fishing
boats, said the project has caused
unhappiness and uncertainty
among fishermen and villagers,
but he also sees it as “inevitable
development catching up with the
area”.
The villages are bordered by
mangrove swamps and the Strait
of Johor on one side and hectares
of mostly empty land in Nusajaya
on the other.
The edge of the Port of Tanjung Pelepas, Malaysia’s biggest
container port, is just 1km away.
“Sure, there are concerns
about the environment and the future, but things have cooled down
as the developer has talked to us,”
said Mr Abu Bakar.
Mr Abdul Malik Sabtu, head of
the fishing community in southern
Johor,
said
about
245 full-time fishermen received
between RM3,000 (S$1,120) and
RM6,200 last year through a government agency to compensate
them for a drop in their earnings
after reclamation work began last
year.
“We have been affected, so the
compensation has helped,” Mr Abdul Malik said. “We don’t know
what the future holds.”
The future, as gleaned from the
rush of developers into the southern Johor investment zone
Iskandar, is one of luxury homes
in gated communities.
The projects are targeted at the
wealthy, including Singaporeans,

The main jetty for fishermen near the Second Link in Johor. About 245 full-time fishermen in the area received between RM3,000 and RM6,200 last year through a
government agency to compensate them for a drop in their earnings after reclamation work began. ST PHOTO: AZIZ HUSSIN
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and some units have been sold to
buyers from China.
“With all the new projects, I
don’t think it will be as easy to get
tenants as before,” said a Singaporean resident of Causeway View,
an estate just 600m from the
Causeway. He had previously
bought a condominium unit in Johor for RM250,000 and rented it
out, but he has since sold it.
Recent changes to the vehicle
entry permit, toll charges and the

minimum property purchase price
of RM1 million for foreigners are
also a put-off, he added.
Statistics on the number of
housing units coming up are not
kept by a Johor or federal government agency, as building approvals are granted by the local authorities, such as the Johor Baru City
Council and the Central Johor
Baru Municipal Council.
A Malaysian real estate consultant said the JB authorities have ap-

proved the construction of
80,900 high-rise units, of which
8,000 are being built.
Mr Samuel Tan, executive director of KGV International Property Consultants, said about
90,000 units are expected to be
built by 2017. “Many developers
in the area are already pulling
their brakes. Some may cancel
their plans,” he said.
The Forest City developers envision four islands totalling
1,386ha that will be joined by
roads to one another and to mainland Johor. Artists’ impressions
on the website of the master developer, Country Garden Pacificview, show dozens of towers
of luxury condominiums and landed houses.
The project is a partnership between China’s Country Garden
Holdings and a company linked to
Johor’s Sultan Ibrahim Ismail.
Country Garden’s Danga Bay
project had set off alarm bells
over a potential glut of units when
it launched a whopping 9,400
homes for sale in 2013.
Since then, more Chinese developers have unveiled plans for
mega projects.
On the JB side of the Causeway, China developer R&F Properties is reclaiming both sides of the
Strait of Johor for its development.

The 47.1ha project offers what
it calls a “hopsca” lifestyle – hotels, offices, parks, shopping
malls, clubhouses and apartments. Dozens of tower blocks are
being planned.
China’s Greenland Group,
which has a development in Danga Bay, recently announced another large project.
The Tebrau Bay Waterfront
City in eastern JB is expected to
be built partly on land already reclaimed at the mouths of two rivers. The first phase promises a
snow world theme park, an opera
house and a hospital specialising
in traditional Chinese medicine.
However, Johor MP Liew Chin
Tong from the opposition Democratic Action Party said: “There is
already massive oversupply of
high-end housing in Iskandar.
“This massive reclamation is
going to accelerate the burst of
the bubble... it doesn’t make economic sense.”
Two Malaysian developers
with projects in southern Johor declined to comment on whether the
large projects are building up to a
glut. One said things still remain
murky as developers of some
coastal projects have not confirmed how many units they plan
to launch.
reme@sph.com.sg
wrennie@sph.com.sg

Iskandar developers: China buyers will mop up excess units
By MARISSA LEE
IN DANGA BAY (JOHOR)

BIG-NAME Chinese property players in Iskandar say fears of a property glut in the development zone

may be overblown.
These developers argue that
they bring with them fresh demand for the burgeoning number
of new Iskandar homes from
China’s rising middle class.

Said Country Garden Holdings
sales and marketing general manager Nicholas Hum, referring to
the company’s projects: “We have
one million owners in China, and
it’s like a fan club. Wherever we

go, there are just buyers that buy
without any questions.”
The Hong Kong-listed company has drawn some flak over its
vast Forest City island project, being built on reclaimed land near

‘Sultan’s presence needed’
to draw investment to Johor
THE mega property
projects being developed in Johor have
drawn attention to
the involvement of
its sultan, but his
presence is needed to
bring the investment
dollars to the region,
a senior executive
has said.
Referring to Sultan Ibrahim Ismail as
“Tuanku”, Country
Garden Pacificview Sultan Ibrahim Ismail is involved
(CGPV) executive di- in several Johor projects, including
rector Md Othman R&F Properties’ Princess Cove.
Yusof said in a recent
interview that the ruler wants his state to develop faster.
“We need Tuanku to lead as a delegate in order to
convince investors to invest here,” Mr Othman said.
“Convincing investors is not an easy task for people
like me. But because of Tuanku, Country Garden said
they would develop this area.”
CGPV itself is an investment vehicle with shareholders that include Country Garden, the Johor state investment arm and Sultan Ibrahim.
The export of Chinese capital has been buoyed by
new rules since last October that no longer require outbound investments above US$100 million (S$135 million) to be approved by China’s Ministry of Commerce.
The Sultan, 56, is involved in several Johor projects,
such as Guangzhou-based R&F Properties’ Princess
Cove. The Chinese developer paid RM4.5 billion (S$1.7
billion) to buy six sites in Johor Baru from the Sultan,
R&F Properties told the Hong Kong stock exchange in a
statement in December 2013. Just outside the Sultan’s
Serene Hills palace is the beachfront Danga Bay project
involving several developers, including Country Garden Holdings and Hao Yuan, both from China. Some of
the seafront land used to belong to the Johor ruler.
The Sultan is also involved in Country Garden’s Forest City project in the waters off Tuas, where four giant
man-made islands will be raised on reclaimed land.
MARISSA LEE

the Second Link off Tuas.
At a separate project in Danga
Bay, across the water from
Singapore’s Sungei Buloh Wetland
Reserve, Country Garden has invested in a condominium project
it hopes will replicate the success
of its projects in China’s satellite
cities.
In 2013, Country Garden Danga
Bay stunned the market when it announced that 6,000 of a total of
9,400 units had been booked within a month of the project’s launch.
Since then, some unqualified
buyers have been filtered out
through the loan process but once
subsequent sales are factored in,
the 6,000 figure has remained the
same, Mr Hum said in an interview.
This year, 200 units have been
sold so far, and the developer is
banking on more support from
buyers in China.
New numbers show that the
Chinese have surpassed Malaysians as the largest group of buyers at the project, holding some 35
per cent of units. Malaysians make
up 30 per cent of buyers and Singaporeans, 25 per cent.
Mr Hum said some of the Chinese buyers have applied to join
the Malaysia My Second Home
long-stay visa programme.
“They’re trying to come here
more frequently and without restrictions. So it’s not just a summer home, it’s a second option.”
He added that buyers are also
attracted by the strong educational offerings at nearby EduCity and
popular British boarding school
Marlborough College.
“A lot of them are concerned
about their kids. They plan quite
far ahead,” said Mr Hum.
If the Chinese look to Iskandar
as a second home, they just might
help create the critical mass that
the special economic zone needs
to kick off. The target is for a population of three million by 2025,
from about 1.9 million last year.
Mr Hum also said that most Singaporean buyers tend to take out a
70 to 80 per cent property loan,
while Chinese buyers tend to borrow only 50 per cent, with some
borrowing as little as 20 to 30 per

cent.
Buyer profiles are important,
consultants say, as unsold units
combined with investors who do
not intend to move in could turn
Iskandar’s many townships into
ghost towns.
Mr Hum agrees that speculators should be worried, but not
long-term buyers: “If you ask me,
most of our investors are buying
for the long term,” he added.
The bulk of Country Garden’s
Singaporean buyers are in their
mid-30s to early 40s and, unlike
“pure investors”, they plan to
hold the units rather than flip
them.

RE-BRANDING
We noticed after one year that
there are concerns about
Country Garden being a Chinese
brand. We are working on it.
– Country Garden Holdings sales
and marketing general manager
Nicholas Hum

Even if the project is across the
Causeway, Singapore buyers
might not feel that they have left
home. One sales representative
noted that residents can receive
signals from “Channel 5, Channel
8, Singtel, M1 and StarHub” from
their Johor Baru homes.
Affordability is also a huge factor for Singaporeans. A looming
oversupply of units in Iskandar
has made it “standard practice”
for developers to offer huge discounts to move sales, Mr Hum
said.
After the controversy over Forest City, Country Garden has been
on an aggressive branding drive.
Even among Iskandar’s Chinese giants, reputations are varied. Hong
Kong-listed Guangzhou R&F got
its credit rating downgraded last
year on weak global sales.
“We noticed after one year that
there are concerns about Country
Garden being a Chinese brand,” said
Mr Hum: “We are working on it.”
marilee@sph.com.sg
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Local firms see potential in Philippines
By WONG WEI HAN
IN TERMS of regional markets,
the Philippines sometimes gets
overlooked, with Malaysia and Indonesia on Singapore’s doorstep,
and China and India dominating
the wider region.
But trade and investment between the Republic and the Philippines is moving ahead strongly,
spurred by its robust economic
growth and consumer demand.
Local companies, ranging from
consumer brands, food and beverage to infrastructural developers,
have a presence in the Philippines, the second-most-populous
nation in South-east Asia, with
more than 107 million people, after Indonesia.
Annual economic growth has
averaged 6.69 per cent every quarter since 2012.
The latest Singapore firm to
spot the significant potential is
TEE International.
Just this month, the firm announced its first foray into the nation to jointly build a 25-megawatt power plant, a move that executive director Edwin Neo expects to boost the group’s budding infrastructure segment.
The US$15 million (S$20.4 million) power plant project in the
city of Iligan in northern Mindanao is TEE’s first green-field infrastructure development, after the
Singapore-listed engineering firm
started its infrastructure business
in 2010 in a bid to stabilise income stream with the segment’s
long-term contracts.
The Philippines’ demographic
profile is one reason why TEE
made that decision, Mr Neo said.
“The country’s economic
growth has been one of
South-east Asia’s strongest in the
past three years, and 31 per cent
of its population is between 15 and
24 years old. They will enter the
workforce in the coming years

Strong growth, consumer demand draw S’pore firms to invest there

Workers at a construction site in Manila last year. Economic growth in the Philippines was 6.9 per cent in the fourth quarter last year, which brought full-year growth
to 6.1 per cent, behind only China in the Asia-Pacific region. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
and that means urbanisation and
growing need for energy.
“Our long-term goal is to secure four other power-plant
projects similar in size to what we
have now,” Mr Neo said.
Executive director for infrastructure Kevin Phua said TEE International is also looking to
strengthen its telecommunications engineering business in the
Philippines via joint venture CMC
Communications.
The Philippines’ population of
working age is expected to swell

from the current 60 million to
nearly 70 million in 2020. This
gives the country an edge over other regional economies, the International Monetary Fund said in a
country report in August last year.
Meanwhile, economic growth
was 6.9 per cent in the fourth
quarter last year, which brought
full-year growth to 6.1 per cent,
behind only China in the Asia-Pacific region.
With ongoing reforms to reduce debt and improve fiscal management, the Philippines also saw

its credit rating upgraded by ratings agency Moody’s for the second year in a row, from Baa3 to
Baa2 with a stable outlook last December.
Against the backdrop, the Philippines and Singapore are also enjoying warm economic ties, Trade
and Industry Minister Lim Hng
Kiang said earlier this month.
“In 2014, bilateral trade between both countries hit $15 billion, a 2 per cent increase over
2013, making Singapore the
Philippines’ fourth-largest trad-

Oil price slump
won’t derail Royal
Vopak’s Johor plan
By JACQUELINE WOO
DUTCH oil and chemicals storage
giant Royal Vopak will go ahead
with the second phase of its storage terminal in Malaysia despite a
plunge in oil prices.
Plans for the expansion in
southern Johor are well under
way, said chief executive Eelco
Hoekstra in an interview with The
Straits Times earlier this month.
Royal Vopak and two Malaysian firms, Petronas and Dialog
Group, signed a deal last December to jointly develop an industrial
oil-storage
facility
in
Pengerang.
The terminal will have a capacity of up to 2.1 million cu m of
crude, refined products, petrochemical products and liquefied
petroleum gas.
It is slated to be completed in
2019, in time to service the upcoming Pengerang Integrated Petroleum Complex.
The terminal is being built on a
63.5ha site next to the existing
Pengerang Independent Terminal,
which is the first independent
land-based storage facility for
crude products in South-east
Asia.
Mr Hoekstra noted that countries such as Malaysia and Singapore lie in “the most important geographical area in Asia, particularly for oil and gas”, as they sit on a

shipping route which connects
the Middle East to the rest of
Asia.
“We will continue to look for
opportunities to grow in this part
of the world, especially now (that)
we have the full range of products
to offer,” he said.
While energy firms worldwide
continue to be hit by the oil price
slump, Royal Vopak has been touted to be among the commodity
houses poised to benefit from it.
Brent crude was near a
six-year low of US$46 a barrel
last month but has rallied to
around US$62. Still, experts expect prices to average US$55 a barrel this year, a far cry from the
peak of US$115 last June.
Mr Hoekstra acknowledged
that the price slump may favour
storage companies in the short
term.
“Now that we see a contango
(where the future price of crude
oil is expected to be much higher
than its current price), producers
and traders are encouraged to use
storage and see if they can have a
particular financial gain (going forward).”
But for the company, “it is just
business as usual”, he said.
Royal Vopak’s products and services are used in “more structural
parts” of businesses to fulfil a particular supply chain requirement
and “not so much to overcome a

ing partner and top trading partner in Asean,” Mr Lim said during
the Philippines-Singapore Business Council Forum.
The string of positive indicators is not lost on Singapore food
and beverage player Les Amis
Group, as it looks to grow regionally. One of its 12 brands is already available in the Philippines,
and it is looking to introduce another brand soon.
“We expanded into the Philippines via franchising, with Bistro
du Vin opening in Makati in No-

BROKERS’CALL

Royal Vopak’s chief executive Eelco Hoekstra (top) says plans for its storage
terminal in Pengerang (above) are on track. PHOTOS: ONG WEE JIN, ROYAL VOPAK
certain period of time”, added
Mr Hoekstra.
“The largest part of our business is irrelevant to the oil price,
and there will not be any material
changes in the way we conduct
our business in the short term.
“We see ourselves as a critical
link in the value chain of oil than
(as) a company that facilitates
speculative moves because of the
price of oil.”

Mr Hoekstra said Royal Vopak
builds its business based on
long-term trends, such as by looking at the world population,
which is poised to grow to 7.9 billion by 2020, as well as a rising
middle class.
He believes oil will remain a
key part of the world’s energy
mix, although gas and other renewables will also come into play.
tsjwoo@sph.com.sg

RAFFLES MEDICAL GROUP
L Broker: OCBC Investment
Research
L Call: Hold
L Target price: $3.95
THE group will likely
receive a boost to top-line
growth this year from the
Emergency Care
Collaboration with the
Ministry of Health as well as
its Holland Village project,
which is slated to open in
the first quarter of next
year.
The extension to Raffles
Hospital, which will open in
the first quarter of 2017 and
bring the total size of the
hospital to 520,000 sq ft,
will also likely boost growth.
We cut our earnings
forecast slightly by 1.2 per
cent, mostly in
consideration of higher
expected expenses in
relation to the group’s
growing insurance business.
This brings our fair value
estimate a tad lower from
S$3.95 to S$3.91. Maintain
“hold”.
CITY DEVELOPMENTS
L Broker: OSK DMG
L Call: Neutral
L Target price: $10.12
EARNINGS were boosted
last year by its Sentosa
Cove Quayside Collection
divestment.
We believe the market
has likely priced in too
excessive a discount on its
Singaporean residential

Dr Balakrishnan. He acknowledged
that companies, especially small and
medium-sized enterprises, are struggling amid a labour crunch.
But the Government has allowed
foreign labour to grow, he added, although it must grow “more slowly
than in the past”.
Last year, Singapore chalked up
growth of 2.9 per cent over 2013’s
4.4 per cent expansion.
“The horse has slowed down,” he
said, making reference to the Year of
the Horse, which has just passed. “Going forward, it’s going to be challenging... We will need all the nimbleness
of the goat (this year).”
To do so, he encouraged the cham-

exposure while not allowing
sufficient time for its
overseas diversifications to
bear fruit.
The call is “neutral”, as
the company needs time to
diversify.
OUE
L Broker: OCBC Investment
Research
L Call: Buy
L Target price: $2.69
FULL-YEAR profit surged in
2014 to $1.09 billion,
rebounding from a net loss
of $36.6 million a year
earlier.
This was mostly due to
contributions from OUE
Bayfront, Lippo Plaza, US
Bank Tower and an
investment in a mutual
fund.
Growth is likely to
continue with the
renovation of two of its
properties: US Bank Tower
and OUE Downtown.
Asset enhancement works
at US Bank Tower, which
has a 79.6 per cent
committed occupancy rate,
are slated to finish in the
middle of this year.
Refurbishment work at
OUE Downtown is on track
to be completed by 2016,
which will transform the
asset’s existing podium
into a five-storey retail
mall.
With asset enhancements
on track, we maintain
“buy”.

TOMORROW IN

‘Firms must do more in
tougher market conditions’
SINGAPORE is at a turning point and
companies will need to do more to navigate the tougher business landscape
this year, said Minister for the Environment and Water Resources Vivian Balakrishnan on Thursday.
They will need to innovate and
come up with new products and services, enter new markets and adopt
new technologies to grow, he said at
the Singapore Chinese Chamber of
Commerce and Industry’s (SCCCI)
Chinese New Year gathering, which
was attended by 400 businessmen and
entrepreneurs.
“If we don’t do that, do we think
we can do the same as we did 50 years
ago? We will not survive,” said

vember 2014 to positive reviews,”
senior manager for group franchise Michelle Chan said.
“Also via franchise, we will be
opening our first Peperoni Pizzeria outlet in Uptown Bonifacio in
the first half of this year. Our plan
is to roll out at least four Peperonis in the next two years.”
Makati and Uptown Bonifacio
are both part of Metro Manila,
where Les Amis Group anticipates
a young and well-educated working population with a taste for
new things, Ms Chan added.
The interest of TEE and Les
Amis in the Philippines is part of a
bigger story that International Enterprise (IE) Singapore is hoping
to highlight to local businesses
seeking opportunities abroad.
“We see a nice fit for Singapore companies to partner the
Philippine companies and government in the infrastructure and
consumer sectors as these are in
line with the current focus of President (Benigno) Aquino’s administration,” IE Singapore assistant
chief executive officer Tan Soon
Kim said. He added that IE Singapore can support companies in
their venture there with its connection with the local public and
private sectors.
TEE and Les Amis Group were
both hooked up with their partners via IE Singapore. TEE joined
hands with Jardine Matheson Philippines chairman Aloysius B. Colayco. Through IE Singapore, Les
Amis is working with fashion retail brand CMG for its new Peperoni Pizzeria franchise there.
“Each overseas market, including the Philippines, has its unique
characteristics… Some may require guidance and support in navigating unfamiliar ground,” Mr
Tan said. “To overcome this, we
encourage Singapore companies
to leverage IE Singapore’s market
knowledge and network.”
whwong@sph.com.sg

Minister for the Environment and Water Resources Vivian Balakrishnan with SCCCI
president Thomas Chua at the chamber’s Chinese New Year event. PHOTO: LIANHE ZAOBAO
ber to continue its dialogue with the
Government while manoeuvring the
challenging market.
Separately, SCCCI president Thomas Chua noted that the chamber will

be publishing a book on the experiences of the recipients of the SG50 Outstanding Chinese Business Pioneers
Awards.
CHERYL ONG

NEW STYLE
DRAGON DANCES

In the air, on ice and underwater
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Balotelli blasted after penalty stunt
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Berry bidding for glory in CEFC Cup

LIONSXII
TAKE PRIDE
IN RUGGED
APPROACH
More emphasis on physical demands
before tough encounter against Perak
By WANG MENG MENG
IT WAS 8am on the first day of
Chinese New Year. As Singaporeans awoke to begin a day of festivities, the LionsXII footballers were
already baking under the hot sun
at Jalan Besar Stadium as they underwent tactical drills.
A day before, as families
tucked in to reunion dinners, a
double training session was on the
menu.
But the grind was necessary, if
they are to earn three points from
tonight’s Malaysian Super League
game against Perak in Ipoh.
LionsXII coach Fandi Ahmad
said: “Perak are a very fit,
hard-running side who are collectively strong without any special
player who can win a match by
himself.
“They tend to pump long, diagonal balls into the box for their
big striker (1.87m-tall Brazilian
Charles Souza Chad). If we are going to stand a chance, we need to
work harder than them.”
To make the trip to Ipoh more
daunting, the hosts have yet to
concede after two MSL games as
they sit in second place after two
wins from two matches.
In contrast, the LionsXII are
sixth in the 12-team league after a
5-3 win over Malaysian police outfit PDRM and a 2-0 defeat at Kelantan.
Adding to Fandi’s headache is a

treatment room that has forwards
Sufian Anuar (calf) and Khairul Nizam (hamstring), winger Christopher van Huizen (illness) and
right-back Faritz Hameed (knee)
ruled out this weekend.
But the 52-year-old coach is demanding nothing short of a
blood-and-guts effort from those
still left standing and points to
emergency right-back Nazrul
Nazari, originally a winger, as one
who has impressed with his attitude.
“Nazrul has been doing very
well in his new position,” said Fandi. “He has the pace to drop back
to close down opponents and he is
becoming more aggressive. He is
still learning but I am very pleased
with him so far.”
Nazrul, who stands just 1.65m
tall and weighs 55kg, has found it
daunting to deputise for Faritz
but has vowed to give it his best
shot.
The 24-year-old said: “I am
surprised that coach Fandi wants
to play me at right-back because
it is not my natural position.
“It has been challenging. I have
to track back more, time my runs
better and be much more physical
in my play.
“It has been tough tackling bigger opponents. I do need to psych
myself before going in for challenges. But I have learnt to be patient and time my tackles.
“Hopefully, when Faritz re-

LionsXII player Zulfahmi Arifin falls during the 0-2 loss to Kelantan in their Malaysian Super League match last Saturday. The Singapore side are in sixth place in the
12-team league, while Perak, their opponents tonight in Ipoh, are in second place with two wins from two matches. PHOTO: THE NEW PAPER

TACKLING A CHANGE OF ROLE
(Nazrul) has the pace to drop back
to close down opponents and he is
becoming more aggressive. He is
still learning but I am very pleased
with him so far.

PREPARING FOR THE ADDED WORKLOAD
Sahil has the talent but he needs
to learn and understand that
the Malaysian league is all about
being physical and (putting in)
hard work.

– Coach Fandi Ahmad, assessing Nazrul Nazari

– Fandi, on the challenge for Sahil Suhaimi

turns, I can move back to the
wing. It is where I think I can contribute more to the team as I am

an adventurous player.”
The LionsXII will also be boosted by the return of winger Faris

Ramli and striker Sahil Suhaimi
from national Under-23 duty.
While Faris, who will start

against Perak, will add pace and
penetration down the left flank,
Fandi was candid in his appraisal
of Sahil, a talented finisher who is
averse to doing the dirty work.
Revealing that the 22-year-old,
who scored on his MSL debut
against PDRM two weeks ago, will
be on the bench in Ipoh, the coach
said: “Sahil has the talent but he
needs to learn and understand
that the Malaysian league is all
about being physical and (putting
in) hard work.”
meng@sph.com.sg
Perak v LionsXII
StarHub Ch112/Ch205 & 76.25MHz,
8.30pm

Irfan hopes U-23 start will lift Games bid
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AFTER shining in training against
peers five years his senior, Singapore football star-in-the-making
Irfan Fandi gets his big chance to
audition for the SEA Games tonight.
The 17-year-old will make his
first national Under-23 start as a
lone striker in a friendly against
their Syrian counterparts at the Jalan Besar Stadium.
The forward was one of the
few bright sparks in last
Saturday’s 8-1 thumping by
Japan’s Olympic side, coming on
in the second half to net his
team’s only goal.
Named as one of 40 best young
talents in the game by British daily The Guardian last October, the
eldest son of local football legend
Fandi Ahmad will replace forward
Sahil Suhaimi, who is on LionsXII
duty.
“The team are depending on
me to get goals and press hard up
front – that’s what I aim to do,”
he told The Straits Times yesterday.
“It’s an opportunity to show
I’m not too young to play at the
SEA Games.”
Besides being adept with either
foot, the 1.86m-tall youngster has
impressed with his aerial power
and physical strength, deftly holding off Japanese defenders during
his 40-minute cameo.
Despite being the youngest
player in the squad, he has not
been afraid to call out
team-mates for poor execution
during training.
“The boy has the right temperament, makes good runs around
the box and knows how to use his
body well,” said Singapore’s SEA
Games coach Aide Iskandar.
“Against Syria, I want to see
how he does from the start

against more experienced opponents.
“We must be patient as he
needs playing time and to get
used to our style of play.”
But whether Irfan gets to actually showcase his talent at June’s
SEA Games is up in the air.
He is currently on the books of
Chilean top-tier outfit Universidad Catolica. As a result of his
club commitments in South America, he had to miss the Young
Lions’ training tour in Turkey last
month, when they drew one and
lost three games.
The Football Association of Singapore (FAS) is believed to be in
talks with Catolica to release the
youngster for a training tour in Japan a month before the Games begin.
Irfan will be based in Singapore
for the next two months at least,
to train for the Asian Football Confederation Under-23 Championship qualifiers.
The Republic’s hopes of a
first-ever SEA Games football
gold will no doubt be bolstered by
his inclusion, given he fits the
characteristics of the target man
in Aide’s preferred 4-2-3-1
set-up.
Syria will offer a formidable
test, coming off an impressive 6-1
thrashing of the Singapore U-22s
on Wednesday.
Besides Irfan, winger Suria Prakash – a break-out player for
S-League champions Warriors FC
last season – will also make a rare
start as the competition for places
heats up.
The 21-year-old said: “We all
want to be in the final 20 (SEA
Games squad) so I’ve got to make
full use of every minute on the
pitch.
“Even a friendly feels like a final for us.”
nsanjay@sph.com.sg

Irfan (on the ball) being watched by Singapore’s SEA Games coach Aide Iskandar (in blue). The
17-year-old will play as a lone striker against Syria’s U-23 side tonight. ST PHOTO: KUA CHEE SIONG
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THE BIG MATCH

REDS PLAY GOOD-KOP, BAD-KOP ON MARIO
Italian’s successful penalty aside, he
should not have emulated Mirallas
LONDON – It says everything
about Mario Balotelli’s Anfield career that even a moment of personal triumph was tainted by controversy.
After scoring the decisive penalty on Thursday that gave Liverpool a slender 1-0 advantage over
Besiktas to take into the second
leg of their last-32 Europa League
tie, the forward stood in front of
the Kop, milking acclaim.
But it was not long before disapproval followed, with captain
Steven Gerrard accusing the Italian of breaching the “team code”
by taking responsibility away
from Jordan Henderson.
For the second time on Merseyside this season, a penalty was
made contentious by the identity
of its taker rather than the validity of its award.
Like Kevin Mirallas, who took a
spot-kick in Everton’s goalless
draw with West Bromwich Albion
when Leighton Baines was the designated taker, Balotelli did likewise for Liverpool, even though
Henderson, their captain on the
night, was supposed to be on
spot-kick duties.
With the game goalless, Jordon
Ibe won the spot-kick and Henderson appeared set to fulfil his role
as the assigned penalty taker in
the absence of the injured Gerrard.

But Balotelli took the ball out
of Henderson’s hands, prompting
an exchange of words with the Liverpool midfielder before a visibly
irritated Reds striker Daniel Sturridge arrived on the scene to protest on Henderson’s behalf.
Ignoring their complaints, Balotelli, who has endured a difficult
time at Liverpool since his move
from AC Milan last year, deliberately stutter-stepped in his
run-up before coolly stroking
home the spot-kick.
The Italian has scored 27 of his
29 penalties for club and country
throughout his career.
Unlike Mirallas, Balotelli
scored, but his accuracy from 12
yards did not protect him from a
broadside from Gerrard, who used
his role as a television pundit to
criticise his team-mate.
“I wanted the penalty, but
Mario felt confident,” Henderson
said. “It was a great penalty. It’s a
big goal for us. Everyone wants to
take them. I felt confident but so
did Mario. He has taken big penalties before and he got the nod.”
In Gerrard’s view, any praise
that Balotelli might have felt he
had earned after emerging from
the bench and settling a game in
Liverpool’s favour for the second
Anfield fixture running was undermined by the manner in which it
was achieved.

STICK TO THE RULES, SAYS GERRARD
Rules are rules and they should’ve
been adhered too. Jordan handled
the situation really well... Mario
kind of disrespected him a little bit.
Credit to Mario, he’s scored, but
it’s not nice to see when footballers
are arguing.
– Steven Gerrard, Liverpool captain

Mario Balotelli (left) reaching for the ball from team-mate
Jordan Henderson before taking and converting the penalty
in the Reds’ 1-0 victory over Besiktas in the Europa League
on Thursday. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY
In the eyes of the Liverpool captain, Balotelli was guilty of insubordination and, although Brendan
Rodgers endeavoured to draw the
sting from the situation,
Gerrard’s comments had already
rendered futile his manager’s attempts at diplomacy.
“Mario’s been a bit mischievous and gone against team
codes,” Gerrard said. “If he
missed, it could’ve been like Everton.
“Rules are rules and they
should’ve been adhered to. Jordan
handled the situation really well.

He stepped away at the right
time.
“Mario would’ve seen that Jordan should be on it on the board
and he’s kind of disrespected him
a little bit. Credit to Mario, he’s
scored, but it’s not nice to see
when footballers are arguing.”
Bizarrely, Gerrard had said earlier this season that Balotelli
would be Rodgers’ second-choice
spot-kick taker.
“I’m aware he’s a terrific penalty taker,” Gerrard said in August
after scoring a penalty for Liverpool in their 3-0 win at Totten-

ham Hotspur. “I’m sure he’ll get
the chance to take some penalties.
The manager's told me if I’m not
on the pitch, he’ll take them.”
Seeing the gloss being stripped
away from a hard-earned win
courtesy of a goal five minutes
from time, Rodgers went on the
defensive on Thursday.
There was a clear desire on his
behalf not to allow the actions of
Balotelli to detract from the
achievements of the collective.
“We got the win, which is the
most important factor. I have a
number of outstanding penal-

ty-takers with Jordan and Mario
and Rickie Lambert. You see the
spirit in the team and to get the
win was excellent,” he said.
Pressed on the matter, Rodgers
offered only a curt response. “We
won the game,” he said.
Balotelli had his say on social
media, taking to Instagram to deliver a message. “Thank you Hendo for letting me take the penalty,” he said. “Stop (the) drama
now. We won, that’s what
counts.”
THE TIMES, LONDON,
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

KEY BATTLES
Jose Fonte v Daniel Sturridge
Barring one mistake to allow Robin van Persie a
goal, Fonte has been virtually flawless this
season. The 31-year-old was playing in League
One four years ago but is now a Portugal
international who is prospering without his
former defensive partner Lovren. Sturridge,
gaining sharpness on his return, will test
his mobility and reading of the game.

Morgan Schneiderlin v
Adam Lallana
The greatest benefit of Liverpool’s 3-4-2-1 is that
it gives their twin No. 10s the chance to find
space to create. Lallana has found his best form
for the club alongside Philippe Coutinho in that
role. His former team-mate Schneiderlin is,
Nemanja Matic apart, arguably the best
defensive midfielder in the league and will have
to snuff him out.

Eljero Elia v Lazar Markovic
Southampton’s first January signing Elia brings
pace and directness on the left wing. Liverpool’s
formation offers the prospect of space behind a
wing-back who is an attacker. Markovic, who is
suspended in Europe, is almost certain to play
after missing the Benfica game and could target
makeshift left-back Maya Yoshida.

Food
TEXT: RICHARD JOLLY

PHOTOS: ACTION IMAGES, REUTERS

Ex-Saints may rue leaving for Anfield
By RICHARD JOLLY
IT WAS the opening weekend of the
season. Southampton seemed to have
staged a fire sale by selling five key
players, three of them to Liverpool.
They lost at Anfield. They were
tipped for relegation. “If we play like
that, I don’t think we will struggle,”
said new manager Ronald Koeman.
It has proved to be the understatement of the year. Far from struggling,
Southampton enter the weekend in
the Champions League places, on
course for their highest finish since
1984. They used the £49.5 million
(S$104 million) they banked from Liverpool to build a new, better team,
while their alumni have endured
mixed fortunes on Merseyside. While
Adam Lallana is likely to start on his
return to St Mary’s, it is unlikely Rick-

ie Lambert or Dejan Lovren will.
After helping Southampton finish
eighth last season, their new employers sit seventh now. Yet there is the
chance for Liverpool to enter the top
six for the first time in four months.
Defeat, on the other hand, would leave
them seven points behind the Saints
with a dozen games to go. It would not
be an insurmountable setback, but it
would make their task far tougher.
And Liverpool’s difficulties have already been increased. Now they enter
the draining Thursday-Sunday routine that Europa League participation
entails. With two meetings against Besiktas plus a clash with Manchester
City, this is a potentially defining
10-day period in their season.
It is a test of their strength in depth
at a time when they are without their
two senior central midfielders, Steven

Gerrard and Lucas Leiva. Given their
high-speed game, it is an examination
of their fitness. Their last clash with
peers, the 3-2 win over Tottenham,
was played at a furious pace which
could be hard to sustain.
That was arguably Liverpool’s most
significant win of the season.
Southampton’s top-four challenge is
increasingly propelled by their prowess against immediate rivals. They
have already beaten Arsenal and Manchester United in 2015. They kept
clean sheets both times and have only
let in two league goals this year.
So the best defence in the division
is pitted against an improving attack.
Raheem Sterling and Daniel Sturridge
were Liverpool’s scorers in the summer win over Southampton, but they
have not started a league game together since August. Now they could.

Southampton also encounter a
unique formation. Liverpool lost their
first game playing 3-4-2-1. They have
been beaten in only one of the subsequent 17.
The tactically flexible Koeman prefers 4-2-3-1 but switched successfully
to 3-5-2 the last time Merseyside opponents visited St Mary’s. His intellect
may be required again to devise a way
of stopping Liverpool’s creators finding space between the lines.
His iron defence may have to be at
their most resilient to stop Rodgers’ resurgent team from doing a double but,
so far, no one has defeated the Saints
home and away.
stsports@sph.com.sg
Southampton v Liverpool
Singtel TV Ch102 & StarHub Ch227,
Monday, 12.15am
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BONY UPBEAT ON
CITY’S EPL CHASE

English Premier
League
Today
Aston Villa v Stoke City
Ch105 and Ch230, 10.55pm
Chelsea v Burnley
Ch103 and Ch228, 10.55pm
Crystal Palace v Arsenal
Ch102 and Ch227, 11pm
Hull City v
Queens Park Rangers
Ch106 and Ch231, 10.55pm
Sunderland v
West Bromwich Albion
Ch107 and Ch232, 10.55pm
Swansea v Manchester United
Ch104 and Ch229, 10.55pm
Manchester City v
Newcastle United
Ch102 and Ch227, tomorrow,
1.30am
Tomorrow
Tottenham v West Ham United
Ch102 and Ch227, 8pm
Everton v Leicester City
Ch102 and Ch227, 10.05pm
Southampton v Liverpool
Ch102 and Ch227, Monday,
12.15am
All on Singtel and StarHub

STANDINGS
P W D L F A Pts
1 Chelsea
2 Man City
3 Man United
4 Southampton
5 Arsenal
6 Tottenham
7 Liverpool
8 West Ham
9 Swansea City
10 Stoke City
11 Newcastle
12 Everton
13 Crystal Palace
14 West Brom
15 Sunderland
16 Hull City
17 Queens Park Rangers
18 Aston Villa
19 Burnley
20 Leicester City

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

18
15
13
14
13
13
12
10
9
9
8
6
6
6
4
5
6
5
4
4

5
7
8
4
6
4
6
8
7
6
8
9
9
8
12
8
4
7
9
5

2
3
4
7
6
8
7
7
9
10
9
10
10
11
9
12
15
13
12
16

55
51
43
38
47
39
36
36
28
28
31
31
27
24
22
23
26
12
24
22

21
25
24
17
28
34
29
28
33
33
37
35
35
34
36
34
43
34
43
40

59
52
47
46
45
43
42
38
34
33
32
27
27
26
24
23
22
22
21
17

Ivory Coast forward Wilfried Bony during the Africa Cup final win over Ghana. Having joined from Swansea, he is raring to
start for City. The return of Yaya Toure will also help the English champions’ cause. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Fresh from Ivory Coast’s Cup win,
new boy confident of catching Blues
LONDON – Wilfried Bony believes he can be Manchester
City’s secret weapon in the Premier League title race as he prepares to make his debut against
Newcastle today.
The striker joined Manuel
Pellegrini’s side from Swansea
City in a £28 million (S$58 million) move during the January
transfer window, but has yet to
make his bow in a City shirt after
spending the last few weeks helping Ivory Coast win the Africa
Cup of Nations.
The 26-year-old is in contention to finally give City fans a first
glimpse of their new signing when
Newcastle visit Eastlands in a fixture crucial to their hopes of retaining the English title.
Second-placed City could be
10 points behind leaders Chelsea
by the time they kick off as Jose
Mourinho’s team will have finished their match against struggling Burnley earlier in the day.
But Bony, who netted 34 times
in 70 appearances for Swansea, is
confident he can give a timely lift
to a City attack that has sometimes struggled when Sergio Aguero has been injured or off-form
this season.
“It feels like a while since I
signed the contract but finally I’m
here, I’m really happy about that
and now I’m just focusing on this
Saturday’s game,” Bony said.
“It’s not easy because I’ve just arrived from Africa and I will have
had five days of training before
we play Newcastle.
“If I am needed, I have a good
record against Newcastle. I’ve
scored three goals in two games
against them. They are a good
side and are strong at the back but
they are coming to our stadium
and we need to win this game.”
Aguero too is positive that City
will not surrender in the race to
catch Chelsea because they know
what it takes to snatch the title at
the death.
The Argentinian memorably
scored in stoppage time against
Queens Park Rangers on the last
day of the 2011-12 season to earn
City the Premier League title. And
with 13 matches still to play, he
said Pellegrini’s champions will

United top scorer van Persie fit again
LONDON – Robin van Persie is expected to return to the squad as
Manchester United aim to extend
their unbeaten run to eight matches in all competitions when they
travel to Swansea City today.
He missed the 3-1 FA Cup
fifth-round victory over Preston
North End with an unspecified minor injury, but manager Louis van
Gaal said that his fellow Dutchman is expected to be fit for the
Premier League fixture at the Liberty Stadium.

If van Gaal decides to recall the
striker, who is United’s top scorer
with 10 league goals this season,
the man to make way would most
likely be Radamel Falcao. The Colombian has struggled to find consistent form since arriving on a
season-long loan from Monaco in
September.
Van Gaal has already had his
nose bloodied by Swansea during
his brief career in England.
The Welsh club enjoyed a 1-0
victory at Old Trafford on the

opening day of the season, courtesy of Gylfi Sigurdsson’s goal.
However, the Icelandic midfielder believes that the Red Devils are a different proposition
now. In contrast, Garry Monk’s
side have won just once in the
league since Boxing Day and have
slipped to ninth in the table.
“While it was a fantastic result
at Old Trafford for us, United are
different now,” he said. “They are
more settled and are winning
games and grinding out results –

like we saw at Preston in the FA
Cup on Monday.
“They’ve found their rhythm
and have some great forward players who can turn games around.
“And at the back they’ve got
quality in (goalkeeper) David de
Gea, who is having a fantastic season.”
Sigurdsson is available again,
having served a three-match ban
after being sent off at Blackburn
Rovers
in
an
FA
Cup
fourth-round defeat.

And the former Tottenham midfielder, 25, is desperate to make
amends with a strong performance against third-placed United.
“We have to get better if we
want to get a result against them.
We lost a bit of form after Christmas but I’m confident we will
bounce back,” he said.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Arsenal striker Olivier Giroud’s quick first-half double against Middlesbrough
killed off the FA Cup contest early. PHOTO: EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

Join us at the

ST Athlete
of the Year
ceremony

The Straits Times is giving 20 readers a chance to
attend the ST Athlete of the Year award ceremony
lunch in March. Winners will also have a chance to
meet and greet the nominees for the award.
To stand a chance to win, simply choose the winning
athlete from the five nominees and tell us why
he/she should win the award in 50 words or less.

jure an early goal that has allowed
them to take a grip on the game.
Last weekend it was a double
strike from Olivier Giroud midway during the first half that effectively killed off Championship
club Middlesbrough in the FA Cup
fifth round. And England winger
Walcott maintains Arsenal’s ability to work up an early head of
steam has helped generate belief
within the side.
“The confidence has come
from the way we are starting
games,” he said. “The manager
has put in our heads that we need
to start well, particularly from the
front and pressurise the ball well.

Have a story?
Let us know
TEXT

8282-3343
E-MAIL
stnewsdesk@sph.com.sg

CALL

1800-8282828
Jazreel Tan
(bowling)

Bernie Chin
(sailing)

Samantha Yom
(sailing)

Joseph Schooling
(swimming)

Aloysius Yapp
(pool)

Send your entries to stsportscontest@sph.com.sg by Feb 23, together with your contact details.
Winners will be contacted via e-mail. Terms and conditions apply.

CLICK
“My Tip-Off” on

www.straitstimes.com

I’VE DONE IT BEFORE
If I am needed, I have a
good record against
Newcastle. I’ve scored
three goals in two
games against them.
– Wilfried Bony

strength,” Aguero said. “We have
a lot of quality in our team which
makes things very competitive
and it will remain that way.”
John Carver, Newcastle’s caretaker manager, has several injury
worries as the mid-table Magpies
look to repeat their fine 2-0
League Cup victory at City in October.
Paul Dummett has been ruled
out for up to 12 weeks with a knee
injury, leaving Newcastle with
just four fit senior defenders.
They could also be without
French midfielder Remy Cabella,
who has strained medial ligaments.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
Manchester City v Newcastle
Singtel TV Ch102 & StarHub Ch227,
tomorrow, 1.30am

Sherwood
ready for
Villans’
rescue act

You need the fans behind you, so
getting that early goal settles
them and the players down.”
Walcott credits the improvements made at the back with helping move Wenger’s side up to
fifth place, a point behind
fourth-placed Southampton going
into the latest round of matches.
“Keeping clean sheets means
we will win games because we always know we are going to score
goals,” he said. “Things are paying off for us at the moment, so
we just need to make sure we take
it into the next few weeks.”
Wenger’s team will be boosted
by the return of England midfielder Jack Wilshere from an ankle injury for the trip to Selhurst Park.
But Aaron Ramsey, Mikel Arteta
and Mathieu Debuchy are out,
while Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain,
Mathieu Flamini and Hector Bellerin are doubtful.
Palace have been revived since
the arrival of Alan Pardew, losing
just one of five Premier League
games since the former Newcastle
manager took charge.
Palace forward Yaya Sanogo,
on loan from Arsenal, is ineligible
to face his parent club and, having
lost Yannick Bolasie and Mile Jedinak to extended international duty last month, Pardew admits he
has not yet had the opportunity to
field his strongest side.
“We’ve not actually got it all together yet,” Pardew said.
“This is a bonus game for us in
a way because no one will expect
us to get anything out of the
game.”
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

LONDON – New Aston Villa manager Tim Sherwood is positive
that he can save the club from relegation, but acknowledges that
time is running out as there are only 13 games left.
The 46-year-old will take
charge of Villa for the first time today when they tackle Stoke City
at home in the English Premier
League, reported the Daily Star.
Villa have slipped into the relegation zone after five straight
league defeats and have not won
at home in the league since the beginning of December, when they
edged out Leicester City.
Sherwood, who replaced Paul
Lambert as manager, was in the
stands last Sunday to witness a repeat result
against Nigel
Pearson’s team in the FA Cup
when his positivity from a
half-time dash to the dressing
room reaped an instant reward as
his side went on to win 2-1.
And he is confident he has
what it takes to stop the rot and
get the struggling team out of the
bottom three, noted The Guardian. Sherwood said: “You have only one way to go – and that is up.
The club are not in a great position, hence why I am here. It is on
my shoulders to take us forward
and I take all the responsibility.”
The new manager is convinced
the players, who have managed
only eight home league goals all
season, will accept his directive to
play with greater freedom.
“I’m trying to get the fear out
of these guys,” he said. “If you
play with fear and rely on luck,
you run out of luck. I want my
team to attack, play on the front
foot.”
Sherwood is also not troubled
about trying to fire up a team with
the worst scoring record in all
four English divisions – a dreadful
12 goals all season.
“I’m not worried about losing.
We are going to have a right go,”
he said. “That’s no disrespect to
Stoke but we’re not worried about
them. Let them worry about us.”

Crystal Palace v Arsenal
Singtel TV Ch102 and StarHub Ch227,
11pm

Aston Villa v Stoke City
Singtel TV Ch105 and StarHub Ch230,
10.55pm

Swansea v Manchester United
Singtel TV Ch104 and StarHub Ch229,
10.55pm

Fast starts key to Gunners’ rise
LONDON – Theo Walcott believes Arsenal’s first-half form
has been the key to the English
football club’s change in fortunes
since the turn of the year.
Arsene Wenger’s side travel to
Crystal Palace today looking for
their eighth victory in nine games
since the defeat at Southampton
on New Year’s Day.
That run, blemished only by defeat at Tottenham two weeks ago,
has fired up the Gunners’
top-four challenge and earned a
FA Cup quarter-final meeting
with Manchester United.
A feature of Arsenal’s recent
form has been their ability to con-

continue to fight.
“I believe this will be one of the
most highly contested Premier
Leagues of recent years and we
will be giving everything to retain
our title,” Aguero said.
City have managed to keep
pace with Chelsea despite being
without Aguero for six weeks after their top scorer suffered a
knee injury.
Fellow forwards Edin Dzeko
and Stevan Jovetic are also back
in action, so too Ivory Coast midfielder Yaya Toure after the continental tournament in Equatorial
Guinea.
Toure was sorely missed as
City won just once in six matches
in his absence.
“Now we are back to full
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BACK TO BUSINESS
FOR THE BLUES
After Paris fallout, they are focused
on gaining 3 points in Burnley game
LONDON – After a testing week
of negative non-sporting attention, Chelsea will hope to return
to making headlines on the pitch
today when the English Premier
League leaders host Burnley.
Their preparations for the fixture have been overshadowed by
the fallout from the incident on
Tuesday when a group of Chelsea
fans pushed a black man off a Paris metro train and launched into a
chorus of racist chanting.
Their 1-1 Champions League
draw at Paris Saint-Germain that
night has barely been discussed as
a consequence.
The conduct – and songs – of
the home fans will be under close
scrutiny today, but, for the players, it will be a relief to get back
on to the pitch against sec-

ond-from-bottom Burnley.
Captain John Terry, himself
banned for racially abusing an opponent in 2012, has praised young
team-mate Kurt Zouma ahead of
a game that will see Chelsea look
to maintain or widen their seven-point lead over Manchester
City.
The emergence of 20-year-old
Zouma has seen Gary Cahill’s
place alongside Terry in central defence come under threat, but the
34-year-old former England captain believes the competition is
healthy for everyone.
“It’s difficult when you see
young boys come in like Kurt,”
said Terry. “He’s been a revelation. He’s young, fit, strong and
hungry and it makes it even more
difficult.

“When Gary Cahill plays, he’s
been great, when Kurt plays, he’s
been great, so it’s hard to get the
balance, but we’re all rotating and
there are enough games to share
around. We all want to play every
game.”
Chelsea face Tottenham Hotspur in the League Cup final on
March 1, with the second leg of
the PSG tie to come on March 11,
and Terry knows squad depth will
be a key factor in his side’s bid for
glory on three fronts.
He said: “It is important we
win and they have shown already
at Man City (where Burnley drew
2-2) that they’re hungry and fighting. Where we and they are in the
table means nothing. We will certainly be up for it.”
Burnley lost 1-3 to Chelsea in
August in their first top-flight
game since winning promotion
last season, when Jose Mourinho’s
side scored three times in a stunning 20-minute spell.

Chelsea’s Zouma (left), seen here celebrating with team-mate Cahill, has been in impressive form. PHOTO: REUTERS
But manager Sean Dyche is not
ready to run up the white flag as
he prepares for the return fixture,
even though his side have won
just one of their last nine league
games.
“They (Chelsea) are very
strong and are playing some good
stuff. But it’s not like we are a
non-league side going there. We

have shown we can compete at
this level,” he said.
Burnley’s attack will again be
led by England Under-21 international Danny Ings, who has scored
five times in his last six league
games but who is out of contract
at the end of the season and looks
set to leave Turf Moor.
He has captured Liverpool’s in-

Dutch vow tough action on violent fans
THE HAGUE – The Dutch government yesterday hit out at Netherlands club Feyenoord’s supporters, who trashed one of Rome’s
best-known squares ahead of a Europa League match, pledging “full
support to punish the culprits”.
Hundreds of the Rotterdam-based club’s fans clashed
with Italian police ahead of the
match against Roma on Thursday
night, leaving the Italian capital’s
famous Piazza di Spagna looking
like a war zone.
The fans, many of whom had
been drinking heavily, hurled
smoke bombs and other projectiles at a large contingent of police, who arrested at least 23 supporters. Nineteen of them were
later charged, with the first eight
given six months’ jail time, or a
€45,000 (S$69,700) fine.
“Football must be a festive
event and there’s no place for violence,” the Dutch embassy in
Rome said in a statement on its
Facebook page yesterday. “The
Italian authorities can count on
the full cooperation and commitment of the Netherlands to ensure
that the culprits are punished.”
Rome Mayor Ignazio Marino
took to Twitter to voice his anger,
describing the city as “devastated
and injured”, after the unrest.
Dutch media reports said fans
threw beer bottles and fireworks
and urinated in the square, damaging the 400-year-old Barcaccia
fountain, which had been reopened in September after 10
months of restoration at a cost of
more than €200,000.
“Rome has been violated today,” local government councillor
Paolo Masini said. “This is pure
and simple hooliganism.”
Livio Ricciardelli, a member of
the Rome city government, said
Feyenoord should make a public
apology and pay for the damage
caused by its fans, adding that repairs would be costly.
Italian Prime Minister Matteo
Renzi said during a television interview that he appreciated the
Dutch embassy’s message, and
would take the issue to the European football authorities, calling it
“an insult to civilised society”.
Feyenoord general manager
Eric Gudde condemned the unruly
supporters, but said they should
be balanced with the good behav-

– The Dutch embassy in Rome

CLEARLY A CRIME
This is pure and simple
hooliganism.
– Rome councillor Paolo Masini

Chelsea v Burnley
Singtel TV Ch103 & StarHub TV Ch228,
11pm

Figo wants
mammoth
48-team
World Cup
LONDON – As a player, Luis Figo
had an eye for the spectacular,
but his plans for world domination and the Fifa presidency appear rather ambitious.
The former Real Madrid and
Barcelona midfielder unveiled his
manifesto at Wembley on Thursday, when he revealed proposals
for a 48-team World Cup and a
US$3.5 billion (S$4.8 billion) windfall for national associations.
The 42-year-old former Portugal winger said the expansion of
the World Cup from the current
32-team format would be “weighted
towards
non-European
teams”.
“With that option, we will increase
substantially
the
tournament’s financial income,
which could be invested again in
grassroots football, and allow other confederations outside Europe
to have more places in the World
Cup,” he said.
One of his proposals for the
World Cup is to split it into two
24-team tournaments played simultaneously on two different
continents, followed by a final
knockout stage in one country.
He said the expanded format,
which could be a 40-team or
48-team World Cup, would only
add three or four days to the duration of the tournament.
Another of his proposals is the
distribution of half of Fifa’s
US$2.5 billion revenues and US$1
billion of the football governing
body’s US$1.5 billion cash reserves to its 209 member associations, principally for spending on
grassroots football.
He also called for the restoration of the “old” interpretation of
the offside rule, “where a player is
judged offside whether directly involved in the play or not”.
Figo is standing against incumbent Sepp Blatter, Dutch football
chief Michael van Praag and Fifa
vice-president for Asia Prince Ali
Al Hussein in the Fifa presidential
election on May 29.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

(Above) Feyenoord fans clash with Italian riot police at the Spanish Steps before
the Europa League football match between Italian club Roma and Dutch side
Feyenoord in Rome on Thursday, with several casualties (right). At least 23 fans
have been arrested. PHOTOS: REUTERS, EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCY

PURELY SPORT
Football must be a
festive event and
there’s no place for
violence.

terest and last weekend held talks
about a possible move to Real Sociedad, but Dyche is confident the
22-year-old is still focused on
Burnley’s survival fight.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

iour of other fans at the Olympic
Stadium later on Thursday.
“But let me be clear: Feyenoord distances itself completely
from what happened in the city. If
you visit a city, you leave it the
way you found it,” he told the
NOS public broadcaster.
Rob Smit, chairman of the Feyenoord supporters club, reacted angrily to the accusations, Dutch tabloid De Telegraaf reported. “I can
understand the Italians must be
miffed when Feyenoord fans urinate against their monuments.
But then, Rome is one big monument,” he told the paper.
The last-32 first-leg tie ended
1-1.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS

Singapore beckons PNG women on unlikely road to Rio
By JASON DASEY
PORT Moresby, Nuku’alofa, Kota
Kinabalu and Da Nang are among
the more exotic stamps in Australian coach Gary Phillips’ passport.
And, all going well, the destination of Rio de Janeiro will be added in two years.
Phillips, 51, is an expert when it
comes to taking on tough jobs.
And after stints in Tonga, Vietnam and Borneo, the former National Soccer League midfielder is
in the middle of arguably his most
daunting assignment yet.
He’s trying to take a Papua
New Guinea (PNG) football side to
their first Olympics – in Brazil, in
2016.
Since the middle of last year,
he’s been in charge of the PNG
women’s team. If they win the Nations Cup on home soil in July –
and then a subsequent play-off

against New Zealand – they will
become Oceania’s representative
for women’s football in Rio.
“Regardless of the level, the
country or the gender, every position has challenges with different
objectives but this one will stretch
me,” Phillips told ESPN FC.
The biggest challenge for him
is that there is no domestic
women’s league in PNG so the
nation’s best players don’t have
regular competition at club level.
That’s why next month’s Southeast Asian tour will be crucial for
the PNG team as they face Singapore and Thailand in four friendly
internationals.
Phillips admits that his squad
will need to get a lot more international match fitness under their
belt if they are to have any chance
of overcoming New Zealand. At
last year’s Nations Cup, Phillips
saw his side put up a brave effort,

holding the Oceania powerhouses
goalless until the 60th minute.
But having used three substitutes
in a tiring team, PNG conceded
three late goals, with the third

dence,” Phillips said. “I cannot
fault the players’ commitment despite their own personal challenges. But we need to get fitter and
tougher so hopefully the South-

UNIQUE CHALLENGES
Regardless of the level, the country or the
gender, every position has challenges with
different objectives but this one will stretch me.
– Papua New Guinea’s women’s national coach Gary Phillips

coming in the 91st minute.
“Considering PNG lost their
previous encounter against the
Kiwis 11-0, this was a huge improvement that gave us confi-

east Asian tour will help us.”
PNG’s women have jumped 86
places to 48 on the Fifa rankings.
Singapore are ranked 100 and
Thailand 31.

Phillips makes frequent trips to
Port Moresby from his base in
Coffs Harbour, north of Sydney.
Despite winning the old NSL as
head coach of Sydney Olympic in
2002, his managerial assignments
in recent years have been on foreign soil.
He was Tonga’s men’s coach in
2001, manager of Vietnamese club
Da Nang three years later and was
in charge of Malaysian club Sabah
in 2010 and 2011. That was a position that Sabah’s former Socceroo
Scott Ollerenshaw recommended
him for. He also held a coach education position at the Asian Football Confederation in Kuala
Lumpur in 2008 and 2009.
While his move to Asia and
Oceania has been more by necessity than design, he has done his
best to embrace the way his coaching life has turned out. His love of
surfing has lessened the blow of

being at remote and tropical destinations a long way from home.
“To qualify PNG football for an
Olympics for the first time would
be fantastic, given the lack of club
football that stagnates development in a country where the sport
is actually becoming quite popular. I think PNG would offer me
an island somewhere in the Pacific should I get them to Rio!”
PNG playing in Brazil would
echo the Jamaican bobsleigh team
competing at the 1988 Winter
Olympics in Calgary. If Phillips
can pull it off, the feat will be sure
to catch the attention of clubs in
Australia and Asia.
stsports@sph.com.sg
Jason Dasey is senior editor of ESPN FC,
Singapore’s most popular football
website, which has launched a
South-east Asia edition.
Twitter: @ESPNFC
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Injury,
illness
disrupt
Mercedes
BARCELONA – Lewis Hamilton
was forced to pull out of Formula
One testing just minutes into his
first session in Barcelona on
Thursday.
The world champion had
turned up at the Circuit de Catalunya complaining of a fever but
was determined to plough on,
completing 11 laps in the first 90
minutes. However, it soon became clear that he was becoming
unwell and his Mercedes team decided to call him in to rest.
Mercedes later explained the
events on Twitter: “An unplanned
stoppage is keeping us off track.
Lewis is feeling unwell and not
able to continue driving today.”
Bizarrely, it emerged later that
Nico
Rosberg,
Hamilton’s
team-mate, was unfit too. He is
suffering from an inflamed nerve
in his neck and has been advised
by doctors to rest.
Pascal
Wehrlein,
the
20-year-old Mercedes reserve
driver who was scheduled to test
for Force India, was recalled by
his parent team to take over.
Force India have both their
drivers – Sergio Perez and Nico
Hulkenburg – ready to step back
into their cars in Barcelona, although they were using last year’s
version.
Hamilton’s illness was the only
flurry in the earliest session in Barcelona, which takes place against
a background of one of the quietest close seasons of recent times.
F1 has been riven with dissent
and facing some huge challenges,
with falling television audiences
and circuits and teams engaged in
a financial struggle.
The fate of one of the two
teams that collapsed last year,
though, became clear on Thursday. It was announced a revamped Marussia team will race
this season after a consortium of
investors were given the
go-ahead for a multi-million
pound comeback.
Two cars built to 2015 regulations are being constructed, and
investors hope they are ready in
time for the first grand prix of the
season in Melbourne on March 15.
THE TIMES, LONDON

SPORTS
WORLD
Win Euro 2016
or bust, England
LONDON – If England do
not win Euro 2016 they
might as well “give up”,
Harry Redknapp has
suggested.
England disappointed
badly at the 2014 World
Cup, Roy Hodgson’s side
failing to make it out of
their first-round group.
But Redknapp, a noted
English football manager,
believes it should be a
different story in summer
next year in France, with
the current crop of young
players at England’s
disposal.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Aussies set
women’s mark

The Honda Classic next week has come too early for former world No. 1 Tiger Woods, who is battling a back injury and a slump in form. PHOTO: REUTERS

NOT OUT OF WOODS YET
Tiger will miss Honda Classic to
continue work on game and health
LOS ANGELES – Golf’s former
world No. 1 Tiger Woods, who
has vowed not to return to competition until his deteriorating
game improves markedly, will
not play in the Honda Classic
next week.
The 39-year-old, who is chasing Jack Nicklaus’ record of 18
Major titles, has plummeted to
66th in the world rankings after
suffering a series of injuries and
a severe slump in form.
He has been undergoing physical therapy for a back injury
while also revamping his swing
with coach Chris Como.
In a statement on Thursday,
Ken Kennerly, tournament executive director, said that Woods’
agent Mark Steinberg had noti-

fied officials that the 14-time
Major champion will not play in
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.
Woods could now target a
comeback at the March 19 to 22
Arnold Palmer Invitational.
He used his website on Feb 11
to say he is taking a break from
tournament golf in a bid to get
his faltering game in shape.
But he had held out the possibility that he would be ready to
return for the Honda Classic,
which is near his home in Jupiter. He had until yesterday to
confirm his entry.
The American’s announcement last week came after a disastrous fortnight, which included a career-worst round of 82
and last-placed finish at the

Phoenix Open and a mid-round
withdrawal at the Farmers Insurance Open with a bad back.
His lowly ranking means he
will not qualify for the World
Golf Championship event at
Doral from March 5 to 8. The only other time he has failed to
qualify for an elite WGC event
was when he missed the 2011
HSBC Champions.
He is also an increasing doubt
for the first Major of this year,
the Masters, at Augusta National
from April 9 to 12.
Meanwhile, Miguel Angel
Jimenez has had mixed emotions
the day after learning that he
had lost out to Darren Clarke in
the bid to become Europe’s new
Ryder Cup captain.
The Northern Irishman, 46,
was the unanimous choice on
Wednesday of a five-man selection panel in a three-man race
that also included the popular

Spaniard, 51, and the Dane Thomas Bjorn, 44.
“I’ve been so many years on
the tour,” Jimenez told Sky
Sports while competing at the Indian Open. “This is my 27th season, I’ve played in seven Ryder
Cups, been vice-captain and, of
course, I accept it (the decision).
“I think I’ve done a lot for the
tour all these years and it’s a little disappointing not being captain, but I feel happy on the other hand for Darren because he
will do a very good job.”
Clarke will lead holders Europe against the United States at
Hazeltine, Minnesota, next year
and Jimenez is now hoping he
can become the oldest competitor at the biennial team event.
“To be part of a Ryder Cup is
always nice,” he said. “Obviously to play is better. Next year I’ll
be 52 but you never know.”
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS

Murray’s notes reveal poignant struggles
SPORTING
LIFE

Note to self:
Murray’s mantra

Doubt is why
athletes, who live
for action,
constantly require
spoken
reinforcement.
Coaches reassure
them of their
greatness, caddies
confirm putting
lines, psychologists
offer mantras,
boxing trainers
drive them.

1 Be good to yourself
By ROHIT BRIJNATH

2 Try your best

BREATHE. Stay calm. You can’t
see her lips move, you can’t hear
her words, but Jasmine Ser, the
shooter, is talking. To herself.
Not every shot, but now and
then. There is nothing profound
to her words, no magic chant, no
secret phrase. It’s just “positive
reinforcement” she says, like reciting the words of a fundamental
sporting prayer.
Similar counsel was written on
Andy Murray’s now-famous
sheet of paper which he recently
unfolded courtside. “Try to be
the one dictating. Be proactive
during points. Keep going for
your serve.” A tweet called his
list cheesy; you might consider it
mundane.
But in fact it is an acknowledgement that fallible humans,
who need reminders, are at work
here, not machines. It affirms
that the tribe of overthinkers, of
which Murray is big chief, have
overactive and distracting brains.
It confirms that when competition flares, clarity can be lost in
the noise. And it is revealing of
the internal struggle of the champion.
Athletes stand there before us,
toned and towering, unbending
and seemingly unbreakable, yet it
is a lie for the idea of invincible is
only a journalist’s exciteable creation. Everyone fears. Even Rafael
Nadal, who once told Time magazine: “The people who don’t have
doubts I think only two things:
Arrogance or not intelligence.”
Doubt is why athletes, who
live for action, constantly require
spoken reinforcement. Coaches
reassure them of their greatness,
caddies confirm putting lines,
psychologists offer mantras, boxing trainers drive them.
When Thomas Hearns rebounded in the later rounds of his

3 Be intense with your legs
4 Be proactive during points
5 Focus on each point and the
process
6 Try to be the one dictating
7 Try to keep him at the
baseline, make him move
8 Keep going for your serve

Manny scores
but still blasted
MANILA – Philippine
boxing champion Manny
Pacquiao has scored his
first point as a
professional basketballer,
but it did little to douse
criticism that the
pint-sized guard does not
belong on the court.
The 36-year-old sank
the second of two free
throws after he was fouled
on a lay-up 11 minutes
into the match between
his Kia Carnival team and
the Purefoods Star
Hotshots in the Philippine
professional league on
Wednesday.
However, Pacquiao, the
shortest player on the
court that night at 1.69m,
struggled to keep pace
with his taller and
stronger opponents.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Rodriguez ‘owes
lawyers $516k’
NEW YORK – If Gordon
Rees Scully Mansukhani
has anything to say about
it, Alex Rodriguez should
do more than apologise
for drug use.
The American legal
firm is claiming that the
baseballer owes it just
over US$380,000
(S$516,000) in fees for
“hundreds of hours of
work performed on his
behalf” by many of its
attorneys.
BLOOMBERG

Anthony’s knee
op a success

9 Stick to the baseline as
much as possible
10 Stay low on passes and use
your legs

1981 classic against Sugar Ray Leonard, trainer Angelo Dundee –
as The Washington Post reported
– shouted at the bruised Leonard: “You’re blowing it, son.
You’re blowing it! This is what
separates the men from the
boys.” Leonard won and one
might say he had the last word.
But men’s tennis players are a
unique breed, for they are offered
no spoken words during competition. No coach is allowed to whisper support in an ear or yell out
strategy, leaving them alone at
long changeovers with only bananas, doubt and notes. Pete Sampras read one from his wife in
Wimbledon 2002, which partly
said: “Remember this – you truly
are the greatest player ever to
pick up a racket.” But that day he
could not be true to those words.
Positivity is what Mrs Sampras was attempting to provoke,
for it is every athlete’s single-word hymn. But if wives and
entourages are conditioned to be
encouraging, the negativity of

SAINT-QUENTIN-EN-YVELINES
(France) – Australia’s
women’s team pursuit
squad smashed the world
record in upsetting Britain
at the World Track
Cycling Championships on
Thursday.
In a disappointing day
for the British, who were
Olympic champions and
world record holders in
both the men’s and
women’s disciplines, they
were also beaten by New
Zealand for the men’s
team pursuit gold.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Andy Murray’s mantra at the Rotterdam Open shows that even a dual Grand
Slam winner can struggle with self-doubt. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
the wider world, as Olympic
champion speed-skater Dan
Jansen discovered, is harder to
block out.
In 1988, Jansen’s sister died of
leukaemia during the Olympics
and he fell in both his races. Later, he told a reporter that in the
years before the 1992 Olympics,
in hundreds of interviews, people
would invariably ask: “When you
go to the line in ’92 are you going
to be thinking about your sister?”
or “Are you going to be thinking
about falling?”
These questions led Jansen to
a psychologist just so that he
could “get to the line and not be

thinking about those things”.
Athletes are often caught in
these long wrestles with negativity, especially Murray, whose
self-loathing – which is advertised like John McEnroe in agonising soliloquies – is as frustrating
as it is fascinating. Only in sport
is private torment a public spectacle. Yet it is no surprise that the
first point on the Scot’s list is a
plaintive appeal to himself: Be
good to yourself.
In other words: Don’t demean
and undo yourself. Don’t destroy
yourself like at the Australian
Open final. And don’t, in your anger, forget your basics.

Murray, almost too intelligent
to live the rigid, mundane life of
the athlete, is a poignant representation of the most profoundly
primitive battle of them all: man
against himself.
After all, despite high-tech,
slow-motion dissections of a rival and a statistical unravelling of
their weakness, sports’ challenge
is still fundamental: To somehow
quieten the persistent voices of
fear, over-confidence and uncertainity that echo in the head.
At their best, a rare state of
mind, athletes hear no questioning and simply answer to instinct. But Murray appears destined to fight these voices forever, wanting to be powered by
emotion yet not defeated by it
and searching for the necessary
balance.
And so a refreshingly evolved
athlete – his support of Amelie
Mauresmo was dazzling in a time
of sporting chauvinists – has opted to use a recycled piece of paper to make his own point to himself. By focusing on the quiet,
written word perhaps he will be
less driven to flagellate himself
with the loud, spoken one.
rohitb@sph.com.sg

NEW YORK – New York
Knicks forward Carmelo
Anthony had successful
surgery to repair his left
knee tendon on Thursday,
the National Basketball
Association announced.
The power forward is
expected to be out for
four to six months for
rehabilitation.
XINHUA

Ko among
leading trio
MELBOURNE – World
No. 1 Lydia Ko was in a
three-way share of the
lead at the halfway stage
of the Australian
Women’s Golf Open at
Royal Melbourne
yesterday.
The New Zealander was
joined at six-under 140 by
Thailand’s Ariya
Jutanugarn and Korean
world No. 20 Jang Ha Na
after 36 holes.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
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BERRY FINDS COLT COMFORT IN ORBEC
Jockey battles heartache but fancies
French stayer’s CEFC Cup prospects
By JONATHAN WONG
SINGAPORE will always hold bittersweet memories for top Australian jockey Tommy Berry.
It is here that he claimed some
of the biggest victories of his
still-fledging career, winning the
$1.35-million Singapore Gold Cup
in 2013 and last year’s $3-million
SIA Cup.
But the Republic is also where
his twin Nathan, also a jockey, collapsed during trackwork at the Singapore Turf Club last March and
died from Norse Syndrome, an
acute form of epilepsy.
Speaking to The Straits Times
from his home in Sydney yesterday, Berry, who will partner
French
stayer
Orbec
in
tomorrow’s $3.05-million Group 1
CEFC Singapore Cup, said:
“There are a lot of good and bad
memories for me in Singapore.
“I try my best not to focus on
reliving and rethinking about
what happened to Nathan over
there and just try and concentrate
on the tracks and races, which is
where the good things have been
for me.”
Besides his two Group 1 wins
here, the 24-year-old has won
some of the biggest races back
home and in Hong Kong. Last season, he captured the Hong Kong
Classic Cup, the BMW Hong Kong
Derby and Audemars Piguet QEII
Cup, all Group 1 events.
But the loss of his older sibling
– they were born 14 minutes apart
– has understandably left a void
that will take time to heal.
“It’s been almost a year but I
won’t say I’ve moved on from

something like that. It’s not easy
and it’s something I struggle with
every day,” noted Berry, whose
wife Sharnee gave birth to the
couple’s first child earlier this
month.
His son is named Kaiden Nathan Berry.
He added: “Nathan was a huge
and special part of my life and every day I ride for him and think of
him.”
While he will skip today’s
Group 2 Silver Slipper Stakes at
the Rosehill Racecourse in Sydney
after his mount and pre-race favourite Vancouver was withdrawn by trainer Gai Waterhouse,
he still has six rides booked and
will only arrive in Singapore tomorrow morning.
Yet the lack of any prep time
with the John Thompson-trained
Orbec, who will jump from Barrier 6 in the nine-horse field for the
1,800m CEFC Cup, does not concern Berry too much.
The four-year-old colt has
three wins from seven starts in
France but will be racing for the
first time in six months.
Said Berry: “I’ve seen the replays of his races and he’s got a
good turn of foot and while it’s
been a while since he ran, he has
been targeted for this race and I’d
expect him to be in great condition. He looks a quality and adaptable horse.”
Local galloper Tropaios, who
Berry guided to glory in the 2013
Gold Cup, will be ridden on this
occasion by English rider Darryll
Holland.
While the six-year-old gelding
has struggled to reach those

Australian jockey Tommy Berry (right) returns to scale on Dan Excel after triumphing in the Singapore Airlines International Cup on May 18 last year. Berry will ride
French stayer Orbec in tomorrow’s $3.05-million Group 1 CEFC Singapore Cup. He describes the mount as a “quality and adaptable horse”. ST FILE PHOTO
heights and is winless in his last
10 outings, trainer Michael Freedman remains hopeful of the China
Horse Club-owned galloper’s
prospects.
He said: “I don’t want him to
be too aggressive and that’s why I
went with a slight change in headgear.
“He’s been working with earmuffs and a lugging bit in the last
couple of weeks and (assistant
trainer) James (Peters) told me he
was a lot more relaxed now. He’s
a fit horse.”
jonwong@sph.com.sg

CEFC Singapore Cup 2015
Race 10 (1,800m), tomorrow, 6.20pm, StarHub Ch288
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Horse
Tropaios
Auvray
Orbec
Parranda
My Option
Bajan
Ming Zhi Cosmos
Summer Surprice
Zululand

Barrier
2
5
6
9
3
7
4
1
8

Jockey
Darryll Holland
Blake Shinn
Tommy Berry
Christophe Soumillon
Corey Brown
Jamie Spencer
Manoel Nunes
Hugh Bowman
Craig Newitt

Trainer
Michael Freedman
John Thompson
John Thompson
Christophe Clement
Christophe Clement
Roger Varian
Nicolas Clement
Francis Graffard
Jason Warren

West struggles to dilute
Putin’s sporting prestige
IN GOOD
CONSCIENCE
By ROB HUGHES
FIRST came the attempted trade
boycotts against Russia. Then
Germany and France tried brokering a cease fire over Ukraine.
And Russia, it seems, continues to do as Vladimir Putin pleases.
So now? Time to wheel out the
old sporting boycott.
We hear again – and rest assured we are going to hear it at
regular intervals between now
and 2018 – the rhetorical threat
of taking the Fifa World Cup
away from the Kremlin.
In its way, the clarion call to
threaten Mr Putin by taking the
ball away from him, only emphasises the failure of diplomacy or
partial trading embargoes.
We have been down this corridor of uncertainty with the Kremlin many times.
In the past 18 months, the
West tried to use sport to bring
Russia into line over homosexuality, corruption, racism, the downing of Malaysia Airlines MH17,
Crimea and the growing destruction of Eastern Ukraine.
The futility of the dialogue is
deafening.
We might almost feel the
breath of Mr Putin laughing at us.
He does photo calls with the
likes of Fifa’s Sepp Blatter, Formula One’s Bernie Ecclestone,
and the
Olympic Games
deal-makers who consecrate the
agreement on the World Cup in
2018, the first grand prix on Russian soil in 2015, the Sochi Winter
Olympics in 2014.
If he has a problem at all with
putting on these shows of western ostentation, it is squaring
with the Russian population the
gargantuan costs of such fleeting
events.
The Sochi Games were budgeted at the rouble equivalent of
US$12 billion (S$16.3 billion),
and, we think, ended up costing
US$51 billion. The grand prix?
That’s between Russia and F1.
Football’s World Cup is, according to the Kremlin, on track
for delivery at US$20 billion. We
know that original estimates are
exceeded many times over and
tend to be obfuscated by government figures in host countries.
The lines are blurred by accountants who factor in such in-

tangibles as public works for the
benefit of the citizens whose
rates pay the bills for decades onwards, and claims of tourism benefits.
Who knows, for example, how
South Africa benefited from staging the first, and so far only,
World Cup on the African continent? Fifa’s big argument was
that it would raise the can-do capability of Africa, and certainly
would put Cape Town, Durban
and maybe even Johannesburg on
the tourist map.
Did it really do that? Soweto is
still Soweto, and from what I saw
before, during and after the
World Cup passed through, the
big tourist attraction there is to
celebrate it as the place where
Nelson Mandela opposed apartheid.
One figure relating to tourism
during the month-long World
Cup of 2010 was that, indeed,
309,000 foreign visitors flowed
into South Africa to see the

In the past 18
months, the West
tried to use sport
to bring Russia into
line... The futility of
the dialogue is
deafening.
event. Another suggests that double that number – the usual annual tourist figure – stayed away because of the World Cup.
It is not difficult to see why.
Every time the circuses of Fifa or
the IOC are in town, the accommodation rates skyrocket, the
crowding of airports and roads
and rail spirals, and the attraction
of seeing far-off lands in their
own cultural environment is lost
beneath the onrushing crowds.
A small reminder of the football “fan” abroad was witnessed
on the Paris Metro this week
when louts proclaiming themselves to be Chelsea fans turfed a
black Parisian out of their carriage while chanting vile songs
about their presumed racial superiority.
Another one came in Rome
where Italian police and Dutch
football fans provided more media photographs than the Roma-Feyenoord Europa League
match. The mess that was left behind in central Rome, and the im-

age of bloodied Rotterdam followers being flayed by riot police batons makes one wonder what is to
come in 2018 when, according to
Moscow, visa restrictions will be
waived to let the maximum
number of visitors experience the
World Cup there.
Better that than the boycotted
Moscow Olympics of 1980, or the
tit-for-tat Eastern European
no-show at the 1984 Los Angeles
Games?
My jury is out on such events.
I love sports, so I don’t lightly approve of using them to score political points – or to exacerbate ideological differences.
How
old-fashioned
that
sounds. It dates back to Ancient
Olympia when (despite its prejudice against women competitors)
the concept of taking part was
deemed to be the purpose of global sport.
Call me naive, but I still think
it can work. Sport can, and does,
cross boundaries of faith, religion, colour and conscience more
than most other things, barring,
perhaps, music. But it is also
abused, mightily so.
The discrediting of Fifa over
the past 30 years, first under Joao
Havelange’s presidency and latterly under Blatter, puts it among
the worst examples of power being bought in the world.
Members of the Fifa executive
committee are alleged to have corrupted the votes for both the
2018 World Cup in Russia and the
2022 World Cup in Qatar.
What we don’t know, and
won’t know, is exactly who fixed
what in the polls. Fifa’s obfuscation of the various probes into its
own culpability is as opaque as
the Kremlin.
Michael Garcia, the American
lawyer hired by Fifa to investigate wrongdoing (his report is currently being suppressed by the
same body) was driven into a Russian dark hole when he was informed that the computers logging the process of the successful
Russia 2018 bid were destroyed.
This, apparently, is standard
practice in Russia.
No matter. Mr Blatter will win
another landslide in his May
re-election as Fifa president, and
will then lecture us, again, on
keeping politics out of sport.
His acceptance speech will, I
forecast, pledge to continue the
“Fair Play” that makes his organisation, Fifa, such a world leader
in overcoming all the beastly differences that mankind makes for
itself.
stsports@sph.com.sg

Grow
Your
Stock

Russian President Vladimir Putin (right) with Formula One commercial supremo Bernie
Ecclestone during the first Russian Grand Prix in Sochi last year. The F1 race, the Winter
Olympics and the 2018 World Cup have given Mr Putin significant leverage. PHOTO: REUTERS
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Jackson’s
departure
sparks run
by Thunder

Southee, McCullum in starring roles
as Cup co-hosts go on a rampage
WELLINGTON – Paceman Tim
Southee recorded the best
one-day figures by a New Zealander while Brendon McCullum hit
the fastest World Cup half-century to lead their team to an
eight-wicket rout of hapless England in a cricket World Cup Pool
A game yesterday.
Southee took 7-33 in nine
overs as England collapsed to 123
all out in just 33.2 overs.
New
Zealand
captain
McCullum’s rollicking 25-ball 77
with seven sixes and eight fours at
the top of the order then saw the
tournament co-hosts romp to victory in just 12.2 overs of their reply in Wellington.
When the umpires called for a
dinner break with New Zealand
needing just 12 more runs to win,
jeers rang out around the packed
33,000 capacity Westpac Stadium.
But, although the amount of
cricket played was under half the
scheduled 100 overs of a one-day
international, the crowd certainly
got their money’s worth.
Victory gave New Zealand, one
of the tournament favourites,
their third win in as many Pool A
games, while England were left
with two defeats in two following
a 111-run thrashing by Australia.
“It was an incredible performance. We wanted to bat first too
and it shows the ability of our
bowlers to get swing through the
air,” said McCullum.
England skipper Eoin Morgan

ICC dilemma no
storm in a teacup
BRISBANE – The organisers
will wait to decide whether or
not today’s cricket World Cup
match between Australia and
Bangladesh at storm-battered
Brisbane will go ahead.
An International Cricket
Council statement said: “As
there is no reserve day for
pool matches, we will continue
to prepare in the hope that the
match can go ahead. The ICC
match officials will make a
decision on the match based
on conditions at the time.
“The match can still go
ahead with a delayed start if
necessary. A match can be
successfully completed if each
side has a minimum of 20
overs, which means that it is
still possible to achieve a
result with a start after the
scheduled innings break.”
If the Pool A match is
called off, the teams will be
awarded a point apiece.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
Cricket World Cup Pool B:
Pakistan v West Indies (Singtel TV
Ch123 & StarHub Ch236, 5.45am).
Pool A: Australia v Bangladesh
(Ch124 & Ch237, 11.15am)

said his side were “disappointed”
rather than “embarrassed” by the
defeat. “The way New Zealand
bowled,” he said, “they built
some pressure and we couldn’t
cope with it.”
Sensing an easy win, McCullum launched a ferocious attack
on the England bowling, hitting
Stuart Broad for a six off the first
ball he faced.
Fast bowler Steven Finn was
not spared as McCullum hit six,
four, four and six off the Middlesex paceman’s first four balls and
then another six to bring up his 50
off just 18 balls.
McCullum held the previous
record for the fastest World Cup
half-century, off 20 balls against
Canada at St Lucia in 2007.
Finn’s two wicketless overs
cost a whopping 49 runs before
Chris Woakes ended McCullum’s
knock by bowling him off a bottom edge.
Earlier, it was Southee who left
England clueless as he achieved
the third-best figures in all World
Cups. He beat the previous best
by a New Zealander in all ODIs, recorded by Shane Bond, now the
team’s bowling coach, who took
six for 19 against India at Bulawayo in 2005.
Only Joe Root, last man out in
the 34th over, offered resistance
for England with 46 while opener
Moeen Ali made 20 and Morgan
managed 17 in an otherwise disappointing batting display.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS

New Zealand’s Tim Southee (right) celebrating bowling England’s Chris Woakes during the World Cup match in
Wellington yesterday. Southee took 7-33, the best one-day figures by a New Zealand bowler, before Brendon McCullum
bludgeoned the England attack for the fastest World Cup half-century in just 18 balls. PHOTO: REUTERS

Colourful nicknames light up Cup
SYDNEY – The United Arab
Emirates boast the “Karate Kid”,
Bangladesh open with Bijoy while
Pakistan skipper Misbah-ul-Haq
would prefer not to be referred to
as “Tuk-tuk”.
There is a strange name game
going on at the cricket World
Cup and Krishna Chandran
caught the eye when he appeared
for the UAE in their opener
against Zimbabwe in Nelson on
Thursday.
It was not just his solid 34
runs that made an impression, it
was the name emblazoned on the
back of his shirt – “Karate”. It
was not an indication of a fondness for martial arts on the part
of the Kerala-born 24-year-old,
now a Dubai airport worker, but
the family name of the former India grade cricketer’s mother.
Bangladesh opening batsman
Anamul Haque was 16 when he
made his first-class debut and, as
well as acquiring accolades for
his technique, he also collected a
new name, “Bijoy” which adorns
the back of his playing jersey.
In Bengali, “Bijoy” means victory and a schoolteacher gave
him the name after discovering
the player was born on Dec 16,
Bangladesh’s Victory Day.

(From left) The UAE’s “Karate Kid” Krishna Chandran, Bangladesh’s opener “Bijoy” Anamul Haque and Pakistan’s skipper
“Tuk-Tuk” Misbah-ul-Haq. PHOTOS: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, EUROPEAN PRESSPHOTO AGENCE, REUTERS
Australia all-rounder Glenn
Maxwell dislikes his nickname of
“The Big Show” which he earned
in 2013 thanks to a US$1 million
(S$1.36 million) deal with the Indian Premier League.
He says he prefers “Maxy”, although the tamer ID does not reflect his rise to fame which he admits was meteoric.
“It’s been pretty weird – one
minute I was playing for a pub
cricket team in England and all of
a sudden a month later I’m playing for Australia,” he once said.
As if the weight of captaining
Pakistan was not enough of a bur-

den, with eight players already
fined for breaking a curfew at
this World Cup before claims
emerged that there had been a
bust-up at training over fielding
practice, Misbah-ul-Haq also has
to cope with impatient fans.
Dubbed “Tuk-Tuk” for his
conservative approach to the
game, Misbah had the last laugh
in November last year when he
smashed the fastest Test century
of all time off 56 balls.
He was also a rock in the opening World Cup loss to India in Adelaide last weekend when he
top-scored with 76.

Scotland’s Alasdair Evans, a
gangling 1.95m-tall seamer, revels in the nickname “Melman” after a character in the animated
movie hit Madagascar. He even
uses it in his bio details on his
Twitter account.
England, meanwhile, can
boast of all-rounder Moeen Ali,
“The Beard that’s Feared”, and
off-spinner James Tredwell, or
“Ronseal” for his uncomplicated
approach to his craft and named
after a DIY product which is sold
under the slogan, “Does exactly
what it says on the tin”.
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

SCORES

TV TIMES
Today
Basketball
NBA: Cleveland v New Orleans (9am),
Golden State v Phoenix (11.30am) –
StarHub Ch216, Dallas v Houston (Ch202,
9.30am).
NBA GameTime: NBA Trade Deadline
Special (Ch216, tomorrow, 3am).
Cricket
ICC World Cup – Pool B: Pakistan v West
Indies (Singtel TV Ch123 & StarHub Ch236,
5.45am). Pool A: Australia v Bangladesh
(11.15am), Afghanistan v Sri Lanka
(tomorrow, 5.45am) – Ch124 & Ch237.
Football
Friendly: Singapore U-23 v Syria U-23
(Jalan Besar, 7.30pm).
Malaysian Super League: Perak v LionsXII
(StarHub TV Ch112/Ch205 & 76.25MHz,
8.30pm).
English Premier League: Crystal Palace v
Arsenal (11pm), Manchester City v
Newcastle (tomorrow, 1.30am) – Singtel TV
Ch102 & StarHub Ch227, Chelsea v Burnley
(Ch103 & Ch228, 11pm), Swansea v
Manchester United (Ch104 & Ch229, 11pm),
Aston Villa v Stoke (Ch105 & Ch230, 11pm),
Hull v QPR (Ch106 & Ch231, 11pm),
Sunderland v West Brom (Ch107 & Ch232,
11pm).
French Ligue 1: PSG v Toulouse (11.50pm),
Rennes v Bordeaux (tomorrow, 2.50am) –
Singtel TV Ch112.
German Bundesliga: Augsburg v Bayer
Leverkusen (StarHub Ch204, 10.30pm).
Italian Serie A: Sampdoria v Genoa (Singtel

TV Ch111, tomorrow, 3.40am).
Spanish Primera Liga: Barcelona v Malaga
(10.55pm), Cordoba v Valencia (tomorrow,
12.55am), Atletico Madrid v Almeria
(tomorrow, 2.55am), Deportivo La Coruna v
Vigo (tomorrow, 4.55am) – Singtel TV
Ch114 & StarHub Ch208.
Golf
Women’s Australian Open: Day 3 (Singtel
TV Ch114 & StarHub Ch208, 10.30am).
Hero Indian Open: Day 3 (StarHub Ch204,
3pm).
Northern Trust Open: Day 3 (StarHub
Ch204, tomorrow, 2am).
Table tennis
Qatar Open: Women’s & men’s doubles
s-finals/singles q-finals (StarHub Ch201,
8pm).
Tennis
ATP Rio Open: Day 6, s-finals (StarHub
Ch201, tomorrow, 3am).
WTA Dubai Open: Final (StarHub Ch203,
11pm).

Tomorrow
Basketball
NBA: Chicago v Phoenix (StarHub Ch202,
9am).
Cricket
ICC World Cup – Pool B: South Africa v
India (11.15am), Pool A: England v Scotland
(Monday, 5.45am) – Singtel TV Ch123 &
StarHub Ch236.
Football

OKLAHOMA CITY – For much of
the season, the questions surrounding the Oklahoma City
Thunder centred on what help
they could acquire. Various players from various squads kept coming up in the rumour mill the past
three months.
However, before the Thunder
defeated the Dallas Mavericks
104-89 on Thursday at the Chesapeake Energy Arena, the most important move the National Basketball Association team made may
have been getting rid of a player.
The Thunder improved to 29
wins, 25 losses on the same day
they dealt away four players, including guard Reggie Jackson and
centre Kendrick Perkins, at the
trade deadline.
“We felt like everybody wanted to be here except for one guy,”
forward Kevin Durant said of Jackson. “He got what he wanted.”
Forward Serge Ibaka scored 21
points and grabbed a career-high
22 rebounds to lead Oklahoma.
Guard Russell Westbrook scored
34 points and 10 assists.
Thunder guard Anthony Morrow scored 16 points. Durant was
held to 12 points on 4-of-14 shooting, and he left the game early for
the second consecutive contest
owing to a sore right foot. “It’s a
little sore,” he said. “I’ll talk to
the trainers tomorrow to see what
we can do to make it better.”
Despite the return of guard Rajon Rondo to the line-up for the
first time since Jan 31, Dallas
dropped to 36-20. They shot 36.3
per cent from the field and were
out-rebounded 62-39. The Thunder shot 41.8 per cent.
Forward Dirk Nowitzki led the
Mavs with 14 points on 6-for-16
shooting. Guard Devin Harris
came off the bench to score 13
points in 18 minutes.
“Coming out of the break, we
just weren’t very sharp unfortunately,” Nowitzki said. “I thought
we tried to keep competing. I
thought we missed shots and
(committed) bad turnovers. I
think we got frustrated a little bit.
We started arguing a little bit too
much with ourselves instead of
just playing and competing.”
Oklahoma came out in the first
half as if they had something to
prove. With a disgruntled Jackson
now on the Detroit Pistons’ roster, the Thunder seemed to have
an extra bounce in their step
against the Mavericks.
Morrow quickly showed why
he may be the biggest beneficiary
of the Jackson trade. He tallied 14
points on 6-for-11 shooting in the
first half. He sank a jumper at the
buzzer to give the Thunder a
52-36 half-time advantage.
The 36 first-half points represented the second-lowest output
of the season for Dallas. Despite
coming off a long break, the Mavericks shot only 29 per cent while
turning the ball over 12 times.
Dallas started the fourth quarter with an 8-0 run and trailed
73-83 with 10min 12sec left. However, that was as close as they
would get the rest of the night.
“It was poor, a poor performance,” Dallas coach Rick Carlisle
said. “No question about it. Some
were bad decisions. Some were
them making good plays. Bottom
line is, we’ve got to be better.”
REUTERS

Dutch Eredivisie: PSV v Dordrecht (Singtel
TV Ch114 & StarHub Ch208, 9.25pm),
Willem II Tilburg v Ajax (9.25pm),
Feyenoord v Excelsior (11.40pm) – Ch115 &
Ch209.
English Premier League: Tottenham v West
Ham (8pm), Everton v Leicester (10.05pm),
Southampton v Liverpool (Monday,
12.15am) – Singtel TV Ch102 & StarHub
Ch227.
French Ligue 1: Lyon v Nantes (Singtel TV
Ch111, 11.50pm), St Etienne v Marseille
(Ch112, Monday, 3.50am).
Italian Serie A: Milan v Cesena (9.55pm),
Fiorentina v Torino (Monday, 3.40am) –
Singtel TV Ch111, Verona v Roma (Ch112,
9.55pm), Lazio v Palermo (Ch113, 9.55pm).
Spanish Primera Liga: Sociedad v Sevilla
(6.55pm), Bilbao v Vallecano (11.55pm),
Villarreal v Eibar (Monday, 1.55am), Elche v
Real Madrid (Monday, 3.55am) – Singtel TV
Ch114 & StarHub Ch208.
Golf
Women’s Australian Open: Day 4 (Singtel
TV Ch114 & StarHub Ch208, 10am).
Hero Indian Open: Day 4 (StarHub Ch204,
2.30pm).
Northern Trust Open: Day 4 (StarHub
Ch204, Monday, 2am).
Table tennis
Qatar Open: Women’s & men’s singles,
s-finals (6pm). Finals (10pm) – StarHub
Ch203.
Tennis
ATP Rio Open: Day 7, final (StarHub Ch201,
Monday, 1.30am).

Basketball
NBA Oklahoma 104 Dallas 89, LA Clippers
119 San Antonio 115.

Cricket
World Cup In Wellington – Pool A: England
123 all out in 33.2 overs (J. Root 46; T.
Southee 7-33). New Zealand 125-2 in 12.2
overs (B. McCullum 77, C. Woakes 2-8). NZ
win by 8 wkts.

Cycling
World Track Championships In
Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, France, finals –
Men’s keirin: 1 Francois Pervis (Fra). 2
Edward Dawkins (Nzl). 3 Azizulhasni Awang
(Mas). Team pursuit: New Zealand 3:54.088
bt Britain 3:54.687. Bronze: Australia bt
Germany (caught). Scratch race (15km): 1
Lucas Liss (Ger). 2 Alberto Torres (Esp). 3
Bobby Lea (USA). Women’s 500m time
trial: 1 Anastasia Voynova (Rus) 33.149sec.
2 Anna Meares (Aus) 33.425. 3 Miriam
Welte (Ger) 33.699. Team pursuit: Australia
4min 13.683sec (WR) bt Britain 4:16.702.
Bronze: Canada 4:17.864 bt New Zealand
4:22.706.

Football
Europa League Rd of 32, 1st leg: Young
Boys (Sui) 1 Everton (Eng) 4, Torino (Ita) 2
Bilbao (Esp) 2, Wolfsburg (Ger) 2 Sporting
Lisbon (Por) 0, Dnipro Dnipropetrovsk (Ukr)
2 Olympiakos (Gre) 0, Trabzonspor (Tur) 0
Napoli (Ita) 4, Roma (Ita) 1 Feyenoord
(Ned) 1, PSV (Ned) 0 Zenit St Petersburg
(Rus) 1, Aalborg (Den) 1 Club Brugge (Bel)

3, Anderlecht (Bel) 0 Dynamo Moscow
(Rus) 0, Liverpool (Eng) 1 Besiktas (Tur) 0,
Tottenham (Eng) 1 Fiorentina (Ita) 1, Celtic
(Sco) 3 Inter (Ita) 3, Guingamp (Fra) 2
Dynamo Kiev (Ukr) 1, Villarreal (Esp) 2
Salzburg (Aut) 1, Ajax (Ned) 1 Legia Warsaw
(Pol) 0, Sevilla (Esp) 1 Moenchengladbach
(Ger) 0.

Golf
Indian Open In New Delhi, 2nd rd: 132
S.S.P Chowrasia (Ind) 65 67. 133 Siddikur
Rahman (Ban) 65 68. 136 Chapchai Nirat
(Tha) 65 71, Joakim Lagergren (Swe) 65 71.
137 Paul Peterson (USA) 69 68, Richard
McEvoy (Eng) 70 67. 138 Prayad Marksaeng
(Tha) 68 70, Anirban Lahiri (Ind) 73 65.
Singaporean: 144 Mardan Mamat 73 71.
Northern Trust Open In Pacific Palisades,
California, 1st rd (USA unless noted): 66
Retief Goosen (Rsa), Vijay Singh (Fij), Nick
Watney, James Hahn, Daniel Summerhays,
Derek Fathauer. 67 Carlos Ortiz (Mex). 68
Justin Thomas, Alex Cejka (Ger), Geoff
Ogilvy (Aus), William McGirt.
LPGA Australian Open In Melbourne, 2nd
rd: 140 Jang Ha Na (Kor) 71 69, Lydia Ko
(Nzl) 70 70. Ariya Jutanugarn (Tha) 69 71.
142 Charley Hull 71 71. 143 Jessica Korda
(USA) 72 71, Amy Yang (Kor) 70 73. 144
Gwladys Nocera (Fra) 71 73.

Table tennis
Qatar Open In Doha (S’pore scores only) –
Men’s doubles, rd of 16: Yang Zi/Wu
Zhikang bt Cazuo Matsumoto/Thiago
Monteiro (Bra) 3-2. Women’s singles, rd of
32: Feng Tianwei bt Sabine Winter (Ger)

4-0. Under-21 men’s singles: Wang Yang
(Svk) bt Wu 3-2. U-21 women’s singles:
Zhou Yihan bt Zeng Jian 3-1, Lin Ye bt Lea
Rakovac (Cro) 3-0.

Tennis
ATP Delray Beach Open In Florida, 2nd rd
Donald Young (USA) bt Alejandro Gonzalez
(Col) 6-3 6-2, Alexandr Dolgopolov (Ukr) bt
Tim Smyczek (USA) 6-2 6-4, Bernard Tomic
(Aus) bt Viktor Troicki (Srb) 6-3 6-7 (2-7)
6-4, Yoshihito Nishioka (Jpn) bt Marinko
Matosevic (Aus) 6-1 6-3.
ATP Marseille Open 2nd rd: Simone Bolelli
(Ita) bt Milos Raonic (Can) 6-4 3-6 7-6
(7-3), Gilles Simon (Fra) bt Borna Coric
(Cro) 6-2 3-6 6-3, Stanislas Wawrinka (Sui)
bt Benoit Paire (Fra) 6-2 6-3.
ATP/WTA Rio de Janeiro Open In Brazil,
2nd rd – Men: Fabio Fognini (Ita) bt Pablo
Andujar (Esp) 6-3 6-2, Pablo Cuevas (Uru)
bt Albert Montanes (Esp) 6-2 6-2, Federico
Delbonis (Arg) bt Martin Klizan (Svk) 6-2
6-1, Rafa Nadal (Esp) bt Pablo Carreno
(Esp) 7-5 6-3. Women: Sara Errani (Ita) bt
Lourdes Dominguez (Esp) 6-0 7-5, Beatriz
Haddad Maia (Bra) bt Polona Hercog (Slo)
6-1 6-2, Anna Schmiedlova (Svk) bt Paula
Ormaechea (Arg) 6-0 6-2, Veronica Cepede
(Par) bt Roberta Vinci (Ita) 6-2 6-3.
WTA Dubai C’ships Q-finals: Caroline
Wozniacki (Den) bt Flavia Pennetta (Ita) 7-5
6-0, Simona Halep (Rom) bt Ekaterina
Makarova (Rus) 6-3 1-6 7-5, Garbine
Muguruza Blanco (Esp) bt Carla Suarez
Navarro (Esp) 6-7 (4-7) 6-3 6-3, Karolina
Pliskova (Cze) bt Lucie Safarova (Cze) 3-6
7-6 (7-5) 6-1.
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CPF advisory panel chairman Tan Chorh Chuan on why they changed the Minimum Sum
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Peeling away
S’pore’s class layers

CLASS AND PERCEPTION
“In many ways, class can explain
differences in how Singaporeans perceive
their career prospects, how satisfied they
are with their lives, and how much they
can influence policymaking in Singapore.”

CLASS AND CONNECTIONS
“While every school can be a
good school, the quality of
resources is simply not the same
in terms of networks, school
histories and exposure.”

Mr Luke Yip describes his household as “an average family with enough for sustenance,
with a little bit to spare for those little luxuries in life”. ST PHOTO: TIFFANY GOH

NUS sociologist Vincent Chua, on the importance
of connections.

CLASS AND MOBILITY
“Class means something different when
you have mobility and opportunities to
change your fortunes. As long as
Singapore continues to have that, class
should be less indicative of who you are
deep down as a person.”
Nanyang Technological University economist Walter Theseira

WHAT is your age? Your race?
Neither question would seem out
of place in an opinion poll in Singapore.
But try this: Are you working,
middle or upper class?
The question might seem unusual because, for a long time, the
concept of class has been taboo in
Singapore, intuitively at odds
with the idea of a meritocratic society where people can advance
by dint of hard work.
But class is a defining division
in society here, argues National
University of Singapore (NUS) sociologist Tan Ern Ser. The class a
person falls into shapes his attitudes and choices, Associate Professor Tan says in a new study titled “Class and Social Orientations”. It is scheduled to be published in the next quarter.
Prof Tan based his findings on
a 2011 survey of 2,700 Singaporeans, who were asked for their
views on a range of issues, such as
factors for success and politics.
Results showed the working,
middle and upper classes tended
to have distinct attitudes, but it
was harder to discern trends
across races and age groups.
By class, Prof Tan means income as well as the socioeconomic group someone thinks they are
part of. By and large, there is a big
overlap – most middle-income
people think they are part of the
middle class, for instance.
While class distinctions are not
new, they have come into sharper
focus in recent years amid greater
worries about income inequality.
Even as the Government has
boosted help for the lower-income to narrow the divergence between the haves and the
have-nots, the income gap still
crept up slightly last year, according to the annual Key Household
Income Trends survey released
this week.
“Class plays a big role in shaping how people think,” says Prof
Tan, who heads the Institute of
Policy Studies’ Social Lab.
He adds: “In many ways, class
can explain differences in how Singaporeans perceive their career
prospects, how satisfied they are
with their lives, and how much
they can influence policymaking
in Singapore.”

The ingredients for success
FOR starters, all classes are still
confident that meritocracy works
in Singapore, but there may be
signs that social mobility is slowing
for the lower and middle classes.
The respondents, aged 15 to 74,
were asked to rank six factors
they thought are needed for success.
The results, from most to least
important, were: education, ability, hard work, connections, luck
and a rich family background.
But the survey also picked up
an interesting trend suggesting
that classes are becoming somewhat entrenched: If your father is
university-educated, you are
more likely to be as well.
The finding was based on information that respondents aged 25

and older gave about their education level and that of their fathers.
Out of the university-educated
fathers, 63 per cent had children
with degrees.
But out of the fathers with secondary-school qualifications, only 37 per cent had children who
made it to university. And of the
dads with primary or lower education, just 12 per cent had children
with degrees.
The figures tell the story that
while all classes have chances to
improve their lot in life, “as much
as we talk about meritocracy,
background still matters. The
class you come from does influence your destination”, says Prof
Tan.
The survey also asked people
what they believed they needed to
achieve “success”.
Those in the upper class –
households that earn $8,000 or
more a month – are more likely to
believe that having connections
and a rich family are important.
But those in the working class
– households making up to
$4,000 a month – tend to believe
more in luck as an ingredient for
success.
Says Prof Tan: “Having a degree is not enough. Social capital
matters, and knowing people is
helpful. I’m sure there are a lot of
graduates coming out, with a degree but no connections, so they
don’t get an internship and they
don’t get their first job.”
To help those in the working
class who have neither a rich-family background nor connections,
NUS sociologist Vincent Chua suggests promoting relations between classes as actively as relations between ethnic groups.
Such connections create chances for people from different classes to share resources with each
other, adds Dr Chua, who studies
elite school networks here.
Current efforts at levelling the
playing field at the early stages in
kindergarten are commendable,
he says. For instance, the Ministry of Education has set up its
own kindergartens in the heartland to provide quality education
at affordable rates to the lowerand middle-income groups.
The Kindergarten Financial Assistance Scheme also subsidises
the pre-school fees of children
from low-income homes.
“But there is more work to be
done. While every school can be a
good school, the quality of resources is simply not the same in
terms of networks, school histories and exposure,” says Dr Chua.

Getting involved in politics
THE upper and middle classes felt
more politically alienated than
their working-class counterparts,
with those earning $8,000 per
household or more a month being
the most dissatisfied.
Prof Tan estimates that half of
Singaporeans are in the middle
and upper class.
The study defined such alienation as the gap between people’s
desire to take part in the political
process, and the opportunities
they think they have to do so.
This suggests that the upper
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and middle classes want to participate much more than they currently do in politics, but feel they cannot. “These are the groups to
reach out to,” says Prof Tan.
Political parties must show
that the views of these groups
matter, says political watcher and
Singapore Management University law associate professor Eugene
Tan. “They do not like to be
talked down to. They want to be
spoken with as equals,” he says.
One way parties can win over
the upper class, who are unlikely
to worry about bread-and-butter
issues, is by addressing their
views on “post-material” concerns, such as national identity,
social justice and environmental
protection. But parties must be
genuine, as “‘window-dressing
engagement’ is going to result in
more alienation and cynicism”,
warns Prof Eugene Tan, a former
Nominated MP.
It may also be harder for the
ruling People’s Action Party in
particular to win over politically
alienated voters, since “the political system is very much dominated by the ruling party and these
people feel somewhat alienated
from it”, he adds.

By and large, options to participate in the political process
abound, he says. For example, people can write to office-holders or
the newspapers, blog, join a civil
society group, or help out at
Meet-the-People sessions.
But on the part of the middle
and upper classes, they should not
expect preferential treatment in
the process of political participation, as the views of others have
to be taken into account as well,
Prof Tan adds.

Taking care of the family
CLASSES also support their families for different reasons.
Broadly speaking, more top
earners tend to look after their parents or have children out of love,
while more lower-income earners
appear to do so out of social obligation.
About 68 per cent of top earners say that they financially support their parents out of love, compared to 45 per cent of those in
the lowest income tier.
The other two reasons – which
more lower earners cited –
thrown up in the study were repaying parents for raising them,

and the expectation that children
should support their parents financially.
Similarly, 75 per cent of people
in the top income tier said that
having someone to love was their
main motivation for raising children. Only 35 per cent of low-income respondents said the same.
But social obligations are not a
reliable basis for such transfers between generations, argues Prof
Tan Ern Ser. He cites data showing that seniors who do not have
enough to live on also tend to
have poor relationships with their
children, who may themselves be
poor as well.
“People who need the most support may turn out to be the least
likely to get it,” he says.
This is why experts argue that
policymakers should also look to
strengthening family relations,
while continuing to boost retirement adequacy through programmes like the upcoming Silver
Support scheme, which will pay a
bonus to needy seniors without
enough savings or family support.
Ms Anita Fam, a council member of Families For Life, a
non-profit organisation that promotes resilient families, says the
survey results point to a need to
help working- and middle-class
families in supporting their children and their ageing parents.
On one level, this involves
more community-based support
like eldercare facilities for families
who want their ageing parents to
live with them, but are unable to
look after them in the day.
On another level, families
could do with emotional support
and encouragement to strengthen
familial bonds, reckons Ms Fam.
Families For Life, for example,
comes up with opportunities and
ideas for families to spend meaningful time together, such as organising picnics, she says.
NUS sociologist Paulin
Straughan calls for more flexible
work arrangements, so that parents feel free to spend time with
their children without fear that
their careers will suffer.
And Prof Tan Ern Ser suggests
public campaigns that emphasise
love, to encourage family members to support each other:
“When love prevails, filial piety
becomes a by-product of love.”

Sharing the pie with whom?
WHEN it comes to social support,
most Singaporeans expect that
the working class and the middle
class should get some help from
the Government.
About 70 per cent of respondents believed that middle-income
people should qualify for government subsidies. In addition, some
28 per cent believed middle-income people should get more cash
transfers. However, both these
ideas received more support
among the middle class than the
working and upper classes.
This expectation of the middle
class reflects a higher demand for
the Government to support their
aspirations and reduce their anxieties, says Prof Tan.
Subsidies to help the middle
class with the cost of living are ac-

tually already in
place, says Nanyang
Technological University economist Walter Theseira.
For example, public housing
is priced at a discount, and investing in public transport infrastructure most benefits the middle
class.
But as for entitlements for the
middle class such as cash transfers, economists say that Singapore should be careful of treading
this path.
Supporting a large middle class
with permanent entitlements is
not financially sustainable, as taxes on the top 20 per cent will have
to be “unbearably high”, says
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
economist Chua Hak Bin.
Sharing the fiscal windfall with
the middle class is more justifiable in boom years, but these exceptional years are becoming less frequent, he adds.
“The Government will have to
guard against over-promising on
entitlements for the broader middle class, especially when demographic pressures will intensify in
the coming years,” says Dr Chua.

Identifying with class
THE upshot of all this is that class
divides may matter more than we
think. “If Singaporeans begin to
feel that they’re stuck in life, then
class will be an issue,” says Prof
Straughan.
“If people feel they will never
move up in life, no matter how
hard they work, then they will begin to identify with people in the
same class, rather than with larger society,” she says.
“When people feel that there
are others like them – ‘it’s not
just me, everybody else suffering
the same’ – then they are more
likely to be vocal and push for action,” she explains. At the same
time, practices within classes become institutionalised.
This is how personal positions
on issues solidify around class
lines, especially for members of
the working class.
But Singapore is not at this
stage, says Dr Theseira.
“Class is not unimportant, but
it’s not something that we’ve inherited for a very long time,” he
says, compared to the “landed
gentry” class in Britain, which has
been around for centuries.
In Singapore, classes are much
less entrenched as social mobility
was fairly rapid in the 1960s to
1980s, and many families made
their fortunes only in the last one
or two generations, he notes.
Therefore, individuals – of all
classes – can still turn things
around for themselves.
“Class means something different when you have mobility and
opportunities to change your fortunes. As long as Singapore continues to have that, class should
be less indicative of who you are
deep down as a person,” he says.
charyong@sph.com.sg

Portrait of a middle-class man

National University of Singapore sociologist Tan Ern Ser

While distinctions between working, middle and upper classes are
not new, they are now in sharper focus amid income inequality

By CHARISSA YONG
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CLASS AND STRATIFICATION
“If people feel they will never move up in
life, no matter how hard they work, then
they will begin to identify with people in
the same class, rather than with larger
society.”

IT CONSULTANT Luke Yip, 39,
believes that anyone who is
hardworking, and who has some
education and aptitude for their
job, can achieve success.
However, the diploma-holder
adds that “it is easier for some
people who are privileged, and a
longer and tougher road for others”.
His opinion mirrors that of the
average middle-class Singaporean
– who strongly believes in
meritocracy here, but also that
having connections and a
rich-family background make it
easier to do well in life.
The typical middle-class
household here earns between
$4,000 and $9,999 a month,
according to sociologist Tan Ern
Ser’s new report titled “Class and
Social Orientations”. More than a
third of Singaporeans fall into this
category, his survey showed.
Nearly all of them think they
are doing as well as or better than
the average Singaporean.
Mr Yip, who together with his
wife – a tuition centre manager –
makes about $6,000 a month,
describes his household as “an
average family with enough for
sustenance, with a little bit to spare
for those little luxuries in life”.
But like most other middle-class
Singaporeans, Mr Yip and his wife

– who have to support their
four-month-old son and their
elderly parents – worry about the
rising cost of living. “Even with
the (recent) increase in childcare
subsidies, the cost of childcare and
other necessities is still going up.
Moreover, our income is not
increasing enough to catch up with
the inflation,” he says.
He believes the Government
should offer more subsidies to
households like his. This would
help them cope with financial
pressures, which are the reason he
can afford to give only a few
hundred dollars a year to his
68-year-old father.
“Love and gratitude” are why
he wishes he could give his father
more support, says Mr Yip, whose
mother died when he was young.
It is the same reason why
almost two-thirds of middle-class
Singaporeans support their aged
parents financially, according to
Prof Tan’s findings on class and
social attitudes.
His survey polled 2,700
Singapore citizens aged 15 to 74.
The face-to-face interviews were
conducted from November 2010 to
July 2011, with a brief pause in
May 2011 during the General
Election season.
CHARISSA YONG

NUS sociologist Paulin Straughan
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L Under the new Basic Retirement
Sum (the lowest of three
retirement sums CPF members can
choose from), the payouts of $650
to $700 a month work out to just
over $20 a day. Is that really
enough for a retiree to live on?
Yes. We looked at the Household
Expenditure Survey and that’s the
actual amount people spend.
We also did a build-up study,
meaning that you look at the lower-income groups and add up how
much money you need to spend
on food and such. Bearing in mind
that health expenses are covered
under MediShield, MediShield
Life and the Pioneer Generation
Package government subsidies,
and also that housing is taken care
of because the vast majority have
their own houses.
The other consideration is
what the relevant inflation rate is
(on which to base adjustments to
the retirement sums).
The Department of Statistics is
now studying whether they
should create a retiree CPI (consumer price index), a kind of inflation measure which is more appropriate to a retiree household. If
we review the adjustments to the
retirement sums in, say, five
years, we could certainly take that
into account if such an index is
eventually created.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2015

THE SUPPER CLUB | TAN CHORH CHUAN

‘Why we changed
Minimum Sum’
Instead of a one-size-fits-all
retirement savings figure,
Central Provident Fund (CPF)
members will soon be able to
choose between different levels
of savings based on the annuity
payouts they prefer, under
advisory panel
recommendations accepted
earlier this month. Panel
chairman Tan Chorh Chuan,
who is also president of the
National University of
Singapore, tells Joanna Seow
how the new choices came
about and gives hints of the
next phase of changes to come.

L Do you think you should have
done more for those who don’t
have enough savings to begin with?
There are some additional things
that you can do within the CPF
system but there’s a need for us to
also go outside the CPF and not
just try to make one system do so
many things.
While there are a significant
number of members who are near
55 who have low balances, the positive thing is that CPF savings levels are actually increasing quite
quickly. In five years, nearly seven in 10 active members will be
able to have enough cash to meet
the Basic Retirement Sum (of
$80,500 in 2016) and for new entrants into the CPF – who have
just started working – their savings level will also be even higher.
We are very conscious that our
recommendations need to be responsive to the issues of those
now near 55, yet we also need to
consider what the savings levels
and aspirations of future cohorts
will be. We need to strike a balance between these two groups.
L Technically, members can save
any amount between the limits,
and the three retirement sums are
just recommended levels to meet
certain payouts, right?
Correct. I think having the Basic
Retirement Sum (BRS), Full Retirement Sum ($161,000 in 2016) and
Enhanced
Retirement
Sum
($241,500 in 2016) are important
signposts.
But when we communicate
with members, we are not recommending that people put in (only)
the BRS, for example.
What we are saying is that we
provide the flexibility but you
have to decide how much you
need and put in the corresponding
amount of money. So we are not
saying that everyone should gravitate towards the BRS.
There are many people who
will need more than that and they
should be encouraged to set aside
more money so that they have
enough to pay out.
L Isn’t the system more
complicated now with three
retirement sums instead of one
Minimum Sum?
Inevitably, more options means
more complexity. It’s a trade-off
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What’s for supper
Spinelli at
University Hall
National University of Singapore
L Brioche: $2.50
L Walnut pound cake:
$2.20
L Two iced chai tea lattes:
$9.20
L Total: $13.90

we have to accept. What is very
important is for us to try our best
to make the communication as
simple as possible so that at the
general level Singaporeans can try
to understand the scheme.
For the individual, we need to
give much more targeted information which starts much earlier
when you start working, when
you decide to buy a house, when
you’re nearing 55.
It’s important that, as all of us
live longer, we start retirement
planning much earlier and having
to decide on some options is a
good way for us to start to understand what some of the issues are,

and to understand what we need
to do in order to provide adequately for ourselves in retirement.
L During the panel’s discussions,
what was the issue you spent the
most time on?
One example is the option to withdraw (some savings) at 65. We recognise that many members want
to have that option to withdraw
part of their CPF savings at age
65, and, in particular, members
with lower income and lower CPF
savings often have genuine cash
needs in the shorter term.
We also know that if you allow
this withdrawal, then their
long-term payouts would go
down, and this would be particularly important for (the same)
members who already have low
savings in the first place.
So we considered options like
should we have conditions for
withdrawal, limited withdrawal to
those with genuine financial
needs, for example? But this
would be extremely difficult to implement because who is going to
decide whether a need is genuine
or not and how much money you
can withdraw?
So, in the end, we decided that

we would provide the option to
withdraw a part of your savings at
age 65. It’s an option, so you can
exercise it if you need to but you
don’t have to if you don’t need to.
There was also a discussion
about allowing withdrawals earlier than that, why not allow withdrawals at age 55 or 60?
When you’re 65 and you are deciding whether to withdraw money, knowing that your withdrawal
would affect your payout a couple
of months later will make that decision immediate and much more
real – as opposed to making a decision on withdrawal 10 years before, but knowing that the impact
would come a long time later.
We all are going to live longer
and longer, we need to make sure
we don’t deplete our savings at
too young an age. If you took out
the amount at 55, it will have a
much larger impact further down
the road (because of compound interest).
L What was the panel’s review
process like?
We had about nine meetings over
the last four months; each meeting lasted half a day or more. We
also did a lot of work by e-mail be-

tween meetings.
We made special efforts to try
to reach out to as many groups as
we could. For example, we
worked with People’s Association
to reach out to grassroots leaders,
with NTUC to reach out to union
members and union leaders, and
with the self-help groups such as
CDAC, Mendaki and Sinda to
reach out to predominantly lower-income Singaporeans.
For the focus-group discussions, I attended eight out of the
10 and many themes are recurrent. So we were able to get a
good and broad range of feedback
from Singaporeans from many
walks of life.
L Did the focus-group discussions
ever get angry or emotional?
There were one or two emotional
discussions. In one of the early focus-group discussions there was a
retiree who felt that, “Well, it’s
my money, I should just be able to
do what I like with it. If it’s not
enough for me, I’ll eat less and
then in the end, I can just eat porridge, right?”
What was interesting was that
in that same small group, there
were a couple of other people who

are somewhat younger who said,
“Yes, it’s your decision what you
want to do with your CPF money
but it also affects the larger society because if you spend all your
money and have no other resources, you come back to the Government and then public monies will
have to be spent supporting
you”.
L So what’s the No. 1 question
people had about CPF?
Many people said they don’t quite
understand what the Minimum
Sum is all about, and also why it
appears to keep on going up every
year.
That is the reason the panel decided that we should frame the
sum in terms of the monthly payouts because the monthly payouts
are a benefit to yourself.
If you understand what that
payout is, then there’s an intuitive link to what sum you need to
set aside to keep that payout, and
it also makes sense why payouts –
and therefore the sum you need to
set aside – could be adjusted in
the future.
L What surprised you most about
Singaporeans’ thinking on CPF
during the review process?
When we first started, friends
commented that it’s likely there
will be people with strong and
fixed views on the CPF which
would be very much driven by
their own personal interest.
What I found at focus-group
discussions and in discussions
with other people was actually
very positive. Many people have
views about the CPF system and
their own personal perspectives.
And, yet, they also understand
that this is a national system that
has to cater to the interests of others and not just themselves.
L Can you give us a sense of how
part two of the recommendations
is shaping up, including an option
for payouts that rise over time?
The goal is to try to provide members who opt for it a payout plan
that will increase over time to
take into account rises in the cost
of living.
If you start off with the same
sum that you set aside (for flat
payouts), then the payout would
be lower (than that under the flat
payout plan) in the initial years.
You might allow members to
do top-ups so that you can start
at the same level. Or if members
defer their payout start age, then
their initial payout will be higher,
and go from there.
Again the same issues apply:
how to balance flexibility and complexity, because it will mean more
options to decide on.
Another set of issues is whether we should go for a fixed rate
of increase (for the payouts)
which will give you a lot of certainty, or whether it will mirror inflation in some way. The downside
of that is that it may go up in
some years and it may go down in
some years, so it creates a lot
more uncertainty.
We’ve planned a number of
meetings in the next few months.
So it will be pretty busy soon.
joseow@sph.com.sg
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By STEPHEN MARCHE
A PART-TIME delivery driver
named Peter Nunn was recently
sentenced to 18 weeks in a British
prison for tweeting and retweeting violent messages to Ms Stella
Creasy, a member of Parliament.
He never saw his victim, but the
consequences of his virtual crime
were real enough. In a statement,
Ms Creasy described fears for her
physical safety, going so far as to
install a panic button in her home.
Nunn has been physically separated from the rest of society for
posting abusive words on a social
media site.
The fact that the case ended up
in court is rare; the viciousness it
represents is not. Everyone in the
digital space is, at one point or another, exposed to online monstrosity, one of the consequences of
the uniquely contemporary condition of facelessness.
Every month brings fresh figuration to the sprawling, shifting
Hieronymus Bosch canvas of faceless 21st-century contempt. Faceless contempt is not merely topical. It is increasingly the defining
trait of topicality itself. Every day
online provides its measure of
empty outrage.
When police come to the doors
of the young men and women
who send notes telling strangers
that they want to rape them, they
and their parents are almost always shocked, genuinely surprised that anyone would take
what they said seriously, that anyone would take anything said online seriously.
There is a vast dissonance between virtual communication and
an actual police officer at the
door. It is a dissonance we are all
running up against more and
more, the dissonance between the
world of faces and the world without faces. And the world without
faces is coming to dominate.

The epidemic
of facelessness
in social media
Social media is a world without faces, where anonymous trolls
hurl abuse at people online whose faces they cannot see. A world
stripped of faces is a world stripped of ethics. To conquer this
world, we need empathy, or putting a face to faceless folks online.

World without faces
Recently, Mr Dick Costolo, chief
executive of Twitter, lamented his
company’s failure to deal with the
trolls that infested it. “I’m frankly
ashamed of how poorly we’ve
dealt with this issue during my
tenure as CEO,” he said in a
leaked memo. It’s commendable
of him to admit the torrents of
abuse, but it’s also no mere technical error on the part of Twitter;
faceless rage is inherent to its technology.
It’s not Twitter’s fault that human beings use it. But the faceless
communication social media creates, the linked distances between
people, both provokes and mitigates the inherent capacity for
monstrosity.
The Gyges effect, the well-noted disinhibition created by communications over the distances of
the Internet, in which all speech
and image are muted and at arm’s
reach, produces an inevitable reaction – the desire for impact at any
cost, the desire to reach through
the screen, to make somebody
feel something, anything. A simple comment can so easily be ignored. Rape threat? Not so much.
Or, as Nunn so succinctly put it
on Twitter: “If you can’t threaten
to rape a celebrity, what is the

point in having them?”
The challenge of our moment is
that the face has been at the root
of justice and ethics for 2,000
years. The right to face an accuser
is one of the very first principles
of the law, described in the “confrontation clause” of the Sixth
Amendment of the United States
Constitution, but reaching back
through English common law to
ancient Rome.
In Roman courts, no man could
be sentenced to death without
first seeing his accuser. The precondition of any trial, of any attempt to reconcile competing
claims, is that the victim and the
accused look each other in the
face.
For the great French-Jewish
philosopher Emmanuel Levinas,

the encounter with another’s face
was the origin of identity – the reality of the other preceding the formation of the self. The face is the
substance, not just the reflection,
of the infinity of another person.
And from the infinity of the
face comes the sense of inevitable
obligation, the possibility of discourse, the origin of the ethical impulse.
The connection between the
face and ethical behaviour is one
of the exceedingly rare instances
in which French phenomenology
and contemporary neuroscience
coincide in their conclusions. A
2009 study by Marco Iacoboni, a
neuroscientist at the Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping Center at the University of California,
Los Angeles, explained the connec-

tion: “Through imitation and mimicry, we are able to feel what other people feel. By being able to
feel what other people feel, we are
also able to respond compassionately to other people’s emotional
states.”
The face is the key to the sense
of intersubjectivity, linking mimicry and empathy through mirror
neurons – the brain mechanism
that creates imitation even in nonhuman primates.
The connection goes the other
way, too. Inability to see a face is,
in the most direct way, inability
to recognise shared humanity
with another.
In a metastudy of anti-social
populations, the inability to sense
the emotions on other people’s
faces was a key correlation. There

is “a consistent, robust link between anti-social behaviour and
impaired recognition of fearful facial affect. Relative to comparison
groups, anti-social populations
showed significant impairments
in recognising fearful, sad and surprised expressions”.
A recent study in the Journal
Of Vision showed that babies between the ages of four months
and six months recognised human
faces at the same level as grown
adults, an ability which they did
not possess for other objects.
Without a face, the self can
form only with the rejection of all
otherness, with a generalised,
all-purpose contempt – a contempt that is so vacuous because
it is so vague, and so ferocious because it is so vacuous.
A world stripped of faces is a
world stripped, not merely of ethics, but also of the biological and
cultural foundations of ethics.

Back to a world of faces
For the great existentialist Martin
Heidegger, the spirit of homelessness defined the 20th century, a
disconnected drifting in a world
of groundless artificiality. The
spirit of facelessness is coming to
define the 21st. Facelessness is
not a trend; it is a social phase we
are entering that we have not yet
figured out how to navigate.
As exchange and communication come at a remove, the flight
back to the face takes on new urgency.
Google recently reported that
on Android alone, which has more
than one billion active users, people take 93 million selfies a day.
The selfie has become not a single
act but a continual process of
self-portraiture. On the phones
that are so much part of our lives,
no individual self-image is adequate; instead, a rapid progression of self-images mimics the
changeability and the variety of real human presence.
Emojis are an explicit attempt
to replicate the emotional context
that facial expression provides. Intriguingly, emojis express emotion, often negative emotions, but
you cannot troll with them. You
cannot send a message of faceless
contempt with icons of faces. The
mere desire to imitate a face humanises.
But all these attempts to provide a digital face run counter to
the main current of our era’s essential facelessness. The volume
of digital threats appears to be too
large for police forces to adequately deal with. But cases of trolls’ following through on their online
threat of murder and rape are extremely rare. The closest most
trolling comes to actual violence is
“swatting”, or sending ambulances or SWAT teams to an enemy’s
house. Again, neither victim nor
perpetrator sees the other.
What do we do with the trolls?
It is one of the questions of the
age. There are those who argue
that we have a social responsibility to confront them. Ms Mary
Beard, the British historian, not only confronted a troll who sent her
misogynistic messages, but she also befriended him and ended up
writing him letters of reference.
One young video game review-
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er, Alanah Pearce, sent Facebook
messages to the mothers of young
boys who had sent her rape
threats. These stories have the flavour of the heroic, a resistance to
an assumed condition: giving face
to the faceless.
The more established wisdom
about trolls, at this point, is to disengage. Obviously, in many cases,
actual crimes are being committed, crimes that demand confrontation, by victims and by law-enforcement officials, but in everyday digital life engaging with the
trolls “is like trying to drown a
vampire with your own blood”, as
the comedian Andy Richter put it.
Ironically, the Anonymous collective, a pioneer of facelessness, has
offered more or less the same advice.
Rule 14 of its “Rules of the Internet” is: Do not argue with
trolls – it means that they win.
Rule 19 says “The more you
hate it, the stronger it gets.”
Ultimately, neither solution –
confrontation or avoidance – satisfies. Even if confrontation were
the correct strategy, those who
are hounded by trolls do not have
the time to confront them. To
leave the faceless to their facelessness is also unacceptable – why
should they own the digital space
simply because of the anonymity
of their cruelty?
There is a third way, distinct
from confrontation or avoidance:
compassion.
The original trolls, Scandinavian monsters who haunted the Vikings, inhabited graveyards or
mountains, which is why adventurers would always run into
them on the road or at night.
They were dull. They possessed monstrous force but only a
dim sense of the reality of others.
They were mystical nature-forces that lived in the distant, dark places between human
habitations. The problem of contemporary trolls is a subset of a
larger crisis, which is itself a consequence of the transformation of
our modes of communication.
Trolls breed under the shadows of
the bridges we build.
In a world without faces, compassion is a practice that requires
discipline, even imagination. Social media seems so easy; the
whole point of its pleasure is its
sense of casual familiarity.
But we need a new art of conversation for the new conversations we are having – and the first
rule of that art must be to remember that we are talking to human
beings: “Never say anything online that you wouldn’t say to
somebody’s face.”
But also: “Don’t listen to what
people wouldn’t say to your
face.”
The neurological research demonstrates that empathy, far from
being an artificial construct of civilisation, is integral to our biology.
And when biological intersubjectivity disappears, when the
face is removed from life, empathy and compassion can no longer
be taken for granted.
The new facelessness hides the
humanity of monsters and of victims both. Behind the angry tangles of wires, the question is, how
do we see their faces again?
NEW YORK TIMES

How do I love Shakespeare? Let me count the ways
By ARMAND MARIE LEROI
IN THE Republic of Learning, humanities scholars often see themselves as second-class citizens.
Their plaintive cries are not without cause. When universities trim
budgets, it is often their departments that take the hit. In the last
10 years, however, there has been
one bright spot: the “digital humanities”, a vast enterprise that
aims to digitise our cultural heritage, put it online for all to see,
and do so with a scholarly punctilio that Google does not.
The digital humanities have
captured the imaginations of
funders and university administrators. They are being built by a
new breed of scholar able to both
investigate Cicero’s use of the
word “lascivium” and code in Python. If you want to read Cicero’s
letter in which lascivium appears,
or the lyrics of 140,000 Dutch
folk songs, now you can. Texts
are living things: Digitisation
transforms them from caterpillars
into butterflies. But the true promise of digitisation is not just better
websites. Rather, it is the transformation of the humanities into science.
By “science” I mean using numbers to test hypotheses. Numbers
are the signature of science; they
allow us to describe patterns and
relationships with a precision that
words do not. The quantification
of the humanities is driven by an
inexorable logic: Digitisation
breeds numbers; numbers de-

mand statistics.
The new breed of digital humanists is mining and visualising
data with the facility that bioinformaticians analyse genomes and
cosmologists classify galaxies. All
of them could, if they cared to, understand each other’s results perfectly well.
Most traditional – analogue –
humanists, I suspect, delight in
the new databases but do not fully
grasp their consequences. One
great literary critic did so years
ago.
“What,” asked Harold Bloom in
1973, “is Poetic Influence anyway?
Can the study of it really be anything more than the wearisome industry of source-hunting, of allusion-counting, an industry that
will soon touch apocalypse anyway, when it passes from scholars
to computers?”
Bloom’s apocalypse arrived in
2012 when a group of mathematicians analysed the pattern of stylistic influences in more than
7,700 texts. Just the year before,
he had published The Anatomy Of
Influence, his swan song.
Less a work of rational criticism than a testament of personal
aesthetic faith, its claims are immune to quantitative tests, or indeed tests of any kind. “I am an
Epicurean literary critic, reliant
upon sensations, perceptions, impressions,” he wrote.
But scientists know that impressions lie; that they tell us
what we want to hear, not what
is.

It’s easy to see how it will go. A
traditional, analogue, scholar will
make some claim about the origin,
fate or significance of some word,
image, trope or theme in some
Great Work. He’ll support it with
apt quotations, and fillet the canon for more of the same. His evidence will be the sort that natural
scientists call “anecdotal” – but
that won’t worry him since he’s
not doing science.
But then a code-capable graduate student will download the
texts – not just the canon, but a
thousand more – run the algorithms, produce the graphs, estimate the p values, and show the
claim to be false, if false it indeed
is. There will be no rejoinder; the
analogue scholar won’t even
know how to read the results.
Quantification has triumphed in
field after field of the natural and
social sciences. It will here, too.
Science, however, is not just
about measurement. Science offers theories – of a particular
kind. The French poet Paul Valery
said that a “work of art becomes a
machine intended to excite and
combine the individual formations” of our minds. Yes, but how
does the machine work?
A comparison with biology
shows what’s missing.
To explain organic diversity, biologists have built a theory of evolution whose major tenets are
couched in maths and generally
agreed.
To explain cultural diversity,
the humanities have offered only

a succession of incommensurable
interpretive fashions and uncountable particular studies, many of
which, to be sure, enrich our understanding of this writer or that,
but which only add texture to the
tapestry of culture and do nothing
to explain its whole.
There is an explanatory vacuum. Some scholars think that it
will be filled by something resembling the theory of organic evolution. I think they are right. But it

what artefacts mean.
When Edmund Wilson tells us
that Sophocles’ Philoctetes is a
parable on the association between deformity and genius; or
when Arthur Danto says that
Mark Rothko’s Untitled (1960) is
simply about beauty, then we are,
it seems, in a realm of understanding where numbers, and the algorithms that produce them, have
no dominion.
I say “seems” because

The new breed of digital humanists is
mining and visualising data with the facility
that bioinformaticians analyse genomes and
cosmologists classify galaxies. All of them
could, if they cared to, understand each
other’s results perfectly well.

will also draw elements from epidemiology, cognitive psychology
and behavioural economics. Whatever it looks like, we can be sure
of one thing: It will be expressed
not in words, but equations.
If the rudiments of a new cultural science are visible, so are its
limits. There is one great difference between human and natural
things: The former have meaning;
the latter do not.
That is why the humanities are
filled with critics and the natural
sciences are not: Critics tell us

deep-learning algorithms are becoming very good at extracting
meaning from data; and, as art becomes data, it is always possible
that new meanings may be revealed by algorithmic microscopes yet unbuilt. That said, it
would take a very clever algorithm to flag up irony in Jane
Austen. More fundamentally, the
truth of art criticism is not the
same kind as scientific truth.
Will there be a new kulturkampf – a great battle between
quantification and interpretation?

Or will the humanities, weakened by their own interminable,
internecine Theory Wars, gratefully accept the peace imposed by science?
Some will fight. Hard words
such as “imperialism”, “scientism” and “vaulting ambition” will
be flung about – the vocabulary of
anti-science is rich, well-honed,
and all the more pungent for a little Shakespeare.
But most scholars, I believe,
will simply accept quantitative
tools for the power that they offer. Some will use them to survey
vast bodies of literature; others to
unravel the tiniest philological
knots. Under the Pax Scientia, criticism will continue, but be tamed.
The epistemological feuds of the
20th century will yield to the technical quarrels typical of science.
The scene will be less tumultuous,
some will say less exciting, but it
will be a renaissance.
Whether the new humanists
will accept, or even understand,
the rise of a mathematical theory
of culture is another matter. It’s
being built by biologists, economists and physicists and being
published in the unforgiving
terms and journals that such scientists read. I hope they do. After
all, it seeks to explain the world of
human-made things that they
know and love. And it holds the
promise – long sought, often heralded, never fulfilled – that the Republic of Learning, so divided for
so long, will become one.
NEW YORK TIMES
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An example of a Muslim-Indian soft diet – yong tauhu – for patients on
a normal diet. Halal food is served on blue, green or grey crockery,
while non-halal crockery is pink or maroon. The two types of crockery
are washed in separate areas and stored separately.

An example of a Western soft diet of shami kebabs (mutton) and
vegetables for patients on a normal diet.

An example of a Chinese low-fat diet – mixed brown rice with
vegetables and meat. Mixed brown rice is served to all patients on a
therapeutic diet to promote a healthier eating habit.
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An example of a Chinese chopped diet of porridge, vegetables and meat
for patients, such as the elderly, who have difficulty chewing food.

An example of a Chinese finely-minced diet, in which all the food is
pureed – blended porridge, meat, vegetables and apricots.
Finely-minced meals are mainly for patients who have difficulty
swallowing their food, such as stroke patients.
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A Chinese soft diet of steamed fish with thick beehoon soup is served to
patients on a low-fat and low-cholesterol diet. Patients on a normal diet
are served fried fish with thick beehoon soup.

Madam Sa'yah Chenadain (right), 52, measures individual servings of grapes for lunch in the fruit
preparation room, while her colleague peels cucumbers in the vegetable preparation room.

The kitchen’s oldest staff member, Madam Tan Chun Lai, 71, has been with SGH for 32 years. She stir-fries enough spinach to feed more
than 50 people. Dishes are prepared according to the day’s menu, and in different areas to conform to religious requirements.

A staff member drives a cart of trolleys through an underground tunnel leading to the various blocks.
About 120 trolleys of food are delivered to the wards. At the wards, the food is reheated for 20 minutes.

In the assembly area, the cooks dish out the food onto plates according to the order chit attached to each tray. The Food Services staff have to check the orders before the meal trays are loaded into the trolleys bound for the wards. This is to ensure
that orders are served correctly to the respective patients.

Social worker Loo Sook Ming, 36, having vegetarian yu sheng, part of a special festive menu, on
Thursday, the first day of the Chinese New Year. Madam Loo fell on Sunday and broke her right arm.

Meals that heal

Madam Koay Saw Lan (in black printed top), a senior manager at the department, leads a daily roll call at 2pm in the general office, when
information is shared among supervisors. The hospital menu is changed every one to two years.

Cooking several meals a day for 1,300
patients with different dietary needs is
no easy task. That is the job of the
Singapore General Hospital Food
Services Department. Straits Times
photojournalist Neo Xiaobin takes a
look behind the scenes for a glimpse of how
hospital meals are prepared.
THE Singapore General Hospital
(SGH) Food Services Department
is located in Block 8. The kitchen,
with its beige walls and red tiled
floors, uses 150kg of rice each day
and 160kg of vegetables per meal.
One of its main challenges is to
plan meals for patients with
different dietary needs. There are
27 types of therapeutic diets,
which include low-fat,
low-cholesterol, diabetic,
low-salt, low-copper,
low-lactose and gluten-free
meals.
Kitchen staff also need to
ensure that patients do not choke
on the food, so watermelon seeds
are removed and fishballs are cut
into smaller pieces, for instance.
Fish is served as fillets because of
the danger of bones.

In the recipe room, dietary
attendants carefully weigh and
measure ingredients such as
spices, flavourings and seasonings
for every dish, every meal.
It is also a challenge to prepare
food to suit patients’ taste buds
and preferences as certain
medical conditions may affect
their appetite, and long-term
medications or treatments may
change their sense of taste.
From cooks who are
responsible for the preparation,
cooking and plating of meals, to
dietary attendants who assist
with the cutting of vegetables,
fruit and garnishes, 120
employees work to ensure that
patients get nutritious food that
is as appetising as possible.
xiaobinn@sph.com.sg

Pastry chef Zhen Jia Lin, in her 40s, weighs and cuts balls of dough to make banana corn bread. The pastry room is where snacks and
desserts are created and baked for patients as well as staff.

Kitchen staff have their lunch in the staff room after first ensuring that patients get their food. Staff work in
two shifts – from 6.30am to 2.30pm and 10.30am to 6.30pm.

Dietary attendant Lau Ooi Kwok, 65, cuts a piece of meat in the non-halal chiller. The chiller temperature is
about 4 deg C, so staff have to wear jackets. Different jackets are used when handling meat and vegetables.

Ms Michelle Madelo Cahapon, 31, folds the food order chits in the general office. Food order chits for each
patient are arranged by ward and bed number. The order chits for halal meals are printed on green paper.

A staff member in the vegetable preparation room uses a jet of water to hose down smaller bits of vegetables
that are stuck on the washing machine.
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To a
friend,
on his
divorce

!

YOU were seven and I was six
when we met near the jungle gym.
After becoming bandmates in
high school and enjoying a brief
twinkle of local stardom, we became men and did man things,
one of which was each finding
someone we loved enough to marry. I have proof that both of us
were happy then. The photos
from our weddings show us laughing, smiling, greeting friends and
relatives, eating cake, smoking cigars and dancing.
It was impossible to imagine,
in the face of all that merriment,
that one day our respective unions would begin to crack, the
crack would become a fissure and
the fissure would become a total
collapse.
There was no one else in the
world for me back then but my
love. We were partners, friends,
lovers and, when life was full of
death, job loss, car wrecks and
money struggles, we stuck together. We made a pact that we’d both
die together, in our sleep, so neither of us would have to face the
world without the other.
I saw it coming before she did.
The money ran low; then it ran
out; then every month was a struggle. Both of us knuckled down and
worked harder. We also both
sought and found therapy, but neither of us had therapists who were
geniuses, and nothing really
changed. What I choose to focus
on now is the memory of when
things were wonderful, and they
were wonderful for a good 12 years.
So now you tell me you are going to a mediator to work out the
details of your divorce, and I feel
what it must have been like for
you when I told you my seemingly
unshakeable marriage to a wonderful woman – who is still wonderful – was over.
Now I have an idea what all our
mutual friends went through
watching us fall apart. “Oh, man
– can’t you work it out?” The answer is, No, you can’t – no one
else lives with your spouse, and
no one else has any idea how often you fight, stew or go to bed
lonely. Both you and I hung in
there until it was spoiled milk,
and there isn’t a thing you can do
with spoiled milk except dump it
down the drain.
Now I’m going to tell you what
your life will be like when you
pack your stuff and move out of
the house.
For me, that came in 2012. At
first it will be a huge relief. You’ll
have no idea until it actually happens what it’s like to live a life with
no one to argue with and, brother,
it is sweet. You’ll wonder why you
didn’t do this before – just go
away by yourself for a while, get
back in touch with your essence.
You’ll forget that you didn’t do it
because you didn’t even have money to buy a banana, forget a
man-cave – and you also, like me,
took your marriage vows seriously.
For now, though, sweet relief.
But soon, there by yourself, the
fact that a good part of your life is
over and you’re just scraping by
will greet you every day; that despite your obvious skills and
smarts and ambition, you failed to
make your 20s and 30s and 40s into some kind of mighty empire.
You’ll discover the world isn’t
necessarily rushing to greet older
divorced men. You’ll see other
guys around your new town, guys
who have either divorced or never
married, and they in turn will recognise you, noting that you have
no one next to you as you shop,
get your car fixed, play gigs with
your band or visit coffee shops.
These guys have semi-old faces and bodies, and you’ll soon realise with a great shock that you

have a semi-old face and body,
too. You won’t be in any kind of
emotional shape to meet a woman
to share your breakfast and your
bed right away, either – single
available women who don’t have
serious emotional problems or substance issues aren’t looking for recently divorced dudes. But even if
you had a sweet car, a swank crib
and some spending cash, it’d still
be rough going. Here’s why.
Eventually, you’ll wangle a date.
As you dress for your coffee or
lunch or whatever it is, you’ll look
in the mirror and think: “Dating.
Conversation. Condoms. Texting.
Friend her, don’t friend her. Ugh.”
You’ll sit across from this person and listen to her go on and on
about her ex, her kids, her job and
so on, but you won’t get up because where else have you got to
be but back in your little bachelor
nest with the couch and the computer? You’ll think back to your
wife 10,000 times a day. You’ll
look at photos from 1999 and
wish you had worked it out somehow, some way.
Money would have helped,
you’ll think. It was lack of money
and the bickering about it that
first drove a wedge between you.
Don’t believe it. As far back as
2008 I realised I was starving,
longing to bat the ball of relating
back and forth with my partner.
“Tell me what’s in your heart and
soul,” I’d say again and again. The
silence was deafening. I didn’t
have a single friend to talk to, except you and one other person.
Now, in my solo life in a new
town, I have an actual circle of
friends, male and female, young
and old. I am invited to parties, to
dinner, to music performances
and out on dates.
But it took a while. For a good
year, I called suicide hotlines almost every night.
I’m saying that I’ve been at the
bottom of that well, and I’m telling you there is a way out if you
just hold on and show up.
Listen – you are going to go
through hell. Your mind is going
to be loud. You’ll scream into a
towel and talk to the walls and
maybe even smash a glass or two,
kick a door, or worse. You’ll see
couples on Facebook congratulating each other on 10, 20, 30 years
together and you’ll hate them.
Sometimes you’ll feel as if you deserve this, to be all alone, away
from your family.
Then, one day, you’ll come out
the other side. You’ll see that you
were desperately lost for years
and you had to wait until things
got really, really bad before both
of you said “anything but this”
and agreed to go separate ways.
Would it have been great to
stay in love, for both of you to
prosper financially, to achieve every dream you ever had for yourself and hold hands on a beach
somewhere at age 65? Possibly.
But it didn’t work out that way,
and that’s all there is to it.
Your heart will be broken for a
long, long time, and that’s what
will keep your new girlfriend or
possible second wife away. It’s
not because you’re older or broke.
You’ll go through the OkCupid
thing and then the Craigslist thing
and then stop trying so hard and
you’ll be OK waiting for the right
person to come along, if she does.
You’ll accept what happened
and, along with that, you’ll realise
you’re not alone, though it sure
feels that way sometimes.
Then you’ll start to see couples
who have been together 40 years
and who are miserable, who regard each other with contempt,
and you’ll think to yourself, “My
God, that used to be me.”
It’s not you anymore, my
friend, and it’s not me.
NEW YORK TIMES
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‘You’ll eventually get over the pain,
dude, and you’ll be glad you broke up’
By JOSH MAX

The terrors of
parenthood

!

By MICHAEL CHRISTIE
I HAVE broken my wrists, fingers, a
tibia, a fibula, chipped some teeth,
cracked a vertebra and snapped a
collarbone. I have concussed myself in
Tallahassee, Florida, and Portland,
Oregon.
For many years, I was a professional
skateboarder. I first stepped on a
skateboard at 11. The nomenclature –
switch-stance frontside tailslide, kickflip
to nose manual – was the language of
my first friendships, with wild boys who
were as ill suited for school and team
sports as I was. They were from broken
homes. Poor homes. Group homes. We
were like little cement mixers, keeping
ourselves in constant motion, our
skateboard’s movement the only thing
preventing us from hardening into blocks
of pure rage.
It was through those friends that I
first realised the oddity of my own
home. My mother was agoraphobic,
which means she was often housebound,
terrified of stores, cars and crowds.
Vacations were impossible. As were jobs,
and simple errands. She cut our hair and
made us clothes. Together we painted
and drew. She taught me to build a
bookshelf, reattach a button and piece
together a quilt.
She worried that school stifled my
creativity. So she encouraged me to stay
home whenever I wanted. Which was
often. School couldn’t compare with the
bright spotlight of her attention and,
besides, I knew she needed me close by.
I felt uneasy around other kids until
that day when I was 11, and I saw a boy
outside my house perform an ollie (that
magical, clacking leap by which
skateboarders temporarily glue their
board to their feet and vault into the air).
To my mother’s horror, I rushed outside
and begged him to let me try. From then
on, I realised I needed to be skateboarding
in the streets as much as she needed to be
safe in the house. I stopped coming home
except to shower and sleep.
At 17, I left for good and spent a
decade and a half on the other edge of
the continent. I seldom called her. When
we talked it felt as if she was trying to
siphon something vital from my cells, so

I parried her inquiries with monosyllabic
replies. It was a time of great
resentment, a time I’m not proud of.
But in 2008, when I was 32, my
mother got sick with Stage 4 lung
cancer. I went home to care for her
during a last-ditch chemotherapy
regime, and found her in the process of
throwing away everything she owned. I
presented her with boxes and three
options: keep, donate or trash. There
was plenty of clutter – liquor boxes of
paperbacks, her artwork – the
accumulation of a life lived
predominantly indoors. Eventually I
found a box stuffed with skateboard
magazines, bookmarks peeking out. I
leafed through one and discovered a
picture of myself, five years younger,
atop a skateboard mid-tailslide on a
handrail, my mouth open and my eyes
fixed wide with both terror and joy.
“I didn’t think you could look at
these,” I said.
“I took out subscriptions,” she said.
“You never sent any photos over the
years. These were the only ones of you I
could get.” Then she sighed, “Keep.” A
few weeks after her chemotherapy ended
and I returned home to Vancouver, I
woke late one night to a call from my
father. My mother had died. I wept, then
had to get outside. I skateboarded for
hours, aimlessly ollieing manholes and
weaving between parked cars.
Fresh-faced people were power-walking
to work by the time I got home.
Five months later, my first son was
born. I had trouble taking my eyes off
him. We went on long walks. Out with
his stroller in the midday traffic, I found
that I had suddenly become attuned to
the world’s menace, to our vulnerability
in the face of it.
The city throbbed with dangers that
I’d long been insensate to: veering cars,
potential kidnappers, carelessly
discarded needles. I developed a Border
collie-like attentiveness when it came to
my son’s safety.
When he stood at the coffee table like
a cute little drunk bellying up to a bar, I
hovered. After my long acquaintance
with the physics of crashing, I knew
exactly what whop his forehead would
make if it hit the lamp, what thunk his

cerebellum would issue on the hardwood
if he tipped back.
Or perhaps, I worried, it was because
of my mother. My inherited brain
chemistry, my angst-ridden genes taking
over.
Things got worse. I kicked a dog that
looked as if it was going to bite him. If
he choked on something momentarily at
the table, it would take me an hour and a
few drinks to smooth out my nerves.
Sleep became impossible.
I never imagined that parenthood
meant learning to live with this
unrelenting fear. With the question of
when to catch your child and when to let
him fall. I’ve watched my son’s precious
body bounce off concrete and brick. We
had another son last year, more fearless
than his brother. Someday I may be
forced to hear their bones snap. And
then, after all that growing and falling,
they might move away, beyond my
protective reach. My mother was ill, but
she was also right: It is terrifying to be a
parent.
My sons are teaching me to calm
down. I’ve seen pain shape them for the
better. I’ve watched a trip to the ground
leave them incrementally stronger. I
even recently bought them both
skateboards, which have yet to interest
them.
I’m learning to forgive my mother, for
her life lived inside, for her inability to
cope. She was afraid of everything, yet
she was brave. I used to fear nothing,
but parenthood has rendered me a
coward. I wish I could tell her that now.
But when I picture her leafing through
those skateboard magazines, searching
for her reckless, angry son, only to find
me falling from the sky in some place
she couldn’t follow, I’m certain she
understood how I felt then, how I’d feel
now.
A skateboard is the most basic
ambulatory machine. It has no gears,
offers no assistance. It will protect you
from nothing. It is a tool for falling. For
failure. But also for freedom. For living.
On a skateboard you must stay balanced
in a tempest of forces beyond your
control. The key is to be brave, get low,
stay up and keep rolling.
NEW YORK TIMES

An anatomy of love letters
By EMILY BERNHARD JACKSON
“MY DEAREST Teresa,” Lord Byron wrote to his mistress in his
garden in August 1819.
A century later, on a July afternoon in 1916, Captain Alfred
Bland, a British officer in World
War I, sat down before battle and
did the same: “My only and eternal blessedness” began his letter
to his wife. In a hundred years, it
seems, not much had changed.
Love letters have existed for almost as long as writing itself.
The Roman governor Pliny wrote
to his wife, “a longing for you
possesses me”.
In the 15th century, noblewoman Margery Brews confided to
her fiance that to marry him
would make her “the happiest
maid on earth”.
Frida Kahlo wrote to an absent
Diego Rivera: “Remember that
once you finish the fresco we will
be together forever once and for
all.”
Love letters never get old, and
they seem never to go out of fashion: People may think they’re
corny, or embarrassing, but they
still love to get them.
One might even make the argument that the love letter constitutes a genre in itself.
It certainly has rules. It must
acknowledge the absence of the
beloved in some way, invoking
while removing them: It traffics
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in and dwells on memory.
Most curiously, the love letter
almost always focuses more on
the lover than on the beloved: Often the love object feels like a
mere excuse for the expression of
emotion.
In James Joyce’s pornographic
missives to Nora Barnacle, for example, she feels like merely a conduit through which he may write
and think about sex.
The Byron who wrote to Teresa
Guiccioli that “I more than love
you, and cannot cease to love
you” in that garden in 1819 had,
three years earlier, written to the
half-sister he loved more than a
sister: “I shall never find anyone
like you – nor you (vain as it may
seem) like me. We are just formed
to pass our lives together.”
None of these women really
seem to be the subject – it’s
more Byron’s plunge into emotion – and Joyce’s into sex – that
absorb them.
Bearing this self-focus in mind,
one might connect the love letter
with elegies to the dead, another
genre that tends to be more about
the speaker than the subject.
What both these kinds of writing have in common, of course, is
absence, the absence of a person
formerly firmly present. Both the
dead and the absent lover have
been material – felt, held, satisfying – and now are not.
There is a sense, too, in both

genres, that one really admired,
really loved, is the writer rather
than the written to.
“I would give away my other
cassock to touch you,” writes
Laurence Sterne to Elizabeth Vesey. “But … I should be left naked
to say nothing of being quite disordered – so divine a hand as
yours would presently put me into orders again – but if you suppose this would leave me as you
found me, believe me, dear Mrs V
–, you are much mistaken.”
Never has a hand job been so
inventively described, but one
feels Sterne is spinning metaphors more for his own amusement than for that of the lady,
who will have to unravel all this
talk of cassocks and hands and
unholy holy situations.
Indeed, one of the most interesting facets of love letters is that
we have relatively little evidence
of how they were received. When
John Keats writes rather creepily
to his fiancee Fanny Brawne, “I
have two luxuries to brood over in
my walks, your Loveliness and the
hour of my death”, we do not
know whether she smiled or recoiled.
In this way, too, the love letter earns a place as a genre of literature, a field in which audience
response remains extremely difficult to calibrate.
And, like more canonical
forms of literature, love letters

continue into the present day. A
quick straw poll will suggest that
love texts have just as much value as love letters (e-mail, interestingly, does not. Perhaps this is because both letter and text involve
an object you can hold in your
hand, or because both involve a
certain amount of anticipation).
This is love texts, however, not
sexts. Sexts remain a site of argument, speculation and repulsion,
whereas love letters and texts
come trailing clouds of outward-facing charm. Perhaps this
is because, as W. H. Auden once
wrote: “The proof that pornography has no literary value is that, if
one attempts to read it in any other way than as a sexual stimulus,
to read it, say, as a psychological
case-history of the author’s sexual fantasies, one is bored to tears.”
Sexts achieve this same utilitarian dullness. Love letters –
and their carefully crafted corollary erotic letters – on the contrary, never grow old. Full of promise, beguiling because they
project the reader into a fond
past or a deliciously promising future, they reveal fresh analytical
possibilities at each reading.
The writer is Lecturer in English at
University of Exeter. This article was
first published in www.theconversation.
com, a website of analysis from
academics in the United Kingdom,
Australia and the United States.
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Singer So to
help at temple
here again
William So has been
coming to Singapore
to volunteer on the 15th
day of Chinese New Year
Yip Wai Yee

E

very Chap Goh Mei, Hong
Kong singer-actor William So
makes it a point to travel to
Singapore to do volunteer
work.
For the past 11 years, the 47-year-old
has spent the 15th and final day of every
Chinese New Year helping out at the Tai
Pei Yuen Temple off Balestier Road.
He usually takes on the duties of a
“middleman”, writing down the names of
visitors on pieces of paper before passing
the notes to the temple master to have
their fortunes told.
The job is not as easy as it sounds,
though.
“Singapore is such a multi-cultural
country and everyone speaks so many
different dialects. So sometimes, I feel
very stressed that I don’t get their names
right,” he tells Life! in Mandarin with a
laugh.
“They’ll say their name is Chan, but
I’ll be like, ‘Did he really say Chan? Or is
it another name in a different dialect?’ It
would be terrible if I got it wrong.”
Visitors often recognise him and ask
for photographs and he is happy to
oblige.
“That’s no problem at all. If you want
to see me, just come and look for me,” he
says with a chuckle.
This year, Chap Goh Mei falls
on March 5 and he gives his assurance
that he will be in town that day.
“No matter how busy I am, this is the
one day in the year when I reject all work
and other commitments because I want
to come to Singapore to do this.”
He was in town fielding media

questions to promote his latest TV series
Once Upon A Song, which is airing on
cHK On Demand (SingTel mioTV
Channel 511).
Touted as Hong Kong’s first musical
TV drama, the series is about a group of
young Hong Kong people with great
aspirations in music. So plays a former
singer who has found a new lease in life
as a baker, but who still often reminisces
about his singing days.
When the series premiered in Hong
Kong last month, some viewers criticised
younger leads Kelvin Kwan and Evelyn
Choi for “poor acting”.
So, however, says the audiences
should not be watching the show for the
acting.
“Actually, the show is about the
music, about dreams, about aspirations. I
don’t think the acting should be the main
focus here. People should watch the show
and be swept away by the idea that these
young people are uninhibited by big
dreams.
“If you want to watch a show for
top-notch acting, watch The Election
with Liu Kai Chi and Lee Sinje instead,”
he says, referring to the other drama
series produced by new TV station Hong
Kong Television Network (HKTV), which
also made Once Upon A Song.
He adds with a shrug: “At least I can
say that everyone worked really hard on
this show. Maybe the younger actors just
need more time to hone their skills, but
they certainly gave it their all.”
Looking laidback in a black-and-white
T-shirt and bermudas, he tells viewers to
give the young actors a chance.
“Everyone has to start somewhere,
right? I was a young actor once myself.
There’s a reason I was flown in to
Singapore to promote the show, not
them, because I’ve made a name over the
years,” he says with a chuckle.
This is the first interview he has done
with local media since he tied the knot
last December with his fashion executive

Hong Kong singer-actor William So obliges when fans ask to take photos with him at the Balestier Road temple. PHOTO: LIANHE
WANBAO
girlfriend of eight years, Anita Fung.
This is his second marriage since he
split with Singaporean Jane Foong in
2003.
“This is one of my first work commitments in two months and I’m not used to
the idea of getting back to work,” he says
with a laugh. “I’ve been enjoying married
life at home and I even took leave during
Christmas and New Year – probably the

Hongbao battles of China’s Web giants
Beijing – The Chinese tradition of giving
gifts of money in red envelopes during
Chinese New Year has turned into big
business for Web giants Alibaba and Tencent, which now both offer electronic
hongbao.
It is now possible to exchange hongbao
via smartphone, which is proving a
popular trend in China and has sparked a
battle for the lucrative market between
the two companies providing the service.
“You don’t have to pay the same fees
or wait as long as you would for a
traditional bank transfer. It’s more
convenient, simple and fun,” Mr Wang
Le, a 28-year-old Beijing resident, said.
The Year of the Goat, which began on
Thursday, is an opportunity to relive the
childhood magic of the holiday at any
age, according to him.

“I loved getting red envelopes when I
was little, but it was only my older
relatives who would give them and only
around the new year,” he said.
“With electronic red envelopes, you’re
not limited by your identity or the time of
year. It’s a new, fresh way of playing the
game.”
The service was introduced last year
by WeChat, a mobile messaging system
with more than 400 million users and
operated by Tencent, China’s largest
Internet service portal. It was
immediately successful.
Within 10 days, about eight million
users had exchanged 40 million virtual
envelopes.
The minimum amount that can be
exchanged is modest – 1 yuan or 22 Singapore cents – and there is also the fun

option of splitting a sum among several
recipients.
This year, Alipay Wallet, the payment
system run by online retail giant Alibaba,
is ready to take on the competition. It is
allowing its 190 million users to send digital gifts, notably via Sina Weibo, of
which Alibaba is a shareholder.
For the past few weeks, a digital battle
has been raging, with Tencent banning
Alipay from sending red envelopes via
WeChat, saying they posed a “security”
threat.
Recently, WeChat also blocked
Alibaba’s music app Xiami.
To compete for the public’s favour,
the two rivals have launched lotteries
through which they award red envelopes
to users in an online game.
Tencent agreed to give out 800 million

first time I’ve done that in years. I ate so
much over the holiday season, I put on
5kg.”
He adds: “But I guess I couldn’t reject
work any longer. I still need to earn a
living, right?”
He says there are plans to work on a
new album with fellow singers Richie
Ren, Wong Ka Keung and Edmond Leung
later this year.

What about baby-making plans?
“Now that the holidays are over, I’ll be
flying around all the time for work and
my wife travels for work even more than
I do, so we barely have time to spend
with each other. We’ll just leave it to
fate. If it happens, it happens,” he says.
yipwy@sph.com.sg

yuan in envelopes on its WeChat and QQ
messaging apps over a 10-day period,
with each one worth as little as several
cents or as much as US$800 (S$1,000).
On its part, Alipay has promised to
give out US$95 million in envelopes as
well as coupons and discounts totalling
several billion yuan as part of its publicity
quest.
“It’s great. I never thought that at my
age, I’d be able to ‘reap without sowing’
like this,” said Mr Wang, who frantically
checks his phone each morning to see the
flood of hongbao coming in.
Tencent and Alibaba are not just
playing Santa Claus. The publicity
surrounding the lotteries has garnered
the Web giants many more new users.
It is easy to send and receive hongbao
or participate in the lotteries: You simply
need to register your bank details.
Once users have signed up, they are
more likely to make spontaneous electronic payments, “especially given Chinese

people’s tendency to make impulse
buys”, said Mr Liu Xingliang, chairman
of Hongmai Software, a Beijing-based
Internet data analysis company.
“In China, people traditionally send
red envelopes to celebrate the new year,
so it’s quite an easy way to attract the
public,” he added.
According to market research group
iResearch, Alipay controls 82.6 per cent
of the Chinese mobile phone payment
market, compared to 10 per cent for
Tencent’s Tenpay. However, Tenpay
controlled only four per cent of the market before the red envelope campaign
debuted on WeChat last year.
Alibaba founder Jack Ma has dubbed
WeChat’s red envelope campaign a
“Pearl Harbour-like attack” on Alipay.
The stakes are high. Last year in China, mobile payment transactions reached
7.77 trillion yuan, six times the amount
the previous year, according to research
group Analysys.
Agence France-Presse

Once Upon A Song airs on cHK On Demand
(SingTel mio TV 511) until Feb 28.

Bollywood romcom ends record 1,009-week run
Mumbai – The credits rolled for a final time on Thursday
for the Bollywood classic Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge as it
ended a record-breaking 1,009-week run at a cinema in
Mumbai.
The romantic comedy, whose title translates as The
Brave-Hearted Will Take The Bride, began screening at
Mumbai’s Maratha Mandir cinema on Oct 20, 1995, when
its star Shah Rukh Khan was still a relative unknown.
The movie went on to become one of the best-loved of
all Bollywood blockbusters and matinees at the Maratha
Mandir and continued to attract audiences, with many
fans coming back again and again.
But after celebrations marking the 1,000-week
milestone in November last year, screenings were moved
to an earlier time and audiences dropped off, according to
a report in Mumbai’s DNA newspaper.
The film tells the tale of two expatriate Indians living in
Britain who meet and fall in love on a trip to Europe.
But the young woman Simran, played by actress Kajol
Devgan, is to be married to a family friend in India, an
arrangement set up by her strict father.
After plot twists in cities including London and Paris
and a few picturesque musical numbers, the pair get
together and convince their families to approve their
union, an important factor in conservative Indian society.
The nearly 20-year run obliterated previous records for
Bollywood movies and United States President Barack
Obama quoted one of its lines during a speech in India last
month.
Speaking during the 1,000-week celebrations last year,
Khan told of his pride at having appeared in such an iconic
movie. “It’s been 20 years and I feel honoured that I was
part of this film,” said the actor, who is now one of
Bollywood’s biggest stars.
Agence France-Presse

Shah Rukh
Khan and
Kajol
Devgan
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Dulhania
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Director Laura
Poitras with the
Carl von
Ossietzky
medal for
whistleblower
Edward
Snowden
(background in
a video
conference call).
PHOTO: AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

The 87th Annual
Academy Awards
airs on HBO
(StarHub Channel
601) on Monday
from 6am.

Citizenfour in 8 days
Film, expected to win
best documentary Oscar,
was finished in slightly
more than a week

L

os Angeles – Unlike the often
long, arduous slog of making
documentary films, with subjects sometimes followed for
years, the bulk of Oscar contender Citizenfour came together in eight
dramatic days.
Inside the Hong Kong hotel room of
National Security Agency whistleblower
Edward Snowden, the former government contractor detailed the United
States and British governments’ secret
mass surveillance programmes before fleeing the territory.
“We met on a Monday and then he
went underground on the following Monday,” director Laura Poitras said ahead of
Sunday’s Academy Awards ceremony,
where Citizenfour is widely expected to
win best documentary.
The biggest challenge, however, was

what would happen if there was a knock
at the door.
“I just figured I would roll as much as I
can,” said the American film-maker, who
was placed on a US travel watch list after
her 2006 Iraq war documentary, My
Country, My Country. “I backed up all
my footage and made sure to get it out of
the hotel room in case someone tried to
stop us from reporting.”
Citizenfour, the final instalment of
Poitras’ trilogy on US post-9/11 policy,
will be released the day after Sunday’s
Academy Awards on US premium cable
network HBO.
“It is exactly the kind of movie from a
documentary point of view that the Academy loves,” said Mr Jonathan Taplin, an
Oscar voter and producer of Martin
Scorsese’s Mean Streets.
The film hits the so-called Oscar
sweet spot with its timely social and political import. Snowden, meanwhile,
remains a political refugee in Russia.
Citizenfour, named after the pseudonym Snowden used in his early correspondence with Poitras, has won dozens
of awards, including honours from the
Directors Guild and the British Academy
of Film and Television Arts.

Poitras also shared a Pulitzer prize
with journalists Glenn Greenwald and
Ewen MacAskill, who first reported
Snowden’s story from the hotel room.
The film-maker said one of the biggest
challenges she faced was finding a way to
understand and then communicate the
technical complexity of the security
agency’s surveillance programmes.
“We come into this hotel room and
talk about code name after code name
and we don’t have any idea how the puzzle fits together,” she said. “You need to
let the audience know that it’s okay that
they don’t understand everything
because that’s part of what that’s all
about.”
Oscar win or not, an HBO, CNN or Netflix deal is a big boon for getting documentaries out to what she calls “the widest
audience”.
So far, her film has grossed a mere
US$2.6 million (S$3.5 million) in US
ticket sales, according to boxofficemojo.com.
“It’s costly to release a film in theatres,” she said.
“I think we’re seeing people try to figure out what the model (for documentaries) looks like going forward.” Reuters

Revenge drama up for
best foreign film Oscar
New York – As Argentine film director and screenwriter Damian Szifron sees it, “what separates civilisation from barbarism” is “a complex battery of
social inhibitors” that prevent us from retaliating
with violence to the many slights and aggravations
of daily life.
But that is definitely not the case with the characters he created for his dark and sometimes surrealistic comedy Wild Tales, which has been nominated
for the Oscar for best foreign-language film.
Wild Tales – the Spanish-language title is closer
to Savage Tales, and the opening credits unfurl
against a backdrop of tigers, sharks, wolves and other predators in their habitats – consists of six episodes, each with a different cast but all about
revenge for offences real or imagined: Two men on
a deserted highway, one in an Audi, the other in a
jalopy, are gripped by a bout of what Szifron
described as “road rage to the fifth degree”. A bride
realises at her wedding that her new husband has
been cheating on her. On a stormy night, a waitress
at a diner recognises a customer as the sleazy developer who foreclosed on her family’s home.
“What differentiates us from animals is our
capacity to restrain ourselves,” Szifron, 39, said in
an interview while on the Oscar campaign trail in
New York.
“An animal can’t and is condemned to its
instincts. In contrast, we have a fight or flee mechanism, but it comes with a very high cost. Most of us
live with the frustration of having to repress oneself, but some people explode. This is a movie about
those who explode and we can all understand why
they do.”
Indeed, he said the writing of the script offered a
“cathartic release” for incidents in which he felt
aggrieved. And when the script was sent to actor
Ricardo Darin and others who eventually signed on,
they felt the same.
Darin, who played the lead in The Secret In Their
Eyes, which won the foreign-language Oscar in
2010, is probably Argentina’s most popular actor.
He was offered a choice of roles, but opted for that
of Simon Fischer, a demolitions engineer who finds
his car towed from an unmarked parking spot in
front of the bakery where he has just bought a cake
for his daughter’s birthday party.
What especially attracted him, Darin said during
a telephone interview from Argentina, was a sentence, “sensible but naive”, that Szifron had written
for his character: “Where is the office where they
offer an apology after they make a mistake?”
That lament comes after the engineer’s proclamations of innocence are mockingly rebuffed by a city
employee, a response that precipitates an eruption
of anger.
Although he understands his character’s need to
take a stand, “I disapprove of Simon Fischer’s
actions.”
The six stories vary in style and build in intensi-

Argentine film director Damian Szifron is behind
dark comedy Wild Tales. PHOTO: AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE
ty, but “they are vital organs of the same body” Szifron said, and “to sustain itself, the movie needed
all of them”.
Thus the episode featuring Darin is followed by
one in which a rich family tries to cover up a fatal
hit-and-run accident with the help of their lawyer
and corrupt authorities and that in turn gives way
to a final story in which, Szifron said, “we go to the
most ancestral and basic conflict there is, the relationship between a man and a woman” and witness
a wedding reception that turns into a catastrophe.
“When I first read the script, I thought, ‘What a
delight it is going to be to play this’,” said Erica
Rivas, who was cast as the hapless bride, Romina.
“I’m not the jealous type the way Romina is, so that
was a challenge. But to be able to wreck a wedding,
that is a feat and something really fun to do, something I’ve wanted to do many times in real life.”
In fact, Romina goes on an epic rampage. Agustin
Almodovar, a producer of the movie along with his
brother, Oscar-winning director Pedro Almodovar,
described Rivas’ volcanic performance as “a revelation”, sure to open doors for her internationally.
“We hadn’t seen any of her work before, but she
is an actress very much in the Almodovar style,” he
said.
“She somehow manages to combine tragedy with
a subtext of comedy and irony, transmitting sentiments that are incompatible, and Pedro and I adore
that.”
He added: “You see her and the other characters
acting unconstrainedly, without the slightest social
or cultural shackles on their behaviour, and it all
makes for a great spectacle.”
New York Times
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Oscars fuelling online film piracy
New York – After Oscar nominations selling to the low-price consumers at a
were announced on Jan 15, worldwide low price”.
downloads of pirated Academy
This amounts to the current model
Award-nominated films skyrocketed theatrical releases for a high, one-time
385 per cent in the 30 days following.
viewing price; DVD sales for multiple
That is according to new data from viewings; then HBO, or Netflix, or a simIrdeto, a Netherlands company that ilar service for a subscription price to
tracks digital piracy. The spike led to view many movies relatively cheaply.
nearly US$41 million (S$56 million) in
“The question is, could you come up
lost revenue for motion picture compa- with something else that would work?
nies in the month following the nomina- The answer is undoubtedly yes,” he
tions, according to Irdeto, which says.
tracked downloads of films nominated
One option could be paying a
for Best Picture, Best Director, Best pay-per-view premium online at the
Actress and Best Actor.
time of release. “The problem is that
That is a big hit on the bottom line every time they’ve tried to do it, theatre
and the solution to the growing threat owners go nuts and say, ‘Hey, if you’re
of piracy is far from settled.
going to do this, we’re not going to
One option is for studios to release show it in theatres’.”
films online and in theatres at the same
Cinemas have brought in more than
time in one fell swoop. People simply US$10 billion in revenue each of the
want films before
past six years, acthey are traditionalcording to Box Ofly made available for
fice Mojo.
home viewing, says
“This is a classic
Mr Rory O’Connor,
problem,”
Prof
Irdeto’s expert on
Smith says. “I’ve
online piracy and
got this new marcounter-measures.
ket, but if I go after
“We need to
it, I’m going to lose
move at the speed of
a lot of money in the
the Internet rather
old market, which is
than the traditional
currently a big part
course, which was The online release of The Interview
of my revenue
based on movie reels did quite well but it still drew a
stream. So when do
travelling
around fraction of what it would have done
you jump? It’s the
the country and in a standard theatrical distribution. companies with less
then
moving PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE
to lose which are goabroad,” he says.
ing after the new disHe calls for a “global release date tribution channel.”
that allows companies to maximise monIrdeto places much of the blame for
etision”.
piracy on Hollywood screeners, the
A simple dump across all distribution Blu-Ray and DVD discs provided by stuchannels is not a viable option, says Mr dios to Academy and members of the
Jeff Gomez, chief executive of movie Directors Guild of America and the Promarketing consultant Starlight Runner ducters Guild of America, who vote on
Entertainment.
key awards. Screeners accounted for 31
“The studios don’t want to challenge per cent of the total illegal downloads
the theatre chains at that level quite the company tracked.
yet,” he says. “While the online release
Mr Jack Valenti, former longtime
of a first-run movie like The Interview
president of the Motion Picture Associadid quite well, with the film being
offered on different platforms for tion of America, famously tried to get
streaming and download, it still pulled screeners banned as far back as
in a fraction of (what) the picture 2003. That didn’t work then and it
would have done in a standard won’t work now, says Mr Gomez.
“Oscar films are released late in the
theatrical distribution.”
Information science and marketing year at a very busy time. There would
professor Michael D. Smith at Carnegie be no way I could see them all in theaMellon University in Pittsburgh says the tres or at screenings. If I can watch
goal of the movie industry “is to try to them at home, I’ll see them all. And it
figure out a way to get the high-price makes a difference to my voting.”
consumers to pay a high price while still
Bloomberg
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‘He has so many shoes he built a
room just for his tennis shoes; it’s a
shoe vault with special shelving,
lighting. If you came to visit, you’re
gonna have to stay in a hotel because
that extra guest room is a shoe vault’
Actress Gabrielle Union (left) on her shoeloving husband, basketball player Dwayne Wade

‘We’re gonna cap it at two. We
don’t want to be outnumbered –
until I accidentally get pregnant, my
third child watches this clip and
realises that he was an accident’
Actress Kristen Bell (left), who is done
having children with her husband,
actor Dax Shepard

‘I kind of took the diva-ness of Mariah
Carey, who I know socially and really like,
but she’s always with four people. She’s
got a bodyguard and stuff like that, which
I don’t need. Mariah is her own universe
and I adore her, but she’s hilarious’
Singer Courtney Love (left) on one of the
inspirations for her character on TV drama Empire

What styles are in this year
Flats and furs were some
of the major trends at the
New York fashion shows

N

ew York – New York Fashion
Week wrapped up on Thursday after more than 300
catwalk shows and presentations. From furs to flats, here
are the main trends for fall/winter 2015.
Maxed out: More is more. Sweaters and
coats were oversized, worn over fine
dresses and lace or silk blouses. See Oscar
de la Renta, Prabal Gurung, Rodarte and
Marc Jacobs.
Button it: Buttons are the embellishment
du jour. Victoria Beckham and Tory
Burch put them on skirts and jumpers,
Derek Lam buttoned up his outfits and
Marc Jacobs liked them too. Even Calvin
Klein buttoned coats and dresses.
Au naturel: Beauty was kept natural,
with hair flowing long and loose as at
Anna Sui and Ralph Lauren, or simple
ponytails at Cynthia Rowley, Derek Lam
and Herve Leger. Lips were pale and
cheeks rosy. For eyes, it was all or
nothing – thick eyeliner at Suno, Badgley
Mischka and Proenza Schouler or barely a
glimmer at Jason Wu and Lacoste.
Agence France-Presse

Little white dress: A burst of light for a
dark winter. There was a white wrap
dress with a black belt at DVF, a short
white dress (above) at Vera Wang, sexy
lace at Altuzarra and Ralph Lauren, and
simple white chic at Jason Wu.

Sportswear: Tommy Hilfiger’s inspiration was American football and
Lacoste’s was tennis. But the sports
look was big in general, from Alexander Wang (above) to Prabal Gurung.

1970s Disco: It is peace and love next
winter for the fashion crowd. The colours
were 1970s – orange, brown, mustard
and olive – and so were the flared pants,
long dresses, flower motifs and metallic
knits. There was hippie cool at Anna Sui
(above), tailoring inspired by Diane Keaton at Derek Lam and 50 shades of brown
everywhere.

PHOTOS: AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE,
REUTERS,
EUROPEAN
PRESSPHOTO
AGENCY

Fur: Ubiquitous, in all shapes, colours and
sizes, draped over one shoulder to mimic a
stole from the 1940s and also extravagantly
fashioned into oversized collars and cuffs on
coats, jackets, dresses and gloves. It was
duck blue at Michael Kors (above), electric at
Bibhu Mohapatra, pink at J.Crew and grey
shearling at Ralph Lauren, which does not do
real fur.

Fringes: Tassels are a spring/summer
hangover. They decorated Altuzarra’s
first line of handbags, hemmed blackand-white leather tunic dresses at Calvin
Klein (above) and edged a Ralph Lauren
suede skirt.

Tweed: The woollen cloth beloved by the
British country set is back with a vengeance.
Diane von Furstenberg printed on it with
confetti and large flowers. Rodarte made
tweed jackets and there was a belted blazer at
Michael Kors (left).

Chinese tourists scarred by
botched plastic surgery in S. Korea
Beijing – Chinese businesswoman Chen
Yili paid a hospital in South Korea thousands of dollars to reshape her face in the
hope that she would look more like the
glamorous stars she saw on television.
Instead, she says, she was disfigured
by the operation. She is one of a growing
number of Chinese women who claim
that shoddy procedures and a lack of
regulation in South Korea’s booming
“medical tourism” industry have left
them physically scarred.
“They said they would design my face
to look like a South Korean and help me
design a new nose, lips and chin. But
when my friends saw my nose, they were
all shocked. They said it was crooked and
ugly,” Ms Chen said.
Seoul on Friday announced a crackdown on illegal brokers and unregistered
clinics in a bid to protect medical tourists, especially those drawn by the
country’s huge plastic surgery industry.

Flat shoes: While there were plenty of
towering stilettos and chunky platforms,
flats made a comeback – as dainty shoes
and sturdy winter boots. There were
rubber boots with white soles (above) at
Vera Wang, riding boots at Jason Wu for
Hugo Boss, crocodile waders embellished
with lace at Altuzarra and soft leather
flats at Carolina Herrera.

Some of the
women who
say they have
been left
disfigured
by shoddy
procedures in
South Korea,
waiting in a
clinic room
in Beijing.
PHOTO:
AGENCE
FRANCEPRESSE

The country is a cultural powerhouse
in Asia – its soap operas and pop music
videos are massively popular in China
and often feature cosmetically enhanced
stars.
While China’s domestic plastic surgery market is worth tens of billions of
dollars, persistent safety concerns are
driving abroad growing numbers of
wealthy consumers.
South Korea has pushed hard to foster
its medical tourism industry, which was
worth the equivalent of nearly
US$360 million (S$489 million) in 2013,
according to official figures.
China topped the list of medical tourists with more than 25,400 visitors, an
increase of 70 per cent from the previous
year, the South Korean health ministry
said.
Chinese tourists generally pay more
than twice as much as locals for cosmetic
procedures, Chinese newspaper Southern
Weekly reported this month.
Dozens of South Korean clinics have
Chinese-language
websites,
some
offering surgery alongside sightseeing, as
well as promotions during the Chinese
holidays.
One clinic promises “almond-shaped
eyes” and a “magical V-shaped face”.
Another is seemingly full of glowing
testimonials from previous patients.
While most procedures in South Korea
appear to be done without incident, there
was a lot of attention focused last month
on the industry after a 50-year-old
Chinese woman was left in a coma by a
clinic in Seoul’s upmarket Gangnam
district.
As much as a third of Chinese patients’
costs can go towards fees for brokers who
act as liaisons with the hospitals.
Ms Chen said that after making initial
inquiries, she was contacted “incessantly” by an agent and felt cajoled into
having the surgery.
She spent more than US$26,000 on
the surgery in 2010 at Beauty Line clinic
in Seoul. One of her procedures involved

having cartilage taken from her chest and
added to her nose to make it more
prominent.
But upon returning to China, she
began to suffer from nasal infections.
Now staying at a clinic in Beijing, she said
her mental health suffered and she was
taking 12 antidepressants each day.
“I’ve been losing sleep. I can’t meet
friends and I suffer from depression
because my nose is just too ugly,” she
said. “I feel tricked.”
In China, an online support group
made up of hundreds of victims of alleged
botched cosmetic procedures in South
Korea has begun a campaign to highlight
the problems.
Many women in the group said clinics
had not warned them of potential risks.
Ms Yu Lijun, a designer, underwent
one of the most controversial procedures
at Seoul’s Faceline clinic – “double-jaw”
surgery. This involves cutting the bone to
produce a slimmer jawline.
Today, her mouth is visibly
misaligned, making it hard to eat and
prompting her to wear a face mask at all
times.

But Faceline disputed this, saying
Ms Yu had been through two previous
botched operations in China that had left
her mouth crooked before going to it for
help.
“We sent Yu back several times
because the risk was too big but eventually decided to treat her after her
repeated pleas for weeks,” the clinic said
in a statement, adding that she did not
follow post-surgery care instructions.
Beauty Line, which is licensed to treat
foreign patients, said it could not locate
Ms Chen Yili’s file as its records are in
Korean and do not contain patients’
names in Chinese.
Actress Mi Yuanyuan said a 2013 operation left her with regular pain in her nose,
as well as numbness and hair loss.
“They said there weren’t any risks.
They said the surgeon was as famous as
the Hermes bag I was carrying,” the
38-year-old said.
“I would like to warn people not to be
attracted by the South Korean fairy tale.”
Agence France-Presse
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Awakenings author dying of cancer

Heston Blumenthal is full of praise for Australia’s produce, but has problems finding snails for The Fat Duck’s signature dish of
snail porridge. PHOTO: NEALE HAYNES

Melbourne first choice
for The Fat Duck outpost
Richard Vines
Melbourne – Heston Blumenthal tells a
story of walking through Sydney and being
stopped several times by fans wanting
their photograph taken with him.
Finally, a family approached with the
request for a picture. He passed the camera
to his publicist and posed with them, only
realising from their surprised reaction they
had no idea who he was and just wanted
him to take their picture.
For all that, the British chef is a
celebrity in Australia. He is best known for
his appearances on the hit TV show
MasterChef Australia and his Heston for
Coles food range.
Now, he is in the news for his restaurant
The Fat Duck, which has opened for a
six-month residency at the Crown Towers
in Melbourne.
Given that it is a straight import –
nothing translated or invented – why
Australia
and,
specifically,
why
Melbourne?
‘‘Australia has had the biggest food
explosion I’ve ever seen in the world,” he
says in an interview over lunch.
“Look at what happened in Spain, say,
15 years ago. That were a couple of handfuls of restaurants. But here, they have just
gone food crazy. Effectively, it was MasterChef that kicked that off five or six
years ago. A lot of Australian chefs have
done their time in some of the top restaurants in Europe and they are coming back
too. You see the benefits of that. Melbourne is a great city. I get here and I feel I
can breathe.”
He says that for food, he considers
Melbourne one of the world’s top five or
six cities. The others on the list are New
York, London, Paris and Tokyo/Kyoto.
Blumenthal’s public image is of a boffin
of food, developing dishes in his laboratory
that owe as much to science as
gastronomy. This is not so far from the
truth. Take a single example on his The Fat
Duck menu, the Red Cabbage Gazpacho
With Pommery Grain Mustard Ice Cream.
He created the dish on the strength of
the molecular similarities of diverse

ingredients after discovering that mustard
oil gives cabbage its peppery flavor, hence
the mustard ice cream. Just do not call his
style “molecular gastronomy”, a term he
finds irritating.
If he sometimes appears rather earnest
on television, that is how he is when you
meet him.
The interview starts out over coffee at
the Crown Towers and after an hour or so,
we decide to head out for lunch at
Cumulus Inc., a fashionable eating house
and bar in Melbourne’s art and fashion
district.
“This is the first time I’ve got out of the
hotel in a week,” he says over a bottle of
By Farr 2010 Australian Chardonnay from
Geelong after going for a chat with the
chefs in the open kitchen.
The Fat Duck has come to Australia
while the restaurant back home in Bray,
west of London, is refurbished. It is a tiny
establishment that has changed little since
winning three Michelin stars and, in 2005,
being voted the world’s best restaurant.
In particular, he is extending the
kitchen, one of the smallest in an established restaurant.
Blumenthal says he considered cities
such as New York and Dubai for the residency, but his first choice was Melbourne,
where there is a fast-growing food culture
and he can readily source the top-quality
ingredients needed for his cooking.
The deep pockets of Crown Resorts
Ltd, which owns the hotel, may have had
something to do with it. Crown Resorts is a
casino, entertainment and hotel company
controlled by billionaire James Packer.
There has been no announcement of what
the move cost, but it cannot have been
cheap flying the entire 60-odd staff of The
Fat Duck across the world for six months
while also developing a network of
suppliers for ingredients and wine.
“I think of this as a migration,”
Blumenthal says. “The Duck’s gone away
to get a bit – I was going to say fatter, but
that sounds financial. It’s going to a spa
and will come back relaxed and
invigorated.”

He is looking relaxed and invigorated
himself. Blumenthal is a martial-arts enthusiast and former debt collector. He is
friendly and engaging, but you would not
want to mess with him.
At one stage over lunch, he says he used
to get into fights when he was younger.
“Physical ones?” I ask in surprise. “Yeah,”
he says, looking puzzled that I need to ask.
Blumenthal’s announcement last year
that he would temporarily move The Fat
Duck to Australia was headline news. The
only adverse reaction was to the price of a
meal: Australians are no more used to paying A$525 (S$558) a person for a meal than
the rest of us. That did not stop more than
250,000 people trying for a table.
“It was a hard one,” Blumenthal says.
“If we had to charge enough to claw back
the cost of flying everyone over and setting
up the restaurant, it would have been
thousands, which we couldn’t do. But it’s
still about 30 per cent more than the
next-most-expensive
restaurant
in
Melbourne.”
When the residency ends, The Fat Duck
will go home to roost and the first overseas
branch of Dinner by Heston Blumenthal
will then move into the space.
“Australia is a young and very
multicultural country,” he says. “Also, its
geographic disconnection from the rest of
the world means people want to absorb
stuff. Foodwise, they are really up for trying new things and that has helped the
whole restaurant scene.
“I had a taxi driver telling me last year
he’d invented an extra pocket in pita bread
to put in fermented beetroot. Can you
imagine a London cabby doing that?”
Blumenthal is full of praise for
Australian produce and has tweaked his
dishes to accommodate the different types
of fish available locally. There has been
just one snag: Finding the right kind of
snail for his signature dish of snail porridge. Finally, he decided he would have to
import them.
“It’s ironic the thing that was hardest to
pin down was the slowest moving,” he
says, then breaks off as a diner approaches,
wanting a picture taken with him.
Bloomberg
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Celebrate family ties

I

refer to the article Quiet Chinese
New Year (SundayLife!, Feb 15).
Two years ago, I went on a solo
backpacking trip in Taiwan during
Chinese New Year.
I wanted to get away from all the Chinese New Year rituals of spring-cleaning,
eating the reunion dinner and praying to
the God of Fortune.
The trip turned out to be a time for
self-reflection and made me realise the significance of Chinese New Year.

No pureed food in
baby-led weaning
Thanks to Lea Wee’s article on baby-led
weaning in SundayLife! (Look, I Can Feed
Myself, Feb 8), we have seen more
parents joining the discussions on our
Facebook group, Baby Led Weaning
Singapore.
One mother in the article, however,
was quoted as saying that she gave her
baby both finger food and pureed food at
the same time.
Giving finger food alongside pureed
food resembles normal (traditional)
weaning. In contrast, baby-led weaning
skips the puree phase altogether in favour
of self-feeding of finger food right from
the start of weaning.
Serene Mahaffy

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, I ate dinner alone at a Chinese restaurant that was
packed with families. It was through this
experience that I learnt to appreciate that
Chinese New Year is about family bonding.
Today, I immerse myself in all the
Chinese New Year rituals practised by my
family.
I go visiting with my family and make it
a point to talk to my relatives instead of
talking on the mobile phone.
Janelle Cheong

I have 11 family members who are married
to Chinese spouses and six nieces who
have Caucasian husbands.
We always have a reunion dinner to celebrate our family ties.
Don Mathews
However hectic one’s schedule may be,
one must make time to celebrate Chinese
New Year. Surely setting aside one day for
a family gathering is not too much to ask.
Jeffrey Law Lee Beng

Ms Sharifah Azizah
lets her one-yearold daughter,
Hana, feed herself.
ST PHOTO: DANIEL
NEO

Write in
Have a view on a
story in Life!?
E-mail us at
stlife@sph.
com.sg.
We reserve the
right to edit all
letters.

New York – Oliver Sacks, the British
neurologist and best-selling author of
numerous
books,
including
Awakenings, said he has been diagnosed with terminal cancer.
The 81-year-old disclosed his condition in an essay in The New York
Times’ Opinion section.
“A month ago, I felt that I was in
good health, even robust health,” he
wrote.
“But my luck has run out – a few
weeks ago, I learnt that I have
multiple metastases in the liver.”
He said he had been initially diagnosed and treated nine years ago for a
rare kind of melanoma of the eye,
which left him blind in one eye, and
he recently learnt he was among the
“unlucky 2 per cent” in whom that
particular type of cancer had spread.
“I feel grateful that I have been
granted nine years of good health and
productivity since the original diagnosis, but now, I am face to face with
dying,” he wrote.
“It is up to me now to choose how
to live out the months that remain to
me. I have to live in the richest, deepest, most productive way I can.”
He authored the 1973 book Awakenings, which details his real-life experience with patients who suffered from
a condition known as encephalitis
lethargica and how they were able to
emerge – however briefly – from their
catatonic states with the aid of a drug.

The story was adapted into a 1990
Oscar-nominated film of the same
name starring Robin Williams and
Robert De Niro.
He also wrote the critically
acclaimed The Man Who Mistook His
Wife For A Hat (1985), which delves
into case histories of a variety of
unusual neurologic conditions.
With his remaining time, he said he
would no longer watch the evening
news or pay attention to arguments
over politics or global warming.
“This is not indifference, but detachment – I still care deeply about
the Middle East, about global warming, about growing inequality, but
these are no longer my business; they
belong to the future,” he wrote.
Sacks, who is single, admitted to
having some fear about dying and discussed the sadness of seeing many
friends and loved ones die before him.
“Over the last few days, I have
been able to see my life as from a
great altitude, as a sort of landscape,
and with a deepening sense of the connection of all its parts. This does not
mean I am finished with life,” he
wrote.
“On the contrary, I feel intensely
alive and I want and hope in the time
that remains to deepen my friendships, to say farewell to those I love,
to write more, to travel if I have the
strength, to achieve new levels of
understanding and insight.”
Agence France-Presse
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● The Straits Times celebrates our turning
170 this year with treats for you,
our readers. Enjoy a seven-course dinner
for two valued at over $800,
inclusive of wine pairing, courtesy of
award-winning French
restaurant JAAN.
Visit

1845.straitstimes.
com for details on
how to win the treats.
Contest ends March 2
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Change of
Address Notices
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Australian rapper
Iggy Azalea, who has
had high-profile
Twitter battles, says
her management will
run her social media
accounts.
PHOTO: AGENCE
FRANCE-PRESSE

Iggy
Azalea
goes
offline
Australian rapper is taking a
break from social media as
she feels it is making her angry

N

ew York – Australian rapper Iggy Azalea,
who has built a fan base through social
media but has frequently engaged in bitter
feuds, says she is taking a break from the
Internet and its “pettiness”.
“Just got back from a great vacation, came online
and saw apparently it’s shocking and unheard of to be
a woman and have cellulite,” she tweeted on
Wednesday.
In messages that followed, she told her 4.3 million
followers that she would “be taking some time away
from social media” and that her management would
run her accounts unless she initials a tweet.
“I feel the hatred and pettiness I see online at all
times is making me become an angry person and I
cannot be that,” she wrote.
“The Internet is the ugliest reflection of mankind
there is.”
But Azalea, 24, appeared to find the social media
habit hard to break. Soon after her messages, she took
another Twitter user to task for describing the tweets
as a “rant”, saying it made her sound like “some
crazed, babbling angry man” on the street.
Azalea, who released her debut album last year, had
a high-profile Twitter feud with fellow rapper Azealia
Banks, who accused the Australian of exploitation by
performing in an identifiably African-American
accent.
Azalea’s Twitter battles have recently taken on
more parochial concerns. She lashed out at shoe
designer Steve Madden over pictures for their
collaboration and also took aim at pizza chain Papa
John’s, accusing a deliverer of handing out her
number.
Agence France-Presse

Sonic Youth’s Kim Gordon
writes memoir
New York – Kim Gordon knows her reputation
well. “Detached, impassive or remote,” she ticks
off in her new memoir, “opaque or mysterious
or enigmatic or even cold.” But rather than
dispel the persona she built up over 30 years as
the anti-frontwoman for Sonic Youth, she
hoped to make it 3-D in her book, Girl In A
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which became a bestseller and won a National Book
Award for non-fiction.
But for Gordon, Just Kids – a love letter to boho
New York and artist Robert Mapplethorpe – was a
much different story from her own. In any case, she
said: “I didn’t read it.”
Of her own memoir, she said, “I didn’t want it to
be romantic”. That applied to both place and person.
“Writing about New York is hard,” begins the
Band, to be published on Tuesday by the Harper- chapter in which she meets Moore. “It is because
knowing what I know now, it’s hard to write about a
Collins imprint Dey Street Books.
“People just project stuff onto you, mostly – they love story with a broken heart.”
Yet the book would not exist without Gordon’s
don’t really know me,” she said recently over breakfast in Brooklyn. “I just felt like I was saving it. I was divorce, which she said was caused by Moore’s affair
with a younger woman, a story both sides have aired
being very withholding for the right time.”
Not that the book is a typical tell-all. “I thought out in the news media. “When something like that
of putting a disclaimer in the beginning: No sex, happens, you start going back and examining your
drugs or rock ’n’ roll,” she continued, her sentences whole life,” she said. “How did I get here?”
The answer starts in Los Angeles, where Gordon
trailing off or becoming barely audible even when
her ideas were confidently held and complete. “I’m a was raised and wrote much of the book. She lovingly
describes her beatnik-adjacent parents and childread-between-the-lines kind of person.”
Girl In A Band does begin and end with a hood, but her relationship with her brother, Keller,
who has schizophrebreak-up – two, actualnia, is the spectre
ly: the simultaneous
that looms over the
2011 demise of Sonic
memoir.
Youth and her 27-year
Her shyness, for
marriage to Thurston
instance,
“comes
Moore, who founded
from years of being
the band with her in
teased” by Keller
1981. But that may be
“for every feeling I
the extent of the fresh
ever expressed”, she
dirt. The rest of the
writes. The broken
memoir, in line with
brother-sister relaGordon’s indecipherationship caused her
ble feline stare and flat
to seek out “big
affect, can be minimal
personalities”
in
and bare, even stilted,
male mentors, she
revealing in its brief
said, and eventually
moments of reverie,
in Moore.
but careful to stop
Through his represhort of saying too
sentatives,
Moore
much. It is never
declined to comment
embarrassing.
for this article.
Once the epitome of
“For
obvious
1990s cool, Gordon
reasons, I didn’t
could be accused of
share
it
with
name-dropping in her
Thurston,” Gordon
writing
if
the
said. “I’m now officonnections
cited
cially divorced –
weren’t so natural:
only recently. So it
Danny Elfman, the
doesn’t matter.”
composer,
was
a
She added: “Mayhigh-school boyfriend;
be he’ll write his own
rocker Kurt Cobain
book. I’m not really
was a fan and close
interested.”
friend;
and
she
In the memoir,
describes plainly the
Sonic Youth seems
time her daughter met
almost like an afternovelist William S.
thought. An essential
Burroughs while on
band for a generation
tour as a baby with
in
which
the
Sonic Youth.
avant-garde rubbed
Gordon’s relation- Musician Kim Gordon is releasing a memoir, Girl In A
sometimes uncomships have also tran- Band, on Tuesday. PHOTO: NEW YORK TIMES
fortably with the
scended music: After
mainstream,
the
Sonic Youth signed
with a major label – joined soon after by Nirvana – group “did inform my life and who I am, so it was
she helped start the careers of actress Chloe Sevigny, silly not to write about it”, she said.
Now, besides writing and playing with a new
who made her debut in the music video for Sugar
Kane (along with designer Marc Jacobs’ infamous band, the guttural Body/Head, she has renewed
“grunge” collection), and director Sofia Coppola, focus on her visual art: A forthcoming show at 303
who staged a show for Gordon’s fashion line, X-Girl. Gallery in Manhattan will explore the way New York
Just last year, Gordon played a rehabilitation patient has, she said, “become so beautified for foreign investors to buy condominiums”.
on HBO’s Girls.
Beyond work, there is personal rebuilding.
The decision to write it all down, however, was
more practical than artistic. Single at 61, with a Gordon can be fanatical about television – she
daughter in college and a generation of fans watches The Good Wife, Scandal and The Affair,
presumably ready to follow her into the next phase although she said all the cheating (in the TV shows)
of life, Gordon said the book was a way “to open up was a coincidence – and she is dating again. “I think
other opportunities for finding ways to support it’s easier to meet single guys in LA,” she said.
She also plans to sell the home in Northampton,
myself, to be quite honest”.
After decades of exploring discordant indie-rock Massachusetts, where she, Moore and their daughter
and experimental visual art, she added, Girl In A Coco, 20, lived starting in 1999. She may split her
Band is “the most conventional thing I’ve done”. It time between the West Coast and New York – possiwas also an attempt at defining her legacy outside of bly in a Brooklyn studio apartment with her two
Sonic Youth.
dogs.
With Gordon’s defining work linked so closely
“For a while, I was concerned about being alone,”
with Moore, Dey Street Books executive editor she said. “Now I’m really enjoying my freedom.”
Carrie Thornton said she pitched her on the project
New York Times
this way: “Better to tell the story yourself than to let
someone else tell it for you and tell it poorly.”
Girl In A Band is available from Books Kinokuniya for
One possible model was Just Kids by Patti Smith, $35.18.
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Tip
Do not throw away the
pussy willows after Chinese
New Year. The branches
can be cut short and used
as stakes for young plants.
Alternatively, they can
be used to make Christmas
wreaths at the end of the
year.

The leaves of my money plant (right)
perpetually droop, even after watering the soil
twice a week and misting the leaves every two
days.
Many of the leaves also turn yellow and fall
off. The plant is kept indoors and gets partial
sunlight. It was thriving when I bought it. What
happened?
Tan Si Qi
It is important that your plant is watered thoroughly
and excess water is allowed to drain out of the holes
at the base of the pot.
The frequency of watering depends on the
growing conditions. A plant that is grown in a small
pot often requires more frequent watering.
Windy and sunny conditions also mean watering
is needed more frequently.
Avoid exposing the plant to constant winds as this
will dry it quickly. Grow it in a sheltered location,
where air humidity can be kept high.
Also make sure the vertical coconut fibre pole is
kept moist at all times.
You may want to consider moving the plant into a
larger pot with a moisture-retentive potting mix.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF BOB SCHEERDER

What is this tree? It grows along the road and is
about 6m tall. The leaves resemble those of the
jackfruit tree. These trees were planted some
years ago.
Bob Scheerder

Write in
Got a gardening query? E-mail it with your full name and
pictures, if any, to stlife@sph.com.sg

The tree is likely a species from the genus
Artocarpus and is probably Artocarpus rigidus. Its
common name is Monkey Jackfruit and is related to
the common jackfruit.
Its fruits (above) are edible with a sweet-sour
pulp surrounding the seeds. Its timber is used to
make furniture and build houses and boats.
Answers by Dr Wilson Wong, a certified practising
horticulturist and founder of Green Culture Singapore
(www.greenculturesg.com), a website for plant lovers.
He is also an NParks-certified park manager.

PHOTO: COURTESY OF TAN SI QI

Meet the
king of
mega
mansions
New York – Thirty years after leaving Canada and
arriving in Los Angeles with all of his possessions
stuffed in his Honda, Richard Landry, 57, is perhaps
one of the most sought-after high-end residential
architects in Southern California and beyond. His
clients are the super rich, the super-famous and,
frequently, both.
His homes would give feudal-age rulers property
envy. There is the 12,500 sq ft French-inspired
home in Brentwood that he designed for American
football player Tom Brady and Brazilian supermodel
Gisele Bundchen, with what Architectural Digest
described as an actual moat around it. The 28bedroom, 32-bath, glass, steel and stone compound
tumbling down a Bel-Air hillside was named the
Robb Report’s Ultimate Home in 2011. And there is
the 30,000 sq ft European manor, with a basketball
court and two jacuzzis, where actor Mark Wahlberg
just took up residence in Beverly Park.
By servicing the prosperous, Landry has himself
prospered. His firm, Landry Design Group, employs
close to 50 people who work in an office building
that he purchased last year and has dozens of
projects in various stages around the globe. “I could
retire today and be fine the rest of my life,” he said.
“It’s such a great place to be.”
Of course, life is not a total cruise. He has been
hit with criticism that has come with being the
favoured architect of the 1 per cent.
He has been called the “mansion architect” and,
as one online commenter dubbed him, a purveyor of
the “gigamansion”.
The homes he designs are, indeed, overt displays
of wealth, expressed in home theatres and doubleheight foyers; Italian marble and specially aged,
acid-washed limestone.
But Landry, who had a plebeian childhood as the
son of a carpenter in rural Quebec, is not interested
in class warfare. Whether the haves should practise
self-restraint for the betterment of society is a
matter for sociologists. “Is it right or wrong for
somebody to build a big home?” he said. “I’m not
the one to answer that question.”
He wants to make his clients happy and design
homes suited to their individual needs and whims.
If the hedge fund you manage is bringing killer
returns and you want an indoor pool for the five
days a year in Southern California when it is too
chilly to swim in your outdoor pool, he will add it.
Mr James Magni, a Los Angeles-based interior
designer who works frequently with Landry, said he
is unlike any other architect in his chameleon-like
ability to design to the client’s wishes. “Most
architects have one stylistic philosophy they work
in,” Mr Magni said. “His style changes from project
to project and client to client.”
Although Landry is known primarily for fauxEuropean piles, he does not have a signature look.
His firm has done plenty of gigantic chateaux of the
Loire Valley, but also relatively modest Spanishstyle beach homes, mid-century-inspired houses,
vernacular barns, swooping modern dwellings,
austere architecture and remodels of homes.
The people who call him king of the mega mansion and focus on ballooning square footage are not
aware of the full breadth of his work, he said. And
the label is costing him: “Clients read this and think
we do only mansions.”
Cruising down the Pacific Coast Highway in his
electric sports car, Landry turned onto ritzy Malibu
Road and parked across from a white-stucco Spanish colonial.

Among the works of
architect Richard
Landry (above) are
a Tuscan villa in
Beverly Hills (left)
and a home in Los
Angeles (far left).
PHOTOS: NEW YORK
TIMES

Richard
Landry
designed
his home
in Malibu
(above)
and the
MontTremblant
residence
(left).

The home, he explained, was the third of four he
had designed for the same client, a businessman
who seemed to be trying out traditional architecture
the way one might sample assorted chocolates.
From the street, a heavy wood door opened onto a
landscaped courtyard, from which one looked ahead
to the main house. At 7,500 sq ft, the house
qualified as medium size in Landry’s world.
Walking through the rooms, he noted the considerable effort to make the new house look as if it were
very old. “You cannot recreate this – this is real
stuff,” he said, pointing to reclaimed boards, some
bearing axe marks, in the kitchen.
On an outdoor walkway connecting two guest
suites, he touched his hand to one of several
rough-surfaced stone columns: “These are brand
new. We beat them up with hammers and nails to
make them look like they’ve eroded over time.” True
luxury, it seems, is the manipulation of reality.
Landry said he admires singular visionaries such
as Pritzker-winning architect Zaha Hadid, but his
method for success has been different. “We’re going
to create something unique for you, very special,”
he said, channelling his sales rap. “I want my clients
to have fun.”
And the fun never stops, regardless of the
economy. During the financial crisis, when construction ground to a halt here, Landry astutely shifted
his focus to Asia, specifically China. Now that
China’s economy has slowed, he said, “California is
getting stronger and stronger.”
Wasn’t the financial crisis and the great national
humbling that followed supposed to render extinct
suburban palaces like the ones he designs?
Large homes have existed in the United States
since the Vanderbilts, Landry countered, and they
will always exist: “I feel fortunate to be able to have
a part.”
New York Times
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The sunshine yellow
wall in a three-room
HDB flat (right)
injects life into the
room. A nauticalinspired bedroom
(main picture) in a
Balestier
condominium uses
different shades of
blue to make it look
cohesive.

The painted mural
on the walls of a
penthouse in
Orchard (above) is
tied in with the rest
of the room by using
accent pieces in
similar colours.

PHOTOS: NEO XIAOBIN, MAKE ROOM, AIDEN T, JOANN BERNABE, SPACE MATTERS, AKZONOBEL

BRIGHT AND
BOLD AT HOME
Vivid colours are making their
way into homes here
Ankita Varma &
Natasha Ann Zachariah

A

kaleidoscope of colours fills the compact
660 sq ft Soho unit that houses interior
design firm Free Quotation. The walls are
splashed with fancy-sounding shades
such as Red Feather, Private Lagoon,
Royal Gold and Copper Orange – a bold experiment
in meshing intense, bright hues in a single space. The
company moved into the unit at The Greenwich
condominium in Seletar last June.
The firm’s design consultant Yee Shann Ling, 21,
had originally planned to use Red Feather, a deep hue
of red, on a feature wall, while keeping the other
walls a neutral white. But the look turned out too
plain, so she decided to go all out with the melange of
colours.

Ms Yee, who works with owner and interior
designer Raymond Choo, 42, says: “It’s easy to stay
safe with colours such as white and taupe, which
many homeowners do. But it’s also easy to use bright
colours. It’s just important to match the wall colours
well with your lighting and furniture.”
Indeed, unusual bright colours, which have been a
staple on fashion runways, are making their way into
homes.
Dulux, which is managed by global paints and
coatings company AkzoNobel, has trotted out
Copper Orange as their pick for Colour of the Year.
Homegrown label Nippon Paint, meanwhile, has
put out a palette of nine colours – there are six
shades under each colour – which they expect to be
popular over these two years.
American colour company Pantone has also put
out its version of the ‘It’ colour to have on walls this
year – a reddish-amber, spicy-sounding tone called
Marsala. The company’s colour predictions are
visible in many industries beyond home and decor,
such as fashion, consumer products, graphics and
packaging. Last year, it picked another bold colour,

Sofa cushions introduce a burst of blue in a room with neutral tones in a HDB maisonette in Hougang.

Radiant Orchid, a fusion of purple, pink and fuchsia.
Mr Jeremy Rowe, managing director for AkzoNobel Decorative Paints in South-east Asia, South
Asia and the Middle East, says a panel of experts look
at various industries – from fine art to technology,
design to nature, architecture to fashion, and music
– and eventually pick a colour for the year.
This year’s colours tend to be vivid – and it
appears that the trend towards bold colours is
becoming more popular with Singaporean homeowners as well, say interior designers who Life!
spoke to.
It is something Mr Rowe does not find surprising.
He says in reference to Singapore: “It’s a unique
market in that there is a high degree of home
ownership and these owners tend to be young. That’s
why more consumers nowadays are prepared to
experiment with new and trendy colour choices.”
Mr Ken Lee, 39, principal designer at interior
design firm Space Matters, concurs, saying that
while many of his younger clients start out opting for
a less risky route with clean interiors and neutral
colour palettes, he has noticed more of them being
open to the idea of bolder colours upon his
suggestion.
He says: “People might initially see it as a risk, but
the truth is, it doesn’t need to be if you plan your
space carefully.”
His advice for someone looking to introduce
colour into his home? Single out spaces that can
create impact. These can be long corridors, cosy
nooks or large horizontal surfaces that can serve as
an accent wall.
“What you want is to create a point of interest in
your home. That way you can introduce colour while
balancing the rest of the space with more muted or
neutral tones,” he says.
Another option, according to Mrs Barbara
Fritschy, 37, founder of interior design firm Make
Room, is to find a statement accessory you love and
use that as a point of inspiration.
“Settling on just one colour can be daunting, so
using a piece of furniture or a painting with a
dominant colour is a great way to get inspired,” she
says. “You can then tie the room together with
accessories in the same colour family.”
Opting for boldly coloured accessories is
something that Mr Arjan Nijen Twilhaar, 43,
principal designer at interior design firm Aiden T,
also encourages his clients to do, since it is a low-risk
way to change the look of a home.
He says: “You’re adding colour and conversation
pieces, while not doing any permanent changes to the

Free Quotation’s
design consultant
Yee Shann Ling
(left, with interior
designer Raymond
Choo) went for a
mix of bright
colours in the office.

Go all out with bright hues, such as Dulux’s Colour
of the Year Copper Orange (above), or introduce
bits of red into a room while keeping the rest of
the space neutral (left).
colour of the walls. So it’s fail-proof.”
But for those ready for a bold change,
Mrs Fritschy suggests going all out, starting with a
paint job in a statement colour.
A good place to start? The wall in the living room
on which you intend to mount the television set.
“You usually don’t add paintings or wall
accessories on that surface as it can be distracting, so
it serves as the best backdrop for a statement
colour,” she advises.
Painting your walls is also the best way to test

your tolerance for colour, given that it can be
reversed more easily than adding wallpaper or
textured surfaces such as quilted backdrops.
“Once you’ve decided you like the colour for your
room, you can think about giving the space an update
with more permanent features such as wallpaper or
textured surfaces in the same colour,” Mr Lee
suggests. “It’s better than deciding on wallpaper at
the start, but then incurring costs to remove it later if
you want to change your room.”
But outside of paying attention to the size and

The owner of Las Vegas
hotel the Bellagio (far
left) called architect Jon
Jerde (left), who
designed the opulent
hotel, “the Bernini of our
time”. PHOTOS:
YOUTUBE, NEW YORK
TIMES

Obituary

Architect of the shopping experience
New York – Jon Jerde, an architect whose designs
seized on the human yen to shop, merging the mall
and downtown, commercial and public space, and
faux environments and real experiences, died on Feb
9 at his home in Los Angeles. He was 75.
“An established master of the modern shopping
mall and all its clones and offspring,” as the architecture critic Ada Louise Huxtable wrote of him in 1997,
Jerde (pronounced JER-dee) spoke about himself as a
place maker or a creator of experiences rather than
as a builder of buildings.
His wife, Janice Ambry Jerde, said the precise
cause of his death had not yet been determined. She
said that he had been treated for a number of
ailments, including bladder cancer and Alzheimer’s
disease.
His work, much of it alive with colour and dazzle,
was often perceived as an antidote to the bland malls
of convenience that proliferated in the 1960s and
1970s outside American cities and helped drain the

life from many of them.
In trying to reinvent the town square, Jerde was
something of a controversial figure. He was lauded
for his contemporary spin on the pre-suburban
downtown and for creating urban (or urban-like)
destinations that drew diverse crowds for sightseeing, people-watching and money-spending.
But he was also criticised for replacing authentic
places with ersatz versions of them and for designing
theme parks for the acquisitive.
His designs, which have been realised around the
world, include the massive Mall of America in
Bloomington, Minnesota; Horton Plaza, a fivestorey outdoor mall that helped revitalise downtown
San Diego; and the Fremont Street Experience, a
reimagining of the historic district of downtown Las
Vegas. He also designed the Bellagio, one of the Las
Vegas Strip’s most opulent hotels, whose proprietor,
Steve Wynn, called Jerde “the Bernini of our time”.
Among Jerde’s other projects were Canal City

Hakata, an office, entertainment and retail complex
in Fukuoka, Japan, knitted together by waterways
and adorned by fountains; and the Universal
CityWalk, a pedestrian-only complex adjoining
Universal Studios in Los Angeles, which The New
York Times critic Herbert Muschamp described as “a
zippy collage of signs and storefronts” that “is more
likely to be nominated for an Oscar than for a
Pritzker”, the highest accolade in the architecture
industry.
The movie analogy was an apt one both for Jerde’s
intentions and for his method. Putting together
multi-level structures with vivid outdoor spaces,
inviting walking paths and gathering spots, bright
signs and lighting to amuse and attract attention, he
thought of his creations as settings for events to
unfold – not for people to inhabit or work in but to
visit and enjoy.
“We put people in a popular and collective
environment in which they can be most truly and

space in the room, homeowners should also consider
the amount of light the room has before adding bold
colours, says Mr Lee.
“Dark colours should be used only if the room has
lots of natural light or sources of artificial lighting.
Colour and lighting go hand in hand, so without
adequate light, the room might end up looking a lot
smaller than it really is.”
Another way to prevent your home from looking
choppy and incohesive is to stick to complementary
colours on adjoining walls.

happily alive,” he said of his company, the Jerde
Partnership, which he founded in 1977. Based in
Venice, California, it now has offices in Seoul, Hong
Kong and Shanghai.
Before he sat down to design a new project, he
often wrote about the experience he envisioned that

people would have in the finished environment and,
like a film-maker, he made storyboards sketching
out a visitor’s narrative.
His wife, who is also an architect, said in an interview: “He’d write a script for what he wanted you to
feel.”

Jon Adams Jerde was born in Alton, Illinois, on
Jan 22, 1940. His father, Paul, was a peripatetic
engineer for oil companies and before he and his
wife, the former Marion Adams, split up, he kept the
family moving, mostly in the West, as he travelled
from oil field to oil field.
Jon eventually settled with his mother in the Long
Beach, California, area.
He told The Los Angeles Times that he was a
lonely child who built models of communities in his
backyard from neighbourhood junk.
For a time he studied engineering at the
University of California, Los Angeles, but his first
love was sketching and drawing, and after a chance

Complementary colours can be identified as those
near each other on a colour wheel, whereas colours
that are opposite each other on the wheel are
contrasting colours.
Colour wheels – available at interior design firms
and paint stores – are a circular diagram where
related colours are arranged next to each other.
“Sticking to complementary colours will help tie
the room together – making it look more cohesive
and inviting,” says Mrs Fritschy.
“You can then add final touches with accent

pieces such as coloured furniture or fabric piping in
the same colour family.”
At the end of the day, using colour is really a
matter of taste and preference and, hence, should not
be rushed.
Mr Lee says: “It’s best to take your time to find
out which colours you love and update your space as
you go along. That experience will make the space
feel more cosy and ultimately is what will turn your
house into a home.”
avarma@sph.com.sg
natashaz@sph.com.sg

meeting with a dean at the University of Southern
California, who encouraged him, he switched
schools and curriculums, graduating from the
University of Southern California’s school of
architecture (where there is now an endowed chair in
his name) in 1965.
A trip to Europe in the early 1960s left him
impressed with the vibrancy of the Old World public
squares he saw and an itch to recreate that at home.
He worked for a Los Angeles firm that designed
conventional shopping centres and, in 1977, he went
out on his own, accepting a commission to design a
mall for a San Diego downtown that had been more
or less abandoned by San Diegans, its pornography
shops and tattoo parlours catering to sailors from
the ships moored in the nearby harbour. The mall,
Horton Plaza, opened eight years later.
“After its debut in August 1985, the colourful,
trendsetting retail-entertainment complex did the
lion’s share of reviving downtown San Diego,” The
San Diego Union-Tribune (now U-T San Diego)
wrote in 2005 on the occasion of the project’s 20th
anniversary. “A destination for urban shoppers, diners and moviegoers, the outdoor mall is teeming
with distinctive architectural personality, a playful
pastiche of faux architectural elements, tiled walls
and fountains, and quirky connections via bridges,
stairs and ramps.”

A concurrent project for Jerde was the 1984
Summer Olympic Games, held in Los Angeles. With
a graphic designer, Deborah Sussman, he created a
series of colourful banners, gateways, tents and
other elements to visually link more than 100
locations across a wide swath of the Los Angeles
area. “An invasion of butterflies” was his description
of the approach.
In an interview with The Sacramento Bee in 2002,
Jerde said that his interest in communal space had its
roots in a reaction to his childhood isolation.
“I really love crowds,” he said. And by that
measure at least, he achieved his vision.
“CityWalk is a shopping mall that refuses to be a
shopping mall, where we’re desperate consumers of
one another’s company,” writer Ed Leibowitz
declared in Los Angeles magazine in 2002.
“It offers an 18-screen multiplex, a blues bar, a
bowling alley, 28 restaurants and several dozen
shops, but it gives away the best of itself for free.
“CityWalk is not Los Angeles’ Piazza San Marco,
its Champs-Elysees, its 42nd Street and Broadway,
but it comes closer than any place else we’ve got. By
8pm, our Broadway is a netherworld of shuttered
storefronts... Only at CityWalk can we experience a
New Year’s Eve countdown as frenzied and convivial
as Times Square’s.”
New York Times
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Topless
beauty
BMW’s 228i Convertible
boasts better proportions
and a smooth ride
Andre Lam
In Austin, United States

T

he 2-series Coupe introduced last year
was hailed as one of the most entertaining
cars BMW has made in recent times. So I
had high expectations of the convertible
version.
First of all, there is its styling. The 2-series
Convertible looks much better than the 1-series Convertible it replaces. Being wider, longer and with
short overhangs, it possesses much better proportions.
Best of all, the stylists binned the sagging lines
that used to characterise the side profile, and
adopted neat lines along the lower body with a single
upward sweeper of the side valence. The rear styling
works well but it is the front that provides the best
view. It makes the car look broader than it really is.
The 2-series Convertible is launched with
four-cylinder engines, with three- and six-cylinder
versions to follow.
The base engine now is a 2-litre turbocharged
unit that is tuned to two levels – a 220i which produces 184bhp and a 228i with 245bhp.
Later, BMW will release a three-cylinder 1.5-litre
turbocharged engine with 136bhp in the form of the
218i. And of course, there will be an M235i Convertible – with a 326bhp turbocharged 3-litre inline-six.
I had the opportunity to drive only the 228i on the
open roads around Austin.
First off, the canvas roof can be retracted fully in
20 seconds, and at speeds of up to 50kmh.
With body sturdiness improved by 20 per cent,
the new convertible displays an impeccable ride quality with no discernible scuttle shake. Its softer
suspension helps here, but its wide stance means it
does not require punishingly stiff springs to reduce
body roll in the first place.
The 228i comes with three pre-set drive modes.
The ability to individually set the engine, transmission and suspension will be available only in the
M models.
In Eco-Pro mode, the engine and transmission
dynamics favour sedate behaviour. It includes a
coasting function, where the transmission’s torque
converter disengages to allow drag-free coasting to
boost fuel efficiency.
In Sport mode, the gearbox is put on notice for
quick upshifts or to hang on to higher revs a bit
more.
Normal or Comfort mode is a brilliant default setting which suits the 228i’s character perfectly. The

THE BMW 228i Convertible offers a blend of good looks and performance. PHOTOS: BMW

car’s responsive ZF eight-speed gearbox helps in this
respect.
The 228i’s engine is punchy without being frenzied. It propels the car to 100kmh in six seconds and
on to a regulated top speed of 250kmh – commendable for an engine of its size.
More impressively, it is claimed to have an
average fuel consumption of 6.6 litres/100km,
which is close to the 6.2 litres/100km of the 220i – a
variant that takes considerably longer (7.5 seconds)
to reach 100kmh from standstill.
The 228i is not overly sporty and has a fluid deliv-

Scramble
in style

The writer is a regular contributor to Torque, a motoring
monthly published by SPH Magazines.

Specs
DUCATI SCRAMBLER
Price: $27,300-$29,800 with COE
Engine: 803cc four-valve V-twin
Transmission: Six-speed manual
Power: 75bhp at 8,250rpm
Torque: 68Nm at 5,750rpm
0-100kmh: 3 seconds +
(estimated)
Top speed: 210kmh
Fuel consumption: 4.4
litres/100km
Agent: Minerva Motor

Kevin Chin
Cha-Am, Thailand

If you have always wanted a Ducati, but do not
consider yourself a hardcore riding enthusiast, the
new Scrambler could be right up your alley.
In line with the modern retro – a modern interpretation of a classic motorcycle – the Scrambler was
inspired by the manufacturer’s single-cylinder
models of the same name from the 1970s.
Created to attract new and younger riders to the
brand, the marketing strategy for the new Scrambler was as impressive as the bike itself.
The area in which the bike was unveiled (cheekily
called “Land of Joy”) boasted glitzy multi-coloured
lights, yellow container panels (the colour of the
original Scrambler) as props, and no fewer than 50
different accessories to fully personalise your very
own Scrambler.
Add to that an entire range of Scrambler apparel
ranging from 1970s open-faced helmets and goggles
to embossed leather belts, matching retro T-shirts
and water bottles and you get yourself, as Ducati
calls it, a brand within a brand.
Carefully crafted to recreate the coolness of that
era, the campaign will certainly make fashionable
hipsters who are looking to upgrade to a Class 2
motorcycle from, say, their restored vintage Vespas,
sit up and take notice.
Whereas other manufacturers strive to stay as
true as possible to the original bike, styling-wise,
Ducati has adopted a more contemporary approach,
with only the teardrop-shaped tank, upright riding
position and round headlights of the original being
the most obvious similarities.
In keeping with the times, there is a USB socket
and a phone storage area under the Scrambler’s seat
and a large digital speedometer, which annoyingly
does not include a gear indicator or a fuel gauge.
The bike is as basic as “classic” motorcycles get.
Free of riding modes, traction control and the usual
go-fast riding aids other high-end Ducatis usually
come with, the Scrambler is all about basic,
straight-up riding fun.
You do get anti-lock braking system, though.
Central to that riding experience is an 803cc
90-degree V-twin engine taken from the discontinued Ducati Monster 796, which has been detuned
from 87 to 75bhp to offer a broader spread of
torque. Seasoned riders might find power a little
wanting, but the twin pulls cleanly from 2,000rpm
and offers more than enough grunt to keep most riders happy.

ery. It has enough verve to keep things interesting
and yet it offers an excellent ride where occupants
are shielded from most road blemishes.
The hardcore driving enthusiast will no doubt
prefer to wait for the M235i Convertible, which has a
five-second 0-100kmh timing.
But for the vast majority, the 228i is a particularly
sweet spot in the Convertible range with its brilliant
blend of good looks and performance.
stlife@sph.com.sg

The Ducati Scrambler mixes
retro styling with modern
features. PHOTO: DUCATI
The bike has non-adjustable front forks and an
adjustable for preload-only rear shock which,
happily, is firm from the get-go to aid handling.
Like all Ducatis, the bike is confidence-inspiring
when pushed around corners. Braking, although
managed only by a single brake disc upfront and
another at the back, is strong and reassuring.
Taller riders will find the riding position cramped
at first because of the low-slung seat and high, wide
handlebars which feel too close to your chest. But
the position makes the bike a treat to chuck about
because of the lower sitting position and extra leverage the bars provide.
While the firm suspension and instant throttle
response are useful when riding hard, pottering
through the pothole-ridden towns along our test
route proved that the Scrambler would have been
more comfortable and less frisky if its ride was
softer (the rear spring was over-sprung) and the
throttle response less sharp.

But it is a small price to pay for the bike’s dynamics. For while it may lack the comfort and relaxing
nature of rivals such as the Triumph Scrambler and
Kawasaki W800, it is streets ahead in terms of fun
and engagement.
There are four versions of the Scrambler available: Icon (as tested); Urban Enduro, the most
off-road oriented model with high mudguards and a
headlight grille; the sportier Full Throttle variant
with lower bars and a sportier muffler; and the
Classic, the most accurate reflection of the original,
with its spoked wheels and brown leather seat.
The Scrambler may lack the usual bells and whistles of other high-performance Ducatis, but it ticks
all the right boxes in terms of style, simplicity,
affordability and badge appeal. In fact, the most
lifestyle-oriented Ducati yet could see riders
scrambling for it when it arrives in April.
The writer is a regular contributor to Torque, a motoring
monthly published by SPH Magazines.

Specs
BMW 228i CONVERTIBLE
Price: To be announced when car arrives next month
Engine: 1,997cc 16-valve inline-4 turbocharged
Transmission: Eight-speed automatic with manual override
Power: 245bhp at 5,000rpm
Torque: 350Nm at 1,250-4,800rpm
0-100kmh: 6 seconds
Top speed: 250kmh (electronically limited)
Fuel consumption: 6.6 litres/100km
Agent: Performance Motors

Fast Lane
Christopher Tan
ELEGANT EXECUTIVE
Citroen has
among
the
most interesting designs in
the automotive
world
today and its
new
DS5
(right) is a
prime example. Looking more chic, elegant and contemporary, the new executive is powered by a new
range of engines with power outputs between
120bhp and 210bhp and torque of 240Nm to
400Nm. The DS5 Hybrid 4x4, in particular,
achieves sub-100g/km of CO2 emission and a fuel
economy of 3.5 litres/100km. In the cabin, the
colour touchdrive interface provides easy access to
all in-car functions, from navigation to music. It
also simplifies the interior layout, with 12 fewer
buttons on the dashboard than previously. Its touchscreen monitor can replicate the driver’s smartphone content.
BOLDER, SPORTIER TUCSON
Hyundai’s new
Tucson
(right)
sports a bolder
and more athletic
exterior, backed
up by a new
range of engines
with outputs ranging from 115bhp
to 184bhp. These include two petrol units: a 135bhp
1.6-litre direct injection and a turbocharged version
with 176bhp. There are three turbodiesel options: a
115bhp 1.7-litre, 136bhp 2-litre and 184bhp 2-litre.
The new turbocharged 1.6-litre can be paired with
either a seven-speed dual-clutch transmission or a
six-speed manual. The car is expected to arrive
here in the third quarter.
NEW GT220 VERSIONS OF MEGANE
Renault
has
expanded its performance line-up
with GT220 versions of the Megane Hatch, Coupe
(right) and Sport
Tourer.
These
new entry-level
performance models are powered by a 220bhp
version of the Renaultsport 2-litre turbocharged
engine and featuring a Renaultsport-engineered
chassis and 18-inch alloy wheels. Equipped with a
slick-shifting six-speed manual transmission and
with 340Nm of torque from 2,400rpm, the car hits
100kmh in 7.6 seconds and a top speed of 238kmh.
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Convertible that’s cushy to a T
Ferrari’s new California T
offers comfort and a
crushing performance

Specs
FERRARI
CALIFORNIA T
Price: From $905,000
without COE
Engine: 3,855cc 32-valve
twin-turbocharged V8
Transmission: Seven-speed
dual-clutch with paddle shift
Power: 560bhp at
7,500rpm
Torque: 755Nm at
4,750rpm
0-100kmh: 3.6 seconds
Top speed: 316kmh
Fuel consumption:
10.5 litres/100km
Agent: Ital Auto

Christopher Tan
Senior Correspondent

T

he California proved that
people do not necessarily
want a hard-as-nails Ferrari.
So the marque’s first hard-top
convertible was uncharacteristically soft. Perhaps a tad too soft.
Hence the California T, a hardened
revision with twin turbochargers for
more go, a more aerodynamic body and a
typical all-in-one racing steering wheel
found in Ferrari’s core models.
In terms of look and feel, the California T is closer to what you expect of a
Prancing Horse. Sleek, yet untamed.
Fluid, yet edgy.
Its grille is a bit more pronounced,
with headlights that are a little more
similar to those you see on the F458, and
twin bonnet vents replace the previous
single slot. In the rear, stacked tailpipes
give way to a more conventional arrangement – a pair on each end of a prominent
diffuser assembly.
Inside, a new 6.5-inch touchscreen
infotainment monitor takes pride of
place in the centre of a plush cockpit.
Everywhere your eyes or hands land,
there is either soft leather or shiny
carbon-fibre panels.
Build quality is impeccable, and
equally important, cabin ambience is
warm and inviting. The only quibbles lie
in the rather hard headrest padding and a
rather unreliable navigation system.
But the most obvious change at the
helm is Ferrari’s famous all-in-one steering wheel. Everything from turn signals,
horn, drive mode selection to wipers are
now within thumb’s reach. So access to
the car’s shift paddles is unencumbered.
This serious steering sets the tone for
the new car, a car that dashes from zero
to a hundred in 3.6 seconds and on to a
maximum velocity of 316kmh (0.3 seconds less and 6kmh faster than the
California).
The work of its turbochargers cannot
be summed up by those digits, though.

The adaptive
suspension system in
the California T can
make speed humps feel
like nothing.
ST PHOTO:
CHRISTOPHER TAN
The California T’s performance envelope is a lot broader and surprisingly
textured.
With each gear change, the engine
seems to reveal a bit more of itself. A bit
more thrust, a bit more bass, a bit more
excitement.
Peak torque of 755Nm is accessible
only in seventh gear. You get up to
600Nm in sixth.
But as with most Ferraris, there is
more than ample shove in whatever
engine speed or gear you are in. The fun
is in unleashing as much of its potential
as possible without getting into trouble.
Driving with the top down gives you
unfiltered access to the car’s sound and
fury.
There is nothing quite like the punchy
rendition of a beefy V8 reverberating off
other cars. Or better still, tunnel walls.

Clearly, the California T is more lethal
with its new forced-fed engine. And the
car’s chassis is more than capable of
coping with the extra oomph. Its steering
is direct, communicative and thoroughly
engaging. Its carbon-ceramic brakes are
easy to modulate at high or low speeds.
The car carries itself around corners
with poise and balance, betraying little of
the hefty V8 beneath its bonnet. And
opening up the throttle as the road
straightens just shows off the 560 horses
in rein – up from 460bhp in the
California.
Yet, the car retains the userfriendliness of the original, making it one
of the most accessible sports cars
around.
In Comfort mode, it has an utterly
civilised demeanour, making city driving

no more taxing than in a performance
compact. Surprisingly, Sport mode is
also usable in an urban setting, thanks
largely to the car’s satiny dual-clutch
transmission.
Its adaptive suspension system offers
an unbelievable mix of sportiness and
comfort. So much so that you sometimes
look forward to speed humps – just to
experience how the dampers magically
make them disappear.
As before, the seating position of the
California is relatively high for a sports
car. But that does not dilute your enjoyment at the wheel at all. And it makes getting in and out of the car a lot easier.
In fact, that sums up the California’s
proposition: power and glory – without
the discomfort. After all, not everyone
wants a hard-as-nails Ferrari.
christan@sph.com.sg

Torque shop
How can I know if my car’s
catalytic converter is working
properly?
In most cases, the first signs of a
faulty converter are a drop in engine
power and weaker acceleration.
Converters may be clogged over
time, or when inferior or
contaminated fuel is used. Sometimes,
the clog is so severe that it will glow
red when the vehicle is running as
heat and unburnt fuel build up inside.
When this occurs, converter
replacement is the only option.
Automobile Association of Singapore
www.aas.com.sg
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Conductor
Simon Rattle
with the Berlin
Philharmonic,
which made
their debut in
Singapore at
an Esplanade
performance
in 2010.
PHOTO: THE
ESPLANADE
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Simon
Rattle’s
next
move
British conductor Simon Rattle
will end his 16-year engagement
with the Berlin Orchestra, but
will he return to London?

L

ondon – Whenever conductor Simon Rattle takes his Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra to London, there is a sense of
reckoning: about the boy who went away,
made good and is now bringing home the

proof.
For British audiences, the very idea that a conductor from England – what Germans used to call
“the land without music” – is in charge of
Germany’s flagship orchestra is a continuing source
of national delight.
British music lovers are always curious to know
how the relationship has worked out.
Last week’s London residency, in which Rattle
and the Philharmonic gave concerts from Tuesday
to Sunday at the Southbank Center and the Barbican, drew even more news media attention than
usual, for two reasons.
One is that Rattle’s engagement with Berlin is
drawing to a close; he leaves in 2018, at the end of
16 years in the job, and it raises the question, what
comes next?
A possible answer is that he takes over the London Symphony. After prolonged periods of
will-he-or-will-he-not flirting with that orchestra,
there was the prospect of an announcement last
weekend, but nothing was said.
Another reason for the extra interest is that Rattle has just turned 60, and it was presumably no accident that the music chosen for this residency
looked back on some of the preoccupations of his
working life.
Saturday’s Southbank concert opened with a contemporary classic by Helmut Lachenmann – Tableau For Orchestra – that signalled Rattle’s relationship with modern Germany and his efforts to open
the Berlin repertoire to composers finding new possibilities in the old traditions of Austro-German orchestral writing.
Otherwise, the focus was on Mahler (two performances of the Second Symphony) and Sibelius (a
cycle of all seven symphonies): special interests
that predate his elevation to Berlin and were conspicuous highlights of the 18 years (1980 to 1998)
spent with his previous orchestra, the City of Birmingham Symphony.
While in Birmingham, Rattle made outstanding
discs of Mahler’s Second Symphony and the complete Sibelius for EMI. Some would argue that for
all the disparity in status between the two orchestras, it was in Birmingham, rather than Berlin, that
the Rattle magic has worked best.
That notion was supported by what was heard
last week in London. The most striking quality of
the Sibelius cycle that ran at the Barbican was the
sheer grandeur of the Berlin Philharmonic sound,
which seemed to burst out of the boxed-in confines
of the hall (acoustically, the Barbican is far from perfect) with assertive confidence and rich, red-blooded warmth.
No British orchestra, however good, has anything to match that sound.
The only problem was that warmth is not entirely what Sibelius calls for. The intensity of his symphonic writing demands white, not red, heat. And a
relatively scrawny British sound has some advantage there, more suited to Sibelius’ icy bleakness.
One weakness last week was the way the Berlin
Philharmonic handled the Sibelian trope of suddenly
accelerated movement on an upward path, the music
surging forward like a plane in takeoff on a scarily
short runway.
As the sonic counterpart of a jumbo jet, the Berlin Philharmonic does not do that easily, and it was
noticeable in perhaps the toughest of Sibelius’ symphonies, No. 5, where many of the difficulties of
the score felt unresolved. If Rattle had solutions, he
was struggling to persuade his orchestra to follow
them. The result was disappointing.
Nos. 6 and 7 worked far better though they were
not helped by Rattle’s running the two symphonies
together without a break.
He does this on the grounds that they share material and are conceptually joined at the hip. It is plausible as an approach, but troublesome in practice.
Along with other aspects of the cycle, it qualified
the triumph everybody in the audience wanted this
experience to be.
The Mahler Second at the Southbank Center, by
contrast, was a triumph: more secure and sorted
out than the Sibelius, with the upholstered Berlin
sound a bonus rather than a handicap in a performance that emphasised the grace and tenderness in
Mahler’s writing over the neurosis.
The sole problem here was with the hall, which
is so dry it does no justice to an orchestra of such
power; they might as well be playing in a sack.
It is an issue that has fed into the speculations
about Rattle’s future. He has said that he would
take a London job only if the city were prepared to
build him a concert hall with seriously good acoustics: something that does not currently exist.
It is the kind of demand he has made before, and
successfully. The excellent Symphony Hall in Birmingham has been there since 1991 because he
made it happen.
But in London, in a time of lingering economic
crisis, with no public will to fund the arts, it is
almost certainly too big a request.
So he must either climb down or look elsewhere
– maybe to the New York Philharmonic. It would
be enormously to London’s loss, and maybe there
are possibilities for compromise.
They are just not obvious right now.
New York Times
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starhub tv

h2

ch402

AM
6.00 Modern Marvels
7.00 Mega Disasters 3
8.00 Hero Ships
10.00 The Universe 2/11.00 The Universe:
Ancient Mysteries Solved
PM
12.00 Modern Marvels
1.00 Battle 360
2.00 Dogfights
3.00 The Universe 2
4.00 The Universe: Ancient Mysteries
Solved
5.00 Ancient Discoveries
6.00 Digging For The Truth 3
7.00 The Universe 2
10.00 Secret Access: Air Force One
11.00 Mega Movers 2

eve

ch425

AM
6.00 Make Room For Multiples
7.00 Deliver Me: Home Edition
7.30 Gilad’s Bodies In Motion: 30th
Anniversary
8.00 Candy Queen
8.30 Ashley Paige: Bikini Or Bust
9.00 LA Ink 2
10.00 Growing Up Tiny: Kenadie’s Story
11.00 Kate Plus 8 2
PM
12.00 Quints By Surprise 3
1.00 Too Ugly For Love?
2.00 Long Island Medium 5
3.00 Candy Queen
3.30 Ashley Paige: Bikini Or Bust
4.00 Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners 2
5.00 My 600lb Life 2
6.00 Six Little McGhees
7.00 90 Day Fiance 2
8.00 Leave It To Niecy
8.30 Leah Remini: It’s All Relative
9.00 LA Ink 2
10.00 Breaking The Faith
11.00 Heartbreakers

warner tv

ch515

AM
6.00 2 Broke Girls (NC16)
7.00 Friends 4
8.00 Person Of Interest 4
9.00 Cold Case 7
11.00 Harry Potter And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 1
PM
2.00 The Big Bang Theory 5
3.00 The Closer
5.00 The Closer 2
8.00 Harry Potter And The Deathly
Hallows: Part 2
10.30 Lethal Weapon 4

hbo

ch601

AM
7.00 The Iron Giant
8.30 Spirit: Stallion Of The Cimarron
9.50 Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa
11.20 The Bucket List
PM
12.55 Pacific Rim (NC16)
3.10 Superman Returns
5.40 Poseidon
7.20 The Lego Movie
9.00 Tarzan (See Must Watch)
10.35 Star Trek Into Darkness
AM
12.45 The Assassination Of Jesse James
By The Coward Robert Ford
3.20 A Beautiful Mind
5.30 Hollywood On Set
5.55 The Great Gatsby (NC16)

fox movies prem

ch622

AM
7.10 Hot Shots! Part Deux
8.40 The Nut Job
10.10 Speed
PM
12.10 Need For Speed
2.25 The Hobbit: The Desolation Of Smaug
5.10 Percy Jackson: Sea Of Monsters
7.00 Rio 2
8.45 The Mortal Instruments: City Of
Bones/11.00 Now You See Me
AM
1.00 Percy Jackson: Sea Of Monsters
2.50 Bad Teacher (NC16)
4.25 Just Go With It

e city

ch825

AM
6.30 Easy Cooking CNY Special 3
7.00 2015 Super Star
PM
12.00 A Chinese Odyssey Part 1: Pandora
Box
2.00 2014 China Drama Awards
5.30 Hot Door Night CNY Special 2
6.30 Easy Cooking CNY Special 4
7.00 2015 CTV CNY Special 2
10.00 Second Chance
AM
12.00 Fortune God Go Go Go Lunar New
Year Special
1.30 Easy Cooking CNY Special 4
2.00 TVB Entertainment News
3.00 A Chinese Odyssey Part 1: Pandora
Box
5.00 2014 China Drama Awards

video on demand
1 Second Chance (Mandarin)
2 Saturday Night Fever
3 Manjapai (Tamil)
4 The Chronicles Of Narnia: The Voyage
Of The Dawn Treader
5 A Chinese Odyssey Part 1: Pandora Box
(Mandarin)
6 Irumbu Kuthirai (Tamil)

starhub sports

supersports 1

free to air

ch201

channel 5

AM
9.00 Darts: World Grand Prix Darts
10.00 Extreme Sports: ASP World Tour –
Women’s Year In Review Show:
Highlights
11.00 Motorsports: Motorsports Mundial
2015
11.30 Extreme Sports: ASP World Tour –
Longboard Championships: Highlights
PM
12.00 Badminton: European Mixed Team
Championships, Semi-finals 2
4.00 Extreme Sports: Ultimate Rush
2014
4.30 Other: Gillette World Of Sports
2015
5.00 Tennis: ATP 500 ABN Amro World
Tennis Tournament, Day 6
(Semi-finals)
8.00 Table Tennis: GAC ITTF World Tour
Qatar Open, Women’s Doubles And
Men’s Doubles Semi-finals, Women’s
Singles and Men’s Singles
Quarter-finals
10.30 Badminton: Badminton Unlimited
#59
11.00 Table Tennis: GAC ITTF World
Tour Qatar Open, Women’s Singles and
Men’s Singles Quarter-finals
AM
2.00 Darts: World Grand Prix Darts
3.00 Tennis: ATP 500 Rio Open
Presented By Claro HDTV, Day 6
Semi-finals

supersports 2

AM
6.00 Spin 2 (D)
6.30 On The Red Dot (HD) (IE)
7.00 JML TV Home Shopping (Paid
Presentation)
8.00 Rose Parade 2015 (HD)
(Premiere) (V)
10.30 The Queen Latifah Show (HD)
(V)
11.15 The Ellen DeGeneres Show 12
(HD) (PG) (V)
PM
12.00 I Kid With Brad Garrett (HD)
(V)
12.30 Films And Stars (V)
1.00 America’s Got Talent 7 (V)
(Season Finale)
3.00 The 5 Search (HD) (V)
4.00 Wok Stars (HD) (V)
5.00 Holiday Movie: Scooby-Doo 2:
Monsters Unleashed (HD) (PG)
7.00 Stay Home Saturday Movie: Toy
Story 3 (PG)
9.00 News 5 (HD)
9.30 2025 (HD) (PG) (IE)
10.00 Holiday Movie: Avatar (HD)
(PG) (See Must Watch)
AM
1.15 Holiday Movie: Edge Of Darkness
(PG13)
3.30 Rose Parade 2015 (HD) (V)

ch202

AM
6.00 3-Plus-1 4 (HD) (V)
7.00 Taiwan Taste (IE)
7.30 The Magic Aster (C)
9.00 Doraemon The Movie: Nobita In
The Secret Gadgets Museum (C)
11.15 Year Of The Goat – Lunar New
Year Special 2 (V)
PM
1.00 CCTV Lunar New Year Countdown
2015 (V)
6.30 Singapore Today (HD) (News)
7.00 Life (PG) (D)
10.00 News Tonight (HD)
10.30 The Best Of My Star Guide (V)
11.00 King Of Lan Ling (HD) (PG) (D)
AM
1.00 Prosperity (D)
3.00 World Of Laughs (V)
4.00 Family Matters (D)

channel U
AM
10.00 Super Jumbo (IE)
11.00 24th Seoul Music Awards (V)
PM
2.00 Ponyo On The Cliff By The Sea
(C)
4.00 2015 Superstar Red Vs White
Show (V)
8.30 LNY Day 3 Movie: Ip Man – The
Final Fight (PG)
10.30 Money Week (CA)
11.00 News Tonight
11.30 LNY Day 3 Movie: Love Is
Pyjamas (PG)
AM
1.30 Adventure Clicks (IE)

ch203

AM
6.00 Magazine: Trans World Sport 2015
7.00 Table Tennis: ITTF World Tour
Kuwait Open 2015: Women’s & Men’s
Singles & Doubles Finals
10.00 Horse Racing: Singapore Race
Results (Friday)
11.00 Magazine: Road To Rio
11.30 Magazine: World Of Athletics 2015
PM
12.00 Tennis: WTA Dubai Duty Free
Tennis Championships 2015 Semi-finals
5.00 Horse Racing: Singapore Race
Results (Friday)
6.00 Darts: 2014 Grand Slam Of Darts
7.00 Magazine: Trans World Sport 2015
8.00 Horse Racing: Track Talk (Sunday)
9.00 Magazine: Road To Rio
9.30 Magazine: World of Athletics 2015
10.00 Tennis: Federation Cup 2015:
World Group I 1st Round: Highlights
11.00 Tennis: WTA Dubai Duty Free
Tennis Championships 2015 Finals
(Live)
AM
2.00 Magazine: Trans World Sport 2015
3.00 Darts: 2014 Grand Slam Of Darts
4.00 Tennis: WTA Dubai Duty Free
Tennis Championships 2015 Finals

supersports arena

2.30 Close

cna
AM
6.00 Undercover Asia: Voices Under
The Mango Tree
7.00 News Now
7.32 Insight
8.00 News Now
8.32 Correspondents’ Diary
9.00 News Now
9.33 Welcome 2 Taiwan
10.00 News Now
10.32 Between The Lines
11.00 News Now
11.33 World Watch
PM
12.00 News Now
12.32 Correspondents’ Diary
1.02 Insight
1.30 Conversation With 10
2.00 News Now
2.33 Welcome 2 Taiwan

ch205

AM
6.00 Pool: 2014 World Pool Masters
7.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360 2015
7.30 Golf: Asian Tour Golf 2015:
Thailand Classic Day 3
11.30 Pool: 2014 World Pool Masters
PM
12.30 Tennis: WTA BNP Paribas Fortis
Diamond Games 2015 Finals
3.30 Football: Malaysia Super League
2015: Kelantan Vs LionsXII
5.30 Magazine: Omnisport. TV
6.00 Pool: 2014 World Pool Masters
7.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360 2015
7.30 Motorsport: MotorSport Mundial
2015
8.00 Football: The Football Review
8.30 Football: Malaysia Super League
2015: Perak Vs LionsXII (Live)
11.00 Magazine: SuperSports 360 2015
11.30 Wrestling: WWE Superstars (PG)
AM
12.30 Magazine: Body Reboot
1.00 Tennis: WTA BNP Paribas Fortis
Diamond Games 2015: Finals
4.00 Football: Malaysia Super League
2015: Perak Vs LionsXII

watch
Channel 5, 10pm
A paraplegic
Marine dispatched
to an alien world
on a unique
mission becomes
torn between
PHOTOS: MEDIACORP, STARHUB
following his
superior’s orders
and protecting the world he feels at home in. Stars Sam
Worthington and Zoe Saldana.

cHK (HD) (Singtel
TV Channel 510),
3pm

TARZAN

HBO (StarHub TV Channel 601),
9pm
A band of gorillas discover a boy
in a helicopter wreckage and raise
him as their own. He grows up in
the harsh conditions of the jungle
(above).

3.00 News Now
3.32 Between The Lines
4.00 News Now
4.33 Correspondents’ Diary
5.00 News Now
5.32 Asian/Asean Panorama
6.02 Last Train Home
7.00 Primetime Weekend
7.32 Japan Hour
8.30 Love, Asia
9.00 Primetime Weekend
9.30 Spirits Of Asia
10.00 Singapore Tonight
10.30 Money Mind
11.00 World Tonight
11.30 Love, Asia
AM
12.00 News Pulse
12.30 Japan Hour
1.30 Spirits Of Asia
2.00 News Pulse
2.30 Correspondents’ Diary
3.00 Days Of Disaster
4.00 Singapore Tonight
4.30 Money Mind
5.00 Rock ’N Roll Farmer You Waki
Programmes may be pre-empted due
to breaking news

Hong Kong actress
Kara Hui stars as a
heroine who has
retired from
fighting bad guys
to become a
housewife. Her
children see her as
a coward at first,
but later realise
how great she is.

11.00 Kamen Rider Fourze (S)
11.30 Power Rangers Super Mega Force
(C)
PM
12.00 Yomi (D) (S)
12.30 Bossa Boys (IE) (S)
1.00 Wild Kratts 3 (IE) (S)
1.30 Famous 5 (S)
2.00 Transformers Prime Beast
Hunters (S)
3.00 Zero Hero 2 (D) (S)
4.00 Why Didn’t I Think Of That? (IE)
(S)
5.00 Pirates, Adventures In Art (IE)
(S)
5.30 Babar (S)
6.00 Mr Bean: The Animated Series
(S)
6.30 The Tom & Jerry Show (S) (PG)
7.00 Dude, That's My Ghost! (S)
7.30 Avatar (S)
8.00 Crash & Bernstein (S)
8.30 Kickin’ It 2 (S)
9.00 World’s Extreme Body Parts Aka
Extremities (IE)
10.00 Piano Guys Live At Red Butte
Garten (Cul)
10.00 Mozart (Cul)
AM
12.00 Close

vasantham
PM
1.00 Vasantham Gold: Sumai Thangi
(M)
4.00 Bollywood Masti: Lootera (Hindi)
(PG) (M)
7.00 Thirai Bioscope (V)
8.00 Indian Beat (IE)
8.30 Tamil Seithi (News)
9.00 Tamil Silverscreen: All In All
Azhagu Raja (M)
AM
12.00 Tamil Seithi (News) (R)
12.30 Close

okto
AM
7.00 The Rainbow Bus (P)
8.00 Ollie & Friends (P)
9.00 My Little Pony: Friendship Is
Magic (S)
9.30 Phineas & Ferb (S)
10.00 Pokemon The Series: XY (S)
10.30 Planet Sheen (S)

suria
AM
10.00 Angan Si Tukang Sapu (D)
11.00 Di Mana Kan Ku Cari Ganti
(Telemovie)
PM
1.00 Malam Puncak 24 Tahun SCTV
Teristimewa (V) (Part 2)
4.00 Retro Sabtu: Ratapan Anak Tiri
(Indonesian) (M)
6.00 29 Februari (M)
8.00 Berita (HD) (News)
8.30 Perintis Kita (HD) (IE)
9.00 Kita Orang Singapura 2 (HD) (V)
10.00 Love You Mr Arrogant (D)
11.00 Salam Cinta (M)
AM
1.00 Berita (HD) (News) (R)
1.30 Close
C: Children; CA: Current Affairs;
Co: Cooking; Cul: Culture; D: Drama;
IE: Info-Ed; M: Movies; P: Preschool;
PG: Parental Guidance; R: Repeat;
S: Schoolkids; SC: Sitcom; V: Variety

TIDES TODAY
FIRST HIGH TIDE
SECOND HIGH TIDE

Fair.

AIR QUALITY
PSI 32-41 (Good)
NORTH
SOUTH
EAST
WEST
CENTRAL

35
32
41
35
35

(Good)
(Good)
(Good)
(Good)
(Good)

7.16am
7.21pm

ch201

AM
6.00 Live Free Or Die/7.00 Inside
7.55 Walking The World
8.50 Bad Trip
9.45 Mega Food
10.40 World’s Best Chefs
11.35 Showdown Of The Unbeatables
PM
12.30 Science Of Stupid
1.25 Dog Whisperer
3.15 Eat: The Story Of Food
4.10 The Food Files/5.05 Mega Food
6.00 Megastructures
7.00 Mega Factories
8.00 Access 360 World Heritage
9.00 Science Of Stupid
10.00 Showdown Of The Unbeatables
11.00 Roam

cartoon network (hd) ch226

INCREDIBLE
MAMA

Programme schedules correct at time of printing. Telecast details from MediaCorp, StarHub and mio TV.
For pay TV updates, go to www.starhub.com/tv or www.singtel.com/miotv

SUNRISE
SUNSET

singtel tv

natgeo

AVATAR

channel 8

AM
7.30 Basketball: 2014/15 NBA Regular
Season: San Antonio Spurs Vs
LA Clippers
9.30 Basketball: 2014/15 NBA Regular
Season: Houston Rockets Vs Dallas
Mavericks (Live)
PM
12.00 Magazine: Omnisport. TV
12.30 Magazine: Road To Rio
1.00 Magazine: Trans World Sport 2015
1.55 Football: A-League 2014/15:
Sydney FC Vs Central Coast Mariners
(Live)
4.00 Basketball: Fiba World Basketball
2015
4.30 Wrestling: WWE Main Event (PG)
5.30 Magazine: Trans World Sport 2015
6.30 Magazine: Omnisport. TV
7.00 Basketball: 2014/15 NBA Regular
Season: Houston Rockets Vs Dallas
Mavericks
9.00 Wrestling: WWE Smackdown (PG)
10.25 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: SC Paderborn Vs Bayern
Munich (Live)
AM
12.30 Magazine: Omnisport. TV
1.00 Magazine: Road To Rio
1.25 Football: German Bundesliga
2014/15: FC Cologne Vs Hannover 96
(Live)
3.30 Wrestling: WWE Main Event (PG)
4.30 Football: A-League 2014/15:
Sydney FC Vs Central Coast Mariners

supersports 3

must

MOONRISE
MOONSET

°C
33/24

9.06am
9.33pm

FOR UPDATES AND
MORE DETAILS, CALL
METEOROLOGICAL
SERVICE SINGAPORE:
6542-7788 OR GO
ONLINE TO
www.nea.gov.sg

3m
3.4m

12.41am
12.35pm

12.41am (3m), 6.43am (0.8m), 12.35pm (3.4m), 7.16pm (0.4m).
Desaru: 12.18am (2.9m), 6.03am (1.2m), 12.03pm (2.9m),
6.22pm (0.7m). Port Dickson: 8.17am (2.8m), 8.47pm (3m).
Mersing: 5.26am (1.4m), 11.12am (2.6m), 4.56pm (0.8m), 12am
(3.2m).

TIDES TOMORROW

AM
6.00 Monk The Little Dog
6.30 Gon/7.30 Fish N’ Chips
8.00 Oggy & The Cockroaches
8.30 Bugged
9.00 Ninjago: Masters Of Spinjitzu
9.30 Bola Kampung
10.00 Uncle Grandpa
11.00 Adventure Time
PM
12.00 Steven Universe
1.00 Uncle Grandpa
2.00 Adventure Time
3.00 The Amazing World Of Gumball
4.00 Xiaolin Chronicles
6.00 Ninjago: Masters Of Spinjitzu
6.30 Oggy & The Cockroaches
7.00 Tom & Jerry: The Movie
8.30 Bugged
9.00 Courage The Cowardly Dog
9.30 The Amazing World Of Gumball
10.00 Adventure Time
10.30 Uncle Grandpa
11.00 Ben 10: Omniverse

star world (hd)

diva (hd)

ch303

AM
6.00 Random Encounters
7.45 Columbus Circle
7.55 Reading, Writing And Romance
11.05 Key To My Heart
12.45 Thinspiration
14.30 A Family Reunion
16.10 You May Not Kiss The Bride
18.00 Just For Laughs 10
19.00 Merlin 4
20.00 Atlantis 2
20.55 My Kitchen Rules NZ

fox (hd)

ch330

AM
6.45 Revolution/7.35 The Mentalist
9.15 Hell’s Kitchen
10.05 Killer Karaoke
11.00 Opposite Worlds
11.55 Sleepy Hollow
PM
12.50 Marvel’s Agent Carter
1.45 Castle/5.20 Marvel’s Agent Carter
6.15 Instant Cash
7.10 Killer Karaoke
8.00 Opposite Worlds
8.55 Monster Jam 2014
9.45 World Championship Kickboxing
10.45 Family Guy

jia le

ch502

AM
6.00 Mei-Fong’s Cooking Show – CNY
Special 2015
6.30 2014 Global Hokkien Singing
Competition
8.00 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
8.30 Mei-Fong’s Cooking Show – CNY
Special 2015
9.00 30 Years Of Spring Festival Gala
10.00 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
10.30 Super Nightclub
PM
12.00 Stylish Man – CNY Special 2015
1.00 Hua Lien Summer Festival 2014 II
4.00 2014 Global Hokkien Singing
Competition
5.30 One Hundred Tastes In Taiwan
6.00 Mei-Fong’s Cooking Show – CNY
Special 2015
6.30 30 Years Of Spring Festival Gala
7.30 Love Player – 2015 CNY Special
8.30 Running Man – China
10.30 Fantasia

oh!k

1.16am (3m), 7.30am (0.7m), 1.24pm (3.3m), 8.01pm (0.6m).
Desaru: 12.52am (2.8m), 6.45am (1.1m), 12.56pm (2.9m),
7.09pm (0.9m). Port Dickson: 3.52am (0.1m), 8.57am (2.7m),
9.23pm (2.9m). Mersing: 6.01am (1.2m), 12.11pm (2.7m),
5.47pm (1.1m), 12.34am (3m).

ch301

AM
6.15 New Girl/7.05 Cristela
7.55 Benched
8.45 American Idol
10.25 Revenge
11.15 Glee
PM
12.55 The Apartment: Celebrity Edition
1.45 Benched/2.35 Cristela
3.25 Revenge
4.15 Scandal
5.05 How I Met Your Mother
5.30 New Girl
6.00 MasterChef Junior US/7.50 Glee
9.40 The Apartment: Celebrity Edition
10.35 American Idol

ch525 & 611

AM
6.00 The Guru Show
7.20 Four Legendary Witches
9.30 The Triangle/11.40 Music Core
PM
12.45 Dad, Where Are We Going? 2

E13

5.55 Rosy Lovers
8.00 Infinite Challenge
9.30 Best Of Infinite Challenge
11.00 The Real Men

star chi movies

ch571

AM
7.15 The Great Magician
9.20 Already Famous (Singapore)
11.20 Flash Point
PM
12.50 Filial Party (Singapore)
2.45 All’s Well, Ends Well 1997
4.20 Princess And Seven Kung Fu
Masters
5.55 All’s Well, Ends Well 2012
8.00 Cursed House (NC16)
9.30 The Lion Men: Ultimate Showdown
(Singapore) (NC16)/11.15 Journey To
The West: Conquering The Demons
AM
1.05 King Of Beggars
2.45 Honesty
4.30 Wasao (Japan)

video on demand
1 The Song (HD)
2 Special ID (Mandarin)
3 Cara Mengundang Hantu
(Cine-Ekpres)
4 Kadhalil Sodhappuvadhu Yeppadi
(Asian-Kollywood)
5 Happy Ending (Asian-Bollywood)
Programmes available anytime you
want

singtel tv sports
mio stadium (hd)

ch102

AM
6.00 BPL: Premier League Playlist
7.00 BPL: Classic Match
7.30 BPL 14/15: Fanzone
8.00 BPL 14/15: News
8.30 BPL 14/15: Preview
9.00 BPL 14/15: MOTW #23
11.00 BPL 14/15: Premier League
World/11.30 BPL 14/15: Netbusters
PM
12.00 BPL: Classic Match
12.30 BPL 14/15: Match Pack
1.00 BPL 14/15: MOTW #24
3.00 BPL: Premier League Playlist
4.00 BPL: Premier League Legends
5.00 BPL 14/15: MOTW #25
7.00 BPL 14/15: Premier League
World
7.30 BPL 14/15: Netbusters
8.00 BPL 14/15: Preview
8.30 BPL 14/15: Kick-off (Live)
10.00 BPL 14/15: Matchday Preshow
(Live)/11.00 BPL 14/15: Crystal
Palace Vs Arsenal (Live)
AM
1.30 BPL 14/15: Manchester City vs
Newcastle (Live)
4.00 BPL 14/15: Fanzone &
Post-match (Live)
5.00 BPL: Classic Match

mio sports

fox sports

taurus

You are in no big hurry, but the world
seems to be conspiring against you
today. You may feel a sense of
urgency coming from outside that is
mostly irritating. Get moving with it.

gemini

You know what you want and you
know when you want it, so now is the
time to get to work. Your great energy
is pushing you in a new direction that
could mean a lot.

april 21 – may 21

may 22 – june 21

cancer

june 22 – july 22

leo

july 23 – aug 22

virgo

aug 23 – sept 22

Your emotions are all over the map
today, which could mean it is easy to
get riled up. Things do not go your way
early on, but if you keep your cool, you
can probably salvage the situation.
You meet someone new who may
change your opinion in a major way.
Your great energy is perfect for
making big changes and now is the
time to go for the gold.
You are feeling pretty feisty today, so
much so that you may start little fights
without realising it. Things are going
your way, but you should try not to
step on too many toes.

libra

sept 23 – oct 23

scorpio

oct 24 – nov 21

sagittarius

nov 22 – dec 20

capricorn

dec 21 – jan 20

aquarius

jan 21 – feb 19

pisces

feb 20 – march 20

Try not to get too spooked if you are
in a bad mood. You can fix it really
quickly. Sometimes you need to wallow
in bad feelings, but this time, it is
totally under control.

BABY BLUES

You are at your best today when
helping others, so put on your
altruistic hat and get busy. You should
be able to make great changes if you
stay focused on what is important.
Your romantic situation gets a lot
more intense in a good way. You may
meet someone new who thrills you or
you may find a new connection with
your sweetheart. Enjoy this phase.
You are feeling a little tired out, but
perseverance is essential. Your energy
reserves can help you make the final
push and you should be able to outlast
the competition if it comes to that.

GARFIELD

You feel totally amazed at this
morning’s news and your great energy
should help you make the most of it.
You may create something amazing, so
be prepared for a big win.
You cannot figure out what your
sweetie or business partner is trying to
tell you. It is as if he has started
speaking in a foreign language. Now is
a good time for temporary separations.

THINGS TO DO: To find out what’s happening in and around Singapore, go to www.straitstimes.com

ch114

AM
6.00 International: Sport Confidential
6.30 Soccer: Football Asia 2014/15
7.00 Fox Sports Central
7.30 Soccer: Goals/8.00 Soccer: Liga
BBVA 2014/15: Weekly Preview
8.30 Magazine: National Icons
9.00 International: Perfection
9.30 International: Sport Confidential
10.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15: La
Liga World
10.30 Rugby: World Rugby
11.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15:
Matches
PM
12.00 Soccer: Football Asia 2014/15
12.30 Soccer: Goals
1.00 Movie: The Mighty Ducks
3.00 Magazine: National Icons
3.30 International: Perfection
4.00 International: Sport Confidential
4.30 Rugby: World Rugby
5.00 Soccer: Football Asia 2014/15
5.30 Soccer: Goals
6.00 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15:
Weekly Preview/6.30 Soccer: Liga
BBVA 2014/15: Matches
7.30 Movie: The Mighty Ducks
9.30 Soccer: BBVA La Liga Match
10.30 Soccer: Liga BBVA 2014/15:
Weekly Preview/10.55 Soccer: Liga
BBVA 2014/15: Matches (Live)

COMICS
Your terrific energy is pushing you in
bold new directions today and you are
sure to blaze at least one trail towards
aries
march 21 – april 20 an exciting goal. It is a great time to
be you or to follow in your footsteps.

ch111

AM
6.00 UEL: UEL 14/15: Tottenham
Hotspur Vs Fiorentina
8.00 UEL: UEL 14/15: Young Boys Vs
Everton/10.00 UEL: UEL 14/15:
Liverpool Vs Besiktas
PM
12.00 WRE: TNA Impact
2.00 UEL: UEL 14/15: Villarreal Vs
Salzburg
4.00 SPL: Scottish Premier League
14/15: Raith Rovers Vs Rangers
6.00 FRL: French Ligue 14/15: Nice
Vs Monaco/8.10 ELC: English
Championship 14/15: Middlesbrough
Vs Leeds United (Live)
10.25 CHL: UCL Magazine Show
10.55 ELC: English Championship
14/15: Brentford City Vs AFC
Bournemouth (Live)
AM
1.00 ITA: Italian Serie A 14/15:
Juventus Vs Atalanta
3.00 CHL: UCL Magazine Show
3.38 ITA: Italian Serie A 14/15:
Sampdoria Vs Genoa (Live)

CALL US: Life!/SundayLife!, tel: 6319-5416 fax: 6319-8276
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Posh British actors spark elitism talk

L

ondon – The backgrounds of
Oscar
hopefuls
Benedict
Cumberbatch and Eddie Redmayne have fuelled a longrunning controversy over
whether acting is becoming an elitist
profession in Britain.
Several stars, including Michael
Gambon and Judi Dench, have weighed in
on the debate.
Gambon, famous for playing wizard
Dumbledore in the Harry Potter film
series, sees no problem in the trend.
“The more Old Etonians the better, I
think,” he said, referring to the alma
mater of Prince Harry and Prince William
that costs over £34,000 (S$71,350) a year
to attend, well over the average yearly
salary in Britain.
“It’s to do with being actors and wanting to do it. It’s nothing to do with where
they come from,” Gambon told Radio
Times.
Redmayne, nominated for Best Actor
for his performance as astrophysicist
Stephen Hawking in The Theory Of Everything, was a classmate of Prince
William’s at Eton.
The Avengers villain Tom Hiddleston
is a fellow alumnus, along with Homeland
star Damian Lewis, The Wire star
Dominic West and 19 British prime
ministers including Mr David Cameron.
The school has lavish drama facilities,
including a 400-seat theatre with an
orchestra pit and revolving stage, and
puts on more than 20 productions a year
– some of which go on to be staged at
Edinburgh Festival Fringe.
Some have expressed concern that
connections and wealthy parents tip the
balance in favour of the privileged,
especially when it comes to costly drama
schools and living through months of
auditions and unpaid work.
Dench has said she regularly receives
letters from aspiring young actors begging for financial assistance.
“Anyone who’s in the theatre gets
letters countless times a week asking for
help to get through drama school,” she
told The Observer newspaper. “You can
do so much, but you can’t do an endless

Benedict Cumberbatch graduated from
Harrow School, an elite all-boys
establishment.
thing. It is very expensive.”
She lamented the demise of the repertory theatre, where an acting company
performs different plays in rotation but
features the same cast, saying it left
young actors with no options for training
other than expensive acting schools.
The Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in
London, which has Kenneth Branagh and
Ralph Fiennes among its alumni, costs
£9,000 a year to attend, according to its
website.
Living costs must be added to this, as
well as the ability to cope financially with
low and unreliable wages after
graduation.
An established actors agent in London,

who asked not to be identified, said there
were declining numbers of actors from
working class backgrounds.
“I absolutely think that there has been
a change over the years,” the agent said,
saying working-class hopefuls were less
likely to gamble on an acting career than
alumni of elite schools.
“These boys are educated to be the
elite. They completely expect success,
whereas for a working-class kid with no
connections, it seems so out of reach.”
Actress Julie Walters, who is from a
working-class background, said she
would not have the same opportunities
today.
“I don’t know how you get into it now.
Kids write to me all the time and I think: I
don’t know what to tell you,” she told
The Observer.
“Working-class kids aren’t represented. Working-class life is not referred
to. It’s really sad.”
Mr Chris Bryant, Britain’s shadow
culture minister for the opposition
Labour party, caused a storm after
complaining that British culture was
dominated by people such as musician
James Blunt, an alumnus of Harrow
School, which, like Eton, is an elite
all-boys establishment.
Cumberbatch, also up for a Best
Actor Oscar for his performance as
mathematician Alan Turing in The
Imitation Game, is an alumnus of
Harrow.
In 2012, he complained about
“posh-bashing”, calling it “so predictable, so domestic, so dumb”. He
said it made him want to move to the
United States.
His former drama teacher at Harrow,
Mr Martin Tyrrell, told Radio Times that
it was clear from age 13 that Cumberbatch would be an outstanding actor and
that his schooling was of “no importance”.
He said: “I don’t think anyone ever
bought an education at Harrow in order
for their son to become an actor.”
Agence France-Presse

Actor Eddie Redmayne
went to Eton, where he
was a classmate of Prince
William’s. PHOTOS:
AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Vanilla Ice says burglary
arrest a misunderstanding
Miami – Rapper Vanilla Ice was out of under construction and is also the site
jail on Thursday, a day after being of his latest venture, a reality show for
arrested on a burglary charge that he DIY Network called The Vanilla Ice
says is a misunderstanding.
Project.
The
musicianVan Winkle, 47,
turned-reality televiwas released from jail
sion
star,
who
on a US$6,000 bond
famously rapped that
on Wednesday night.
“anything less than
He told reporters the
the best is a felony” in
situation was “overhis 1990s hit song Ice
blown”.
Ice Baby, was charged
“I wish you guys
with burglary of an
would focus on the
unoccupied residence
good things I’ve
and grand theft, both
done,” he told the
felonies.
WPTV news station.
The rapper, whose
It was not immedireal name is Robert
ately clear if he had
Van Winkle, allegedly
hired an attorney.
stole two bicycles, a
The police did not
US$3,000 (S$4,080)
immediately respond
pool
heater,
a
to a request for
US$1,000 sofa, art Rapper Vanilla Ice allegedly
comment about Van
and other items from stole from a neighbour.
Winkle’s claim that
a neighbour’s home, PHOTO: REUTERS
the charges resulted
the Lantana Police
from a misunderstandDepartment said in a
ing.
news release on Wednesday, after findHe met with investigators and
ing several items that were reported offered a sworn statement before he
missing in recent months in his home.
was taken into custody, the police said.
The rapper’s home is currently
Reuters

Buzzing
COMPETITION BETWEEN MADOFF ACTORS
Richard Dreyfuss and Robert De Niro may be
competing to be the first Oscar winner to play
Bernie Madoff, mastermind of the world’s biggest
Ponzi scheme.
Dreyfuss has agreed to star in a four-hour
ABC miniseries, according to a source at the
network. A project starring De Niro announced
in 2011 is still in development at HBO, two
sources said.

Pussy Riot’s Nadya Tolokonnikova (left) and Maria Alyokhina released their
first English song this week. PHOTO: AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

Pussy Riot tribute to choked man
New York – Russian punk rock group
Pussy Riot released their first song in
English on Wednesday, a musical
tribute to Eric Garner, the unarmed
black man whose death in a police
chokehold last summer sparked wide
protests against police violence.
Nadya Tolokonnikova and Maria
Alyokhina recorded the song, I Can’t
Breathe, in New York last December
after a grand jury decided not to indict a
white New York City police officer in
Garner’s death.
The pair said they dedicated their
first song in English to Garner and titled
it after the words he repeated before his
death.
“This song is for Eric and all those
from Russia to America and around the
globe who suffer from state terror –
killed, choked, perished because of war
and state-sponsored violence of all
kinds,” they said in a statement.

In the video released on YouTube the
singers, shown wearing Russian riot
police uniforms, are slowly buried alive
as soil is shovelled on them.
The song begins with the lyrics,
“He’s become his death/The spark of
the riots/That’s the way he’s
blessed/To stay alive”, and ends with
punk pioneer Richard Hell reading
Garner’s final words.
Alyokhina and Tolokonnikova spent
nearly two years in prison after being
convicted of hooliganism motivated by
religion following a “punk prayer”
protest in 2012 against Russian President Vladimir Putin in a Moscow
cathedral.
Their arrest and nearly two-year
prison sentence sparked a global outcry.
They were released in 2013 after he
granted them amnesty.
Reuters

DRAKE’S STEALTH RELEASE TOPS BILLBOARD
Hip-hop star Drake’s
surprise release If You’re
Reading This, It’s Too
Late shot to the top of the
Billboard 200 chart on
Wednesday. Taking a leaf
out of Beyonce’s book,
Drake (right) released his
album on iTunes last
Friday with no advance
warning and debuted with
535,000 sales units. It
was his fourth album to debut at No. 1.
NEW DR SEUSS BOOK
A new Dr Seuss book, based on a manuscript and
sketches by the much-loved children’s author,
will be released this summer, 24 years after his
death, Random House Children’s Books said on
Wednesday. What Pet Should I Get? will be
published on July 28 and will be followed by at
least two other books based on materials left by
the award-winning author.
MINAJ’S TOUR MANAGER STABBED TO DEATH
The tour manager of rapper Nicki Minaj was
stabbed to death and another member of her
entourage was seriously injured in Philadelphia
on Wednesday in a bar fight. The police said an
apparent argument set off the fight and that the
victim had been stabbed multiple times in the
torso before dying in a hospital. The other man
was in critical condition with stab wounds to his
left arm and left side, a police statement said.

TOMORROW IN

Bobbi Brown taken off ventilator
Atlanta – Doctors have taken Bobbi Kristina Brown, daughter of the late singer
Whitney Houston, off the ventilator
that has helped her breathe since she
was found unresponsive in a bathtub
last month, but no decisions have been
made to take her off life support, a
family source said on Thursday.
The source, who declined to be identified, said Brown’s overall condition
has not changed. Removing the breathing tube was a standard practice to
avoid infection, the source said.
CNN reported that Brown will now
receive air through a hole in her throat,
indicating that she will likely remain in
that state for weeks or months rather
than days.

Family members have said Brown,
21, the only child of singers Bobby
Brown and Houston, is fighting for her
life at Emory University Hospital in
Atlanta after she was discovered on
Jan 31 face down and unresponsive in a
bathtub in her suburban home.
They have said little about the aspiring singer’s treatment or medical prognosis. Her father has asked for privacy.
The police in Roswell, Georgia, are
treating the case as a criminal investigation and have been questioning people
about the circumstances leading to
Bobbi Brown being found in the tub.
Her mother drowned in a hotel bathtub in Beverly Hills, California, on
Feb 11, 2012.
Reuters

KITCHEN VIOLENCE
The physical and verbal
abuse that chefs endure

